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SENATE BILL No. 272

Introduced by Senator Song

February 2, 1970

TOMMIE!) TO COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

_An act to add Til16 1.3 (commencing with. Section 1750) to
Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, relating to consumer
goods transactions.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Title 1.3 (commencing with Section 1750) is
2 added to Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, to read:
3
4 TITLE 1.3. CONSUMER
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

CB APTER 1. CONSUMER WA RR AN TY PROTECTION

Article 1. General Provisions

1750. This chapter may be cited as the "Song Consumer
-Warmly Protection Act."

1751. Any waiver by the buyer of consumer goods of the
provisions of this chapter, except as expressly provided in
this chapter, shall be deemed contrary to public policy and
shall be unenforceable and void.

1752. If any provision of this chapter or the application
thereof to any uerson or circumstance is held unconstitu-
tional, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or ap-
plications of this chapter which can be given effect without
the invalid provision or application, and to this end the pro-
visions of this chapter are severable.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
513.272, as introduced, Song (Jud.). Consumer goods transactions.
Adds Title 1.3 (commencing with Sec. 1750), Pt. 4, Div. 3, -Civ.q.
Enacts "Song Consumer Warranty Protection Act." Establishes

obligations of nitunifaeturers, distributors, and sellers of consumer
goods, and rights of buyers thereof, with respect to particular trans -
Actions.

Vote-Majority; A p propr:- e161..c. yo
'
 Fiscal Committee-No.
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10,272 -2
1 1753. The provisions of this chapter shall not affect the
2 rights and obligations of parties determined by reference to
3 the Commercial Code except that, where the provisions of the .

4 Commercial Code conflict with the rights guaranteed to buyers
5 of consumer goods under the provisions of this chapter, the
6 provisions of this chapter shall prevail.
7
8 Article 2. Definitions
9

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
.21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
84
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

1755. As used in this chapter:

(a) "Consumer goods" means any motor vehicle, machine,
appliance, device, product, or commodity that is used or
bought for use primarily for personal, family, or household _

purposes.
(b) "Buyer" or "retail buyer" means any person who

buys consumer goods from a person engaged in the business
of manufacturing, distributing, or selling such goods at retail.

(c) "Manufacturer" means any individual, partnership,
corporation, association, or other legal relationship which
manufactures, assembles, produces, or gathers consumer goods.

(d) "Distributor" means any individual, partnership, cor-
poration, association, or other legal relationship which stands
between the manufacturer and the retail seller in purchases,
consignments, or contracts for sale of consumer goods.

(e) "Retail seller," "seller," or "retailer" means any indi-
vidual, partnership, corporation, association, or other legal
relationship which engages in the business of selling new goods
to retail buyers.

1756. As used in this chapter :
(a) "Implied warranty of merchantability" or "implied

warranty that goods are merchantable" means that, the con-
sumer goods meet each of the following :

(i)' Pass without objection in the trade under the contract
description.

(ii) Are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods
are used.

(iii) Are free from defects of materials or workmanship.
(iv) Are adequately contained, packaged, and labeled.
(v) Conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made

on the container or label.
(b) "Implied warranty of fitness" means that when the

retailer, distributor, or manufacturer has reason to know any
particular purpose for which the consumer goods are required,
and further, that the buyer is relying on the skill and judg-
ment of the seller to select and furnish suitable goods, then
there is an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit for,
such purpose.

1757. As used in this chapter, a 'sale "as is" or "with all
faults" means that the manufacturer, distributor, and retailer
disclaim all implied warranties that would otherwise attach to

o

I
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1 the sale of consumer goods under the provisions of this chap -
2 ter. In the absence of any express warranties accompanying
3 the sale, the buyer assumes the entire risk as to the quality and
4 performance of the goods purchased in a sale "as is" or "with
5 all faults.''
6 Article 3. Sale Warranties
7
8 1760. Every sale of consumer goods by a manufacturer in
9 this state shall he accompanied by an implied warranty that

10 the goods are merchantable, except that no such implied war -
11 ranty accompanies the sale of consumer goods that are sold on
12 an "as is" or "with all faults" basis, provided the provisions
13 of this chapter affecting "as is" or "with all faults" sales are
14 strictly complied with.
15 1761. Every sale of consumer goods in this state by a man -
16 ufacturer who has reason to know at the time of the sale that
17 the goods are required for a particular purpose and that the
18 buyer is relying on the manufacturer's skill or judgment to
19 select or furnish suitable goods shall. be accompanied by an
20 implied warranty of fitness.
21 1762. Every sale of consumer goods in this state made
22 through a retailer or distributor who has reason to know at the
23 time of sale that the goods are required for a particular pur-
24 pose and that the buyer is relying on the retailer's or dis-
25 tributor's skill or judgment to select or furnish suitable goods,
26 shall, in lieu of the warranty of the manufacturer under Sec -
27 tion 1761, be accompanied by an implied warranty that the
28 goods are fit for that purpose.
29 1763. No implied warranty of merchantability and, where
30 applicable, no implied warranty of fitness shall be waived,
31 except in the case of a sale fof consumer goods on an "as is"
32 or "with all faults" basis where the provisions of this chapter
33 affecting "as is" or "with all faults" sales are strictly cora-
34 plied with.
35 1764. No sale or consumer goods on an "as is" or "with
36 all faults"' basis shall be effective to disclaim the implied war -
37 ranty of merchantability or, where applicable, the implied
38 warranty of fitness, unless a conspicuous writing is attached
39 to the goods which clearly informs the buyer in simple and
40 concise language of each of the following:
41 (a) The goods are being sold on an "as is" or "with all
42 faults" basis.
43 (b) The entire risk as to the quality and performance of
44 the goods is with the buyer.

(c) Should the goods prove defective following their pur-
46 chase, the buyer and not the manufacturer, distributor, or re -
47 tailer assumes the entire cost of all necessary servicing or
48 repair.

Orgirl LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE I (800) 666-1917wile 4



SB 272 -
1 1765. Every sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or "with2 all faults" basis made in compliance with the provisions of3 this chapter shall constitute a waiver by the buyer of the im-4 plied warranty of merchantability and, where applicable, of5 the implied warranty of fitness.

6 1766. Nothing in this chapter shall affect the right of the7 manufacturer, distributor, or retailer to make additional war -8 ranties with respect to consumer goods. However, a manufac-
9 turer, distributor, or retailer, may not, by such additional10 warranties, limit the application of or modify the warranties

11 guaranteed by this chapter to the sale of consumer goods.
12 1767. Every manufacturer, distributor, or retailer making13 additional warranties with ,respect to consumer goods shall14 express such additional warranties in clear and concise terms15 and clearly identify the party making such additional warran-
16 ties.
17 1768: (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods which18 are sold in this state and for which there exists a warranty,19 either express or implied in law, shall maintain in this state20 sufficient service and repair facilities to carry out the terms of21 such warranties.
22 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are maintained23 in this state and service or repair of the goods is necessary
24 because they do not comply with the applicable warranties,
25 service and repair shall be commenced within a reasonable
26 time following receipt of the goods by the manufacturer or its27 representative in this state. Unless the buyer agrees in writing
28 to the contrary, the goods must be returned, at the manufac-
29 turer's expense, in merchantable condition within 30 days.
30 (c) Should the manufacturer be unable to make such return
31 of merchantable goods, he shall either replace the goods or
32 reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price
33 paid by the buyer, less that amount directly attributable to
34 use by the buyer prior to discovery of the defect. However, in35 no event shall such deduction from the purchase price be made
36 for defective goods forwarded to the manufacturer or his rep -
37 resentative in this state within 30 days of their purchase.
38 1769. If the manufacturer fails to provide service and re -
39 pair facilities within this state as required in subdivision (a)
40 of Section 1768, the buyer may follow the course of action
41 prescribed in either subdivision (a) or (b), below, as follows:
42 (a) Return the defective consumer goods to the retail seller
43 thereof for replacement, or for service or repair in accordance
44 with the terms and conditions of the warranties. Such replace -
45 meat, service, or repair shall be at the option of the buyer. If
46 the retail seller is unable to replace the defective article with
47 merchantable goods or is unable to service or repair the goods
48 in accordance with the terms and conditions of the warranty,
49 the retail seller shall reimburse the buyer in an amount equal
50 to the purchase price paid by the buyer, less that amount

S
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1 directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to discovery of
2 the defect. However, in no event shall such deductions from the
3 purchase price be made for defective goods returned to the
4 retail seller within 30 days of their purchase.
5 (b) Return the defective article to the nearest retail seller
6 of like goods of the manufacturer for replacement, or for serv-
7 ice or repair in accordance with the terms and conditions of
8 the warranties. Such replacement, service, or repair shall be at
9 the option of the retail seller.

10 1770. Where an option is exercised in favor of service and
11 repair under Section 1769, such service and repair must be
12 commenced within a reasonable time, and, unless the buyer
13 agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods must be returned
14 in merchantable condition within 30 days.
15 1771. Every manufacturer who fails to provide service and
16 repair facilities within this state as required by this chapter
17 shall be liable as prescribed in this section to every retail seller
18 of such manufacturer's goods who incurs obligations in giving
19 effect to the warranties that accompany such manufacturer's
20 consumer goods. The amount of such liability shall be deter-
21 mined as follows:
22 (a) In the event of replacement, in an amount equal to the
23 actual cost to the retail seller of the replaced goods, plus a
24 reasonable handling charge.
25 (b) In the event of service and repair, in an amount equal
26 to that which would be received by the retail seller for like
27 service rendered to retail consumers who are not entitled to
28 warranty protection, including, where applicable, the cost of
29 parts, servicing, labor, stofage, overhead, and a reasonable
30 profit.
31 (c) In the event of reimbursement under subdivision (a)
32 of Section 1769, in an amount equal to that reimbursed to the
33 buyer, plus a reasonable handling charge.
34 1772. If additional warranties are made by persons other
35 than the manufacturer of the goods, the obligation of the
36 person making such additional warranties shall be the same
37 as that imposed on the manufacturer under Sections 1768 and
38 1769.
39 1773. Any buyer of consumer goods injured ,by a willful
40 violation of the provisions of this chapter may bring an action
41 for the recovery of damages. Judgment may be entered for
42 three times the amount at which the actual damages are as -
43 sessed, plus reasonable attorney fees.
44 1774. Any retail seller of consumer goods injured by the
45 willful or repeated violation of the provisions of this chapter
46 may bring an action for the recovery of damages. Judgment
47 may be entered for three times the amount at which the actual
48 damages are assessed plus reasonable attorney fees.

",114.01.1V LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVIC$ (800) 666-1917
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AMENDED IN SENATE MARCH 17, 1970

SENATE BILL No. 272

Introduced by Senator Song
(Coauthor: Assemblyman Karabian)

February 2, 1970

REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

An act to add Title 1.3 (commencing with Section 1750) to
Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, relating to consumer
goods transactions.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Title 1.3 (commencing with Section 1750) is
2 added to Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, to read:
3
4 TITLE 1.3. CONSUMER WARRANTIES
5
6 CHAPTER 1. CONSUMER WARRANTY PROTECTION
7
8 Article I. General Provisions
9

10 1750. This chapter may be cited as the "Song Consumer
11 Warranty Protection Act.'
12 1751. Any waiver by the buyer of consumer goods of the
13 provisions of this chapter, except as expressly provided in
14 this chapter, shall be deemed contrary to public policy and
15 shall be unenforceable and void.
16 1752. If any provision of this chapter or the application
17 thereof to any person or circumstance is held unconstitu-
18 tional, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or ap-
19 plications of this chapter which can be given effect without

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
SB 272,. as amended, Song (Jud.). Consumer goods transactions.
Adds Title 1.3 (commencing with See. 1750), Pt. 4, Div. 3, Civ.C.
Enacts "Song Consumer Warranty Protection Act." Establishes

obligations of manufacturers, distributors, and sellers of consumer
goods, and rights of buyers thereof, with respect to particular trans-
actions.

Vote-Majority; A ppropriAppropriation-No;-No ; Fiscal Committee --No.
*hi LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE _(800) 666-1917 ".11 6



1 the invalid provision or application, and to this end the pro -
2 visions of this chapter are severable.
3 1753. The provisions of this chapter shall not affect the
4 rights and obligations of parties determined by reference to
5 the Commercial Code except that, where the provisions of the
6 Commercial Code conflict with the rights guaranteed to buyers
7 of consumer goods under the provisions of this chapter, the
8 provisions of this chapter shall prevail.
9

10 Article 2. Definitions
11
12 1755. As used in this chapter :
13, (a) "Consumer goods" means any motor vehicle, machine,
14 appliance, device, product, or commodity that is used or
15 bought for use primarily for personal, family, or household
16 purposes.
17 (b) ,"Buyer" or "retail buyer" means any pemen indi-
18 , vidual who buys consumer goods from a person engaged in the
19 , business of manufacturing, distributing, or selling such goods
20 at retail. As used in this subdivision, "perion" means any
21 , individual, partnership, corporation, association, or other legal
22 entity which engages in any such business.
23 (c) "Manufacturer" means, any individual, partnership,
24 corporation, association, or other legal relationship which
25 manufactures, assembles, produces, or gathers consumer goods.
26 (d) "Distributor" means any individual, partnership, cor-
27 poration association, or other legal relationship which stands
28,

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

, 38
39
40 description.
41, (ii)
42 (2) Are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods
43 are used,
44 (iii)
45 (3) Are free from defects of materials or workmanship.
46 (iv)
47 ." (4) Are adequately contained, packaged, and labeled.
48 ' +4 '

49 (5) Conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made
so on the container or label.
51 (b) "Implied warranty of fitness" means that when the
52 retailer, distributor, o- --113-jjyturer has reason to know any

 vol'F/ LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE -.N

between the manufacturer and the retail seller in purchases,
consignments, or contracts for sale of consumer goods.

(e)."Retail seller," "seller," or "retailer" means any indi-
vidual, partnership, corpOration, association, or other legal
relationship which engages in the business of selling new goods
to retail buyers.

1756. As used in this chapter :
(a) "Implied warranty of merchantability" or "implied

warranty that goods are .merchantable" means that the con-
sumer goods meet each of the following:

(1) Pass without objection in the trade under the contract

S

1

2

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

_a _ 81) 272,
particular purpose for which the consumer goods are required,and further, that the buyer is relying on the skill and judg-ment of the seller to select and furnish suitable goods, thenthere is an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit forsuch purpose.

1757. As used in this chapter, a sale "as is" or "with all
faults" means that the manufacturer, distributor, and retailerdisclaim all implied warranties that would otherwise attach tothe sale of consumer goods under the provisions of this chap-ter. In the absence of any express warranties accompanying
the sale, the buyer assumes the entire risk as to the quality and
performance of the soods purchased in a sale "as is", or "withall faults."

Article 3. Sale Warranties

1760. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods by a ,manufacturer in this state shall be accompanied by an implied,'warranty that the goods are merchantable, except that nosuch implied warranty accompanies the sale of consumergoods that are sold on an "as is" or "with all faults" basis,
provided the provisions of this chapter affecting "as is" or"with all faults" sales are strictly complied with.

1761. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in thisstate by a manufacturer who has reason to know at the timeof the sale or consignment that the goods are required for aparticular purpose and that the buyer is relying on the manu-facturer's skill or judgment to select or furnish suitable goods
shall be accompanied by an implied warranty of fitness..

1762. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods inLthisstate made through a retailqr or distributor who has reason
to know at the time of sale th- consignment that the goods arerequired for a particular purpose and that the buyer is rely-ing on the retailer's or distributor's skill or judgment to select
or furnish suitable goods, shall, in lieu of the warranty of the
manufacturer under Section 1761, be accompanied by an im-plied warranty that the goods are fit for that purpose.

1763. No implied warranty of merchantability and, whereapplicable, no implied warranty of fitness shall be' waived,except in the case of a sale of consumer goods on an "as is"
or "with all faults" basis where the provisions of this Chapter
affecting "as is" or "with all faults" sales are strictly com-plied with.

1764. No sale GP of consumer goods on an "as is" or "with
all faults" basis shall be effective to disclaim the implied war-ranty of merchantability or, where applicable, the' implied
warranty of fitness, unless a conspicuous writing is attachedto the goods which clearly informs the buyer , prior to the,sale, in simple and concise language of each of the following:

(a) The goods are being sold on an "as is" or "with allfaults" basis.
(b) The entire risk as to the quality and performance ofthe goods is with the buyer.

(800) 666-1917
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$15 272

".1 (c) Should the goods prove defective following their pur-
2 chase, ,the buyer and not the manufacturer, distributor, or re -3 tailer assumes the entire cost of .al necessary servicing or4 repair.. '
5, 1765. ' Every sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or "with
6 all faults" basis made in compliance with the provisions of,; 7 this chapter shall constitute a waiver by the buyer of the im-
8 plied warranty of merchantability and, where applicable, of
9 the implied warranty of fitness.

, 10 1766. Nothing in this chapter shall affect the right of the
11 manufacturer, distributor, or retailer to make additional war -12 ranties with respect to 'consumer goods. However, a manufac-
13 turer, distributor, or retailer, may not, by such additional14 warranties, limit the application of or modify the warranties
15 guaranteed by this chapter to the sale of consumer goods.
16 1767. Every manufacturer, distributor, or retailer making
17 additional warranties with respect to consumer goods shall
18 express such additional warranties in clear and concise terms

-; 19 and clearly identify the party making such additional warrati-
20 ties.
21 1768. , (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods which
22 are sold in this state and for which there exists a warranty,23 ' either express or implied in-law, shall maintain in this state
24 sufficient service and repair facilities to carry out the terms of
25 such warranties.
26 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are maintained27 in this state and service or repair, of the goods is necessary
28 because they do not comply with the applicable warranties,
29 service and repair shall be commenced within a reasonable
30 time following receipt of the goods by the manufacturer or its31 representative in this state. Unless the buyer agrees in writing
32 to the contrary, the goods must be returned, at the manufac-
33 turer's expense, in merchantable condition within 30 days.
34 (c) Should the manufacturer be unable to make such return
35 of merchantable goods, he shall either replace the goods or
36 , reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price
37 paid, by the buyer, less that amount directly attributable to
38'.,use, by the buyer prior to discovery of the defect. However, in
39 no event shall such deduction from the purchase price be made

:40 for defective goods forwarded, to the manufacturer or his rep -
41 resentative in this state within 30 days of their purchase.
42 1769. If the manufacturer fails to provide service and re -
43 ' pair facilities within this state as required in subdivision (a)

`r;'44 of Section 1768, the buyer may follow the course of action
45 prescribed in either subdivision (a) or (b), below, as follows:
46 (a) Return the defective consumer goods to the retail seller
47 thereof for replacement, or for service or repair in accordance
48 with the terms and conditions of the warranties. Such replace -
49 ment, service, or repair shall be at the option of the buyer. If
50 the retail seller is unable to replace the defective article with
51 merchantable goods, or is unable to service or repair the goods
52 in accordance with the terms and conditions of the warranty,

44:°:01 LEGISLATIVE. INTENT SERVICE (800)le
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1 the retail seller shall reimburse the buyer in an amount equal
2 to the purchase price paid by the buyer, less that amount
3 directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to discovery of .'
4 the defect. However, in no event shall such deductions from the
5 purchase price be made for defective goods returned to the
6 retail seller within 30 days of their purchase.
7 (b) Return the defective article to the nearest retail seller
8 of like goods of the manufacturer for replacement, or for serv-
9 ice or repair in accordance with the terms and conditions of

10 the warranties. Such replacement, service, or repair shall be at
11 the option of the retail seller.
12 1770. Where an option is exercised in favor of service and
13 repair under Section 1769, such service and repair must be
14 commenced within a reasonable time, and, unless the buyer
1.5 agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods must be returned
16 in merchantable condition within 30 days.
17 1771. Every manufacturer who fails to provide service and
18 repair facilities within this state as required by this chapter
19 shall be liable as prescribed in this section to every retail seller
20 of such manufacturer's goods who incurs obligations in giving
21 effect to the warranties that accompany such manufacturer's
22 consumer goods. The amount of such liability shall be deter -
23 mined as follows:
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

(a) In the event of replacement, in an amount equal to the
actual cost to the retail seller of the replaced goods, plus a
reasonable handling charge.

(b) In the event of service and repair, in an amount equal
to that which would be received by the retail seller for -like
service rendered to retail consumers who are not entitled to
warranty protection, including, where applicable, the cost of
parts, servicing, labor, stotage, overhead, and a reasonable
profit.

(c) In the event of reimbursement under subdivision (a),
of Section 1769, in an amount equal to that reimbursed to the
buyer, plus a reasonable handling charge.

1772. If additional warranties are made by persons other
than the manufacturer of the goods, the obligation of the
person making such additional warranties shall be the same
as that imposed on the manufacturer under Sections 1768 and
1769.

1773. Any buyer of consumer goods injured by a willful
violation of the provisions of this chapter may bring an action
for the recovery of damages. Judgment may be entered for
three times the amount at which the actual damages are as-
sessed, plus reasonable attorney fees.

1774. Any retail seller of consumer goods injured by the
willful or repeated violation of the provisions of this chapter
may bring an action for the recovery of damages. Judgment
may be entered for three times the amount at which the actual
damages are assessed plus reasonable attorney fees.

666-1917
0
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AMENDED IN SENATE APRIL 6, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE MARCH 17, 1970

SENATE BILL No. 272

Introduced by Senator Song
(Coauthor : Assemblyman 'cambial')

February 2, 1970

REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

An act to add Title 1.3 (commencing with, Section 1750) to
Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, relating to consumer
goods transactions.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Title 1.3 (commencing with Section 1750) is
2 added to Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, to read:
3
4 TITLE 1.3. CONSUMER WARRANTIES
5
8 CHAPTER 1. CONSUMER WARRANTY PROTECTION

8 Article 1, General Provisions
9.

10 1750. This chapter may be cited as the "Song Consumer
111 Warranty Protection Act.
12  1751. Any waiver by the buyer of consumer goods of the
13 provisions of this chapter,' except as expressly provided in
14 this chapter, shall be deemed contrary to public policy and
15 shall be unenforceable and void.
16 1752. if any provision of this chapter or the application
17 thereof to any person or circumstance is held unconstitu-
18 tional, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or ap-
19 plications of this chapter which can be given effect without

LIDOISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
272, as amended, Song (Jud.). Consumer goods transactions.

Adds Title 1.3 (commencing with See, 1750), Pt. 4,' Div. 3, Civ.0.
Enacts "Song Consumer Warranty Protection Establishes

obligations of manufacturers, distributors, and sellers of consumer
goods, and rights of buyers 0----0° syli respect to particular trans-
actions. '

4.16 e LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE
Vote-Majority; A pproprial......! 0_ , Fiscal Committee-No.

(800) 666-1917
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BB 272 -2-
1 the invalid provision or application, and to this end the pro -
2 visions of this chapter are severable.
3 1753. The provisions of this chapter shall not affect the
4 rights and obligations of parties determined by reference to
5 the Commercial Code except that, where the provisions of the
6 Commercial Code conflict with the rights guaranteed to buyers
7 of consumer goods under the provisions of this chapter, the
8 provisions of this chapter shall prevail.
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Article 2. Definitions

1755. As used in this chapter:
(a) "Consu er goods" means any motor vehicle, machine,

appliance, device, product, or commodity that is used or
bought for, use primarily for personal, family, or household
purposes.

(b) "Buyer" or "retail buyer" means any individual who
buys consumer goods from a person engaged in the business
of manufacturing, distributing, or selling such goods at retail.
As used in this subdivision, "person" means any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or other legal entity
which engages in any such business.

(c) "Manufacturer" means any individual, partnership,
corporation, association, or other legal relationship which
manufactures, assembles, produces, or gathers consumer goods.

(d) "Distributor" means any individual, partnership, cor-
poration, association, or other legal relationship which stands
between the manufacturer and the retail seller in purchases,
consignments, or contracts for sale of consumer goods.

(e) "Retail seller," "seller," or "retailer" means any indi-
vidual, partnership, corporation, association, or other legal
relationship which engages in the business of selling new goods
to retail buyers , but does not include any contractor subject to
the provisions of Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7000)
of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code .

1756. As used in this chapter:
(a) "Implied warranty of merchantability" or "implied

warranty that goods are merchantable" means that the con-
sumer goods meet each of the following:

(1) Pass without objection in the trade under the contract
description.

(2) Are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods
are used.

(3) Are free from defects of materials or workmanship.
(4) Are adequately contained, packaged, and labeled.
(5) Conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made

on the container or label.
(b) "Implied warranty of fitness" means that when the

retailer, distributor, or manufacturer has reason to know any
particular purpose for which the consumer goods aro required,
and further, that the blive.Tiolvillying on the skill and judg.

_Ns No wa  .01 LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICr
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1 ment of the seller to select and furnish suitable goods, then
2 there is an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit for

 3 ,such purpose.
4 1757. As used in this chapter, a sale "as is" or "with all
5 faults" means that the manufacturer, distributor, and retailer
6 disclaim all implied warranties that would otherwise attach to
7 the sale of consumer goods under the provisions of this chap,.
8 ter. In the absence of any express warranties accompanying
9 the sale, the buyer assumes the entire risk as to the quality and

10 performance of the goods purchased in a sale "as is" or "with
.11 all faults."
12 Article. 3. Sale Warranties
13
14 1760. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods by a
15 manufacturer in this state shall be accompanied by an implied
16 warranty that the goods are merchantable, except that no
17 such' implied warranty accompanies the sale of consumer
18 goods that are sold on an "as is" or "with all faults" basis,
19 provided the provisions of this chapter affecting "as is" or
20 "with all faults" sales are strictly complied with.'
21 1761. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in this
22 slate by a manufacturer who has reason 'to know at the time
23 of the sale or consignment that the goods are required for a
24 particular purpose and that th6 buyer is relying on the manu-
25 facturer's skill or judgment to select or furnish suitable goods
26 shall be accompanied by an implied warranty of fitness.
27 1762. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in this
28 state made through a retailer or distributor who has reason .

29 to know at the time of sale or donsignment that the goods are
30 required for a particular purpose and that the buyer is rely-
31 ing on the retailer's or distributor's skill or judgment to select
32 or furnish suitable goods, shall, in lieu of the warranty of the
33 manufacturer under Section 1761, be accompanied by an im-
34 plied warranty that the goods are fit for that purpose.
35 1763. No implied warranty of merchantability and, where
36 ' applicable, no implied warranty of fitness shall be waived,
37 except in the case of a sale of consumer goods on an "as is"
BB or "with all faults" basis where the provisions of this chapter
39 affecting "as is" or "with all faults" sales are strictly com-...
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

plied with.
1764. No sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or "with'

all faults" basis shall be effective to disclaim the implied war-
ranty of merchantability or, where applicable, the implied

rr
warranty of fitness, unless a conspicuous writing 1;?,

to the goods which clearly informs the buyer, prior to the
sale, in simple and concise language of each of the following

(a) The goods are being sold on an "as is" or "with all.
faults" basis.

(b) The entire risk as to the quality and performance of;
the goods is with the buyer.

(800) 666-1917
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1 (c) Should the goods prove defective following their pur-
2 chase, the buyer and not the manufacturer, distributor, or re -
3 tailer assumes the entire cost of all necessary servicing or
4 repair.
5 1765. Every sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or "with
6 all faults" basis made in compliance' with the provisions of
7 this chapter shall constitute a waiver by the buyer of the im-
8 plied warranty of merchantability and, where applicable, of
9 the implied warranty of fitness.

10 1766. Nothing in this chapter shall affect the right of the
11 manufacturer, 'distributor, or retailer to make additional war -
12 ranties with respect to consumer goods. However, a manufac-
13 tuner, distributor, or retailer, may not, by such additional

 14 warranties, limit the application of or modify the warranties
15 guaranteed by this chapter to the sale of consumer goods.
16 1767. Every manufacturer, distributor, or retailer making
17 additional warranties with respect to consumer goods shall

.18' express. such additional warranties in clear and concise terms
19 and clearly identify the party making such additional warran-
20 ties.
21 1768. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods which
22 are sold in this state and for which there exists a warranty,
23 either express or implied in law, shall maintain in 'this state
21 sufficient service and repair facilities to carry out the terms of
25 such warranties.
26 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are maintained
27 in this state and service or repair of the goods is necessary
28 because they do not comply with the applicable warranties,
29 service and repair shall be commenced within a reasonable
30 time following receipt of the goods by the manufacturer  or its
31 representative in I his slate. Unless the buyer agrees in writing
32 to ,the contrary, the goods must be returned, at the manufac-
33 turer's expense, in merchantable condition within 30 days.
3.1 (c) Should the manufacturer be unable to make such return
35 of merchantable goods, he shall either replace the goods or
36 reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price
37 paid by the buyer, less that amount directly attributable to
38 use by the buyer prior to discovery of the defect. However, in
39 no event shall such deduction from the purchase price be made
40 for defective goods forwarded to the manufacturer or his rep -
41 resentative in this stele within 30 days of their purchase.
42 1769. If the manufacturer fails to provide service and re,
43 pair facilities within this state as required in subdivision (a)
44 of Section 1768, the buyer may follow the course of action
45 prescribed in 'either subdivision (a) or (b), below, as follows:
46 (a) Return the defective consumer goods to the retail seller
47 thereof for replacement, or for service or repair in accordance
48 with the terms and conditions of the warranties. Such replace-
49 went, service, or repair shall be at the option of the buyer. If
50 the retail seller is unable to replace the defective article with
51 merchantable goods or is urig)41,le service or repair the goods
52 in accordance with the NAV" ctEriallikTfVflnii\gtErktTngWRVIIowa*

BB 272
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1.1 the retail seller shall reimburse the buyer in an amount equal -

2 to the purchase price paid by the buyer, less that amount
81 directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to discovery of
4' the defect. However, in no event shall such deductions from the
5, purchase price be made for defective goods returned to the
6. . retail seller within 30 days of their purchase.

(b) Return the defective article to the nearestretail seller
8 of like goods of the manufacturer for replacement, or for serv-
9 ice or repair in accordance with the terms and conditions of

10 the warranties. Such replacement, service, or repair shall be at
11! the option of the retail seller"
12 1770. Where an option is exercised in favor of service and
13 repair under Section 1769, such service and repair must be
14 commenced within a reasonable time, and, unless the buyer
1.5 agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods must be returned
16 in merchantable condition within 30 clays.
17 1771. Every manufacturer who fails to provide service and
18 repair facilities within this state as required by this chapter
19 shall be liable as prescribed in this section to every retail seller
20 of such manufacturer's goods who incurs obligations in giving
21 effect to the warranties that accompany such manufacturer's
22 consumer goods.. The amount of such liability shall be deter-.
23 mined as follows:
24 (a) In the event of replacement, in an amount equal to the
25 actual cost to the retail seller of the replaced goods, phis a
26 reasonable handling charge.
27 (b) In the event of service and repair, in an amount equal
28 to that which would be received by the retail seller for like
29 service rendered to retail conisumers who are not entitled to
30 warranty protection, including, where applicable, the cost of
31 'parts, servicing, labor, storage, overhead, and a reasonable
32 profit.
33 (e) In the event of reimbursement under subdivision (a)
34 of Section 1769, in an amount equal to that reimbursed to the
35 buyer, plus a reasonable handling charge.
36 1772. If additional warranties are made by persons other
37 than the manufacturer of the goods, the obligation of the
38 person making such additional warranties shall be the same
39 as that imposed on the manufacturer under Sections 1768 and
40 1769.
41 1773. .Any buyer of consumer goods injured by a willful
42 violation of the provisions of this chapter may bring an action
43 for the recovery of damages. Judgment may be entered for
44 three times the amount at which the actual damages are as-'

. 45 sessed, plus reasonable attorney fees.
46 1774. Any retail seller of consumer goods injured by the
47 willful or repeated violation of the provisions of this chapter
48 may bring an action for the recovery of damages. Judgment
49 may be entered for three' times the amount at which the actual

.50 damages are assessed plus reasonable attorney fees.

(800) 666-1917
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AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 25, 1970

AMENDED 1N SENATE APRIL 6, 1970
AMENDED IN SENATE MARCH 17, 1970

SENATE BILL No. 272

Introduced by senator Song
(Coauthor: Assemblyman ICarabian)

February 2, 1970

REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

An act to add Title 1.3 (commencing with Section 1750) to
Part I of Division 3 of the Civil Code, relating to consumer
goods transactions.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Title 1.3 (commencing with Section 1750) is
2 added to Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, to read:
3
4 , TIME 1.3. CONSUMER WARRANTIES
fi
6 CHAPTER 1. CONSUMER WARRANTY PROTECTION
7
8 Article 1. General Provisions
9

10
'11

12
13
14
15

1750. This chapter may be cited as the "Song Consumer
Warranty Protection Act."

1751. Any waiver by the buyer of consumer goods of the
provisions of this chapter, except as expressly provided in
this chapter, shall be deemed contrary to public policy and
shall be unenforceable and void.

LEGISTATIVA COUNSEUS DIGEST
811 272, as amended, Song (Jud.). Consumer goods transactions.
Adds Title 1.3 (commencing with Sec. 1750), Pt. 4, Div. 3, Civ.C.
Enacts "Song Consumer Warranty Protection Act." Establishes

obligations of inannfaeturers, distributors, and sellers of consumer
goods, and rights of buyers thereof, with respect to particular trans..
actions. .

To become operative February 1,..197.1.
Vote-Majority; Appropriati terisiVittbitiTAltiltWIliitNT SERVICE. (800) 666-1917
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1752. If any provision of this chapter or the application

thereof to any person or circumstance is held unconstitu-
tional, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or ap-plications of this chapter which can be given effect without
the invalid provision or application, and to this end the pro-visions of this chapter are severable.

1753. The provisions of this chapter shall not affect therights and obligations of parties determined by reference tothe Commercial Code except that, where the provisions of theCommercial Code conflict with the rights guaranteed to buyers
of consumer goods under the provisions of this chapter, the
provisions of this chapter shall prevail.

Article 2. , Definitions

1755. As used in this chapter:
(a) "Consumer goods" means any motor vehicle, machine,

appliance, device, product, or commodity that is used orbought for use primarily for personal, family, or householdpurposes.
(b) "Buyer" or "retail buyer" means any individual who

buys consumer goods from a person engaged in the business
of manufacturing, distributing, or selling such goods at retail.
As used in this subdivision, "person" means any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or other legal entity
which engages in any such business.

.(c) "Manufacturer" means any individual, partnership,
corporation, association, or other legal relationship which
manufactures, assembles, produces, or gathers consumer goods.(d) "Distributor" means any individual, partnership, cor-poration, association, or other legal relationship which stands
between the manufacturer and the retail seller in purchases,
consignments, or contracts for sale of consumer goods.

(e) "Retail seller," "seller," or "retailer" 111C11118 any indi-.
vidual, partnership, corporation, association, or other legal
relationship which engages in the business of selling new goods
to retail buyers, but, does not include any contractor subjeet to
the provisions of Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7000)
of Division 3 of the Business and Professions (lode.

1756. As used in this chapter :

(a) "Implied warranty of merchantability" or "implied
warranty that goods are merchantable" means that the con-
sumer goods meet each of the following:

(1) Pass without objection in the trade under the contract
description.

(2) Are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods
are used.

(3) Are free front defects of materials or workmanship.
(4) Are adequately contained, packaged, and labeled.
(5) Conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made

on the container or label WIr
LEGISLATIVE INTENT SER  oorS.  0
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1 (b) "Implied warranty of fitness" means that when the
retailer, distributor, or manufacturer has reason to know any

3 particular purpose for which the consumer goods are required,
4 and further, that the buyer is relying on the skill and judg-
5 ment of the seller to select and furnish suitable goods, then,
6 there is an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit for
7 such purpose.
8 1757. As used in this chapter, a sale "as is" or "with all.
9 faults" means that the manufacturer, distributor, and retailer

10 disclaim all implied warranties that would otherwise attach to
11 the sale of consumer goods under the provisions of this chap-
12 ter. In the absence of any express warranties accompanying
13 the sale, the buyer assumes the entire risk as to the quality and
14 performance of the goods purchased in a sale "as is" or "with
15 all faults,"
16 Article 3. Sale Warranties
17

2

18
19
20
21.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
60

1.760. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods by a
manufacturer in this state shall be accompanied by an implied
warranty that the goods are merchantable, except that no
such implied warranty accompanies the sale of consumer,
goods that are sold on an "as is" or "with all faults" basis,
provided the provisions of this chapter affecting "as is" or
"with all faults" sales are strictly complied with.

1761. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in this
slate by a manufacturer who has reason to know at the time
of the sale or consignment that the goods are required for a
particular purpose and that th9 buyer is relying -on the manu-
facturer's skill or judgment to select or furnish suitable goods
shall be accompanied by an implied warranty of fitness.

1762. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in this
state made through a retailer or distributor who has reason
to know at the time of sale or consignment that the goods are
required for a particular purpoSe and that the buyer is rely-
ing on the retailer's -or distributor's skill or judgment to select
or furnish suitable goods, shall, in lieu of the warranty of the
manufacturer under Section 1761, -be accompanied by an im-
plied warranty that the goods are fit for thatpurpose.

1763. No implied warranty of merchantability and, where
applicable, no implied warranty of fitness shall be waived,
except in the case of a sale of consumer goods on an "as is"
or "with all faults" basis where the provisions of this chapter
affecting "as is" or "with all faults" sales arc strictly com-
plied with.

1764. No sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or "with
ell faults" basis shall be effective to disclaim the implied war-
ranty of merchantability or, where applicable, the implied
warranty of fitness, unless a conspicuous writing is attached
to the goods which clearly informs the buyer, prior to the
sale, in simple and concise language of each of the following:

(800) 666-1917
13
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1 (a) The goods are being sold on an "as is" or "with all2 faults" basis.
3 (b) The entire risk as to the quality and performance of
4 the goods is with the buyer.
5 (c) Should the goods prove defective following their pur-6 chase, the buyer andnot the manufacturer, distributor, or re -7 tailer assumes the entire cost of all necessary servicing or 7
8 repair. 8
9

10
1765. Every sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or "with 0 9

all faults" basis made in compliance with the provisions of 1011 this chapter shall constitute a waiver by the buyer of the im- 1112 plied warranty of merchantability and, where applicable, of 1213 the implied warranty of fitness. 1314 1766. Nothing in this chapter shall affect the right of the 14
15 manufacturer, distributor, or retailer to make additional war- 1516 ranties with respect to consumer goods. However, a mnnufac- 16
17 turer, distributor, or retailer, may not, by such additional 17
18 warranties, limit the application of or modify the warranties 1819 guaranteed by this chapter to the sale of consumer goods. 1920 1767. Every manufacturer, distributor, or retailer making 2021 additional warranties with respect to consumer goods shall 2122 express such additional warranties in clear and concise terms 2223 and clearly identify the party making such additional warran- 2324 ties. . 2425 1768. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods which

III
2526 are sold in this state and for which there exists a warranty, 2627 either express or implied in law, shall maintain or cause to be 2728 maintained in this state sufficient service and repair facilities 2829 to carry out the terms of such warranties. 2930 (b) Where such service and repair facilities arc maintained 3031 in this state and service or repair of the goods is necessary 3132 because they do not comply with the applicable warranties, 3233 service and repair shall be commenced within a reasonable 3334 time following receipt of the goods by the manufacturer or its 3435 representative in this state. Unless the buyer agrees in writing 3536 to the contrary, the goods must be returned, at the manttfac- 3637 turer's expense, in merchantable condition within 30 days. De- 37.38 lay caused by conditions beyond the control of the manufac- 3839 hirer or his representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day 3940 , requirement. Where such delay arises, delivery of merchant- 40

41 able goods shall be made as soon as possible following ter»tina- 4142 lion of the condition giving rise to the delay. . 42
43 (c) Should the manufacturer be unable to make such return 4344 of merchantable goods, he shall either replace the goods or 4445 reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price 4546 paid by the buyer, less that amount directly attributable to 4647 use by the buyer prior to discovery of the defect. However, in 4748 no event shall such deduction from the purchase price be made , 4849 for defective goods forwarded to the manufacturer or his rep- 4950 resentative in this state within 30 days of their purchase. 50eej#
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1 1769. If the manufacturer fails to provide service and re-
2 pair facilities within this state as required in subdivision (a)
3 of Section 1768, the buyer may follow the' course of action
4 prescribed in either subdivision (a) or (b), below, as follows:
a (a) Return the defective consumer goods to the retail seller
6 thereof for replacement, or for service or repair in accordance

with the terms and conditions of the warranties. Such replace-
ment, service, or repair shall be at the option of the litiyer
retail seller . If the retail seller is unable to replace the defec-
tive article with merchantable goods or is unable to service or
repair the goods in accordance with the terms and conditions
of the warranty, the retail seller shall reimburse the buyer in

' an amount equal to the purchase price paid by the buyer, less,
that amount directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to,
discovery of the defect. However, in no event shall such deduc-
lions from the purchase price be made for defective goods
"returned to the retail seller within 30 days of their purchase.

(h) Return the defective article to the nearest seller
any retail seller, within this state, of like goods of the same
manufacturer for replacement, or for service or repair in ae-
cordstilee with the terms and conditions of the warranties. Such
replacement, service, or repair shall be at the option of the
retail seller.

1770. Where an option is exercised in favor of service and
repair under Section 1769, such service and repair must be
commenced within a reasonable time, and, unless the buyer
agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods must be returned
in merchantable condition iwithin 30 days. Delay caused by
Conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his rep-
resentatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day requirement.
Where such delay arises, delivery of merchantable goods shall
be made as soon as possible following termination of the con-
dition giving rise to the delay.

1771. Every manufacturer who fails to provide service and
repair facilities within this state as required by this chapter
shall be liable as prescribed in this section to every retail seller
of such manufacturer's goods who incurs obligations in giving
effect to the warranties that accompany such manufacturer's
consumer goods. The amount of such liability shall be deter-
mined as follows:

(a) In the event of replacement, in an amount equal to the
actual cost to the retail seller of the replaced goods, plus a
reasonable handling charge.

(b) In the event of service and repair, in an amount equal
to that which would be received by the retail seller for like
service rendered to retail consumers who are not entitled to
warranty protection, including, where applicable, the cost of
parts, servicing, labor, storage, overhead, and a reasonable
profit.

(c) In the event of reimbursement under subdivision (a)
of Section 1769, in an amount equal to that reimbursed to the

bilyer, plus a reasonable handling charge. 14
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' 1 1772. If additional warranties are made by persons other

2 than the manufacturer of the goods, the obligation of the
3 person making such additional warranties shall be the same
4 as that imposed on the manufacturer under Sections 1768 and
5 1769.
6 1773. Any buyer of consumer goods injured by a willful

 71 violation of the provisions of this chapter may bring an action
8 for the recovery of damages. Judgment may be entered for
9 three times the amount at which the actual damageS are as -

10 sessed, plus reasonable attorney fees.
11 1774. Any retail seller of consumer goods injured by the
12 willful or repeated violation of the provisions of this chapter
13 may bring an action for the recovery of damages. Judgment
14 may be entered for three times the amount at which the actual
15 damages are assessed plus reasonable attorney fees,
16 SEC. 2. This act Shall become operative on February 1,
17 1971.

0
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBL'i .11114Y 16, 1970 

AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 25, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE APRIL 6, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE MAUCH 17, 1970

SENATE BILL No. 272

Introduced by Senator Song
(Coauthor: Assemblyman Karabian).

 February 2, 1970

REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

An act to add Title 1.3 (commencing with Section 1750) to
fart 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, relating to consumer..
goods transactions: .

Thil people of the State of California.do enact as follows:

1 . SECTION 1. Title 1.3 (commencing with Section 1750) is
2 added. to Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, to read:
3.

4 TITLE 1.3. CONSUMER WARRANTIES
5
6 CHAPTER 1. CONSUMER WARRANTY PROTECTION
7

8 Article 1. General Provisions
9

10
11
12
13

1750. This chapter may be cited as the "Song Consumer
Warranty Protection Act.

'1751. Any waiver by the buyer of consumer goods of the
provisions of this chapter, except as expressly provided in

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
S13 272, as amended, Song (Jud.). Consumer goods transactions.
Adds 1.1911c 1.3 (commencing with Sec. 1750), Pt. 4, Div. 3, Civ.C.
Enacts I"Song Consumer Warranty Protection Act." Establishes

obligations of manufacturers, distributors, and sellers of consumer
goods, anti rights of buyers, thereof, with respect to particular trans-
actions.

beeome operative Vebruary
Makes act applicable only to consumer goods sold on or after March

I; 1971. Mire J_FrzasLATwp INT T SERVICE: (800) 666-1917Vote-Majority; Approprial= FfRelirtbialfflittac-R1 16
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1 this chapter, shall be deemed contrary to public policy and
2 shall be unenforceable and void.
3 1752. If any provision of this chapter or the application4 thereof to any person. or circumstance is held unconstitu-
5 tional, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or ap-
6 plications of this chapter which can be given effect without
7 the invalid provision or application, and to this end the pro -8 visions of this chapter are severable.

' 9 1753. The provisions of this chapter shall not affect the
.10 rights and obligations of parties determined by reference to

11 the Commercial Code except that, where the provisions of the
12 Commercial Code conflict with the rights guaranteed to buyers13 of consumer goods under the provisions of this chapter, the
14 provisions of this chapter shall prevail.
15
16 Article 2. Definitions
17
18 1.755. As used in this chapter:
19 (a) "Consumer goods" means any motor vehicle, machine,
20 appliance, (levier; prodnet; or eetottiodity or like product that
21 is used or bought for use primarily for personal, family, or
22 household purposes.
23 (b) "Buyer" or "retail buyer" means any individual who
24 buys consumer goods from a person engaged in the business
25 of manufacturing, distributing,. or selling such goods at retail.
26 As used in this subdivision, "person" means any individual,
27 partnership, corporation, association, or other legal entity
28 which engages in any such business.
29 (e) "Manufacturer" means any individual, partnership,
30 corporation, , association, or other legal relationship which '-
31 manufactures, assembles, produces, or gathers consumer goods.
32 (d) "Distributor" means any individual, partnership, eor-
33 poration, association, or other legal relationship which stantU
34 between the manufacturer and the retail seller in purchases,
35 consignments, or contracts for sale of consumer goods.
36 (e) "Retail seller," "seller," or " retailer '''m cans any hull-
37 vidual, partnership, corporation, association, or other legS1
38 relationship which engages in the business of selling new goods
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50
51

to retail buyers ; litit does Stet ittehitie any contraeter subject
to the provisions of Chapter 9 feentmeneing wittt geetioit
7004 of Division 4 of the Business and Ilrefeseitins bode: .

1756. As used in this chapter:
(a) "Implied warranty of merchantability" or "implied

warranty. that goods are merchantable" means that the con-
sumer goods meet each of the following:

(1) Pass without objection in the trade under the contract
description.

(2) Are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods
are used.

(3) Are free from defects of materials or workmanship.
(4) Are adequately sirtgaitgEiritA

SERVICENano V'ia
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1 (5) Conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made
2 on the container or label.
3 (b) "Implied warranty of fitness" means that when the
4 retailer, distributor; or manufacturer has reason to know any
5 particular purpose for which the consumer goods are required,
6 and further, that the buyer ,is relying on the skill and judg-

ment of the seller to select and furnish suitable goods, then
there is an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit for
such purpose.

1757. (a) "Express warranty" means that the consumer
goods:

(1) Conform to any affirmation of fact or promise made re-
lating to such goods. .

(4) In the event of any description, that the goods shall con-
form to such description.

(3) In the event of any sample or model, that the whole of
the goods shall conform .to such sample or model.

(b) It is not necessary to the creation of an express war-
ranty that formal words such as "warrant" or "guarantee"
be used or that a specific intention to make a warranty be
present, but an affirmation merely of the value of the goods or.
a statement purporting to be merely an opinion or commenda-
tion of the goods does not create a warranty.

( c) Statements or representations such 'as expressions of
general policy concerning customer satisfaction which are not
subject to any limitation do not create an express warranty.

1757
17.58. As used in this chapter, a sale "as is" or "with all

faults" means that the manufacturer, distributor, and retailer
disclaim all implied warranties that would otherwise attach to
the sale of consumer goods under the provisions of this chap-
ter: 1st the absence of arty expreso witwatities eeeemponying
the tittle; the buyer aosnotea the entire risk fts to the finality and
pet formtmee of the goods pttrehatied in tt sale "es i62- or '.`with
all faults -.12 ter.

Article 3. Sale Warranties

1760. E-v-ery Unless disclaiMed in the manner prescribed by
this chapter, every sale or consignment of consumer goods by a

44 manufacturer in this state shall be accompanied by an implied
42 warranty that the goods are merchantable ; ex-eept that no
43 Hu eh implied witrfttnty tteemnpanien the side of eon -Rimer
44 gcrolo that are field en an Ilan it42. or "with all faitita2
45 pro-ridetl the pro-y-444ms of this ellaptep alreeting Iles jell
46 if -with all fa-tate!! soles are st-rietb; eomplied with:,
47 1761. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in this
48 state by a manufacturer who has reason to know at the time
4!) of time sale or consignment that the goods are required for a
50 particular purpose and that the buyer is relying on the manu-

41
fneturer's skill or judgment to select or furnish suitable goods

(800) 6 1 Wadi be accompanied by an implied warranty ,of fitness.
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1 1762. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in this2 state made through a retailer or distributor who has reason
3 to know at the time of sale or, consignment that the goods are
4 required for a particular purpose and that the buyer is rely-5 ing on the retailer's or distributor's skill or judgment to select
6 or furnish suitable goods, shall, in lieu of the warranty of the
7 manufacturer under Section 1761, be accompanied by an int-
8 plied warranty that the goods are fit for that purpose.
9 '1763. No implied warranty of merchantability and, where'10 applicable, no implied warranty of fitness shall be waived,

11 except in the case of a sale of consumer goods on an "as is"
12 or "with all faults" basis where the provisions of this chapter
13 affecting "as is" or "with all faults" sales are strictly com-14 plied with.
15 1764. (a) No sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or "with
16 all faults" basis shall be effective to disclaim the implied war-17 ranty of merchantability or, where applicable, the implied
18 warranty of fitness, unless a conspicuous writing is attached
19 to the goods which clearly informs the buyer, prior to the20 sale, in simple and concise language of each of the following;
21 (a)
22 (1) The goods are being sold on an "as is" or "with all
23 faults" basis.
24 (b)
25 (2) The entire risk as to the quality and performance of
26 the goods is with the buyer.
27 (c)
28 ; (3) Should the goods prove defective following their pur-
99 chase, the buyer and not the manufacturer, distributor, or re -30 tailer assumes the entire cost of all necessary servicing or
31 repair. '

32 (b) Ta the event of sale of consumer goods by means of a
33 mail order catalog, the catalog offering such goods shall con,
3.4 Lain the required writing as to each item so offered in lieu of
35 the requirement of notification prior to the sale.
36 1765. Every sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or "with
37 all faults" basis made in compliance with the provisions of
38 this chapter shall constitute a waiver by the buyer of the im-
39 plied warranty of merchantability and, where applicable, of
40 the implied warranty of fitness.
4.1 1766. (a) Nothing in this chapter shall affect. the right of
42 the manufacturer, distributor, or retailer to make additiontal
43 express warranties with respect to consumer goods. however,
44 a manufacturer, distributor, or retailer, may not, by such nel-
45 ditional express warranties, limit the application of or modify
46 the implied warranties guaranteed by this chapter to the sale
47 of consumer goods.
48 (b) For purposes of this chapter, implied warranties may be
49, limited in duration to the duration of an express warranty of
50 reasonable duration, if such limitation is set forth in clear anti
51 ,unmistakable language and tirominently displayed on the face *'52 of the warranty. .0 LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVIC
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1 1767. Every manufacturer, distributor, or retailer making.
2 additional express warranties with respect to consumer goods'
3 shall es -press mud* additional make such warranties in clear
4 and eoncise terms and clearly identify the party making such
5 additional c:rpress warranties.
6 . 1768. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer  goods which
7 are sold in this state and for which there exists a warren4y7
8 either express or Mt -plied in law; shin l an express warranty.
9 shall! (1) maintain or cause to be maintained in this state suf-

10 ficient service and repair facilities to carry out the terms of
11 such warranties , or (2) be subject to the provisions of Section
12 1771 .

.

13 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are maintained 
14 in this state and service or repair of the goods is necessary
15 because they do not comply with the applicable warranties,
16 service and repair shall be Commenced within a reasonable
17 time -following receipt of the goods by the manufacturer or its '
18 representative in this state. Unless the buyer agrees in writing
19 to the contrary, the goods must be returned, at the manufac-
20 hirer's expense, in merchantable condition within 30 days. De-
21 lay caused by conditions beyond the control of the manufac-
22 hirer or his representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
23 requirement. Where such delay arises, delivery of merchant-,
24 able goods shall be made as soon as possible following termina-
25 Lion of the condition giving rise to the delay.

 26 (c) Should the manufacturer be unable to make such return
27 of merchantable goods, he shall either replace the goods or
28 reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price
29 paid by the buyer, less that arhount directly attributable to
30 use by the buyer prior to discovery or the defect. liewever; in
31 no event shall merit deduetion film+ the impel -owe price be made
32 for defeetive goods forwarded te the tatuniftietarer ay his rep-
33 resent this state within 30 daju of 1 -heir pare -base:
34 1769. if the manufacturer fails to does not provide service
35 and repair facilities within this state am required in pursuant
36 to subdivision (a) of Section 1768, the buyer may follow the
37 course of action prescribed in either subdivision (a) or (b),
38 below, as follows:
39 (a) Return the defective consumer goods to the retail seller
40 thereof for replacement, or for service or repair in accordance
41 with the terms and conditions of the warranties express. war -
42 rattly . Such replacement, service, or repair shall be at the
43 option of the retail seller. If the retail seller is unable to re -
44 place the defective article with merchantable goods or is un-.'
45 able to service or repair the goods in accordance with the terms
46 and conditions of the warranty, the retail seller shall reim-
47 'Hirai the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price paid
48 by the buyer, less that amount directly attributable to use by
49 the buyer prior to discovery of the defect. However in Mme-
50 event shell smelt detloetiono from the purehese.prieo be made
51 for defective geode vett-weed- to the retail seller within 10 days

(8014 666-1-Q47 pH -velum,:
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1 (b) Return the defective article to any retail seller, within
2 this state, of like goods of the same manufacturer for replace -3 ment, or for service or repair in accordance with the terms4 and conditions of the witiwn4les express warranty . Such re -
5 placement, service, or repair shall be at the option of the retail
6 seller.
7 1770. Where an option is exercised in favor of service and

. 8 repair under Section 1769, such service and repair must be
9 commenced within. a reasonable time, and, unless the buyer

10 agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods must be returned
11 in merchantable condition within 30 days. Delay. caused by12 conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his rep -
13 resentatives shall serve to extend this :10 -day requirement.
14 Where such delay arises, delivery of merchantable goods shall
15 be made as soon as possible following termination of the con -16 ditiou giving rise to the delay.
17 1771. Every manufacturer who .fails to provide service and
18 repair facilities within this state as ft-ettlivet1 by this eliatitep
19 pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 1768 shall be liable as
20 prescribed in this section to every retail seller of such mann-
21 feeturer's goods who incurs obligations in giving effect to the
22 express warranties that accompany such manufacturer's con -23 sumer goods. The amount of such liability shall be determined
24 as follows :
25 (a) In the event of replacement, in au amount equal to the
26 actual post to the retail seller of the replaced goods, pins a
27 reasonable handling charge.
28 (b) In the event of service and repair, in an amount equal
29 to that which would be received by the retail seller for like
30 service rendered to retail consumers who are not entitled to
31 warranty protection, including, where applicable, the cost of
32 parts, servicing, labor, storage, overhead, and a reasonable
33 profit.
34 (c) In the event of reimbursement under subdivision (a)
35 of Section 1769, in an amount equal to that reimbursed to the
36 buyer, plus a reasonable handling charge.
37 1772. If adtlit-ienal express Warranties are made by per -
38 sons other than the manufacturer of the goods, the obligation
38 of the person making such additional warranties shall be the
40 same as that imposed on the manufacturer under Sections
41 1768 and 1769.
42 1773.  Any buyer of consumer goods injured by a willful
43 violation of the provisions of this chapter may bring an action
44 for the recovery of damages. Judgment may be entered for.
45 three times the amount at which the actual damages are as -
46 sessed, plus reasonable attorney fees.
47 1774: Any retail seller of consumer goods injured by the
48 willful or repented violation of the provisions of this chapter.
49 may bring an action for the recovery of damages. Judgment
50 may be entered for three times the amount at which the actual
51 damages are assessed ntraponable attorney fees.

0 -4  .11,1 LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVI ,(800) 666-1917
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 1 1775. The triple damages provisions in Section 1773 and
2 Section 1774 shall not apply to class actions. .

3 1776. ,The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any
4 defect in consumer goods caused by the unauthorized or un-
5 reasonable use of the goods following sale. ' . .
0 .1F77. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prevent
7 the 'sale of a service contract to the buyer in addition -to or in
8 lieu of an express warranty if such, contract fully and con-
9 spiduously discloses in simple and readily understood language 

10 the terms and conditions.
11 Sac. 2. This act shall Weenie operative eft Feiwttary only
12 apply to consumer goods sold on or after March 1, 1971.

. 0
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JULY 30,'

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JULY 16, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 25, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE APRIL 6, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE MARCH 17, 1970

 SENATE BILL No. 272

Introduced by Senator Song
(Coauthor: Assemblyman Karabian)

February 2, 1970

REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

) s s

An act to add Title 1.3 (commencing with Section 1750) to
Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, relating to consumer
goods transactions.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
.

1 SECTION 1. Title 1.3 (commencing with Section 1750) is
2 added to Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, to read:
3
4 TITLE 1.3. CONSUMER, WARRANTIES5

6 CHAPTER 1. CONSUMER WARRANTY PROTECTION
7
8 Article 1. General Provisions
9

10 ' 1750. This chapter may be cited as the "Song Consumer
11 Warranty Protection Act.'
12 1751. Any waiver by the buyer of consumer goods of the
13 provisions of this chapter, except as expressly provided in

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
8J3 272, as amended, Song (Jud.). Consumer goods transactions.
Adds Title 1.3 (commencing with See. 1750), Pt. 4, -Div. 3, Civ.C.
Enacts "Song Consumer Warranty Protection Act." Establishes

obligations of manufacturers, distributors, and sellers of consumer
goods; 4114 rights of buyers thereof, with respect to particular trans-
actions.,

Makes act applicable only to goods sold on or after March
1, 1971. 4,Vorotrel LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE

Vote-Majority; Appropriate.!!" -II., .°iseal Committee-No.
(800) 666-1917
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this chapter, shall be deemed contrary to public policy and
shall be unenforceable and void.

1752. If any provision of this chapter or the applicationthereof to any person or circumstance is held unconstitu-
tional, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or ap-plications of this chapter which can be given effect without
the invalid provision or application, and to this end the pro-visions of this chapter are severable.

1753. The provisions of this chapter shall not affect therights and obligations of parties determined by reference tothe Commercial Code except that, where the provisions of theCommercial Code conflict with the rights guaranteed to buyers
of consumer goods under the provisions of this chapter, the
provisions of this chapter shall prevail.

Article 2. Definitions

' 1755. As used in this chapter:
(a) "Consumer goods" means any motor vehicle, machine,

appliance, or like product that is used or bought for use pri-marily for personal, family, or household purposes.
(b) "Buyer" or "retail buyer" means any individual who

buys consumer goods from a person engaged in the business
of manufacturing, distributing, or selling such goods at retail.As used in this subdivision, "person" means any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or other legal entitywhich engages in any .such business.

(c) "Manufacturer" means any individual, partnership,
corporation, association, or other legal relationship which
manufactures, assembles, produces, or gathers consumer goods.(d) "Distributor" means any individual, partnership, cor-poration, association, or other legal relationship which stands
between the manufacturer and the retail seller in purchases,
consignments, or contracts for sale of consumer goods.

(e) "Retail seller," "seller," or "retailer" means any indi-
vidual, partnership, corporation, association, or other . legalrelationship which engages in the business of selling new goodsto retail buyers.

1756. As used in this chapter:
(a) "Implied warranty of merchantability" or "implied

warranty that goods are merchantable" means that the con-
sumer goods meet each of the following:

(1) Pass without objection in the trade under the contract
description.

(2) Are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goodsare used.
(3) Are free from defects of materials or workmanship.
(4) Are adequately contained, packaged, and labeled.
(5) Conform to' the promises or affirmations of fact made

on the container or label.
 Nis .:4 01 LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERV
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1 (b) "Implied warranty of fitness" means that when the
retailer, distributor, or manufacturer has reason to know any

3 particular purpose for which the consumer goods are required,
4 and further, that the buyer is relying on the skill and judg-

went of the seller to select and furnish suitable goods, then
6 there is an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit for
7 such purpose.
8 17577 -(-a+ LIE-xpress warrantya that the eonentnep
9 goods-:

10 -(1)- Conform to any affirmation of feet or premise made re-
luting to one+ goods,

12 -(-2). In the event of any deseriptiom that the geeds shall
13 eenform to such tither -iv -gem
1.1 {43}
15 1757. (a) "Express warranty" means: '
16 (1) A statement arising out of a sale to the consumer of a
17 consumer good, pursuant to which the manufacturer, distrib-
18 utor, or retailer undertakes to preserve or maintain the utility
.19 or performance of the consumer good or provide compensation
20 if there is a failure in utility or performance; or
21 (2) In time event of any sample or model, that the whole of
22 the goods shall conform conforms to such sample or model.
23 (b) 1t is not necessary to the creation of an express war -
21 runty that formal words such as "warrant" .or "guarantee"
25 be used or that a specific intention to make a warranty be-
26 present, but an affirmation merely of the value of the goods or
27 a statement purporting to be merely an opinion or commenda-
28 Lion of the goods does not create a warranty.
29 (e) Statements or representations such as expressions of
3(1 general policy eoneernitig customer satisfaction which are not
31. subject to any limitation do not create an express warranty.
32 1758. As used in this chapter, a sale "as is" or "with all
33 faults" means that the manufacturer, distributor, and retailer
34 disclaim all implied warranties that would otherwise attach to
35 the sale of consumer goods under the provisions of this chap -
36 ter.
37
38 Article 3. Sale Warranties
39
40 176(1. Unless disclaimed in the manner prescribed by this
41 chapter, every sale or consignment of consumer goods by a
42 manufacturer in this state shall be accompanied by an implied
43 warranty that the goods are merchantable.
44 1761. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in this
45 state by a manufacturer who has reason to know at the time
46 of the sale or consignment that the goods are required for a
47 particular purpose and that the buyer is relying on the manu-
48 facturer's skill or judgment to select or furnish suitable goods
49 shall be accompanied by an implied warranty of fitness.
5.0 1762. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in this

(800)
51 stale _rade through a retailer or distributor who has reasonb6b-191
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1 to know at the time of sale or consignment that the goods are2 required for a particular purpose and that the buyer is rely -3 ing on the retailer's or distributor's skill or judgment to select4 or furnish suitable goods, shall, in lieu of the warranty of the5 manufacturer under Section 1761, be accompanied by an itn-6 plied warranty that the gobds are fit for that purpose.
7 1763. No implied warranty of merchantability and, where8 applicable, no implied warranty of fitness shall be waived,
9 except in the case of a sale of consumer goods on an "as is"10 or "with all faults" basis where the provisions of this chapter11 affecting "as is" or "with all faults" sales are strictly .com-12 plied with.

13 1764. (a) No sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or "with14 all faults" basis shall be effective to disclaim the implied war -15 ranty of merchantability or, where applicable, the implied
16 warranty of fitness, unless a conspicuous writing is attached17 to the goods which clearly informs the buyer, prior to the18 sale, in simple and concise language of each of the following:
19 (1) The goods are being sold on an "as is" or "with all20 faults" basis.
21 (2) The entire risk as to the quality and performance of22 the goods is with the buyer.
23 (3) Should the goods prove defective folloWing their pur-24 chase, the buyer and not the manufacturer, distributor, or re -25 . tailer assumes the entire cost of all necessary servicing or26 repair.
27 (b) In the event of sale of consumer goods by means of a28 mail order catalog, the catalog offering such goods shall con -29 tain the required writing as to each item so offered in lieu of
30 the requirement of notification prior to the sale.
31 1765. Every sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or "with
32 all faults" basis made in compliance with the provisions of
33 this chapter shall constitute a waiver by the buyer of the im-
34 plied warranty of merchantability and, where applicable, of35 the implied warranty of fitness.
36 1766. (a) Nothing in this chapter shall affect the right of37 the manufacturer, distributor, or retailer to make express
38 warranties with respect to consumer goods. However, a manu-
39 facturer, distributor, or retailer, may not, by such express40 warranties, limit the application of or modify the implied
41 warranties guaranteed by this chapter to the sale of consumer
42 goods.
43 (b) For purposes of this chapter, implied warranties may be
44 limited in duration to the duration of an express warranty of
45 reasonable duration, if such limitation is set forth in clear and
46 unmistakable language and prominently displayed on the face
47 of the warranty.
48 1767. Every manufacturer, distributor, or retailer making
49 express warranties with respect to consumer goods shall make
50 such warranties in clear and concise terms and clearly identify
51 the party making such exprea&'wprranties.

eor  LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVIsi S. 

0 1 1768. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods which
2 are sold in this state and for which there exists an express

warranty shall: (1) maintain or cause to be maintained in this4 state sufficient service and repair facilities to carry out the
5 terms of such warranties, or (2) be subject to the provisions
6 of Section 1771.
7 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are maintained
8 in this state and service or repair of the goods is necessary '
9 because they do not comply with the applicable warranties,

10 service and repair shall be commenced within a reasonable
1.1 time following receipt of the goods by the manufacturer or its
12 representative in this state. Unless the buyer agrees in writing
13 to the contrary, the goods must be returned, at the manufac-
14 t urer's expense, in merchantable condition within 30 days. De-
li) lay caused by conditions beyond the control of the Manufac-
16 turer or his representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
17 reqttirement. Where such delay arises, delivery of merchant -
18 able goods shall be made as soon as possible following termina-
l!) Lion of the condition giving rise to the delay.
20 (C) Should the manufacturer be unable to make such return
21 of merchantable goods, he shall either replace the goods or
22 reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price
23 paid by the buyer, less that' amount directly attributable to
24 use by the buyer prior to discovery of the defect.
25 1769. If the manufacturer does not provide service and
26 repair facilities within this state pursuant to subdivision (a)
27 of Section 1768, the buyer may follow the course of action.:
28 prescribed in either subdivision) (a) or (b), below, as follows:.
29 (a) Return the defective consumer goods to. the retail seller
30 thereof for replacement, or for service or repair in accordance
31 with the terms and conditions of the express warranty. Such
32 replacement, service, or repair shall be at the option of the
33 retail seller. If the retail seller is unable to replace the de -
34 feet ive article with merchantable goods or is unable to tteri.iee
35 op repair effect the service or repair of the goods in accordance
36 with the terms and conditions of the warranty, the retail seller
37 shall reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase38 price paid by the buyer, less that amount directly attributable
39 to use by the buyer prior to discovery of the defect.
40 (b) Return the defective article to any retail seller, within
41 this state, of like goods of the same manufacturer for replace -
42 went, or for service or repair -in accordance with the terms
43 and conditions of the express warranty. Such replacement,
44 service, or repair shall be at the option of the retail seller.
45 1770. Where an option is exercised in favor of service and
46 repair under Section 1769, such service and repair must be
47 commenced within a reasonable time, and, unless the buyer
48 agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods must be returned
49 in merchantable condition within 30 days. Delay caused by
50 conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his rep -
51

(800) 666
resentitives shall serve to extend this 30 -day requirement.1911
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1

1 Where such delay arises, delivery. of merchantable goods shall
2 be made as soon as possible following termination .of the con -
3 dition giving rise to the delay.
4 1771. Every manufacturer who fails to provide service and
5 repair facilities within this state pursuant to subdivision (a)
6 of Section 1768 shall be liable as prescribed in this section to
7 every retail seller of such manufacturer's goods who ineurs
8 obligations in giving effect to the express warranties that ae-
9 company such manufacturer's consumer goods. The ainount

10 of such liability shall be determined as follows :
11 (a) In the event of replacement, in an amount equal to the
12 actual cost to the retail seller of the replaced goods, plus a
13 reasonable handling charge. ,

14 (b) In the event of service and repair, in an amount equal
15 to that which would be received by the retail seller for like
16 service rendered to retail consumers who are not entitled to
17 warranty protection, including, where applicable, the cost of
18 parts, servicing, labor, storage, overhead, and a reasonable
19 profit.
20 (c) In the event of reimbursement under subdivision (a)
21 of Section 1769, in an amount equal to that reimbursed to the
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
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43
44
45
46
47
48
49,
50
51

buyer, plus a reasonable handling charge.
1772. If express warranties are made by persons other than

the manufacturer of the goods, the obligation of the person
making such additional warranties shall be the same as that
impose on the manufacturer under Sections 1768 and 1769.

1773. Any buyer of consumer goods injured by a willful
violation of the provisions of this chapter may bring an action
for the recovery of damages. Judgment may be entered for
three times the amount at which the actual damages are as-
sessed, plus reasonable attorney fees.

1774. Any retail seller of consumer goods injured by the
willful or repeated violation of the provisions of this chapter
may bring an action for the recovery of damages. Judgment
may be entered for three times the amount at which the actual
damages are assessed plus reasonable attorney fees.

1775. Etilie tvip10 ditinitgee provisions itt Section. 1773  and
Seel ion 1771 6101 -Hob apply to Blass aeiidtts

1775: The triple damages provisions of this chapter shall
not apply to a cause of action commenced or maintained pur-
suant to Section 382 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

1776.  The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any
defect in consumer goods caused, by the unauthorized or un-
reasonable use of the goods following sale.

1777. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prevent
-

the sale .of a service contract to the buyer in addition to or io
lieu of an express warranty if such contract fully and con-
spicuously discloses in simple and readily understood language
the terms and conditions.

Site. 2. This act shall only apply to consumer goods sold
on or after March 1, 1971  , :P .0.1 LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVIC
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1 SEC. 3. Section 1775 is added to Article 3 (commencing
2 with Section .1760) of Chapter 1 of Title 1.3 of Part 4 of Divi-
3 sion 3 of the Civil Code, as enacted by Section 1 of this act, to
4 read:
5 1775. The triple damages provisions of this chapter shall
6 not apply to a cause of action commenced or maintained par- 
7 suant to Section 382 of the Code of Civil Procedure or pur-
8 suant to Section .1780 or 1781 of this code.
9 SEC. 4. Section 3 of this act shall become operative only

Jo if Assembly Bill No. 292 of the .1970 Regular Session is en -
11, acted and adds Sections 1780 and .1781 to the Civil Code as
12 part of Title .1.5 (commencing with Section 1750) of Part 4
13 of Division 3 of suck code, and in such case shall become oper-
:14 alive on March 1,1971 or at the same time as such sections
15 and title become operative, whichever is later, at which time
16 Scittion .1775 of the Civil Code as added by Section 1 of this
17 act is repealed. '

(800) 666-1 91 7
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY AIMUST 14, 1970

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JULY 30, 1970

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JULY 16, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE. MAY 25, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE APILII# 6, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE MARCH 17, 1970

SENATE,' BILL No. 272

Introduced by Senator song
( Geatithori Assemblyman Karabin* (Coauthors: Assemblymen

Karabian and Beverly) )

February 2, 1970

REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

An act to add Title 478 lceonftwei+eing with, Section 471504 1.7
(COMMENCING WIT11 SECTION 1790) to Part 4 of Di-
vision 3 of the Civil Code, relating to consumer goods trans-
actions.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Title 413 fecinineneing with Seeger, 4-740+ 1.7
2 (commencing with Section 1790) is added to Part 4 of Division
3 3 of the Civil Code, to read:

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIG EST
SB 272, as amended, Song (Jud.). Consumer goods transactions.
Adds Title 4:3 1.7 (commencing with See, 4760 1790 ), Pt. 4, Div. 3,

Enacts "Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Protection Act." Estab-
lishes obligations of manufacturers, distributors, and sellers of con-
sumer goods, and rights of buyers thereof, with respect to particular
transactions. 

llokes act applicable only to consumer goods sold on or after March
1, 1971 and makes specified provisions of act applicable only to con-
sumer goods manufactured on or after March 1, 1971.

Changes certain provisions of act contingent upon enactment .of AB
292.. 0 JP) J
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TITLE 1.8. 1.7. CONSUMER WARRANTIES

CHAPTER 1. CONSUMER WARRANTY PROTEOTION

Article 1, General Provisions

4760 `phis ebepter may be eiteti as the ESeng GONSUMSP

pa-nty Peeteetiett Act."
1751 Any wt wet. by the buyer ef enlist -mice geods of the
1790. This chapter may be cited as the "Song -Beverly Con-

sumer Warranty Act."
1790.1. Any waiver by the buyer of consumer goods of the

provisions of this chapter, except as expressly provided in
this chapter, shall be deemed contrary to public policy and
shall be unenforceable and void..

1790.2. If any provision of this chapter or the application.
thereof to any person or circumstance is held unconstitu-
tional, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or ap-
plications of this chapter which can be given effect without
the invalid provision or application, and to this end the pro-
visions of this chapter are severable.

1763
1790.3 , The provisions of this chapter shall not affect the

rights and obligations of parties determined by reference to
the Commercial Code except that, where the provisions of the
Commercial Code conflict with the rights guaranteed to buyers
of consumer goods under the provisions of this chapter, the
provisions of this chapter shall prevail.

Article 2. Definitions
1755
1791 'As used in this chapter :
(a) "Consumer goods" means any motor vehicle, machine,

appliance, or like product that is used or bought for use pri-
marily for personal, family, or household purposes,

(b) "Buyer" or "retail buyer" means any individual who
buys consumer goods from a person engaged in the business
of manufacturing, distributing, or selling such goods at retail.
As used in this sttbdivision, "perfnin" means any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or other legal entity
which engages in any such business.

(e) "Manufacturer" means any individual, partnership,
corporation, association, or other legal relationship which
manufactures, assembles, produces, pr gathers consumer goods.

(d) "Distributor" means any individual, partnership, cor-
poration, association, or other legal relationship which stands
between the manufacturer and the retail seller in purchases,
consignments, or contracts for sale of consumer goods.

(e) "Retail seller," "seller," or "retailer" means any indi.
vidual, partnership :*:,./tioeEditt eikertkg EtAlleklml

miler 
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48 Article 3. Sale Warranties
49 4-740
50 1792. Unless disclaimed in the manner prescribed by this

(80$16609w iu4L, every sale or consignent of consumer goods -by a
o2 maim titrep in this state in this state by a manufacturer

relationship which engages in the business of selling new goods
to retail buyers.

4-766
.1791.1 . As used in this chapter:
(a) "Implied warranty of merchantability" or "implied

warranty that goods are merchantable" means that the con-
sumer goods meet each of the following:

(1) Pass 'without objection in the trade under the contract
description. '

(2) Are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods
are used.

(3) Are free from defects of materials or workmanship.
(4) Are adequately contained, packaged, and labeled.
(5) Conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made

on the container or label.
(b) "Implied warranty of fitness" means that when the

retailer, distributor, or manufacturer has reason to know any
particular purpose for which the consumer goods are required,
and further, that the buyer is relying on the skill and judg,
ment of the seller to select and furnish suitable goods, then
there is an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit for
such purpose.

4-7-5-7

.1791.2 . (a) "Express warranty" means:
(1) A written statement arising out of a sale to the con-

sumer of a consumer good pursuant to which the manufac-
turer, distributor, or retailer undertakes to preserve or main-
tain the utility or performancp of the consumer good or'
provide compensation if there is a failure in utility or per-
formance; or

(2) In the event of any sample or model, that the whole of
the goods conforms to.such sample or model.

(b) It is not necessary to the creation of an express war-
ranty that formal words such as "warrant" or "guarantee"
be used or that a specific intention to make a warranty be
present, but an affirmation merely of the value of the goods or
a statement purporting to be merely an opinion or commenda-
tion of the goods does not create a warranty.

(c) Statements or representations such as expressions of
general policy, concerning customer satisfaction which are not
subject to any; imitation do not create an express warranty.

47-58
1791.3. As used in this chapter, a sale "as is" or "with all

faults" means that the manufacturer, distributor, and retailer
disclaim all implied warranties that would otherwise attach to
the sale of consumer goods under the provisions of this chap-
ter,

25
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1 shall be accompanied by an implied warranty that the goods
2 are merchantable. .

3 1761
4
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7
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1792.1 . Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in
this state by a. manufacturer who has reason to know at the
time of the sale or consignment that the goods are required for
a particular purpose and that the buyer is relying on the
manufacturer's skill or judgment to select or furnish suitable
goods shall be accompanied by an implied warranty of fitness.

4-7641

 1792.2. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in
this state made through a retailer or distributor who has reason
to know at the time of sale or consignment that the goods are
required for a particular purpose and that the buyer is rely-
ing on'the retailer's or distributor's skill or judgment to select
or furnish suitable goods, shall, in lieu of the warranty of the
manufacturer under Section 1761 1792.1 , be accompanied by
an implied warranty that the goods are fit for that purpose.

- 1792.3. No implied warranty of merchantability and,
where applicable, no implied warranty of fitness shall be
waived, except in the case of a sale of consumer goods on an
"as is" or "with all faults" basis where the provisions of this
chapter affecting "as is" or "with all faults" sales are strictly
complied with.

4-744
1792.4. (a) No sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or

"with all faults" basis shall be effective to disclaim the implied
warranty of merchantability or, where applicable, the implied
warranty of fitness, unless a conspicuous writing is attached
to the goods which clearly informs the buyer, prior to the
sale, in simple and concise language of each of the following:

(1) The goods are being sold on an "as is" or "with all
faults" basis.

(2) The entire risk as to the quality and performance of
the goods is with the buyer.

(3) Should the goods prove defective following their pur-
chase, the buyer and not the manufacturer, distributor, or re-
tailer assumes the entire cost of all necessary servicing or
repair.

(b) In the event of sale of consumer goods by means of a
mail order catalog, the catalog offering such goods shall con-
tain the required writing as to each item so offered in,lieu of
the requirement of notification prior to the sale.

4-745
1792.5. Every sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or

"with all faults" basis made in compliance with the provisions
of this chapter shall constitute a waiver by the buyer of the
implied warranty of merchantability and, where applicable, of
the implied warranty of fitness.

4466: -(a) 0 okki
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1793. Nothing in this chapter shall affect the right of
the manufacturer, distributor, or retailer to make express
warranties with respect to consumer goodS. However, a manu,
facturer, distributor, or retailer, may not, by such express
warranties, limit the application of or modify the implied
warranties guaranteed by this chapter to the sale of consumer
goods.

-(14 FOP purposes of this ehapter; implied warranties may be
limited iii duration to the duration of an express warranty of
reasonable duration; if spelt limitation is set forth in elear and
unmistakable language and pfeminently displayed ett the inee
of the way -panty:

4747
1793.1. Every manufacturer, distributor, or retailer mak-

ing express warranties with respect to consumer goods shall
make seek warranties itt elear and eimeise terms fully set forth
sash warranties in readily understood language and clearly
identify the party making such express warranties.

1768
1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods which

are sold in this state and for which there exists an express
warranty shall-: -(4-). . (1) shall maintain or cause to be main-
tained in this state sufficient service and repair facilities to
carry out the terms of such warranties, or (2) shall be subject
to the provisions of Section 1771 1793.5.

(b) Where such service and repair facilities are maintained
in this state and service or repair of the goods is necessary
because they do not comply with time applicable warranties,
service and repair shall be commenced within a reasonable
time following receipt of the goods by the manufacturer or its
representative in this state. Unless the buyer agrees in writing
to the contrary, the goods must be returned,_at the manufac-
turer's expense, in merchantable condition within 30 days. De-
lay caused by conditions beyond the control of the manufac-
turer or his representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
requirement. Where such delay arises, delivery of merchant-
able goods shall be made as soon as possible following termina-
tion of the condition giving rise to the delay.

(c) Should the manufacturer be unable to make such return
of merchantablq goods, he shall either replace the goods or
reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price
paid by the buyer, less that amount. directly attributable to
use by the buyer prior to discovery of the defect.

4769; 4-f the nitinuffteturep daps not provide service attd
.1793.3. If the manufacturer making express warranties

does not provide service and repair facilities within this state
pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 1768 1793.2, the buyer
may follow the course of action prescribed in either subdivision
(a) or (b), below, as follows:

(a) Return the defective consumer goods to the retail seller
thereof for replacement, or for service or repair in accordance

-11911.E the terms and conditions of the express warranty. Such 26
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1 replacement, service, or repair shall be at the option of the

retail seller. If the retail seller is unable to replace the de-
fective article with merchantable goods or is unable to effect
the service or repair of the goods in accordance with the terms
and conditions of the warranty, the retail seller shall reimburse
the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price paid by
the buyer, less that amount directly attributable to use by the
buyer prior to discovery of the defect.

(b) Return the defective article to any retail seller, within
this state, of like goods of the same manufacturer for replace-
ment, or for service or repair in accordance with the terms
and conditions of the express warranty. Such replacement,
service, or repair shall be at the option of the retail seller.

1? -70
1793.4. Where an option is exercised in favor of service

and repair under Section 1760 1793.3 such service and repair
must be commenced within a reasonable time, and, unless the
buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods must be re-
turned in merchantable condition within 30 days. Delay caused
by conditions beyond the control of the istontfeeturee retail
seller or his representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
requirement. Where such delay arises, delivery of merchant-
able goods shall be made as soon as possible following termina-
tion of the condition giving rise to the delay.

1771. 11 -very inttonfeeturee who fails to twevidc setwiee mid
1793.5. Every manufacturer making express warranties

who does not provide service and repair facilities' within this
state pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 4768 1793.2 shall
be liable as prescribed in this section to every retail seller of
such manufacturer's goods who incurs obligations in giving
effect to the express warranties that accompany such menu -
lecturer's consumer goods. The amount of such liability shall
be determined as follows:

(a) In the event of replacement, in en amount equal to the
actual cost to the retail seller of the replaced goods, plus a
reasonable handling charge.

(b) In the event of service and repair, in au amount equal
to that which would be received by the retail seller for like
service rendered to retail consumers who are not entitled to
waissutty proteetietti ittehttliog; where eppliettblei the cost of
parts, servicing; Won steettgeT erceheedi mot it rananiable
profit:

(e) Jo the event of eeiinharseineot under tatbdirisiat -(a)-
of geetielk 1769, iii an timettat equal to that eeinthareed to the
buyer, pins a reasonable handling

1772. 44 express ape made by tainr than
the mftuuf-aettteee of the seeds; the obligation of 1 -he permit
ilinkirig smelt ttflilitienal warranties Ahern be the Hfiltlft as that
imposed ett the inauttfactueee under Sections 4768 and 1769:

1773. Any buyer of eonsomee goods inj-need by a willful
warranty protection, i .40:41ctE thr-rfwiff,Heyetth
the service and rcpair,4% zsona profit.- VIC

iV
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(e) In the event of reimbursement under subdivision (a)
2 of Section 1793.3, in an amount equal to that reimbursed to
8 the buyer, plus a reasonable handling charge.

1794. Any buyer of consumer goods injured by a willful
violation of the provisions of this chapter may bring an action
for the recovery of damages. Judgment may be entered for
three times the amount at which the actual damages are as-
sessed, plus reasonable attorney fees. 

4-774
1794.1 . Any retail seller of consumer goods injured by the

willful or repeated violation of the provisions of this chapter
may bring an action for the recovery of damages. Judgment
may be entered for three times the amount at which the actual
damages are assessed plus reasonable attorney fees.

417-7-5

1794.2. The triple damages provisions of this chapter shall
not apply to a cause of action commenced or maintained pur-
suant to Section 382 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

-1794.3.16 The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to
any defect in consumer goods caused by the 'unauthorized or
unreasonable use of the goods following sale.

47-7-7
1794.4 . Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to pre- 

vent the sale of a servige contract to the buyer addition to
or in lieu of an expres warranty if such contract fully and
conspicuously discloses in simple and readily understood
language the terms and conditions.

Siam It: !Alin net shell empty apply to eeliffitiliet, goods seta
on- or after March 1-; 1971.

Sias: Section 1775 is- added to Article 3 feemmeoeing
with Section 4460+ of Ghttptee 4 of Witte 1,3 of Part 4 of Divi-
Bien 3 of the Gii.il Cede; as enacted by geetietil of this eat; to

47-7-57 The triple damages provisietts of this chapter shell
1794.5. The provisions of this chapter shall not preclude

a manufacturer making express warranties from suggesting
methods of effecting service and repair, in accordance with
the terms and conditions of time express warranties, other than
those required by this chapter.

1795. If express warranties are made by persons other
than the manufacturer of the goods, time obligation of the
person making such warranties shall be the same as that im-
posed on the manufacturer under this chapter,

SEC. 2. This act shall apply to consumer goods sold on or
after March 1, 1971. However, Sections 1792 to 1793.1 of time
Civil Code, inclusive, enacted by Section 1 of this act, shall
only apply to consumer goods manufactured on or after March
1, 1971.

SEC. 3. Section 1794.2 is added to Article 3 (commenc-

i1171g

with Section 1792) of Chapter 1 of Title 1.7 of Part 4 of
(800) 666-19
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1 Division 3 of the Civil Code, as. enacted by Section 1 of this
2 act, to read:
3 1794.2. The triple damages provisions -of this chapter shall
4 not apply to a cause of action commenced or maintained pur-
5 suant to Section 382 of the Code of Civil Procedure or pure
6 suant to Section 1780 or 1781 of this code.
7 SEC. 4. Section 3 of this act shall become operative only
8 if Assembly Bill No. 292 of the 1970 Regular Session is en -
9 and adds Sections 1780 and 1781 to the Civil Code as

10 part of Title 1.5 (commencing with Section 1750) of Part 4
of Division 3 of such code, and in such case shall become oper-

12 ative on March 1, 1971 or at the same time as such sections
13 and title become operative, whichever is later, at which time
14 Section 4-775 17942.2 of the Civil Code as added by Section 1
15 of this act, is repealed.

0
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CHAPTER 1333

An act to add Title 1.7 (commencing with Section 1790) to
Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, relating to consumer
goods transactions.

[Approved by Governor September 17, 1970. Filed with
Secretary of State September 17, 1970.]

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Title 1.7 (commencing with Section 1790) is
added to Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, to read :

TITLE 1.7. CONSUMER WARRANTIES

CHAPTER 1. CONSUMER WARRANTY PROTECTION

Article 1. General Provisions

1790. This chapter may be cited as the "Song -Beverly Con-
sumer Warranty Act."

1790.1. Any waiver by the buyer of consumer goods of the
provisions of this chapter, except as expressly provided in
this chapter, shall be deemed contrary to public policy and
shall be unenforceable and void.

1790.2. If any provision of this chapter or the application
thereof to any person or circumstance is held unconstitu-
tional, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or ap-
plications of this chapter which can be given effect without
the invalid provision or application, and to this end the pro-
visions of this chapter are severable.

1790.3. The provisions of this chapter shall not affect the
rights and obligations of parties determined by reference to
the Commercial Code except that, where the provisions of the
Commercial Code conflict with the rights guaranteed to buyers
of consumer goods under the provisions of this chapter, the
provisions of this chapter shall prevail.

Article 2. Definitions

1791. As used in this chapter :
(al "Consumer goods" means any motor vehicle. machine,

appliance, or like product that is used or bought for use pri-
marily for personal, family, or household purposes.

(b) "Buyer" or "retail buyer" means any individual who
buys consumer goods from a person engaged in the business
of manufacturing, distributing, or selling such goods at retail.
As used in this subdivision, "person" means any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or other legal entity
which engages in any such business.

(c) "Manufacturer" means any individual, partnership,
corporation, association, or othe-'a-^h relationship which
manufactures, assembles, produces 4,14 *Off rs SERV! C1.1-

(d) "Distributor" means any individual, partnership, cor-
poration, association, or other legal relationship which stands
between the manufactUrer and the retail seller in purchases,
consignments, or contracts for sale of consumer goods.

(e) seller," "seller," or "retailer" means any indi-
vidual, partnership, corporation, association, or other legal
relationship which engages #1 .the business of selling new goods
to retail buyers.

1791.1. As used in this chapter :
(a) "Implied warranty of merchantability" or "implied

warranty that goods are merchantable" means that the con-
sumer goods meet each of the following:

(1) Pass without objection in the trade under the contract
description.

(2) Are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods
are used.

(3) Are free from defects of materials or workmanship.
(4) Are adequately contitined, packaged, and labeled.
(5) Conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made

on the container or label.
(b) "Implied warranty of fitness" means that when the

retailer, distributor, or manufacturer has reason to know any
particular purpose for which the consumer goods are required,
and further, that the buyer is relying on the skill and judg-
ment of the seller to select and suitable goods, then
there is an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit for
such purpose.

1791.2. (a) "Express warranty" means :
(1) A written statement Etrising out of a sale to the con-

sumer of a consumer good pursuant to which the manufac
turer, distributor, or retailer undertakes to preserve or main -
thin the utility or performance of the consumer good or
provide compensation if tIlere is a failure in utility or per-
formance; or

(2) In the event of any sample or model, that the whole of
the goods conforms to such sample or model.

(b) It is not necessary to the creation of an express war-
ranty that formal words such as "warrant" or "guarantee"
be used or that a specific intention to make a warranty be
present, but an affirmation merely of the value of the goods or
a statement purporting to be merely an opinion or commenda-
tion of the goods does not create a warranty.

(e) Statements or representations such as expressions of
general policy concerning customer satisfaction which are not
subject to any limitation do not create an express warranty.

1791.3. As used in this chapter, a sale "as is" or "with all
faults" means that the manufacturer, distributor, and retailer
disclaim all implied warranties that would otherwise attach to
tther.e sale of consumer goods under the provisions of this chap -

(800) 666-1917
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Article 3. Sale Warranties

1792. Unless disclaimed in the manner prescribed by this
chapter, every sale or consignment of consumer goods in this
state by a manufacturer shall be accompanied by an implied
warranty that the goods are merchantable.

1792.1. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in
this state by a manufacturer who has reason to know at the
time of the sale or consignment that the goods are required for
a particular purpose and that the buyer is relying on the
manufacturer's skill or judgment to select or furnish suitable
goods shall be accompanied by an implied warranty of fitness.

1792.2. Every sale or consignment of consumer goods in
this state made through a retailer or distributor who has reason
to know at the time of sale or consignment that the goods are
required for a particular purpose and that the buyer is rely-
ing on the retailer's or distributor's skill or judgment to select
or furnish suitable goods, shall, in lieu of the warranty of the
manufacturer under Section 1792.1, be accompanied by an
implied warranty that the goods are fit for that purpose.

1792.3. No implied warranty of merchantability and,
where applicable, no implied warranty of fitness shall be
waived, except in the case of a sale of consumer goods on an
"as is" or "with all faults" basis where the provisions of this
chapter affecting "as is" or "with all faults" sales are strictly
complied with.

1792.4. (a) No sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or
"with all faults" basis shall be effective to disclaim the implied
warranty of merchantability or, where applicable, the implied
warranty of fitness, unless a conspicuous writing is attached
to the goods which clearly informs the buyer, prior to the
sale, in simple and concise language of each of the following:

(1) The,,geods are being sold on an "as is" or "with all
faults" basis.

(2) The entire risk as to the quality and performance of
the goods is with the buyer.

(3) Should the goods prove defective following their pur-
chase, the buyer and not the manufacturer, distributor, or re-
tailer assumes the entire cost of all necessary servicing or
repair.

(b) In the event of sale of consumer goods by means of a
mail order catalog, the catalog offering such goods shall con-
tain the required writing as to each item so offered in lieu of
the requirement of notification prior to the sale.

1792.5. Every sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or
"with all faults" basis made in compliance with the provisions
of this chapter shall constitute a waiver by the buyer of the
implied warranty of merchantability and, where applicable, of
the implied warranty of fitness.

1793. Nothing in this chapter shall affect the right of
the manufacturer, distributor, or vivilyr to make express
warranties with respect to consul] 44%."4" HoBetet.tatIMINTENT SERVICEle
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facturer, distributor, or retailer, may not, by such express
warranties, limit the application of or modify the implied
warranties guaranteed by this chapter to the sale of consumer
goods.

1793.1. Every manufacturer, distributor, or retailer mak-
ing express warranties with respect to consumer goods shall
fully set forth such warranties in readily understood language
and clearly identify the party making such express warranties.

1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods which

are sold in this state. and for which there exists an express
warranty : (l.) shall maintain or cause to be maintained in this
state sufficient service and repair facilities to carry out the

terms of such warranties, or (2) shall be subject to the pro-
visions of Section 1793.5.

(b) 'Where such service and repair facilities are maintained
in this state and service or repair of the goods is necessary
because they do not comply with the applicable warranties,
service and repair shall be commenced within a reasonable
time following receipt of the goods by the manufacturer or its
representative in this state. Unless the buyer agrees in writing
to the contrary, the goods must be returned, at the manufac-
turer's expenSe, in merchantable condition within 30 days. De-
lay caused by conditions beyond the control of the manufac-

turer or his representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day

requirement. Where such delay arises, of merchant-
able goods shall be made as soon as possible following termina-
tion of the condition giving rise to the delay.

(c) Should the manufacturer be unable to make such return
of merchantable goods, he shall either replace the goods or
reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price
paid by the buyer, less that amount directly attributable to
use by the buyer prior to discovery of the defect.

1793.3. If the manufacturer making express warranties
does not provide service and repair facilities within this state
pursuant. to subdivision (a) of Section 1793.2, the buyer may
follow the course of action prescribed in either subdivision (a)

or (b), below, as follows:
(a) Return the defective consumer goods to the retail seller

thereof for replacement, or for service or repair in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the express warranty. Such

replacement, service, or repair shall be at the option of the
retail seller; If the retail seller is unable to replace the de-

fective article with merchantable goods or is unable to effect
the service or repair of the goods in accordance with the terms
and conditions of the warranty, the retail seller shall reimburse
the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase price paid by
the buyer, less that amount directly attributable to use by the

buyer prior to discovery of the defect.
(b) Return the defective article to any retail seller, within

this state, of like goods of the same manufacturer for replace-
ment, or for service or repair in accordance with the terms

(800) 666-1917
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and conditions of the express warranty. Such replacement,
service, or repair shall be at the option of the retail seller.

1793.4. -Where an option is exercised in favor of service
and repair under Section 1793.3, such service and repair
must be commenced within a reasonable time, and, unless the
buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods must be re-
turned in merchantable condition within 30 days. Delay caused
by conditions beyond the control of the retail seller or his
representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day requirement.
Where such delay arises, delivery of merchantable goods shall
be made as soon as possible following termination of the condi-
tion giving rise to the delay.

1793.5. Every manufacturer making express warranties
who does not provide service and repair facilities within this
state pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 1793.2 shall
be liable as prescribed in this section to every retail seller of
such manufacturer's goods who incurs obligations in giving
effect to the express warranties that accompany such manu-
facturer's consumer goods. The amount of such liability shall
be determined as follows:

(a) In the event of replacement, in an amount equal to the
actual cost to the retail seller of the replaced goods, plus a
reasonable handling charge.

(b) In the event of service and repair, in an amount equal
to that which would be received by the retail seller for like
service rendered to retail consumers who are not entitled to
warranty protection, including actual and reasonable costs of
the service and repair, plus a reasonable profit.

(c) In the event of reimbursement under subdivision (a)
of Section 1793.3, in an amount equal to that reimbursed to
the buyer, plus a reasonable handling charge.

1794. Any buyer of consumer goods injured by a willful
violation of the provisions of this chapter may bring an action
for the recovery of damages. Judgment may be entered for
three times the amount at which the actual damages are as-
sessed, plus reasonable attorney fees.

1794.1. Any retail seller of consumer goods injured by the
willful or repeated violation of the provisions of this chapter
may bring an action for the recovery of damages. Judgment
may be entered for three times the amount at which the actual
damages are assessed plus reasonable attorney fees.

1794.2. The triple damages provisions of this chapter shall
not apply to a cause of action commenced or maintained pur-
suant to Section 382 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

1794.3. The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to
any defect in consumer goods caused by the unauthorized or
unreasonable use of the goods following sale.

1794.4. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to pre-
vent the sale of a service contract to the buyer in addition to
or in lieu of an express warranty if such contract fully and
conspicuously discloses in simple and readily understood
language the terms and conditions.0
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1794.5. The provisions of this chapter shall not preclude
a manufacturer making express warranties from suggesting
methods of effecting service and repair, in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the express warranties, other than
those required by this chapter.

1795. If express warranties are made by persons other
than the manufacturer of the goods. the obligation of the
person making such warranties shall be the same as that im-
posed on the manufacturer under this chapter.

SEC. 2. This act shall apply to consumer goods sold on or
after March 1, 1971. However, Sections 1792 to 1793.1 of the
Civil Code, inclusive, enacted by Section 1 of this act, shall
only apply to consumer goods manufactured on or after March
1, 1971.

SEC. 3. Section 1794.2 is added to Article 3 (commenc-
ing with Section 1792) of Chapter 1 of Title 1.7 of Part 4 of
Division 3 of the Civil Code, as enacted by Section 1 of this
act, to read:

1794.2. The triple damages provisions of this chapter shall
not apply to a cause of action commenced or maintained pur-
suant to Section 382 of the Code of Civil Procedure or pur-
suant to Section 1780 or 1781 of this code.

SEc. 4. Section 3 of this act shall become operative only
if Assembly .Bill No. 292 of the 1970 Regular Session is en-
acted and adds Sections 1780 and 1781 to the Civil Code as
part of Title 1.5 (commencing with Section 1750) of Part 4
of Division 3 of such code, and in such case shall become oper-
ative on March 1, 1971 or at the same time as such sections
and title become operative, wilichever is later, at which time
Section 1794.2 of the Civil Cdde as added by Section 1 of this
act is repealed.

CHAPTER 1334

An act relating to the attendance of pupils in school districts,
and declaring the urgency thereof, to take effect immedi-
ately.

(Approved by Governor September 17, 1970. Filed with
Secretary of State September 17, 1970.]

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Notwithstanding Section 5103 of the Educa-
tion Code, the San Francisco Unified School District may
maintain one or more of its elementary schools for a length of
time of up to seven days less than the other elementary schools
of the district if the purpose of such action is to permit the
implementation of an educational program which requires an
unusual amount of curriculum planning by the certificated
personnel of the district.

SEC. 2. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that the
special nature of the educational program undertaken in the

(800) 6 6 6-1 9 1 7
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SB 272 (Song)
To Be Amended

B. & P. Code
Civil Code Warranties

2

HISTORY: SB 272 was an outgrowth of an investiga- 7

tion done by this committee of November, 1969 on 2

the subject of warranties. SB 436 is a companion

bill.

It has been generally found that aside from consumer
complaints on auto repairs, the single largest cate-

gory of consumer complaints from such agencies as
the Attorney General's office, the Better Business
Bureau, Radio and T.V. action lines, and the Division

of Consumer Affairs have concerned themselves with
warranty problems. Attached for the committee infor-

mation is the background report which was submitted

to the committee in November, 1969.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION: SB 272 enacts the Song Con-

sli-:er Warranty Protection Act.

3 272 establishes the fact that all consumer goods
in this state shall be accompanied by an implied
warranty, of fitness and merchantability, except if
the manufacturer chooses to sell his goods "as is"
or "with all faults." In every case, the implied

warranty of fitness and merchantability cannot be
disclaimed unless the buyer is clearly informed by

conspicuous writing prior to the sale that the good
is sold on an "as is" or 'with all faults" basis.

:1F.nufacturer, distributor or retailer of consu-

m-or goods may not, by additional warranties, limit
or nodify their implied warranties or fitness and

ability. This does not; however, preclude the making

of additional warranties.

If Manufacture:3 of consumer goods sell goods for
which thre exist a warranty, they are required to

1)Lve sufficient service and repair facilities to
cz7,try out the terms of such warranties. Such repair

of a warranty product must take place within a period

cf 30 days. If the manufacturer is unable to make
rturn good merchantable within 30 days, the

:lailufacturer is required either to reimburse the
buyer in the amount equal to the purchase price less
the amount of usage by the buyer or replace the good
wit',1 a naw nna_

LIS-3
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:f the manufacturer fails to provide service andrepair facilities, then the buyer may return defec- Btive goods for replacement or service at his optionto the retailer. If the retailer is unable to either 2repair or replace the good, he will reimburse the 7buyer in the amount equal to the purchase price less 2the amount of usage by the buyer. In any case, un-less the buyer agrees in writing on the contrary,_he goods must be returned in merchantable condition7i thin 30 days.

-:*nen the manufacturer fails to provide service andrepair facilities within the state, he is heldliable for the retailers cost in making the good
'c;)

rserchantable to the buyer.

Ahy buyer of consumer goods by willful violation ofthe provisions of SB 272 may bring action for the
co

r.covery of damages, and judgment may be enteredfcr 3 times the amount of actual damage assessedp1 -2s attorney fees. The same holds true for any
0seller of consumer goods injured by willful 5Cr repeated violation of the provisions of SB 272.

H
P:,3TIONS: California Manufacturers Association,ar.d the California

Retailer Association are opposed Hto this measuam.

w

w
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The measure specifies that for violations of the act judgments may
be entered for three times the amount at which the actual damages are
assessed plus reasonable attorney fees.

COMMERCE AND PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMITTEE
Robert E. Badham, Chairman

Senate Bill 272 - Song, as amended STAFF ANALYSIS
July 29, 1970 8/3/70

DESCRIPTION

Senate Bill 272 would enact the "Song Consumer Warranty Protection Act".

ANALYSIS

The measure defines "consumer goods" as any motor vehicle, machine,
appliance or like product that is used or bought for use, primarily
for personal, family, or household purpose. Senate Bill 272 also defines
"implied warranty of merchantability", "implied warranty of fitness"
and "express warranty". Among other provisions, S.B. 272 would require
a manufacturerof consumer goods sold in this state for which there
exists an express warranty to either maintain or cause to be maintained
in this state sufficient service and repair facilities to carry out ti

the terms of the warranty or, be liable to a retail seller for the 'c;)

repair, replacement, or reimbursement of the purchase price.of the
goods incurred by the retail seller under the provisions of the bill.

00
co

w
0

Senate Bill 272 is the result of a 1969 interim study of the Senate
Business and Professions Committee on the subject of warranties.
Senate Committee staff states "that aside from consumer complaints
on auto repairs, the single largest category of consumer
from such agencies as the Attorney General's office, the
Bureau, Radio and T.V. action lines, and the Division of
have concerned themselves with warranty problems".

California Manufacturers Association, and the California
Association are opposed to S.B. 272.

complaints
Better Busine4
Consumer Affaiip

w

Retailers

California Manufacturers Association states that the Act is full of
ambiguities making the measure difficult to interpret and that the
provision that a manufacturermust provide in -state service is unreasonslase.

00en

LIS-4
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APPENDIX A -- CALIFORNIA COMMERCIAL CODE

§ 2202. [Final Written Expression: Parol or Extrinsic Evi-
dence.]

Terms with respect to which the confirmatory memoranda of the
parties agree or which arc otherwise set forth in a writing intended
by the parties as a final expression of their agreement with respect
to such terms as are included therein may not be contradicted by
evidence of any prior agreement or of a contemporaneous oral
agreement but may he explained or supplemented:

(a) Hy course of dealing or usage of trade (Section 1205) or by
course of performance (Section 2208); and

(b) I3y evidence of consistent additional terms unless the court
finds the writing to have been intended also as a complete and
exclusive statement of the terms of the agreement.

§ 2313. [Express Warranties by Affirmation, Promise, Descrip-
tion, Sample.]

(1) Express warranties by the seller are created as follows:
(a) Any affirmation of fact or promise made by the seller to the

buyer which relates to the goods and becomes part of the basis of
the bargain creates an express warranty that the goods shall con-
form to the affirmation or promise.

(b) Any description of the goods which is made part of the ba-
sis of the bargain creates an express warranty that the goods shall
conform to the description.

(e) Any sample or model which is made part of the basis of the
bargain creates an express warranty that the whole of the goods
shall conform to the sample or model.

(2) It is not necessary to the creation of an express warranty
that the seller use formal words such as "warrant" or "guarantee"
or that he have a specific intention to make a warranty, but an af-
firmation merely of the value of the goods or a statement purport-
ing to be merely the seller's opinion or commendation of the goods
does not create a warranty.

§ 2314. [Implied Warranty: Merchantability; Usage of Trade.]
(1) Unless excluded or modified (Section 2316), a warranty that

the goods shall be merchantable is implied in a contract for their
sale if the seller is a merchant with respect to goods of that kind.
Under this section the serving for value of food or drink to be
consumed either on the premises or elsewhere is a sale.

(2) Goods to be merchantable must be at least such as
(a) Pass without objection in the trade under the contract de-

scription; and
(b) In the case of fungible goods, are of lair average quality

within the description; and
(c) Are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are

used ;,and
(d) Run, within the variations permitted by the agreement, of

even kind, quality and quantity within each unit and among all
units involved; and

(e) Are adequately contained, packaged, and labeled as the agree-
ment may require; and

(f) Conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made on the
container or label if any.

. (3) Unless excluded or modified (Section 2316) other implied war-
ranties may arise from course of dealing or usage of trade.

OW

§ 2315. [Implied Warranty: Fitness for Particular Purpose.]
Where the seller at the time of contracting has reason to know

any particular purpose for which the goods are required and that
the buyer is relying on the seller's skill or judgment to select or
furnish suitable goods, there is unless excluded or modified under
the next section an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit for
such purpose.

LIS-5
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§2318. [Exclusion or Modification of Warranties.]
(1) Words or conduct relevant to the creation of an express war-

ranty and words or conduct tending to negate or limit warranty
shall be construed wherever reasonable as consistent with each
other; but subject to the provisions of this division on parol or
extrinsic evidence (Section 2202) negation or limitation is inopera-
tive to the extent that such construction is unreasonable.

(2) Subject to subdivision (3), to exclude or modify the implied
warranty of merchantability or any part of it the language must
mention merchantability and in case of a writing must be conspic-
uous, and to exclude or modify any implied warranty of fitness the
exclusion must be by a writing and conspicuous. Language to a.
chide all implied warranties of fitness is sufficient if it states, for
example, that "There are no warranties which extend beyond the
description on the face hereof."

(3) Notwithstanding subdivision (2)
(a) Unless the circumstances indicate otherwise, all implied war-

ranties are excluded by expressions like "as is," "with all faults"
or other language which in common understanding calls the buyer's
attention to the exclusion of warranties and makes plain that there
is no implied warranty; and

(b) When the buyer before entering into the contract has ex.
amined the goods or the sample or model as fully as he desired or
has refused to examine the goods there is no implied warranty with
regard to defects which an examination ought in the circumstances
to have revealed to him; and

(c) An implied warranty can also be excluded or modified by
course of dealing or course of performance or usage of trade.

(4) Remedies for breach of warranty can be limited in accord-
ance with the provisions of this division on liquidation or limitation
of damages and on contractual modification of remedy (Sections
2718 and 2719).

§ 2508. [Cure by Seller of Improper Tender or Delivery; Replace.
meat.]

(1) Where any tender or delivery by the seller is rejected because
nonconforming and the time for performance has not yet expired,
the seller may seasonably notify the buyer of his intention to cure
and may then within the contract time make a conforming delivery.

(2) Where the buyer rejects a nonconforming tender which the
seller bad reasonable grounds to believe would be acceptable with
or without money allowance the seller may if he seasonally notifies
the buyer have a further reasonable time to substitute a conforming
tender.

§ 2801. [Buyer's Rights on Improper Delivery.]
Subject to the provisions of this division on breach in installment

contracts (Section 2612) and unless otherwise agreed under the sec-
tions on contractual limitations of remedy (Sections 2718 and 2719),
if the goods or the tender of delivery fail in any respect to conform
to the contract, the buyer may

(a) Reject the whole; or
(b) Accept the whole; or
(c) Accept any commercial unit or units and reject the rest.

Goods
§ 2714. [Buyer's Damages for Breach in Regard to Accepted

.]
(1) Where the buyer has accepted goods and given notification

(subdivision (3) of Section 2607) he may recover as damages fur any
nonconformity of tender the loss resulting in the ordinary course
of events from the seller's breach as determined in any manner which
is reasonable.

(2) The measure of damages for breath of warranty is the differ-
ence at the time and place of acceptance between the value of the
goods accepted and the value they would have had if they had been
as warranted, unless special circumstances show proximate damages
of a different amount.

(3) In a proper case any incidental and consequential damages
under the next section may also be recovered.
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§ 2715. [Buyer's Incidental and Consequential Damages.]
(1) Incidental damages resulting from the seller's breach include

ernein-s refl.:nimbly incurred in inspection, receipt, transportation
and care and custody of goods rightfully rejected, any commercially
reasonable charges, expenses or commissions .in connection with
effecting cover and any other reasonable expense incident to the
delay or other breach.

(2) Consequential damages resulting from the seller's breach
include

(a) Any loss resulting from general or particular requirements
and needs of which the seller at the time of contracting had reason
to know and which could not reasonably be prevented by cover or
otherwise; and

(b) Injury to person or property proximately resulting from any
breach of warranty.

§ 2716. [Buyer's Right to Specific Performance or Replevin.]
(1) Specific performance may be decreed where the goods arc

unique or in other proper circumstances.
(2) The decree for specific performance may include such terms

and conditions as to payment of the price, damages, or other relief
as the court may deem just.

(3) The buyer has a right of replevin for goods identified to the
contract if after reasonable effort he is unable to effect cover for
such goods or the circumstances reasonably indicate that such effort
will be unavailing or if the goods have been shipped under reserva-
tion and satisfaction of the security interest in them has been made
or tendered. :

§ 2717. [Deduction of Damages From the Price.]
The buyer on notifying the seller of his intention to do so may

'deduct all or any part of the damages resulting from any breach
of the contract from any part of the price still due under the same
contract.

2719. [Contractual Modification or Limitation of Remedy.]
(1) Subject to the provisions of subdivisions (21 and (3) of this

section and of the preceding section on liquidation and limitation
of damages,

(a) The agreement may provide for remedies in addition to or in
substitution for those provided in this division and may limit or
alter the measure of damages recoverable under this division, as
by limiting the buyer's remedies to return of the roods and repay-
ment of the price or to repair and replacement of nonconforming
goods or parts; and

(b) Resort to a remedy as provided is optional unless the remedy
is expressly agreed to be exclusive, in which case it is the sole
remedy.

(2) Where circumstances cause an exclusive or limited remedy to
fail of its essential purpose, remedy may be had as provided in this
code.

(3) Consequential damages may be limited or excluded unless
the limitation or exclusion is unconscionable. Limitation of con-
sequential damages for injury to the person in the case of consumer
goods is prima facie unconseionablibut limitation of damages where
the loss is commercial is not.

/V 6
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ROBERT M. SHILLITO CItcuttr VICE PRESIDENT

July 16, 1970

Honorable Robert E. Badham, Chairman
Assembly Committee on Commerce and

Public Utilities
5128 State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Mr. Badham:

OPPICERS
RCS I DENT

JOHN CROCK
VICE PRESIDENTS

PRENTIS C. HALE
SAMUEL LEASK. III

THEODORE VON DES AHE
TREASURER

WILLIAM R. BREUNER
SECRETARY

CARPENTER
CHAIRMAN OF THE
ENECUTIVE COMMITTEE

FRED H PEACH

SB 272 - Warranties

Subject bill is scheduled for hearing in your Commerce and
Public Utilities Committee on Monday, July 20.

Please be advised that California Retailers Association is
OPPOSED to SB 272.

RMS:me

Resp tfully you

Robert M. Shillito
Executive Vice President
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August 3, 1970

ALFRED H. SONG
STATE SENATOR

TWENTYEIGHTH SENATORIAL DISTRICT

: Members, Assembly Committee on
Commerce and Public Utilities

n' my SB 272 was presented before the'Assembly'Comm

tee on'Commerce and Public Utilities on Moriday,r_AuguSt::-3rd;

received:the impression that a section of the

'been misiAterpreted. In order to insure thaithe bill

first' choi6e

ermit me to emphasize the 'folloviin

gives the manufacturer a series .6f choices.
AUis .

whether or not he wishes to issue -an express

and only if, he issues an .expiess :orairant

oes he face': the second choice.

'This...Ohoice2tequies the manufacturer either

,,, authOiizecl'aevice facilities or 'to
,
reimburse;

servicing his (the manufacturer'

actuality, the option of maintaining.authorize

vice facilities is in the bill as a benefit to the _manufacturer.
1 '

This provision does not require him to rent one foot

Or:to hire one employee. Rather, it permits him to selec

7!

d .as.rava
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certain retailers or certain repair dealers out of the many '

dealing with his products to handle warranty servicing.. It

allows him to restrict the number of retailers to whom he

would be liable for warranty work.

Many.manufacturers (Sony, RCA, Sunbeam, etc.) presently

.use a system of authorized service facilities. Though Al Davis

seemed to have missed the point in committee; elithinationof.

this option would bring the California Manufacturers ASsocia-

ion dowrion him in force.

brief additional point. What iS tii-eArery worst that.

could happen to a manufacturer or a retailer.under'this'bill?'.

The worst that could happen to a manufacturer is that he

to sell his products without an expresswarrant

is 'might:be the only choice for the small, out

ut'it is a better choice than having California con-

uiers stuck with his worthless warranties.

The worst that would happen to a retailer -is that'he
.

_might have -to inform a manufacturer that he couiWrio-longersell

the manufaCtureruS,gooilS or could no longer sel:

warranty.-. This might cause a deterioration irethe

ationship between manufacturer and retailer,

0-
co

' .

%II,- 1
I 1St

2islietter -1

an :having California citizens suckered by false'bromises.

My staff and I have worked hard on this bill:

ve legislation. I ask for your "aye" vote?:

. , -
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Consumer Warranties (S.B. 272) - #16549

Dear Senator Song:
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DEPUTIES

You have submitted a memorandum with respect
to Senate Bill No. 272, as amended in Assembly July 30,
1970, relating to consumer goods transactions, and have
asked whether statements of the legal effect of the
bill that are made in the memorandum are accurate.

For convenience, we have divided the state-
ments in the memorandum with respect to the legal
effect of S.B. 272 into four categories and have framed
the statements as questions addressed to the last
amended form of S.B. 272, if enacted.

QUESTION NO. 1

With respect to express warranties, would a
manufacturer have a series of choices, the first of
which is whether or not he wishes to issue an express
warranty?

OPINION NO. 1

It is our opinion that with respect to
express warranties, a manufacturer would have a series
of choices, the first of which is whether or not he
wishes to issue an express warranty.

LIS-6a
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ANALYSIS NO. 1

S. B. 272 relates to consumer goods transactions
and would add Title 1.3 (commencing with Section 1750) to
Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code,* entitled the
Song Consumer Warranty Protection Act (hereafter referred

to as the act). Generally, the act establishes obligations
of manufacturers, distributors, and sellers of consumer
goods, and rights of buyers thereof, with respect to
particular transactions.

With respect to express warranties, Section
1757 makes the following definition:

"1757. (a) 'Express warranty'' means:

'(1) A statement arising out of a
sale to the consumer of a consumer good
pursuant to which the manufacturer, distrib-
utor, or retailer undertakes to preserve or
maintain the utility or performance of the
consumer good or provide compensation if
there is a failure in utility or performance;
Or

"(2) In the event of any sa=?le or
model, that the whole of the goods conforms
to such sample or model.

"(b) It is not necessary to the
creation of an Pxpress warranty that formal
words such as 'warrant' or 'guarantee' be
used or that a specific intention to make
a warranty be present, but an affirmation
merely of the value of the goods or a
statement purporting to be merely an opinion
or commendation of the goods does not create
a warranty.

"(c) Statements or representations
such as expressions of general policy
concerning customer satisfaction which are
not subject to any limitation do not create
an express warranty."

Unless otherwise indicated, all section
references are to the Civil Code.
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Sections 1766, 1767, and 1768 contain
provisions pertinent to the question of whether a
manufacturer would have a choice of whether or not to
make an express warranty. These sections provide, in
part, as follows:

"1766. (a) Nothing in this chapter
shall affect the right of the manufacturer,
distributor, or retailer to make express
warranties with respect to consumer goods.
However, a manufacturer, distributor, or
retailer, may not, by such express warranties,
limit the application of or modify the
implied warranties guaranteed by this chapter
to the sale of consumer goods.

* * *" (Emphasis added.)

"1767. Every manufacturer, distributor,
or retailer making ex ress warranties with
respect to consumer goo s shall make such
warranties in clear and concise terms and
clearly identify the party making such
express warranties(Erphasis added.)

"1768. (a) Every manufacturer of
consumer goods which are sold in this state
and for which there exists an express
warraaYTEETIT(1) maintain or cause to
be maintained in this state sufficient
service and repair facilities to carry out
the terms of such warranties, or (2) be
subject to the provisions of Section 1771.

*" (Emphasis added.) 4.

I ma;
soWe think it is clear from the underlined portion es

of the above -quoted provisions of Section 1766 that a
manufacturer has a right to choose whether or not to make
an express warranty as defined by the bill, and that only
if the manufacturer so chooses will provisions such as
those of Sections 1767 and 1768 become applicable.

Paragraphs (1) and (2) of subdivision (a) of
Section 1768, by the use of the alternative word "or:'
in our opinion, clearly furnish alternatives which
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the manufacturer may choose to follow in cases where
there exists an express warranty (see Houge v. Ford,
44 Cal. 2d 706).

Accordingly, it is our opinion that with
respect to express warranties, a manufacturer would have
a series of choices, the first of which is whether or
not he wishes to issue an express warranty.

QUESTION NO. 2

Is it only if the manufacturer issues an
express warranty that there arises a second choice
relating to the duty of the manufacturer under Section
1768?

OPINION NO. 2

It is our opinion that it is only if the
manufacturer issues an express warranty that there
arises a second choice relating to the duty of the
manufacturer under Section 1768.

ANALYSIS NO. 2

Sections 1768 and 1771 provide, in pertinent
part, as follows:

"1768. (a) Every manufacturer of
consumer goods which are sold in this state
and for which there exists an express
warranty shall -F -7r) maintain or cause to
be maintained in this state sufficient
service and repair facilities to carry out
the terms of such warranties, or (2) be
subject to the provisions of Section 1771.

"(b) Where such service and repair
facilities are maintained in this state
and service or repair of tfie- ToEas is
necessary because they do not comply with
the applicable warranties, service and
repair shall be commenced within a reason-
able time following receipt of the goods
by the manufacturer or its representative
in this state. . . .

(Emphasis added.)

"1771. Every manufacturer who fails to
provide service and repair facilities within
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this state pursuant to subdivision (a)
of Section 1768 shall be liable as
prescribed in this section to every
retail seller of such manufacturer s
goods who incurs obligations in giving
effect to the express warranties that
accompany such manufacturer's consumer
goods. The amount of such liability shall
be determined as follows:

..,... 4.Ott
dr,

As indicated in Analys.is No. 1, above, we
think that Section 1768 applies only to cases where, with
respect to sales of consumer goods in California, there
exists an express warranty. Subdivision (a) of Section
1768 furnishes alternatives which a manufacturer may
choose to follow in complying with the section. Under
such provisions, we think that the manufacturer of consumer
goods sold in California for which there exists an
express warranty may choose either to (1) maintain or
cause in this state specified service
and repair facilities or (2) be subject to the provisions
of Section 1771.

However, since the mandatory word "shall" is
used in Section 1768, we think it is clear that such
manufacturer is required to come within either paragraph
(1) or (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 1768.

While the matter is not entirely clear in view
of the language in Section 1771 relating to "[elvery
manufacturer," the reference in that section to sub-
division (a) of Section 1768 and the specific reference
in paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 1768 to
Section 1771, in our opinion, would similarly be construed
as making Section 1771 applicable only in those cases to
which Section 1768 applies, i.e., where a manufacturer
sells consumer goods in California and there exists an
express warranty for such goods (see McGrath v. Kaelin,
66 Cal. App. 41).
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Thus, it is our opinion that it is only if
the manufacturer issues an express warranty that there
arises a second choice relating to the duty of the
manufacturer under Section 1768.

QUESTION NO. 3

Is the manufacturer's second choice, relating
to duties under Section 1768, that of either maintaining
the specified service and repair facilities or fully
reimbursing retailers for servicing with respect to
the express warranty of the manufacturer?

OPINION AND ANALYSIS NO. 3

While we think that it is correct in a
general sense to state that the manufacturer's second
choice is either to maintain the specified service and
repair facilities or to fully reimburse retailers for
servicing with respect to the express warranty of the
manufacturer, certain technical points should be made.

Section 1768 specifies that either maintaining
such facilities or causin such facilities to be main-
tained is sufficient par. (1), subd. (a), Sec. 17687:
In addition, such facilities are required to be maintained
in California under the section.

With respect to the full reimbursement aspects
of the question, the manufacturer's liability to the retail
seller is more specifically defined in Section 1771,
which we think can reasonably be said to require full
reimbursement to the retail seller for servicing the
goods. More specifically, subdivision (b) of Section
1771 provides that the amount of the manufacturer's
liability in the event of service and repair shall be
'In an amount equal to that which would be received by
the retail seller for like service rendered to retail
consumers who are not entitled to warranty protection,
including, where applicable, the cost of parts, servicing,
labor, storage, overhead, and a reasonable profit."
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QUESTION NO. 4

Do the provisions of subdivision (a) of
Section 1768 require the manufacturer to establish
facilities, by renting space or hiring employees, for
service and repair in this state where the goods are
sold in this state with an express warranty?

OPINION NO. 4

It is our opinion that the provisions of
subdivision (a) of Section 1768 do not require the
manufacturer to establish facilities, by renting space
or hiring employees, for service and repair in this
state where the goods are sold in this state with an
express warranty.

ANALYSIS NO. 4

As previously stated, we think that paragraphs
(1) and (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 1768 present
alternatives to a manufacturer with respect to consumer
goods sold in California where there exists an express
warranty.

Those alternatives, one of which would become
applicable to such a manufacturer, are either (1) to
maintain or cause to be maintained in this state the
specified service and repair facilities or (2) to be
subject to the provisions of Section 1771.

In our opinion, neither alternative expressly
or by necessary implication imposes a duty on the
manufacturer to establish facilities, by renting space
or hiring employees, for service and repair in this
state.

Under paragraph (1) of the subdivision, the
manufacturer could "cause to be maintained" in this
state the specified service and repair facilities. Such
language could encompass an agreement with another person
who would establish such repair facilities. Under para-
graph (2) of this subdivision, the second alternative
under Section 1768, payment of a sum of money in the events
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specified in Section 1771 is the obligation impcsed on
the manufacturer.

Thus, it is our opinion that the provisions
of subdivision (a) of Section 1768 do not require the
manufacturer to establish facilities, by renting space
or hiring employees, for service and repair in this
state where the goods are sold in this state with an
express warranty.

Very truly yours,

George H. Murphy
Legislative Counsel

By
Car . Arnold
Deputy Legislative Counsel

CMA:ad
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Consumer Goods Transactions - #18909

Dear Senator Cologne:

You have asked us several questions relating
to the application of the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty
Act* (Sec. 1790 et seq., Civ. C.) to sales of heating and
air-conditioning equipment. We shall answer these questions 0
in series. 5

QUESTION NO. 1

Is an installing dealer a manufacturer within
the meaning of subdivision (c) of Section 1791 of the
Civil Code?

OPINION AND ANALYSIS NO. 1
3

Section 1791 of the Civil Code defines "manu-
facturer," "distributor," and "retail seller" for the

tiibpurposes of the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act as
4. ill.
4.follows: sma.e
e s

This act was added by Chapter 1333, Statutes of 1970,
and generally applies to consumer goods sold on or
after March 1, 1971. However, Sections MY to 1793.1
of the Civil Code, inclusive, only apply to consumer
goods manufactured on or after March 1, 1971 (Sec. 2,
Ch. 1333, Stats. 1970).

LIS-6b
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"(c) 'Manufacturer' means any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or other
legal relationship which manufactures, assembles,
produces, or gathers consumer goods.

"(d) 'Distributor' means any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or other
legal relationship which stands between the
manufacturer and the retail seller in purchases,
consignments, or contracts for sale of consumer
goods.

"(e) 'Retail seller,' 'seller,' or
'retailer' means any individual, partnership,
corporation, association, or other legal rela-
tionship which engages in the business of
selling new goods to retail buyers." (Emphasis
added.)

For these purposes "consumer goods" are defined
as follows:

"(a) 'Consumer goods' means any motor
vehicle, machine, appliance, or like product
that is used or bought for use primarily for
personal, family or household purposes."
(Sec. 1791, Civ. C.)

As we view these definitions, a manufacturer is
a person who manufactures, assembles, produces or gathers
motor vehicles, machines, appliances or like products that
are used or bought for use primarily for personal, family
or household purposes.

In the absence of information about the nature
of an installing dealer's activities, we cannot categorically
state whether such a dealer would come within this definition
of"manufacturer."

Normally, in view of the preceding, we would
think that a dealer who purchases for resale heating or air
conditioning equipment having the characteristics of consumer
goods and who, as part of a sale to the consumer, delivers
such equipment which he purchased for resale to his customer's
home and there installs it, would come within the definition
of "retail seller" rather than "manufacturer."

An installing dealer of a machine, appliance or
like product would, however, be a "manufacturer" of a
product which he in fact.manufactured, produced, assembled
or gathered.
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QUESTION NO. 2

Assuming an installing dealer comes within the
definition of a manufacturer under subdivision (c) of
Section 1791 of the Civil Code, would his liability and
responsibility under the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty
Act be in lieu of the liability of a person (hereinafter
referred to as equipment supplier)who supplies equipment
to the installing dealer which is incorporated into in-
stalled consumer goods manufactured by the installing
dealer?

OPINION NO. 2

In our opinion, should an installing dealer come
within the definition of a manufacturer under subdivision (c)
of Section 1791 of the Civil Code, his liability and respon-
sibility under the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act would
not be in lieu of an equipment supplier's liability, since
the act would not apply to the equipment supplier.

ANALYSIS NO. 2

Assuming an installing dealer would come within
the definition of a manufacturer, such dealer would neces-
sarily manufacture, assemble, produce, or gather the con-
sumer goods he sells (subd. (c) Sec. 1791, Civ. C.). He
would in some manner incorporate into the equipment or
machinery he sells as consumer goods those goods he buys
from the equipment supplier. Thus, the goods received
from the equipment supplier would to some extent lose
their identity in the process.

Furthermore, the dealer -manufacturer would be
using the goods received from the supplier not for personal,
family or household purposes, but for his own commercial
purposes. Such goods would not, therefore, be "consumer
goods" within the definition stated above.

Since the equipment supplier would only be provid-
ing components which are not consumer goods, but which become
part of the consumer goods to be marketed by a manufacturer,
we do not think any liability would arise under the act as
to the supplier.

Accordingly, we do not think that the dealer -

manufacturer's liability and responsibility under the Song -
Beverly Consumer Warranty Act would be in lieu of an equip-
ment supplier's liability, since the act would not apply to
the equipment supplier under these circumstances.
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QUESTION NO. 3

What is the duration of implied warranties
arising under the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act
with respect to new consumer goods purchased and re-
tained by the buyer?

OPINION AND ANALYSIS NO. 3

The Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act is
silent as to duration of the implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness which arise under the
act with respect to new consumer goods purchased and
retained by the buyer. Thus, we must look elsewhere
for rules in this connection that may be applicable to
such warranties.

Statutory periods of limitation of actions
applicable to implied warranty actions were recently
discussed in Howe v. Pioneer Mfg. Co. (1968), 262 Cal.
App. 2d 330, at p. 339, as follows:

"Preliminarily, it should be noted
that the one-year limitation of subdivi-
sion 3 of section 340 of the Code of Civil
Procedure is applicable to the claims for
damages for personal injuries whether
predicated on negligence or breach of an
express or an implied warranty. In Mack
v. Hugh W. Comstock Associates, Inc. (1964)
225 Cal. App. 2d 583 1.37 Cal. Rptr. 466],
the court stated: 'The complaint alleged
breaches of both express and implied
warranties and consequential damages to
person and property. Code of Civil Procedure
section 337, subdivision 1, would cover the
express warranties and provides a four-year
statute of limitations. Code of Civil
Procedure section 339, subdivision 1, would
cover the implied warranties and provides
a two-year statute. (Riesen v. Leeder, 193
Cal. App. 2d 580 [14 Cal. Rptr. 4691.) How-
ever, we believe that where the damages to
person or property, in addition to the
warranted product, result from a breach of
warranty, the more specific sections of Code
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of Civil Procedure sections 340 and 338*
relating to the tortious injury or damage
to person or property determine the statu-
tory period... ."

Depending, therefore, on the type of damages
involved, the period after accrual of the course of
action for a breach of implied warranty during which
an action must be brought may be one, two, or three
years.

The time when a cause of action based on an
implied warranty theory accrues may depend on the type
of damages sought. With respect to the time of the
accrual of a cause of action for damages to the warranted
goods, it has been said:

... The general rule is that this date
is the time of the sale from which the warranty
is implied. This rule has been criticized,
since under it the statute may run before the
buyer knows of the breach of warranty. The
rule is particularly severe when applied to a
middleman or retailer, who purchases only for
resale and thus is not himself likely to dis-
cover defects which appear only upon use. The
amelioration generally suggested is that the
statute should begin to run when the purchaser
discovers, or reasonably should discover, the
defect.

"California has long indicated a tendency
to achieve this equitable result by construing
the warranty, where possible, as prospective,
thus deferring the commencement of the statutory
period until the warranted future event fails to
materialize, i.e., the date of discovery of the
defect. The like rule has recently been applied
to the implied warranty running in favor of one
in a situation comparable to that of a middleman."
(Rissen v. Leeder (1961), 193 Cal. App. 2d 580,
at 582.)

The rule quoted above, construing a warranty as
prospective, has been applied in motor vehicle cases (Wyatt
v. Cadillac Motor Car Division (1956), 145 Cal. App. 2d 423,
at 426).

* Section 338, Code of Civil Procedure provides for a
three year period of limitation.
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The time of accrual with respect to damages
for personal injuries was discussed in Howe v. Pioneer
Mfg. Co., supra, at page 340:

"Generally, the right to bring and prose-
cute an action arises immediately upon the
commission of the wrong claimed, and the
statute of limitations runs from that time;
thus, a cause of action in tort arises when
the wrongful act is committed, not at the
time of discovery of the act. Where per-
sonal injury is claimed as the proximate
result of a defective product or defective
condition created by the defendant, the
cause of action does not accrue until the
date of injury, and computation of the one-
year period of limitations commences at that
time.

"It is the general rule that the applicable
statute of limitations begins to run even
though the plaintiff is ignorant of his cause
of action or of the identity of the wrongdoer."

However, in Warrington v. Charles Pfizer & Co
(1969), 274 Cal. App. 2d 564, at 567, the court said:

"[A]palysis of some of the cases show
that if the unawareness of the injury is induced
by fraud, or there is some valid excuse for the
ignorance, or there is a lack of actual and
perceptible trauma (thus in Rubino, cited for
the strict rule --the fact wagTraintiff ate
canned peas and became violently ill almost
immediately thereafter --immediate illness
after food poisoning is perceptible trauma) --
or in the case of insidious and creeping
disease the strict rule will not be applied.
There is, too, a line of cases holding that
when no perceptible trauma is involved, and
there is a silent and insidious onset of the
injury or its effects, the cause accrues only
when there is knowledge or means of knowledge
which should alert the injured.

"In addition, there appears to be a definite
trend toward the discovery rule and away from the
strict rule in respect of the time for the accrual
of the cause of action for personal injuries."
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Finally, with respect to damages to property other
than the warranted property, a court of appeals in Avner v.
Longridge Estates (1969), 272 Cal. App. 2d 607, stal-JU-gt
616-617:

"As a general rule a cause of action arises
when the wrongful act was committed and not at the
time of the discovery; the statute com=ences to run
even though a plaintiff is ignorant that he has a
cause of action. To avoid the harsh and unjust effects
of this rule, the courts have made exceptions, the per-
tinent exception being in l[a]ctions based on progres-
sively developing or continuing wrongs where nature,
extent or permanence of the harm are difficult to
discover.' Further, the rule is that a new and
separate cause of action arises with each new sub-
sidence, with any applicable limitations statute
running separately for each new separate subsidence.

* * *
"Only when the consequential damage is sufficiently

appreciable to a reasonable man may we hold an owner to
a duty of expeditiously pursuing his re=edies."

QUESTION NO. 4

Can a manufacturer, subject to the express warranty >
provisions of the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act, refuse
to replace, reimburse, or service or repair defective consumer w
goods if the buyer does not physically return the goods to the z
manufacturer's service facility or to a retail seller when no F -

such facilities have been established?

OPINION AND ANALYSIS NO. 4

Sections 1793.2 and 1793.3 of the Civil Code provide:3

"1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer
goods which are sold in this state and for which

4.ll.ithere exists an express warranty: (1) shall maintain 4.

so.or cause to be maintained in this state sufficient
es

service and repair facilities to carry out the terms
of such warranties, or (2) shall be subject to the
provisions of Section 1793.5.

"(b) Where such service and repair facilities
are maintained in this state and service or repair
of the goods is necessary because they do not comply
with the applicable warranties, service and repair
shall be commenced within a reasonable time follow-
ing receipt of the goods b the manufacturer
or its representative in this state. Unless the
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buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods
must be returned, at the manufacturer's expense,
in merchantable condition within 30 days. Delay
caused by conditions beyond the control of the
manufacturer or his representatives shall serve
to extend this 30 -day requirement. Where such
delay arises, delivery of merchantable goods shall
be made as soon as possible following termination
of the condition giving rise to the delay.

"(c) Should the manufacturer be unable to
make such return of merchantable goods, he shall
either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer
in an amount equal to the purchase price paid by
the buyer, less that amount directly attributable
to use by the buyer prior to discovery of the
defect." (Emphasis added.)

"1793.3. If the manufacturer making express
warranties does not provide service and repair
facilities within this state pursuant to sub-
division (a) of Section 1793.2, the buyer may
follow the course of action prescribed in either
subdivision (a) or (b), below, as follows:

"(a) Return the defective consumer goods
to the retail seller thereof for replacement,
or T61-- service or repair in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the express
warranty. Such replacement, service, or repair
shall be at the option of the retail seller.
If the retail seller is unable to replace the
defective article with merchantable goods or
is unable to effect the service or repair of
the goods in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the warranty, the retail seller
shall reimburse the buyer in an amount equal
to the purchase price paid by the buyer, less
that amount directly attributable to use by
the buyer prior to discovery of the defect.

"(b) Return the defective article to any
retail selfaTO:thin this state, of like
goods of the same manufacturer for replacement,
or for service or repair in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the express warranty.Such replacement, service, or repair shall be
at the option of the retail seller." (Emphasisadded.)
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Whether or not the manufacturer makes sufficient
service and repair facilities available, both Sections
1793.2 and 1793.3 require that the manufacturer or retail
seller, as the case may be, receive the defective goods
from the buyer. Thus, we think that, as a general rule,
the buyer must return the defective goods as a condition
to receiving the relief provided hy the act.*

However, the act does not preclude a manufacturer
making suggestions as to alternate methods of affecting
service and repair (Sec. 1794.5, Civ. C.).

Finally, situations could arise in which it
would be impossible for the buyer to return the goods as,
for example,where the goods are destroyed without the
fault of the buyer.We think that in such situations relief
from the requirement of returning the goods could be afforded
by the courts under traditional contract rules (Sec. 3531,
Civ. C.; 12 Cal. Jur. 2d Contracts, Sec. 239).

QUESTION NO. 5

May a manufacturer subject to the provisions of
the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act relating to the
implied warranties of merchantability and fitness disclaim
liability under such warranties where the goods have been
improperly or unlawfully installed or where the goods
installed are not capable of performing the heating or
cooling functions contemplated because of the miscalcula-
tions of the installer?

OPINION AND ANALYSIS NO. 5

The terms "implied warranty of merchantability"
and "implied warranty of fitness" are defined for the
purposes of the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act as
follows:

"1791.1. As used in this chapter:

"(a) 'Implied warranty of merchantability'
or 'implied warranty that goods are merchantable'
means that the consumer goods meet each of the
following:

"(1) Pass without objection in the trade
under the contract description.

*This condition, of course, would not necessarily apply
to other theories of relief which may be available to
the buyer under other provisions of law.
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"(2) Are fit for the ordinary purposes
for which such goods are used.

"(3) Are free from defects of materials
or workmanship.

"(4) Are adequately contained, packaged,
and labeled.

"(5) Conform to the promises or affirma-
tions of fact made on the container or label.

"(b) 'Implied warranty of fitness' means
that when the retailer, distributor, or manu-
facturer has reason to know any particular
purpose for which the consumer goods are re-
quired, and further, that the buyer is relying
on the skill and judgment of the seller to
select and furnish suitable goods, then there
is an implied warranty that the goods shall be
fit for such purpose."

No provision is made in the act for partial or
conditional disclaimers of liability under such warranties.
Rather, a manufacturer may elect to disclaim both types
of warranties by meeting various requirements (see Secs.
1792.3 and 1792.4, Civ. C.).

Though a manufacturer may not condition liability
under implied warranties, a manufacturer would not be
liable in the following situations:

"1794.3. The provisions of this
chapter shall not apply to any defect in
consumer goods caused by the unauthorized
or unreasonable use of the goods following
sale." (Civ. C.).

Thus, even though a manufacturer could not partially
disclaim liability under the implied warranty of merchant-
ability where goods have been improperly or unlawfully
installed, no such liability arises where a defect is caused
by unreasonable use.
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With respect to a manufacturer's liability under
the implied warranty of fitness where an installer miscal-
culates the heating or cooling requirements for a satis-
factory installation, Section 1792.2 of the Civil Code
provides:

"1792.2. Every sale or consignment
of consumer goods in this state made through
a retailer or distributor who has reason to
know at the time of sale or consignment that
the goods are required for a particular pur-
pose and that the buyer is relying on the
retailer's or distributor's skill or judgment
to select or furnish suitable goods, shall,
in lieu of the warranty of the manufacturer
under Section 1792.1, be accompanied by an
implied warranty that the goods are fit for
that purpose."

We think that where heating or air conditioning
equipment performs according to the specifications estab-
lished by the manufacturer but is inadequate to do the job
required by the buyer because the installer miscalculated
the buyer's needs, the buyer could look to the installer
under the implied warranty of fitness provided for under
the act.

QUESTION NO. 6

Does the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act
apply to new as well as used goods?

OPINION NO. 6

In our opinion, the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty
Act applies only to consumer goods sold as new goods.

ANALYSIS NO. 6

There is no express provision in the Song -Beverly
Consumer Warranty Act which states that the act applies only
to new goods or to used as well as new goods.

The Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act, generally,
provides various implied and express warranty rights to a
"buyer" of consumer goods (see Secs. 1792, 1792.1, 1792.2,
1793.2, 1793.3, and 1793.4, Civ. C.). The term "buyer"
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* * *

"(b) 'Buyer' or 'retail buyer' means
any individual who buys consumer goods from
a person engaged in the business of manu-
Tacturing, distributing, or sellingsuch
Roods at retail. As used-in this subdivision,
'person means any individual, partnership,
corporation, association, or other legal
entity which engages in any such business.

* * * " (Civ. C.; emphasis added.)

"Manufacturer," "distributor," and "retail seller"
are defined for the purposes of this act as follows:

"1791. * * *

"(c) 'Manufacturer' means any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or other
legal relationship which manufactures, assembles,
produces, or gathers consumer goods.

"(d) 'Distributor' means any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or other
legal relationship which stands between the
manufacturer and the retail seller in purchases,
consignments, or contracts for sale of consumer
goods.

"(e) 'Retail seller,' 'seller,' or 'retailer'
means any individual, partnership, corporation,
association, or other legal relationship which
engages in the business of selling new goods to
retail buyers." (Civ. C.; emphasis added.)

To "manufacture" goods is to modify or change
natural substances, so that they become articles of value
or use (Baltimore & 0.S.W.R. Co. v. Cavanaugh (1904), 71
N.E. 239, at 241). Thus, a new and different article must
emerge from manufacturing (Charles Marchand Co. v. Higgins
(1940), 36 F. Supp. 792, at 795).

If a "buyer" purchases consumer goods from a
"manufacturer," he is purchasing goods from one who has
created something new, and if a "buyer" purchases such
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goods from a "retail seller" he purchases from one engaged
in the business of selling new goods.

In view of these considerations, we think that the
intent of the Legislature in enacting the Song -Beverly Consumer
Warranty Act was to provide rights to a retail buyer of
consumer goods sold as new.

QUESTION NO. 7

Does the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act apply
to sales by a California manufacturer outside of this state
or to a sale by a California manufacturer within this state
where the goods are to be resold at retail outside the state?

OPINION NO. 7

In our opinion, the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty
Act would not apply to sales by a California manufacturer out-
side of this state where the goods are sold at retail outside
the state nor to a sale by a California manufacturer within this
state where the goods are resold at retail outside the state.

ANALYSIS NO. 7

N.

0)

CD
CD

co

The implied warranty duties of a manufacturer apply
only to sales or consignments of consumer goods "in this state 5by a manufacturer" (Secs. 1792 and 1792.1, Civ. C.). Also,
express warranty duties of a manufacturer apply only to con- w
sumer goods "which are sold in this state" (Sec. 1793.2, Civ. C.

We think, then, that the Song -Beverly Consumer War-
ranty Act is intended to apply to those consumer goods manufac-
tured in California or elsewhere which ultimately are sold to
a buyer in a retail sales transaction in this state (see Subd.
(b), Sec. 1791, Civ. C.).

3
Thus, in our opinion the act would not apply to a sale

of consumer goods by a California manufacturer outside of this
state where the goods are also sold at retail outside the state::

4.

Sas.s
Likewise, we do not think the act is applicable

where goods are sold in this state for resale but are to be
resold at retail outside the state.

QUESTION NO. 8

If a manufacturer is required to reimburse a buyer
under subdivision (c) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code,
does the purchase price, with reference to which such reim-
bursement is made, include value given for services such as
installation?
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OPINION NO. 8

In our opinion, the amount reimbursed pursuant
to subdivision (c) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code
is to be based only on the purchase price of the goods.

ANALYSIS NO. 8

Subdivision (c) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil
Code relates only to consumer goods for which there is
an express warranty, and provides:

"(c) Should the manufacturer be unable
to make such return of merchantable goods, he
shall either replace the goods or reimburse
the buyer in an amount equal to the purchase
price paid by the buyer, less that amount
directly attributable to use by the buyer
prior to discovery of the defect."

Reimbursement of the purchase price under this
provision is an alternative to replacing the defective
goods where a manufacturer cannot by service or repair
cure defects in goods which have been returned to the
manufacturer. These alternatives all relate to putting
the buyer in the position he would have enjoyed had the
goods been free of defect.

There is nothing in the Song -Beverly Consumer
Warranty Act to indicate that a buyer under the act would
be reimbursed for anything but the purCIase TThe of the
consumer goods which were defective.

Thus, in our opinion*, the amount reimbursed
pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 1793.2 of the
Civil Code in the case of express warranties is to be
based only on ITT iTfialase price of the goods.

QUESTION NO. 9

What is to prevent a retail seller from receiving
compensation for express warranty work from both the buyer
and from the manufacturer under Section 1793.5 of the Civil
Code?

* In reaching our conclusion we have not considered whether
the buyer would have a remedy under other provisions of
law for consequential damages such as the cost of installation.
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OPINION NO. 9

In our opinion, any requirement by a retail
seller that a buyer pay to the seller any sum for warranty
work for which a manufacturer is liable to the seller
under Section 1793.5 of the Civil Code would violate the
buyer's right to have such work performed at the manufac-
turer's expense and would subject the seller to an action
brought by the buyer for treble damages under Section
1794 of the Civil Code.

ANALYSIS NO. 9

Section 1793.5 of the Civil Code provides:

"1793.5. Every manufacturer making express
warranties who does not provide service and
repair facilities within this state pursuant
to subdivision (a) of Section 1793.2 shall be
liable as prescribed in this section to every
retail seller of such manufacturer's goods who
incurs obligations in giving effect to the
express warranties that accompany such manu-
facturer's consumer goods. The amount of such
liability shall be determined as follows:

"(a) In the event of replacement, in an
amount equal to the actual cost to the retail
seller of the replaced goods, plus a reasonable
handling charge.

"(b) In the event of service and repair,
in an amount equal to that which would be
received by the retail seller for like service
rendered to retail consumers who are not en-
titled to warranty protection, including actual
and reasonable costs of the service and repair,
plus a reasonable profit.

"(c) In the event of reimbursement under
subdivision (a) of Section 1793.3, in an amount
equal to that reimbursed to the buyer, plus a
reasonable handling charge."
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It is clear from this section that warranty
work performed by a retail seller is ultimately at the
expense of the manufacturer, not the buyer. The retail
seller is to perform the work at his expense and then
look to the manufacturer for reimbursement and his right
to reimbursement is enforceable in a treble damages
action for willful violation of the manufacturer s duty
to reimburse the seller (Sec. 1794.1, Civ. C.).

In view of these provisions, we think that for
a retail seller to require compensation from a buyer for
performing warranty work abridges the buyer's rights
under the act to have warranty work performed at the
manufacturer's expense. This abridgement could, we think,
subject the retail seller to liability for damages, in-
cluding, in a proper case, liability under Section 1794
of the Civil Code, which reads as follows:

"1794. Any buyer of consumer goods
injured by a willful violation of the pro-
visions of this chapter may bring an action
for the recovery of damages. Judgment may
be entered for three times the amount at
which the actual damages are assessed, plus
reasonable attorney fees."

Very truly yours,

George H. Murphy
Legislative Counsel

By 0-11-121$' /70.4,
John T. Studebaker
Deputy Legislative Counsel

JTS:mls
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ANALYSIS NO, 1

Generally, the Song7-Beverly. Consumer Warranty
Act establis_tes----,new-_warranty-ob-Ii-g-ations.. of---Irwmfacturer54:-
distributors --and; sellers of consumer -goods.; and provide..a...
new rights.. cr.:: the, -buyers; clf _such -gactdsk'...

The act defines several terms pertinent to this
discussion in Section 1791 of the Civil Code. This section
provides:'

'119 s in this::, chapte.
_

" (a) 'Consumer goods means any motor
vehicle; machine, appliance, orproduct
that is used or bought for use primari y or
personal, family, or household purposes.."

"(b) 'Buyer' or 'retail buyer' means
onstmier-gfo ads-. from

a person-.engaged:in the. business, of -manufac--
t-uring-, distributing, or selling: such goods
at retail. As used in this. subdivision,

-

'person ` means any individual, partnership;
--corporati-on --association, or other- --1egal

entity which --engages --in- any such :business,;
(c)- Manufacturer' =-meanst any individual-

partnership, corporation, associatiow, or
other legal relationship which manufactures,
as sembrtes-produce-s: on!,gath-ers,:i.cons

"(d) 'Distributor' means. any _individual,
p_artnership, corpora _or
other legal relationship which stands between
the manufacturer and the retail seller in

COTISignments ',`...,or77con:tfat's,"
sale of consumer goods.

"(e) 'Retail seller,' 'seller,' or
'retailer' means any individual, partnership,
corporation, association, or other legal re-
lationship which engages in the business of
selling new goods to retail buyers.."
(Emphasis added.)
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The terms "appliance" and "machine" used in thedefinition of "consumer goods" above have been defined by----the -courts-as --follows:

"The word "appliance" inclades:every-,
thing -applied -or- used as a Means to an end.-
. . . 'It -is common- knowledge that - re friger
ato rs - range sl-rdas hers.; -a- a -rye and- 'free'zer
are "appliances" . . . .They are generally_

_considered as any household or office utensil; -
apparatus, instrument, or machine that utilizes
a PQwer supply, especially electric current, asa vacuum cleaner, a refrigerator, a toaster,

Appliance Center, Inc. v Wallin Crate Co.
(1967 -Fla.), 196 So. 2d 19 ,,at:.99)

"The term 'machine.`includes every mechanical device or combination of -mechanical. powers'" -and devices to perform some function and producea certain effect or result. ... (Corning et al
v -.--Burden -14._L. -ed. '683, .at

We think that the terms "appliance" and "machinFc"'as so defined, are more than broad enough to include' ait-conditioning equipment, dishwashers, ranges, and ,water
heaters, -Which have the characteristics of an appl-iance car

-machine. Thus, to the. extent certain types- of; such ,equip--rnent would. be= within, such definitionof appliance, or machineand are used primarily for personal, family-, or< household':purposes, the sales thereof would come within the terms ofthe act.
- :

However, questions as to the applicability ofthe act could be raised with respect to an installationof such equipment which is so installed as to become apart of real property.

ru. .  caAe711Sr---ffi terms- the definition .iirConsurner'goods-broAd enough to include appliances, machines or like prod-ucts -whether or not affixed to real property..

Alsa, while the term "consumer goods" has beendefined in other areas of California law to include thingswhich are to be affixed to real property (see Sec. 1761, Civ.C., added by Ch. 1550, Stats. 1970, and Secs. 9105 and9109, Corn. C.), no indication is given in subdivision (a)of Section 1791 of the act, quoted above, that such itemsare to be excluded from "consumer goods."
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Furthermore, there is a rule of statutory constru6.7
-pert-inent- here In this regard, a remedial -

statute must be given a liberal construction, so as to .-

effectuate.=..its_obiect and _purp,ps,e,...,_"[Vi16h an act will be?:
construedi-when :its mea.ning. so -:as to suppress!. -

the, mischief .-at,..-whichAtz-,is..direCted and to advance .or
extend-- the remedy iprovided,- wi.thin_the ..=scope .o
the law every -case which comes clearly within its spirit
and policy." (In re Makings -(1927), 200 Cal. - 47-4, at 478-479).:

--- For the reasons ,-set forth -below,- we -think -the act
is clearly remedial in character in that -it provides new

rOt ettitYrt-'6,--tvorttlimer-S4-%-iftr,t-heilWleof-Igteatleatrttt'es."50.27gft.:1',1.-.v:c5;;...

Generally speaking,, the act relates to, warranties
in,transactions involving:the. lé'I consumes The;
warranties covered by the' act are, (1) an implied,warrantp:of
merchantability imposed on -manufacturers. -of cansumer-goods'-i
(2) an implied warranty of fitness imposed on manufacturers,-
of such _goods, (3), an iiPPI-jed.Wagrant,3L.Df....fitness...imposedon distributorsor retail sellers of such goods in

= coof the implied, warranty of . fitness.' imposed, on .manulacturers.',1
and (4) an express: warranty made by manufacturersicofconsumer
goods -

Under the act a sale. or consignment of, consumer;
goods by a Manufacturerr...is-accompanied.-.by an,. implied: warranty
of merchantability (see subtl.',q(a) Sec. 1791.1 and Sec 1792.,civ c.) and, where applicable, by an implied warranty -.of

--fitness (see subd.- (b) Sec. 1791.1 and"Sec. -1792.1). Also,a sale or consignmentgoods,by -a retailer:, d is
butor may involve an in:Tried- Viatrarity "of- fitness' which -isin lieu of such warranty of the manufacturer (Sec. 1792.2)..
Such warranties may be waived only in the manner provided
for in the act (see Secs.. 1792.3, 1792.4, and 1792.5, Civ. C..). w

-!! r rant e s . 1.in des_ !:,ps-oy*s1-_,§-,-_,

t-jie ConutirciaL Code (see e.g., Secs. 2314 'and -2315-, LL-C.C.. ).
mawhich may be modified by an express warranty (see Sec. 2316, 1, so -asU.C.C.,) and which may be displaced by inconsistent -express

warranty provisions (see Sec. 2317, U.C.C.), implied war-
ranties provided for in the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty.
Act may not be limited in application or modified by express....
warranties. (Sec. 1793, Civ. C.)

With respect to express warranties (see Sec. 1791.,2,
Civ. C..), the act imposes various duties on manufacturers,
distributors, and retail sellers. Under Section 1793.2 cf.

* Also cove -red are warranties- made by.. distributots
and-retail_seIlers-
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--rhe-Song-BeverIy -Consumer-Warranty -Act - -a-manufac turer -o
consumer goods sold in this state for which an express
warranty exists must either maintain or -cause to be
maintained' in this state service and: repair- fac tit ie,g.
honor the warranty -termS or -reimburse ...retail sealers. of:

7 such -goods- to - wt-iom- the buyer-may'look-for service 'and
repair, replacement, or reimbursement according to the
warranty terms when the manufacturer does not maintain
service and repair facilities in this state for doing the,
warranty work (see Secs. _1793,3 and 1793.5, Civ. C.).
Whether the buyer looks to the manufacturer or a retail
seller-?forrmleet$A.md.repaiD!r,,,,refaa,cement
merit under the express warranty, -the -act requires the buyer
to_ return the_ goods to the, manufacturer or the retail
seller, as the case may, ,bey -(Secs. 1793,2 -and -1791.3, .CP;u:

The act provides, that a buyer of consumer goods
may, among other things, enforce his right to service and
repair, replacement, or reimbursement under ex ress war-

----rantiesi -in -a triple: -damage- action -for a u 'violation
of the act (Sec,. 1794-,- Civ. C+ see -Opinion
No. 8).

As stated above, the act requires a buyer to
return the goods to the manufacturer or a retail seller
as a condition to the buyer's right. of service and ,repair,
replacement or reimbursement _ under ,an expressiwarranty;-
(see Secs. 1793.2 and -1793.3, Civ:

It could be contended that this reWitement indi-
cates legislative -intent -tolimit the act to goods
can- be removed from a household and shipped to, the manu-
facturer or retail seller for warranty work. However, the
act does not require a manufacturer to make express warranties.
Also the act permits the use of service contracts*in addition
to or in lieu of express warranties (Sec. 1794.4,_Civ. C.).
Thus the requirement for return of the 'gdodS nor -41m4
the application of the act to movable- consumer,goods.

Also, as pointed out above, the act deals not
only with ex ress warranties :but with im lied -warranties_
as well.. -ere is,nothing, in the -act m lc, would_affect

*This could provide for warranty services at the
residence of the purchaser.
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the application of these implied warranty provisions to
.-goods --that- cannot -be -removed zfrom -real-property.

the_,re_Media act_ y_

we think ---that- -a-court ..1.a._applying_lbg _ru o f lii;eral
_construction, not the -.-pcope :of the -act by
confining the definition -of---"cons-umeri2gOods-"."..
goads which remain movable during the period of warranty
coverage (i.e. , goods not a part of. real property), but,
rather, would give full -effect to the policy of protecting
consumers by -apply-i-ng --the act to goods which are otherwise
within the definition, without regard to the factor of
mobilaity-diff _'warrantyr: i'dtP;:"."

QUESTION -NO..- -2

_ . Does .a privately-owned:public
helps. -conditionigrand:,other..,gasappLiance-s;,,
manufactured, by another: party ..by programs of. advertising,

'
"di s t-ributor:"' as such term is -.'clefinecl-_under..:..theSongifevetSLY'
Consumer Warranty Act?

OPINION N0'.

which- helps" -td sell g:as. air-condition° ng .and .others. as
 atvTiatrces:.:: mailtfactured.7hyrantither:;:...patpf.'hy-f.programs; of
advertising,. -bil-l.-inserts:, and.ot-her::activities-.',does--: not',
fall within-the.--terrri.--ndistributor"--- as such t.ern'is- defined -

ANALYSIS NO. 2
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The .Song-Beverly Consumer Warranty Act generally
establishes &ties upon manufacturers, distributors, and

curtsumor:;.goerds..;:t
.uyers.

Section. 1791 of the act defines various terms
(including- "distributor') for the purposes of the act as
follows :

11791,- -As-used in -this -chapter:

"(a) 'Consumer goods' means any motor
vehicle, machine, appliance, or like product
that is used or bought for use. primarily -.for
personal, family, or household purposes.:..
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"(b) 'Buyer'. or 'retail buyer.,' ,means any
----individual -who-buys-consumer goods,' from a person

engaged in the business of manufacturing, distributing,
or sel-hng such goods at -retail s..

used :in- subdivision, ---1-- person' means,any--

individual.,,,,partnershiR,,,-corporation,,assacfation.,
or other legal entity which'engages-in any -such
business.

1,'(c) 'Manufacturer' means any individual,
partnership, corporation,association, or other

maRunfac tures a§ qemble s ,

pi-bdu ces ,- gatfiet-- t oh SUM'e 6

"(d)- -'Distribittor' Means: any indivictual-;-,
partnership, corporation, association, or other4
legal relationship which stands, between the .

manufacturer and the retail, seller in_ purchases ,

consignments, or contracts ;for sale of. consumer

"(e) 'Retail seller;.' or tretairerr
means any individual, partnership, corporation.;_
,-association, or other- legal- relationship- which-,
engages ---in -the -business :of selling new. goods to'
retai-1 buyers - (Emphasis,- added--;

We- shall assume-. here that the'. gas -appriances,',..
the. sale of which a privately -owned public utility- promotes-,
are consumer goods within the meaning of the definition
qucitedi

In order to be distributor within the ,meaning
of_subdivision (d) of Section 1791, a. person must stand
between a manufacturer and retail seller in purchases
consignments, or contracts for the sale of consumer goods.

r -T must bed1Tectly Ln-th-transmission. of' consumer goods between a manufacturer and gm%es--retail.' seller whether by means of a purchase consignment
or contract for the sale of consumer goods.

If a privately -owned public utility merely
promotes the sale of consumer goods by advertising and retazed
means, it would not be a distributor since it would not :

purchase, take on consignments or contract for the sale or
consumer goods.
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Thus, in our opinion, a privately -owned, public -

utility -which helps -to sell gas air-conditioning_ and other
gas appliances manufactured by another party by programs of -
advertising, bill inserts, and other activities does not fallwithin the term "distributor" as such term is used in the act.

 VEST -ION NO. 3

-.What,-does,the, t erm-'1other-le gal-,rel. ati
mean..: :as = used. in subdivision: (d)76 -f Seicti6n: 91'o the.
Song-Bverly Consumer. Marranty Act?

OPINION AND ANALYSIS
. NO.

We think the. term "other - legal relationship". as
used---,insubdivis ion --(d).--of-Section-1791 Of the tact (quoted
above. in.. Analys is. No. 2).:, means :some; legal recognized

or association.. Such relationships .could,..in.cluda
ventures- (see::28:.:7Cal-Jur---.--Zdf...Toint-Adventures)-;......j.oint':---
:-.stock--companiesi.-- and-- bus iness.-trus (see 28 Jur
Joint .Stock

Companies.-and,Business.Trusts)'...-,

QUESTION NO. 4

Does the ---definition. of. 'HbuYer.r.! -in'-subdivision".' (b)of Section -1791, -of.. tbe..: Song.73everly-.; Conumer:-W,arranty-rAct,l:..
include,general-contractors subdivtsion'develOperscom--t,
mercia-L.--developers, and.- industrial.: customers?:-,

OPINION AND ANALYSIS NO,- 4 -

A "buyer' within the meaning of subdivision (br
of -Section 1791 of the act (quoted. above-in.Analysis No.-is- an -individual' who buys consumer goods_from 'specifiedpersons T ius the-buye-r -makes -_-a-purch as'ev-of'-goods' whidric!'-are to be used primarily for personal, family, or household
purposes (subd. (a), Sec. 1791, Civ. C.).

2Unless a general contractor, subdivision developer,-couaercial developer, or industrial customer is (1) an
( a buys-. goo dsy,othe-rvtiis e

tion of, consumer goods, primarily for his own personal,
family,_ or household purposes as opposed to business -or acommercial .purposes, such persons would not come within
the definition of "buyer" set forth in subdivision (b) ofSection 1791 of the act.

-In answering this question we have limited our con-sideration to whether a general contractor, subdivision
developer, commercial developer or industrial customer is a"buyer" within the meaning of the act and have not consideredwhether the purchaser of a house in which consumer goods areinstalled would be a 'buyer. "
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yelmtp,z,:aaCt.° X'S;MWSIlb dvas xon-wdeveloper s 'F27 and commercial: develbp6-k.-S-7-2llr"4-"w-qmt

AVIRRIONCWWWW.111 Yleamiltin

PINION- AND-ANALYS IS= NO .

icafed*abovet e -various -,duties -impbse
undatthRSOii -BeW4It'Vbrisumer:..Wirranty_-:Act:T (see: -the

..---

ealjsd470:a-r-raPPilY41-,gen'eraT4 -t.y.,,
manufacturers,, stributor*S:fo,andiretaii fcsellers-o,-onSumermisilw
goods.---

rmes..nirT.4,

;,to;, be subject to the duties imposed under
--------------EheactrseneraIcontractorSrsubdivision-developersc'

commercialdevelopers7,would-have to fall within the defin-
6

itions of "markifactUrr""distributor " and "retail seller",

abovetifi'An-a-lysis:11:7 2- (see -subds (c) , (d), and
WOW

WiregiMESZ:EaZ

(e), Sec., 1791-- iv. C.

e-.:atis-ence r_ of information about the kinds
of business.::transactions entered into by general contractors,
subdivision. developers, or commercial developers, we cannot-,
of course determine whether any such persons would fall
within the= definitions mentioned above.

a However,- we think that a commercial developer
would, by definition, be dealing, if at all, with goods
to be used for commercial or business purposes rather than
for personal, family, or household purposes. Thus, we
doubt that the duties imposed under the act would apply
to a commercial developer.

QUESTION NO. 6 __

If a privately -owned public utility voluntarily
_effectuates a_ manufacturer 's warranty, does the utility -

become-liable_under the -express or implied wartauty-
-visions ofz, the' act ?*--

.We shall Only-diScuSs the general applicability of the -

Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act here, recognizing
ha -t Under--certain---circumstances- a- diffcrefici4sacia

;might be_reachedbased on other principles of law.
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..111.1115.....00

KtNex,..
air.lrAt*ACIt

INI ON AND- ANALYSIS NO .
_ 4

e, assume -here_ that- by voluntarily effectuates:.
:-4-manu f a c turer si----warrantyl!- you mean- voluntarily per formi n

obligated6 perform- uncier- r4v..

-tst,,war±an proVisfons7,:o ---z-ther a c-.4--
.....10.141monalk

.-.,. e,TSong-ieverly-Consumer,Warrany Act generally
.,

2.mposesas3WaSdiscussedabove,:-in:AnalysiS No. 1, various

.t-.2-tv..-,.mlowastio-atwageomwa-

rrantyf-dut ZKibu tOr
,._and=Sr41: OaPlV'. consume goods ''''' - ,-' a _.,Lm-,-,-- - - --...--

.1111----:,i...T .,,::p07.gray7owned,puglic,,,utflity doesnotT,
..7-o-t-lierwise,:'fa- 1-17:41-t-,h-1'neH Ti-n.a.'.I'l.nJf.7_a.".,.M-a-n_a'Za-'' -Ltuirei:'

. 77sdistributor or retail_ seller with -rei:-re'Ci- t -6a r.eiai1
... _ ,

--------sa-1&-o=f-c on s um er..-:7-g o °cis:7=s. t-:-.wo u -Id --,-no tr;:r-in-- our ----op i n i on ---.7 -:
Merely voluntarily giving effect: to. a :Manufacturer' s

warrantiPs become:subject to amy_duties imposed under the

QUESTION NO. 7

If a privately-cmned public utility contracts win,
a manufacturer for the work of effectuating the manufacturer's
express warranty, what are the obligations of the utility-, if
any; under the act?

OPINION NO. 7

In our opinion, the act would not impose duties
on a privately -owned utility which contracts with a manu-
facturer to act as the representative of the manufacturer
in performing the manufacturer's express warranty duties
created by the act.

ANALYSIS NO. 7

As discussed above in Analysis No. 1, a manufacturer
of consumer goods sold in this state for which an express
warranty exists must_ either (1) maintain or cause to be mair-
tained in this state service and repair facilities to honor
the warranty terms or (2) reimburse retail sellers of such
goods to whom the buyer may look for service and repair,
replacement, or reimbursement under the warranty when the
manufacturer does not maintain or cause to be maintained
such facilities in this state (see Secs. 1793.3 and 1793.5,
Civ. C.). -

We shall only discuss the general applicability of the S,,nz-
- Beverly Consumer Warranty Act here, recognizing that ._hdi-r
certain circumstances a different conclusion miqht e reached.
based on other principles of law.
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Honorable Alfred H. Song - p. 11 - #19"381

_the _manufactur er -causes e -maintained
'

service and repair facilities in by contractitIgl
with a privately -owned public utility to' give effect to t.E.,.

.

manufactureri s express warranties, the acM-imposes.thefLL,..
,........._. ....

awing duties: .

..

1!179117-2

"(b) Where such service and repair
facilities are maintained in this state and
service or repair -of the goods is necessary
because they do not comply with the applicable
warrarrtrkesy-servic-e-4arr&trepa-ir-,shalq.,-bw-comp-004404..,4z4i-i,...c,x-
menced within a reasonable time following

_ ,receipt:pf_the_goods-by-the,manufacturer or
.its representative in this state. Unless the
buyer agrees'in writing to the contrary, the
goods must be returned, at the manufacturer's'
expense, in merchantable condition within 30

----days.--aelay-caused by conditions beyond the
control of the manufacturer -Dr his represen-
tatives shall serve to extenTIETs7 30 -day
requirement. Where such delay arises, delivery.
of merchantable goods shall be made as soon, as-.
possible following termination of the condition
giving rise to the delay.

"(c) Should the manufacturer ,be unable,
to make such return of merchantable goods, he
shall either replace the goods or reimburse
the. buyer.. in, an_ amount_ equal _to the.pur chase- -
price paid by the buyer, less that amount di-
rectly attributable to use by the buyer prior
to discovery of the defect." (Emphasis added;
Civ. C.)

While.- a pr tva tely, ownd publ utaki ty,
the representative in this state of a manufacturer for the

- -purposes of service -and repair, there is nothing,in the pro-
visions quoted above which imposes duties on such representa-
tives. Rather, the duties are imposed upon the manufacturer..
Furthermore, there is no other provision in the act which
imposes duties on such representatives.

Thus, in our opinion, the Song -Beverly Consumer
Warranty Act would not 'impose duties upon a privately -owned
public utility which contracts with a manufacturer to act
as the representative of the manufacturer in performing the
manufacturer's express warranty duties created by the act.
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Honora.ble Alfred H. Song 12 #193.81:

-QUESTION" NO.

-:-If- a .privately -owned public utility sells.,consurner

--goods,and-Oontracts.with..ap,I4dep.endepx,..,:cdatraczo46....:.installation, ' does: the. public utility- ? a-ve an -u .1Hi.ab- lLr.
.

under the :pr lions -of the Song -$evenly' consumerTWarrar......
Act- for -(1 - -goods,' )- thb
work ?-

OPINION -AND ANALYSIS NO. 8

If a priVately-Owned public:utility._ engages
retail -se/11-hg- of consumergoticialiiiariufaCtUred'bY'other
to buyers, we think, that .the Liability .of the company, if
any -,---would :arise- from.-liab-ility ATI1p0 S e d under -the-
upon, retail sellers (see subd. (e),. Sec. 1791, Civ: C.).

As a retail seller. of. consumer goods-,- a privately,
owned public utility could incur liabilityi'under, the..:_expresSi
warranty :provisions of the. act.

The, dUti.es,,and.,IlabiLi.ti-es-..of,Th-.. retail 'seller{
discussed above .in-Anal.ys-is No. 1. where:,the... manufacturer.

maintained in. -this state.:serviee and repair:facilities
--theactseps.--z.-

- for th,...these,....duties

" 7.93'.3. If the manufacttire:r: making expres.s,-
warranties does  not. provide . servic.e . and -repair.

facj:Iittes7.:,wtthitr,-this7,:statewursuant-- to
subdivision.. (a) of Section 1793.2, the buyer.
may----f.011,Ow... the-Course of action prescribed. in. --

either subdivision .(a)' or (b), below, as
-

follows

ecrive7rurtsvniery.:,glatts7.7.,
to the, retail seller thereof. or,..reip lac ethent
or for service or repair in. accordance,,with- the
terms and: conditions- of the, express: warrant,..y.
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Honorable Alfred H. Song -- 13 - #19381

-Such -replacement , or --repair shall "be
_____....--at_the...aptian-af-the. retail seller:. If the

retail seller is unable to replace; the
defective_article with_merchantable.:goads-or
is unable,t,1 effect the service or -repair of
the goods in accordance  with...the -terms-and
conditions. -of - the warranty. --the
shall reimburse the buyer in an amount equal
to the purchase price paid -by- the bu..er, 1 ess

that amount directly attributable to use by
the buyer prior -to di-scovery of the defect..

-Reimb-birsement-of,:.-the,-pur Chas
Section 1793.3 is an alternative. to replacing the de fecti,ve.
goods where the retail seller cannot- by service. or repair-
cure defects in goods which" have been- returned to, the,;
retail seller. These alternatives all relate to putting.
the. buyer in the pasition he would have enjoyed had' the
goods been free of -defect.

There is nothing in, the Song -Beverly Consumer:. -
...Warranty ,Act to, indicate that, a ;buyer.:,under-,..the.,..aCv
be reimbursed -under an express warranty anytEri-Tg i?ut
the purchase price of the consumer goads which,,were,
defective.

Thus the., amount reimbursed pursuant to. Secticav-
1793.3 where the retail seller properly performs his dut-y
is ,to be. based, only an the ..pur chase, -_-pr ice of,:the, -goads.L.
And,' of course, the manufactuier of the consumer goods
wit respect to which the retail seller is obliged under
-tile act to make reimbursement is required to compensate
tae retail seller for such expenditures (Sec. 1793.5,
Civ. C.).

. - ..............
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Honorable A-lfred. it. Song 141 #1938.1

If, however, a retail seller willfully_ violate§-
 ---the---chrties-he- -owes- to the -buyer under Sect ion 1793.3 ,

Section 1794 of the act would, be -applicable,- TILLS
sec-tiorr --provides,

"1794. Any -buyer, of consumer goods, -,injured by a willful violation of the
provisions of this chapter may bring an
action for the recovery of damages.
_Judgment may be entered for three times
the amount at which the actual dama es are
as.s sed Pit44re.ason,01e a,tt2rae,T(alphas is -added; -Civ.

The Song ' -Beverly COnsumer
set forth the components of "actual damages," for the
1.-).,,rposes of Section 1794. . However;. Section_1790:3-:
act does provide

"1790.3. The provisions of this chapter'
shall not affedt- the rights and- obLigations.
of parties determined by- reference.to the -
Commercial Code except -that, where the ,provi-:\
-s ions- of Commercial t he7
rights guaranteed to buyers of consumer goods
under -the -provisions.. -_o f.--thischapter--;-- the--
provisions, of- this-= .prevail . "
(Civ. C".)

In view.. -of section, ,we_ think _the.:: warranty, ,

proiristons- o the: Song._Be:ve.r
to be read against the_ framework. of.. warranty..pro.visions
in the Commercial Code.

While the Song-Bever-ly Consumer Warranty Act:does not establish the.....measure
. . "actual damage.s" for.thy} wil1fu1 breach o.f express : a rant dirt cs crea:ted.1 .:w

e ac.t , ..the-Co.minercial Code,doe.s_s=pecify--,
- -of- damages, for' breach ofan -express: warranty._

think the pertinent damages provisions- of the CoMinerclai

ti
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Honorable Alfreed Song-_:- p. - 15 -

Code are to be applied in measuring "actual damages"
- -for-the-purposes-Of - the' "treble damage provisions ..ofSection 1794 ein a. case of willful viola tron- of expressarranty-L,,du-ties-,; --- --thi rd; 'Sections .1.2714 'and271.5 o f :the' Commercial- Code provide- -i-

"2714'.

OS *

-"(2) The measure of damages for breachof
aridTpla7de::,-. Of: acceptance teen the valueof..._ the goods.accepted:and-theyvalne -they..

° ro.0 d --have had: if they: had" been as :;war-ranted;.unless. specia,1 -circumstances. show- proximate.-:.-
damagese...o.f. a-. different: amount:.

and consequential damages: under:
section. may_Also:-be,'erecovered,;.'

"2715. ,(1) Incidental datnageS±.resULt7..,
..,...._'.:::7-5.-.ng.--frOtr_Tet-hets-ellerl-,s!ibt.o:a.0:i."...,iiia0,:de,lexpris'es /reasonably incurred -in inspection,receipt,

transpbt-ta(t*Olt,,and-,i.''z'arer,'and. custody of goods
rigtful4Tit_,r:.electec1,-.. any commerciallyreason:-.
able,' charges -.--expens-es..'-orcommissions. In-

connectioni --with-effecting7 -cover anyother.:,reasonable expense, :inciden.t to the_ delay , or

""-(-2) Consequential damages resultingfrom the seller's breach include
"(a) Any loss resulting .from general or

reqtriremeirts and-'ne-edS of whIc 'the, seller at thee- time- of contracting had.,reason to know and which could not reasonably -be prevented by cover or otherwise ; and

"(b) Injury, to person or propertyproximately resulting from any breach ofwarranty."
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Honorable- Alfred H.Song 16 - #19381

-In -view -el -these provisions', we think that- a - 4buyer injured by willful violations on- the part of a c i

--retail-seller of --tife "eic-press warranty_ provisions of the
Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty, Act .applicable - to--retaiL
sellers, may recover, -In a proper case, damages relating_ . J..... _ 1to (1) the ,consumer- goods as well as -(2) the . instal lat ion_work. Furthermore, by virtile- of Section- 1794' of 'the- Song- - -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act, the amount of actual .damages so determined would be trebled.

In addition to express warranty liability, a
privately -owned public utility could, as a retail sellar
become-subj'eot--t-ow-provts'i-zris;=-"'df"'t-NO.-o4'Ct'Eeiating to the,implied warranty of fitness*. In_ this _regard Section
1792.2 of the Song -.Beverly, Consumer -Warranty Act-pravides.v-- =

"1792:2. Every sale or consignment
of consumer -goods in this state made through
a retailer or distributor who has reason to
know -at - the time of sale- or consignment thatthe goods are required for a particular
purpose and that the buyer is rerying on the
retailer's or distributor's skill or judgmentto select or furnish suitable goods, shall,
in lieu of -the warranty of'the manufacturer
under Section 1792.1**, be accompanied by an'
implied warranty that the goods are, fit for K

that.. purpose."

*
HThe-implied-wartanty of fitness applicable to.retail. sellers may -..be disclaimed, - but- only ...in

- the mariner set forth in the act (see Sec. 1772.4,Civ. C.).

Sac t ion --179241 creates -an: impTied
fitnesS as against a manufacturer where the -

manufacturer has reason to know at the time ofsale or consignment that the goods are requiredfor a particular purpose and the buyer is relyingon the manufacturer's skill or judgment toselect or furnish suitable goods.
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.-Hano-rable-Alfred-H.- Song, -.--p. 17.;- #9381: --

While the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act
--i-mposes-impIied-warranty -of-fitness liability on a
retail seller of consumer goods under, the circumstances
de s er'ibed, Sec tion_a792.2;,_:_the:..-act

- -

the--ca-se of express - warranties , impose -any- po-s iti ve
duties under_ this_imp_lied warrant.'?..such: as, the, -,duties_
of service or repair, repla.cement or reimbursement.
Thus , we do not think that the treble damages remedy --
established in Section 1794, quoted above, applies to
such implied warranty liability since the act does not,
in this respect, contain any provisions which may be
willfully violated_

However, as discussed,..above. the. ,Cormercial.'
Code does provide far the` xecdvety.76f
of warranty. . As.,we concluded with respec-t.to- express.. .

-

warranty liability-,:a-retail:seller....coul,d,..in
case. be. 1 under', the  damages..provisions'.. of.tine-

Commercial: Code.....fp.r_actual, :the
- consumer. -goods. as.. well: as., (2-) the ,ins tal.lation,.work We:,
think

. this. conclusion:.. is  equally.f.app-licabl.e to-2the-, impliertTp'-
warranty of fitness liability.-impose.&,unde.r-
retail, sellers..

QUESTION NO

Does -the"--..trebleidamag-esAproviSdOn.-ofiSecticin'tA.794-,
of,. ..t .iSong,,Reverly.- .Cdnsumer,.... Warranty -Act--app-ly

sellers?

OP DTI ON "- AND ANA LYS,' S'.; N0';

As discussed above in Opinion and Analysis No.- 8,
Section 1794 of the act applies to willful violations of
the specific duties imposed under the Song -Beverly ConsumerWarranty Act.

The act imposes vario.us...du-ties on manufacturerdistributors-, and retail sellers (See
for general discussion of these duties-)-.
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-We think that if a manufacturer;l.distributor
- or reta'il violates any of the various
duties imposed upon them under the act, -_the treble
damages provision of Section 1794:-..wou Id bapliabl&

QUESTIOY NO. 1-0

Is the liability of manufacturers, distribiltorS,
and retail sellers under Section 1794 of the Song -Beverly
Consumer Warranty Act -joint and several?..

_ In our.: opin.io_n,. any...), tab ility

-----------di-stributorS.,--.1'..andetail- sellers -under Section- 1.794 -of.......
the 'Song -Beverly. Consumer Warranty-Act- is several..

ANALYSIS NO. 10

The Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act,
indicated- above in Analysis. No. 1, imposes. various
on manufacturers, distributors;: and retail sellers
consumer goods. The duties are distinct and-separ

-as to .the- variouss-parties-taking part .ip,,,a_,cpnsupie
transaction. Nowhere in the act is there provisio
joint undertakings with respect to any of :the duti
imposed upon manufacturers., distribUtors or retail

Accordingly, we, think that any liability- of a
manufacturer, distributor or retail seller- under Section.
17-4 of: the _act:. woulek-be,_-several; _andi-notIdoint' /
several.

Very truly yours,

George. H. Murphy.
LegiOrt! fV1&.repurts 77

By "3* -

John T. Studebaker
Deputy Legislative Counsel.
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California Council of
Airconditioning and Refrigeration Contractors Associations

2220 SOUTH HILL STREET LOS ANGELES, CALIFORN'IA 90007 (213) 748-8448

Sena for Alfred H. Song
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Al:

IRCONDITIONING AND REIRIGEIATION7

February 18, 1970

'NIA C.

It was a 71easure to be at your party the other night,
and all of us enjoyed ourselves very much.

Cur industry is most interested in your .senate Bill
272 entitled "Song Consumer iiarranty Protection Act." 7.le be-

lieve there is much in the bill which merits our support; how-
ever, we wish to call to your attention certain problems under
the bill.

It is not clear whether section 1755 (a) which defines
coverage under the Act, includes products such as aircondition-
ing equipment to be permanently attached as an improvement to
the real estate. I would lean towards an interpretation that it
was only personal property which was covered.

If it includes equipment subject to the Contractors
State License Law, we would be opposed to such a section as
1768 (a) which provides that each manufacturer "shall maintain
in this State sufficient service and repair facilities to carry
out the terms of such warranties." This section raises a great
many problems, particularly to those of our installing contractors
who either independently maintain service departments or are
dealers for manufacturers and carry out the terms of the warranties
themselves.

In addition, if improvements to realty are covered,
many repairs which a manufacturer would make would be subject
to the Contractors State License Law and normally require
that the manufacturer be licensed as a contractor. 1:7ould this
law -:ermit the manufacturer to engage in renair work without
a contractor's license?

As you know, we maintain the Airconditioning and Refrig-
eration Center, and in cooperation with the industry we have
developed "Airconditioning Standards -Residential," a copy of
which is enclosed. We feel that many residential airconditioning

A-1
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Senator Alfred H. Song February 18, 19-0

systems are poorly installed. and that the public is put upon.
Gradually, through the apTlication of the Standards and through
our organization taking coT.plaints against the contractors,
we believe that we are imrroving the residential applications.

;le particularly wish to point out in "Airconditioning
Standards -Residential" :he provisions we have relating to
warranties. They are found in Appendix A on blue page 15 under
"Electrical Application and Installation, and Appendix A,
page 10, the last blue page in the book under "Gas and Gas -
Electric Installation and Application." We enclose, for
your convenience, copies of these two warranties.

We would be happy to consult with you sc that a
program could be developed for warranties and guarantees where
improvements to real property are involved.

We would appreciate hearing from you as to whether or
not under the present law, it is intended to cover improvements
to real property.

Yours very truly,

( ( a
r L. i

Execut;ve Secretary

HBE:lgs
Enclosure

A- 7_
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that the adelItiat. 1:0:t!
0/11.!.! a:

LCIhperatili CS !: ,,Upplied attenuate (Aeon,:
and !nis ',.ohno and sy;:en lier:itml aro ir,ling

' in-:LI urtions. This warriiw.. s aiso blch.kio
qtrancef readily a-, and service.
'Hie dealer or instaHbig; contract, T sliall perform a
,'heck, poroirmance test and start-np at the time or -
first oceupan,'y ,,r ;ise. The start-up sbalG
include complete user's operating instructions.

;5
['he customer -h all tie provided vitii an uncondi-8
tional warranty on parts iiad labor on the entire in -6,
stallatilm for one year from start-up date, and alio
additional fottr-year warrant.,.. parts and labor, Ore,
the sealed absorption unit. Cust.,mer will be offered
an additional four-year standard maintenance con -w
tract on parts and labor, its %%ell as four preventivto
maintenance calls per year. This service will rur5
concurrently with the manufacturer's five-year war&
runty on the sealed absorption art. The cost for thiiL/I)
extended maintenance contract tafl be in accord-i-
ance with prevailing industry rates.
Accidents through no fault of the contractor. misus4t
or abuse of the #-'ini!'ment. vi1! v'v'l these warranties

0)
0
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March 2,1970

Calif. Council of Airconditioning
and Refrigeration Contracters Assn.
2220 South Hill Street
Los Angeles, California 90007

Attn: Mr. Henry B. Ely

Dear Henry:

Thank you for your letter regarding my SB 272.

While there may be some borderline cases, my bill
applies to situations in which a consumer purchases
a product from a retail seller. This would obviously
cover purchases of certain air conditioning equip-
ment, but I believe that it would clearly exclude
situations involving con4racters. This bill, unlike
our SB 1166 of last year, does not involve relation-
ships between contractors, subcontractors, etc.

Sincerely,

ALFRED H.SONG

AHS/laj
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California Council of
Airconditioning and Refrigeration Contractors Associations

2220 SOUTH KILL STREET LOS ANGELES, cAL:Flom,aw 90007 (213) 748-8448

Senator Alfred H. Song
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Al:

60.2k70-

March 12, 1970

CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATIONaro

Your answer regarding my letter of February 18,
concerning your Senate Bill 272, indicates that your
intent in the "Song Consumer Warranty Protection Act" isto protect the consumer who purchases a product from a
retail seller, and is -intended to exclude situations
involving contractors.

Without repeating again the detailed considerations
made in my letter of February 18, may I suggest an amend-
ment such as this to clarify your intent that contractors
and subcontractors are not involved in the purposes of
the bill:

This language could be added to Section 1755--

(a) on Page 2 Line 14 of the bill as introduced
February 2, 1970:

"Consumer goods" does not include installations
.-::FazGila;E:158'extt61=2::recl by a lize-naed contractor 1*-

prir.c-Litt, Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7000)
of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code.

0
Your inclusion of this suggested amendment will

specifically clarify the intent and scope of the Song
Consumer Warranty Protection Act.

4.
tiiss
4..

I ma"
Sincerely, 's

U_w

_

Executive Secretary
HBE:S:lgs
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I March 31, 1970

Mr. Henry B. Ely
Calif. Council of Airconditioning
and Refrigeration Contractors Assn.
2220 South Hill Street
Los Angeles, California 90007

Dear Henry:

Thank you for your suggested amendments to my SB 272.

I believe the best NNTI, to handle this would be
specifically exclude contractors, as defined in the
Business and Professions Code, from the definition of
"retail seller" in section 1755 (e). I will have
amendments drawn up to do this in the near future.

Sincerely,

ALFRED H. SONG

AHS/laj
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March 11, 1970
Consumer Fraud Unit

Senator Alfred H. Song
State Capitol
Room 3021
Sacramento, California 95814

Attention: Jim Cathcart

C)
Re: White Sewing Machine Company

co
coDear Mr. Cathcart:

co

Enclosed re above-indicated matter for your
winformation.

5
w

w
z

z
w

w

Very truly yours,

THOMAS C. LYNCH
Attorney General

HERSCHEL T. ELKINS
Deputy Attorney General

HTE:bc

'"ibs%
encl

am
a
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CBS
A DiVi3i:;r1 System, Inc.
6121

Los A. a. Car.crnia SCO23
(213) 439-1212

D3ar Yrs. Ka7:zins:

"Thank you for writing Action Reporter about your problem.

The volume of mail we receive on the subject of consumerproblems (including new car warranties, automotive accessory_and parts warranties and auto repairs) suggests this is a-major problem. Unfortunately, our research into these sub-jects suggests that problems such as yours cannot be solved
without changes in the law.

The California Attorney General's consumer fraud unit hasasked our cooperation in compiling statistical data on thesesubjects and for that reason we have taken the liberty offorwarding your letter to that agency. The Attorney Generaldoes not represent individuals in their legal actions, butthe office does seek information from California citizens todetermine if there is a "pattern" in these abuses. Oncesuch a pattern is established, the Attorney General maybring lawsuits on behalf of California citizens and also can-_-_,propose new laws to your legislators in Sacramento.

sorry we cannot be of assistance in your case, but it isour hope that this mutual cooperation with the California-,-Attorney General will result in increased consumer Protection.
4. 04

s- Sincerely,
sal,
soKNX ACTION REPORTER
en

Sylvia Chase, Investigator

cc: Mr. Herschel T. Elkins
217 West 1st Street
Los Angeles, California 90012

- Mrs. John M. Herldns
442 South Ashwood
Ventura, California 93003

February 25, 1970
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Radio Station KNX Action Reporter
Los Angeles, California

Dear Sir:

442 S. Ashwood

Ventura, California 93003
19 February 1970

Enclosed is a copy of a letter with the attachment thereto that I
wrote to the White Sewing Machine Company, 11750 Berea Rd.,
Cleveland, ()Rio, 44111, stating EE-6-15r-o-blem of trying to get the
sewing machine repaired in accordance with the terms of the Warranty.

Also enclosed is a copy of their reply to that letter.

Investigation as to how an Authorized White Sewing Machine Dealer
with access to White Sewing Machine Warranties can issue and
guarantee service falsely will be appreciated. Since the White
Sewing Machine Company states they will bring action only against
the dealers, is this being done? Is the Warranty card obselete?
The Warranty was not by the dealer; it was sold as guaranteed by
the White Sewing Machine Company. I feel there is possibly false
advertising in connection with the sales of these machines.

Could you help in any way. It will be appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

r . Jo M. Harkins
442 StAshwood
Ventura, California 93003

CC Chamber of Commerce Ventura
Chamber of Commerce Oxnard

District Attorney, Ventura
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442 S. Ash7Dod

--Ventura, Calif. 93003
3 February 1970

White Sewing Machine Corporation
Cleveland, Ohio

Dear Sir:

Attached is a copy of the
Warranty and the

Certificate an Registrationfor a White Sewing Machine purchased at the White Dealer in Ventura,California in December 1968. At the tiree of purchase, it was statedthat the machine was for a gift for my daughter-in-law residing inSan Louis Obispo, California. I was assured
that service on themachine was no problem because it could be taken into any WhiteDealer and the Warranty would be honored.

When the reverse sew button
was pushed, it stuck in the dcun positionand something within the head of the machine dropped (it could be

heard). My daughter-in-law took the machine into the White in SanLouis Obispo and was told to take it to wherever she had caught it.
No service of any kind was available to her.

co

w -

This machine is no good in this condition and I feel the tr_pney paid
for it should be refunded as your warranty is apparently rep good and
the service is not available. Your iumediate attention to this matter
will be appreciated.

>Sincerely,

Mrs. John M. Harkins CD
442 S. Ashwood
Ventura, Calif. 93003

s

P. S. The White
Dealer formerly located on Main St. in

Ventura, California sag.
s

is no longer in business.
em
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WE WARRANT to the original

purchaser of this new White Sewing Machine (serial
number entered on reverse side) that it is built of first class materials

and workmanship.
Should any part of this sewing

mechanism (excepting, needles, pulleys, halts, attachments
or electrical equipment) be found tlefectiAc within twenty (20) years from date of purchase,
it will be exchanged fur a new part, providing only that the machine is used under normal
household conditions and nut damaged by tinkering, fire, water or accident..ELECTRICAL EQUIVMENT is warranted in accord-ance with the standard

practices covering household elec-trical equipment and appliances, i.e., the exchange or any
SAT -:"e

defective electrical part (excepting lamp bulbs) Ice a periodof one year Crum date of original purchase.
- +-a

-THIS WAR HANTY is valid only if sig.ned by an author-.ized White Sewing Machine dealer after the serial.number of the machine and date of purchase have been.entered in the spaces provided."---; arr.inty in in lieu of ny other Adrt.ntleA.
"pre," or irnotird. andth,ol,li,,Itino under ail.

wrwity heIl nut include
any Tidbilit/ for threat.

indiroct or cott.oto.o,iitidl

WHITE SEWIN4
MACHINE CORPORATIONFIG 

CI -ENV -41J. 0,3
WHITE SEWING

MACHiNE PRODUCTS. LTD.3043170. C.,1.435

PZ:3110 VI :LS A.11,91.919 o ra.9
QE1M9.19._U 0 rawQ9:Q i) 099 0 au 's: o ams_Q2

rr-
cy)r
(2.3

O
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for the best in home sewing

tr L
. ;_

I _
SEWING MACHINE COMPANY 11 750 BEREA R0  CLEVELAND, OHIO x4111 1 PHONE (215) 252-3300

Nrs. John M. Harkins
442 South Ashwood
Ventura, California

Dear Mrs. Harkins:

5R00.-1

February 16, 1970
- - ____

I believe you may have a problem. The model, as identified on

your warranty card, does not correspond to any of our models.

The warranty form used in your case has been obsolete for several 1

years.

'c7)

You must understand that the White Sewing Mac=line Company does co
co

-.

not have jurisdiction over independent dealers. We sell strictly 0_0 L

on a wholesale basis to independent dealers. When a situation
co

of this type occurs, we immediately bring action agaInst the

dealer who uses this, deception to sell off-brand merchandise.
w '

-- -

We are very sorry, but we cannot 'honor the warranty on your mac' -1-

e.
,___

(1in____ _ f

.

-

,
- - -

Thank you for writinr7 .

w
z

Sincerely yours,

WHJ

z
w

H

J)LA,J

Jt M. Arendash
Sales - Service

SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

IT'S SO EASY TO SEW CN A WHITE A-0
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ThC,1AS 7. LYNCHArroq.L STATE OF CALIFORNIA CHARLES A. C
V71:7.,.=2" Z:NE":AL

T. A. NiVaSTE'ri.L. JR.
CHIEF ASS;37A`.7: STTC,2EY GENE:2AL

ZIViSION LAW

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Drpartitusiti of Xmtirr
STATE BUILDING. LCS ANGELES 90012

ARLO E. S'!ITH
CHIEF ASSISTA%T ATT.:7`SY GENERAL

DIV[E1ON LAW

MILES J. RL;EiN
SENIOR ASSIETA2.7 GENERAL

May 12, 1970 Consumer Fraud Unit

Senator Alfred H. Song
State Capitol
Room 3021
Sacramento, California 95814

Re: Complaint of Noel D. Stairs - Odometer Reading

Dear Senator Song:

The attached re above -indicated matter forwarded

to your office.

HTE:bc

Attachment

Very truly yours,

THOMAS C. LYNCH
Attorney General

HERSCHEL T. ELKINS
Deputy Attorney General
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Office of. the !ttorney General
107 Se-roadway
los Al:zeles

California.

Dear Sirs,

257th.Street
City

Californ!_a.90710.
ti

Re: 1966 Dodge Monaco - Licence # TGT116
Vehicle I.D.# DP23G63202677

3rd.May.1970

I enclose a copy of a letter to Chrysler Motors, Dodge Division, which I
trust is self-explanatory. In September 1969 I purchased the vehicle from
Vorn Holmes Inc. Atlantic Avenue, Long Beach, with /1,111 miles recorded on
the odometer and this was verified on the sales contract.

The previous registered owner Mr.Jack A.Reed, 4524 W.133rd.Street, Hawthorne,
has given me to understand that he traded the vehicle to Mel Burns (Ford Dealer)

2055 Long Beach Blvd, Long Beach, approximately one year ago with some 6c,00q.

miles recorded on the odometer.

I trust you will look into this matter.

Sincerely,

Noel D.Stairs,

Enc.
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1(" 257th.Strect
Ha_eor City.
Caleifoenia.90710

Chrysler Yotors Corporation
Dodge Division

-1600 E.Orangethorpe lure
Fullerton.
Callfornia.92631.

Attention: John T.Level - Customer Relations Manager.

Dear Mr.Level,

3rd .May .1970

Re: 1966 Dodge Monaco.

Further to my letter of March 28th. and your reply dated 2nd.April, I was contacted by
your Service Representative Mr.R.Saylors and I met him at Torn Roady Dodge:;1 Gardena as
requested. We discussed the matter at length, but I feel to no avail.

f:o doubt Mr.Saylors has informed you by new that I have traced and contacted the previous
registered owner of the vehicle in question, and have been given to understand that the
vehicle had covered approximately 60,000 miles when it was traded in to a dealer - not
Vern Holmes - approximately 1 year ago: The vehicle was sold to me approximately 6 months
ago with 44,111 registered on the odometer and the Factory Warranty was transferred to rt.,:

I visited !'.Holmes and informed him of the previous owners statement concerning the milea;
and requested that ho accept return of the vehicle and refund my money in full. At themsanc
time I asked him how he managed to get the Factory Warranty transferred, and he inform
me that before selling a vehicle as being protected by Factory Warranty, he checks wit
the fact)ry who have service records on all vehicles manufactured and sold by them. Whin I
discussed the matter with Mr.Saylors,he confirmed this proceedure. Therefore I submitS
that - although this does not vindicate Vern Holmes in any way - through the nee-ligenco
and incompetence of Dodge Division Chrysler Motors, I now find myself the owner of an w
unsatisfactory motor car. I would not have considered purchasing this vehicle had I kn9wn
that it had covered in excess of 60,000 miles.

w

Like the majority of people I am sick and tired of unethical business methods, and thel2
incompetence of many people engaged in business, also the complete apathy and indifferwnce
shown when one complains xl-a about poor merchandise and/or lack of Service. Since m z
last letter to you I have had to spend on this vehicle, another ?,81.45 bringing the tolial
spent- excluding gas - since September of last year to ;$753.40. I have also had work
carried out under "Factory Warranty" to the approximate value of 4.00.00 - all this onJ
top of a purchase price of '1895.00.

0
w

I have no intention of letting the matter rest here, I will do my utmost to obtain redrbsa"
If I fail, well at least my efforts may save some other unsuspecting person from 2,akiz%
similar mistakes. I would take this opportunity to mention that I purchased my ;revioDios
two Dodges - one of which I still have - from Glen E.Tnomas Inc, of Long Beach, whom Ili:
found to be reputable dealers, I should Ceviously have gone back to them. Also I ha 1.
found Tom Roady Dodge Inc a reputable coapan,y; in fact their Service Manager,Mel Dekay,
has shown more interest in the vehicle and has shown me personally more consideration than
anyone else with whom I have core in contact regarding this unfortunate state of affairs.

Trusting to hear from you at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely,

::gel D.Stairs.
7.)

; L
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June 11,1970

Mr. Floyd R. Burton
521 W. Fernfld Drive
Monterey ?ark, California 91754

Dear Mr. 3urton:

Thank you for your letter regarding my warranty
bills.

Since I introduced my bills, a lot of people have
written to me of experiences like yours. There
is a need for good legislation in this field,
and I am hopeful that my bills will be passed by
the Senate.

Sincerely,

ALFRED H. SONG

AHS/laj
ss

Ira;aa
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Floyd R. _Jrton
721-6095

9
KEELER ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES CALENDARS

Phone 530-0523
1813 South Manchester
Anaheim, California

928(15
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THE A. F. HOLDEN COMPANY
INDUSTRIAL FURNACES
ELECTRODE FURNACES

POT FURNACES
IIISTAttillt.01CAL

/1011UCTS

SALT BATH CONVEYORS
SALT BATHS

2195 SOUTH MILFORD ROAD MILFORD, MICHIGAN
Mailing Address: P. 0. BOX 367

August 3, 1970

Senator Alfred H. Song
U. S. Senate
Sacramento, California

Subject: Warranty Bill for Gas Systems

Dear Senator Song:

In looking through the report we received through GAMA (Gas Appliance
Manufacturers Association), we have to assume that this bill is based on
household commodities rather than industrial furnaces. Basically, our
work as a company does not come under GAMA or Underwriters' Laboratories
because all equipment is for heavy industrial duty applications.

Drawing SP -90-4 was originally laid out for Factory Insurance Association
(FIA) and then subsequently for Factory Mutual Company (FM). These are
two principal sources of inspection of new industrial furnaces, who set up
the fundamentals, standards or conditions separate and distinct from
industry.

1. Originally, all large manufacturers we dealt with used the JIC
standards.

2. Later, they added additional data to the JIC standards such as
the additions to the control sequence panel to prevent access
to any sequence panel or any control panel without the services of
an electrician or qualified individual -- and in some cases, inter-
locks between two doors.

Drawing SP -90-4 indicates strictly the sequence of operations, including the
necessary purge time, depending on the Btu input for gas fuel systems,
which may equal from 750,000 through 30,000,000 Btu. Therefore, the
number of constant pilots using a pressurized gas -air system controls the
fact that all these relays must be positive, whether 1 through 12, prior to
the opening of a safety shut-off valve -- which cannot be opened unless all
relays are functional.

A -2D
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THE A. F. HOLDEN COMPANY

Senator Song - 2 - August 3, 1970

The sec_-_:ence or control panel, accordingly, references the activation of
air, the conclusion of the purge cycle, and the activation of the ignition
system, which may have 1 through 12 lights on the sequence panel. Unless
all the lights are indicative of the relay operation, the safety shut-off valve
cannot be opened.

The pressure switch relates to failure of either high gas - low gas or air,
which of:en is interlocked with the relay and the safety shut-off valve. Allof our industrial applications, for firms on either the New York Stock
Exchange or American Stock Exchange, have indicated specifications which
are required for any bid and also for production operations.

Large industry as such have clauses in their contracts containing a with-
holding portion variable from 10 to 15% until the equipment is fully operational.
All electrical and piping drawings are stamped with either FM or FIA
approval with reservations based on final inspection at the site of the opera-tional eciipment.

It does not seem to me, having been in this field since 1925, that there should
be any penalties covering the four items listed in the GAMA letter of July 28,
particularly where this equipment is used by qualified engineering personnel
at the plant site, for which operational instructions are completed and for
which all safety provisions have been provided to the customer's specifications.

Typical drawings for the stated needs of industrial plant requirements arelisted and enclosed.

Very truly yours,

THE A. F. HOLDEN COMPANY

A. F. Holden - TreasurerAFH:lm
Enclosures: SP -90-4 - SP -90-2, SP -90-5

SPSW-1, SPLW-2 (2 sheets)
T-14-1, T-15-1
SP-LNP-200, SP -1550, SP -1551, SP -5017
SPW-AG-3000, -1, SPW-CAT-3100, SPW-DAT-3201
SPW-LW-3400, SPW-LWB-3450, SPW-LWC-3460, SPW-R2-3500
SPW-TT-3600, SPW-401-3800, SPW-401-3801 & -2 & -3
SPW-501G-3900
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August 6, 1970

Mr. A. F. Holden
The A. F. Holden Company
P. O. Box 367
Milford, Michigan

Dear Mr. Holden:

Thank you for your letter regarding my warranty
bills.

My bills apply only to consumer goods sold through
retail outlets to consumers. Thus, I am certain
that none of your products would be affected.

Sincerely,

ALFRED H. SONG

AHS/laj

A-12_
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October 1, 1970

ALFRED H. SONG
STATE SENATOR

TWENTY-EIGHTH SENATORIAL DISTRICT

Dear Mrs. Hernandez:

0
IAA -4-V

XNI, RtrEF

HEST, AND WE -FARE
IN5,,TR.AL RELATIONS
JUOICISRY

MEMOE1
CALIFCRNIALAWR5VISION

CamwssION
STATE ALLOCATION BOARD

The enclosed newsletter is devoted to a bill that I suc-
ceeded in steering through the California Legislature
this year. I believe that it is an important bill. If
it becomes a law, it will help all of us to receive fair
value for our money when we go shopping.

Suppose you buy an appliance or some other product that
doesn't work properly, but which comes with a written
warranty promising free repairs. My bill requires the
manufacturer to designate places in California where you
can obtain those repairs and directs that the repair work
be completed within 30 days. Further details of this
bill, which will make California the first state in the
nation to protect its citizens against deceptive warran-
ties, are described in the newsletter.

It takesAskill and quite a bit of work to pass a bill,
particularly one like this which breaks new ground. I
was able to push it through because I have served in the
Senate and Assembly long enough to know how the Legisla-
ture operates. There, as in every profession, experience
produces the skill necessary to get the job done.

My best wishes to you and yours.

Sincerely,

ALFRED H. SONG

AHS/hy
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SENATOR ALFRED H. SONG - 28th SENATORIAL DISTRICT 39

A REPORT TO THE PEOPLE

SONG WARRANTY BILL
This is the story of a bill that was approved

by a majority of the members of the Senate
Business and Professions Committee,
California Senate, the Assembly Committee on
Commerce and Public Utilities, and the
California Assembly. Eighty-nine legislators are
recorded as voting for the bill and only six
against. That is a pretty hefty majority, and it
is the result of a great deal of study, effort,
skill, luck, and compromise.

My bill, SB 272, began with the background
investigation done in preparation for the special
hearing on warranties held by my Committee
last fall. This research and the hearing convinced
me that too many Californians were losing
hard-earned money because of phoney
warranties, and that we needed a tough law to
end this abuse.

After the hearing, I began to write the first
draft of SB 272. I started from scratch because
no other government, federal or state, had
adopted a law in this field. In fact, by passing
SB 272, the California Legislature blazed a path
that other states are sure to follow in years to
come.

I presented my bill to the Legislature early
in February. It was the 272nd bill introduced in
the Senate this year, and thus it was designated
Senate Bill (SB) 272. The bill was assigned to
the Business and Professions Committee for its
first nearing.

PASSES LEGISLATURE

Two days before the hearing, the roof fell
in. The opponents of the bill suddenly

There were representatives of the
California Manufacturers Association, the
Retailers Association, Sears, Montgomery Ward,
J. C. Penneys, and Kaiser Industries. General
Motors even sent a lawyer from Detroit. At that
first meeting they spent their time shouting that
I was trying to put them all out of business.

We had other meetings, however, as I

moved the bill through the Senate and to the
Assembly. Once they realized that I was
determined to pass SB 272, they sat down
quietly with me and we went over the bill
section by section, word by word. They;
admitted the need to end warranty abuses, andIsts
I accepted a series of amendments that, withoutsVo
weakening the bill, brought it more in line with s:
current business practices.

Meanwhile, I conducted an intensive
educational campaign among the members of
the Assembly, explaining my bill and reminding
them of the times that I had voted for bills of
theirs. As a result of this, and of the
amendments, SB 272 was approved by the
Assembly on a vote of 65-1, and vi -as sent to
the Governor for his signature.

The following are questions that I have
frequently been asked about warrant es and SB
272.

1\-)-1
1 o mr ow(' tm,c
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1 What is a warranty?
Answer: A warranty (or guaranty) is a pledge
by the manufacturer that the products he makes
are of good quality. It is usually in the form of
a written statement, attached to the product in
the form of a tag or booklet, in which the
manufacturer promises to make repairs if the
product is defective.

2. Why does a manufacturer give a

warranty?
Answer: To sell his products. Warranties are an
advertising gimmick, a sales aid. If, for example,
you go shopping for a washing machine, and
one brand comes with a warranty while another
does not, you will probably choose the brand
with the warranty because the warranty appears
to insure the quality of that machine.

3. Are there warranty abuses?
Answer: Indeed there are! Mrs. Virginia Knauer,
President Nixon's Special Assistant for Consumer
Affairs, reports that warranty problems are the
leading cause of the complaints reaching her
office. During its interim hearing last fall, the
Senate Business and Professions Committee
cataloged the following consumer abuses:

(a) The warranty fails to state any
method of obtaining repairs for the defective
product.

(b) Neither manufacturer nor retailer
accepts responsibility for the warranty.

(c) The warranty is good only if the
purchaser (you or I) ships the defective product
at his own expense to Cincinnati, Ohio.

(d) The warranty is written in confusing
or misleading language.

(e) Warranty repair work takes months
to complete.

(f) The local retailer/repairer refuses to
do any warranty work because he is not fully
reimbursed by the manufacturer.

The common cause of these abuses is the
desire of a few manufacturers to receive the
advertising benefit of a warranty without having
to pay for it.

4. How does SB 272 solve these warranty
problems?

Answer: First, the bill requires the manufacturer
to choose authorized service facilities in
California to handle his warranty work. These
may consist of certain of the retailers presently
carrying his goods, independent repair dealers
with whom he makes an agreement, or special
facilities which he sets up. Many manufacturers

(Sony, RCA, Sunbeam, Panasonic, etc.
presently use this system.

5. What if the manufacturer fails to
designate these service facilities?

Answer: Then the bill requires him to reimburse
his retailers for their full expenses in servicing
his warranties.

6. How does this benefit the consumer?
Answer: Under SB 272, the consumer has only
to return his defective product to the nearest
service facility or retailer in order to receive the
service promised by the warranty. No more
prepaid shipments to Bayonne, New Jersey; no
more struggles to make the manufacturer or
retailer do warranty work.

7. How else does the bill benefit the
consumer?

Answer: It requires warranty repairs to be
completed within 30 days, unless the consumer
agrees to a longer period.

It requires that warranties be written in
"readily understood language."

It also permits any consumer or retailer
injured by a .t'ilfull breach of this chapter to
sue for triple damages.

8. When does this go into effect?
Answe-: The bill applies to the products you
buy or or after March 1, 1971.

9. Doesn't this bill place an extra burden
the retailer?

Answe Yes, but it also gives him the right to
recover his ful; expenses from the manufacturer
for m:.ing warranty repairs-a right which he
does n:: presently enjoy.

r--

rn

00
co

10. Does this bill place an additional burden
the manufacturer? Zq'tsr

Answe It certainly does, but only if he gus:i
choose to increase his sales by issuing a a:
warrar.. with his products. If he desires the
benefit he must under this bill accept the
related .-:.sponsibility.

Whf we go shopping, we are entitled to
fair de: We should receive a dollar's worth
of goo:e for every dollar we spend. My bill,
and ri.ss consumer legislation, attempts to
insure . - treatment and, as Ralph Nader says,
"to :,-e free -enterprise economy by
makinc mar,==.4 work better."

A-2.5
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY AUGUST 14, 1970

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JULY 30, 1970
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JULY 16, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 25, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE APRIL 6, 1970

AMENDED IN SENATE MARCH 17, 1970

SENATE BILL No. 272

Introduced by Senator Song
( Coauthor . As.:_mblyman Karabian (Coauthors: Assemblymen

Karabian and Beverly) )

February 2, 1970

REF3RED TO COMMITTEE ON J1TDICIARY

An act to cid Title 1.3 -(--e-oni,n-g alb Section, 1750) 1.7
(COMMENCING WITH SECTION 1790) to Part 4 of Di-
vision 3 o: the Civil Code, relating to consumer goods trans-
actions.

The people f%f the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Title 4,3 (commencing with Section 4-7-5.) 1.7
2 (conottencirj with Section 1790) is added to Part 4 of Division
3 3 of the Civil Code, to read :

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
SB 272, as amend.i Song (Jud.). Consumer goods transactions.
Adds Title 13 1.7 commencing with Sec. 17-54 1790 ), Pt. 4, Div. 3.

Civ.C.
Enacts "Song -BE-- frly Consumer Warranty Protection Act." Estab-

lishes obligations of manufacturers, distributors, and sellers of con-
sumer goods, and its of buyers thereof, with respect to particular
transactions.

Makes act applical:e es-ty to consumer goods sold on or after March
1, 1971 and makes ,j;ecified provisions of act applicable only to con-
sumer goods ntanufc`tired on or after March 1, 1971.

Changes certain provisions of act contingent upon enactment of AB
292.

Vote-Majority; Appropriation-No; Fiscal Committee-No.

Page 1 (of 8) of the final working copy of SB 272. This draft of the
bill was approved hr the L,gislature and sent to the Governor for his signature.
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ALFRED H. SONG
STA:L ==NATO?

7:::.ATC:F. ;AL =' -.

November 19, 1970

Mr. Larry Atchison
1031 Loma Verde
Monterey Park, California 91754

Dear Atchison:

Senator Song has asked me to reply to your le:ter regarding SB 272.
I note from the section numbers that you cite that you do not have
the final version of the bill, and so I ma enclosing one.

0
In general, the purpose of 53 272 is to make manufacturers live
uo to the terms of their own warranties. Thus, under this bill,
no warrantor is required to provide more services than he him-
self promises to provide (save, of course, that he cannot use his
express warranty to disclaim the implied warranty on this product).

To go to your specific questions, section 1733.2 (b) deals with
the question of time. It provides that the warrantor is not
responsible until the defective product has teen delivered to him cJnor his representative. It further provides that he must bear the (79

cost of the return and all other costs that he promised to bear in
his written warranty.

If a manufacturer warrants various parts of his products for vari- sus,
ous periods of his time, he is responsible for what he has promised en
to do, save that his promises must not be less than the implied
warranty normally attaching to goods.

With respect to section 1793.2 (c) the discovery of a defect or
any other event that occurs after the expiration of the warranty
is, by definition, not covered by the warranty and thus not en-
forceable under the terms of this act.

A-221
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Tarry Atchispa, - November 19, 1970
I'

Qatt101-liti

The term "sufficient service and repair facilities" in section
1793.2 (a) is deliberately vague because of the great variety of
circirlistances that this b,i1.-lwill.l.cove,rz Enforcement of the act
will be by a civil suit. Thus,theAudge will have to decide
whether, considering the nature of-the -product, the extent of the
distribution, the number of the retailers handling it, etc., the
repair facilities provided were in fact sufficient.

I will be happy to attempt to answer any further questions you may
have.

Sincerely,

RICHARD THO'-!SON
Administrative Assistant

RT/ny

enclosure
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::arch 19, 1971

Lary Atchison
1031 Loma Verde
.:ontercy 91754

-2ear Atchison:

Thank You for Your letter regarding my S2 272.

I asked :!r. 3ean ::ccarthy, counsel to my Senate Judiciary commit-
tee, to analyze the zenith Warranty you enclosed. "a 1--orted tha:
follorAng:

(1) The fact that e: tires hc,ve br--nma

by zenith serves to r -'eke 1ia1;1 for any r'-77.ect
their product that costitutes a Ure,,,.h of thf,
warranty of merdheatilitv and, i2 t'. -.e L-131ied
warranty of To theo '

warranty would it; liability on the irr,nty
it is ineffective.

7xa7lole: 12 dafer:tive parts or rtc-llt in
breach of the imolied warranty of merchantaiAlity
such defective parts or tubes arc not diecovar:d until
the fourth month following purchase, t'a ex7_1r:sc warn,nty
limiting liability to a 90 -day period would b= vithvot
legal effect. Cost of labor necessary to effect corfc)r-
mity with implied warranty requircmentc would also be et
zenith's expense.

(2) To the extent cabinets etc., of Zenith xanufa-;-
ture are defective and the defect constitutes a breach
of the implied warranty of merchantalility, tle fact thot
Zenith has limited its liability via_ the express warranty
to parts, tubes etc., would be of no legal effect.

(3) The first paragraph of the Zenith warranty directs
the purchaser to return defective goods to the authorized
dealer from whom the purchase was made. To t: -.e extent

114



Mr. Lard Atchison -2- March 19, 1971

such authorized dealer is not Zenith's designated service
and repair facility such direction on the part of Zenith
is without legal effect, and is in fact misleading.

(4) The Third paragraph would hn7e absolutely no
legal effect unless the reason for delay in returning con-
forming goods was withingthe meaning of Section 1793.2
(b), this notwithstanding the disclaimer in the second
paragraph to the extent it denies responsibility for
transportation costs in returning conforming good:.

(5) The attempt to disclaim the implied warranty of
merchantability and the implied warranty of fitness in
the "conditicns and exclusions" Section is in vbolltion
o the Song Act. The fact that Zenith h's chosen to make
an e::press warranty serves to deny them the ability to
disclaim implied warranties.

I trust that this will answer your questions on the subect.

Sincerely,

Xif:11-D H. SONG

T,T:S/ny
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LARY W. ATCHISON
ALICE L. ATCHISON
1031 LOMA VERDE
MONTEREY PARK, CALIF.

March 8, 1971

California State Senate
Mr. Alfred H. Song
State Senator
Twenty -Eighth Senatorial District
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Mr. Song:

Last November I wrote you in regards to Senate Bill
No. 272. Mr. Richard Thompson answered my letter.
In the second paragraph he said, "Thus, under this
bill, no warrantor is required to provide more services
than he himself promises to provide", then he goes on
to say he cannot disclaim the implied warranty.

Enclosed is a warranty where the manufacturer warrants
only parts and excludes labor and transportation expense.
I then assume the only obligation of the manufacturer is
to make replacement parts available.

I would appreciate your comments.

Very truly yours,

6 a fCZct.'5--c71

Lary Atchison

LA/lf

enclosure
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RAsNTY
Zenith Radio Corporation warrants the parts and tubes in anyZenith radio receiver, phonographic reproducer or combination thereofto be free from defects in workmanship and material arising fromnormal usage. It's obligation under this warranty is limited to replacingany such parts or tubes of the receiver, reproducer or combinationwhich, after regular installation and under normal usage and service,shall be returned within ninety (90) days from the date of originalpurchase of the set to the authorized dealer from whom the purchasewas made and which shall be found to have been thus defective inaccordance with the policies established by Zenith Radio Corporation.The obligation of Zenith Radio Corporation is limited to makingreplacement parts available to the purchaser, and does not includeeither the making or furnishing of any labor in connection with theinstallation of such replacement parts nor does it include responsibility'rfor any transportation expense. 7!

Zenith Radio Corporation assumes no liability and shall not beliable in any respect for failure to perform or delay in performing itsobligations with respect to the above warranty if such failure or delayresults, directly or indirectly, from any preference, priority, or alloca- ,\\tion order issued by the Government, or because of any other act ofthe Government, or by war, conditions of war, inadequate transporta- 'ton facilities, conditions of weather, acts of God, strikes, lockouts,, Governmental controls, or Zenith's reasonable requirements for man -,.,1 ufacturing purposes, or any cause beyond its control or occuring with-'` out its fault, whether the same kind or not.
CONDITIONS AND EXCLUSIONS

This warranty is expressly in lieu of all other agreements and,\ warranties, expressed or implied, and Zenith Radio Corporation does,...- not authorize any person to assume for it the obligations contained in -k___r this warranty and neither assumes nor authorizes any representative 'or other person to assume for it any other liability in connection with .),,such Zenith radio receiver, phonographic reproducer, combination or )1 - -parts or tubes thereof.
l'..,,:, _The warranty herein extends only to the original consumer pirr...chaser and is not assignable or transferable and shall not apply to anyradio receiver, phonographic reproducer, combination or parts or tubesthereof which have been repaired or replaced by anyone else otherthan an authorized Zenith dealer, service contractor or distributor, orwhich have been subject to alteration, misuse, negligence or accident,or to the parts or tubes of any receiver which have had the serialnumber or name altered, defaced or removed.
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ALF,-ILD H. .5.2,4G NICHOLAS C. PETRISChairman Vice Chairman
ANTHONY C EEILENSON
CLARK L. B; :LEY
GORDON COLOGNE
GEORGE DES  '1EJIAN
ARLEN GREGORIO

Kv,gisizthtre

Z)rttair Tannitillgts att ktbirittrll
ROOM 2191. STATE CAPITOL

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95814
TELEPHONE 445.5957

BION M. GREGORY. CHIEF COUNSEL
SEAN E. MCCARTHY. COUNSEL

March 12, 1971

Mr. Richarai-VRercrsarr----

-atat-e-Crep-i-L-eri7-iteeret 3948"-
-Saeinearterrte7-8144-

Osam

OCNALO L. GRUNSKY
JOHN W. HOLMDAHL
RCBERT J. LAGOMARSINO
GEORGE R. MOSCONE
ROBERT S. STEVENS
GEORGE N. ZENOVICH

fvur eD:reve-Cf-eTe-Eerri-41-7sierr-Perrit e

(1) The fact that express warranties have been
made by Zenith serves to make them liable for any defect
in their product that constitutes a breach of the implied
warranty and, if present, the implied
warranty of fitness. To the extent that Zenith's express
warranty would limit its liability on the implied warranty
it is ineffective.

Example; If defective parts or tubes result
in a breach of the implied warranty of merchantability
and such defective parts or tubes are not discovered
until the fourth month following purchase, the express
warranty limiting liability to a 90 -day period would be
without legal effect. Cost of labor necessary to effect
conformity with implied warranty requirements would also
be at Zenith's expense.

(2) To the extent cabinets etc., of Zenith manuf-
acture are defective and the defect constitutes a breach
of the implied warranty of merchantability, the fact that
Zenith has limited its liability via the express warranty
to parts, tubes etc., would be of no legal effect.

(3) The first paragraph of the Zenith warranty
directs the purchaser to return defective goods to the
authorized dealer from whom the purchase was made. To
the extent such authorized dealer is not Zenith's desig-
nated service and repair facility such direction on the
part of Zenith is without legal effect, and is in fact
misleading.
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Mr. Richard Thomson
March 12, 1971
Page two

(4) The third paragraph would have absolutely no
legal effect unless the reason for delay in returning
conforming goods was within the meaning of Section 1793.2
(b), this notwithstanding the disclaimer in the second
paragraph to the extent it denies responsibility for
transportation costs in returning conforming goods.

aEtTICT:
(4r) The attempt to disclaim the implied warranty

of merchantability and the implied warranty of fitness in
the "conditions and exclusions" Section is in violation
of the Song Act. The fact that Zenith has chosen to make
an express warranty serves to deny them the ability to
disclaim implied warranties.
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December 4, 1970

ALFRED H. SO
STATE SE7:ATOR

SENATCP.(AL

Mr. Fred A. McCanlies
Southern California Gas Companl.
720 West Eighth Street
Los Angeles, California

Dear Mr. McCanlies:

At Senator Song's request I am submitting your questions
to our Legislative Counsel for his opinion. In the mean-
time, as these o)inions take some time to prepare, you
may be interested in our opinion of the intent of SB 272
with respect to the subjects you raise.

In general, interpretation of the 'pill is considerably
easier if one remembers (1) that it is based upon the
Commercial Coda which has been in effect in California
for the lest eight years, and (2) that the purpose of
this bill is not to impose new duties on manufacturers,
but rather to insure that the manufacturer lives up to
the promises that he himself makes in his own warranties.
If the Southern California Gas Comany issues no warran-
ties on the products it sells to the ultimate consumer,
and if no implied warranties attach under the provisions
of the Commercial CoJa, it is not covered by this bill.

Now for your specific questions:

1. Clearly, no public utility is covered by SB 272 unless
it warrants consumer goods, as defined in Section 1791(a),
to the ultimate consumer. The electricity and gas supp-
lied by utilities equally clearly falls outside the de-
finition of consumer goods.

2. The "buyer" contemplated by this Act is the ultimate
individual consumer. Commercial relationships between
such business entities as contractors, developers, etc.,
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Mr. Fred A. McCanlies -2- Deceeeber 4, 1970

are presently regulated by the Commercial Code and SB 272 makes
no change in these relationships.

3. The bill makes any warrantor liable for his own warranty
(Section 1795). Any relationship between the warrantor and a
third party, such as a public utility, is beyond the scope of
this Act. The exception, of course, is that no agreement bet-
ween a warrantor and a third party for servicing his warranty
can contravene the provisions of this Act. A utility becomes
liable under eepreee werranty provisions if it issues an ex-
press warranty. It becolues liable under the implie2 warranty
of fitness provisions if it is presently liable under identi-
cal provisions in the Commercial Code.

4. $3 272 -7ou1-i net elter any relationship that a public
utility ray have with the manufacturer of appliances or with
the appliance installers unless the utility takes it upon it-
self to issue a warranty on the quality of either the product
or the installation wor%.

5. It is our ooinion that the bill applies both to personal
property ani to eeplionces which are installed in a residence
such as hot water heaters, etc. Section 1793.3 is intended
to determine the point at which the liability of the warrantor
begins. It is not intended to restrict the bill only to those
products which mew be easily transrorted.

6. Section 1794 permits the consumer to bring an action ag-
ainst the warrantor and any other party who wilfully violate*
the provisions of this Act. The amount by may receive would
be based on his actual loss resulting from the failure of the
warrantor and his agents to fulfill the promises made in the
warranty.

I trust this will be helpful.

Sincerely,

RICHARD C. THOMSON
Legislative Aide

RCT/laj

BC: LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL
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:larch 3, 1971

fr". Fred A. 1sCanliez,
2aci2is Li; _=in` Service Company
Southern California'es Coqpany
1100 "0" StreeL:
.acramonto, caliZornia

Ir. SicCenlies:

Lr3tt.!_r only t:.ree mont113 !,le have finally rc-2iv:.?d
opinion I re7u,,,st'd for you resTuCLnj
02 Sr.; 272 to -

I find nothi.-.J in IL '..::tt- '71:ii-Lacl:._c.-.: 12 cti. la:,11 2.-

1.i" Of t112 's7.7., ,Dr !L13 an3we-e-3 t17 -It I -.;i:s::).-Iallv 1
,...1-

to your questio,ls. Thls, hpw.,7/er, Icp:L 4o i.:.,:zo :11:': ,3-
ject in consilerlable Tapth, and I tru-,:t that it will 1)3

helpful.

Sincere y,

.ICl!ARD THOIMIT
Administrative Assistnt
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December 9, 1970

Mr. Gerhard Sagasser
2101 Lindauer Drive
La Habra, California 90632

Dear Mr. Sagasser:

Senator Song has asked me to reply to your letter regarding SB 272.

The intent of this bill is to require the person who issues a
warranty, whether he be the manufacturer or some other party, to
provide the service that he himself promises in his own warranty.
Thus, the question of whether SB 272 imposes any new legal
responsibilities upon the wholesaler, manufacturer, retailer, or
installer, depends on whether any or all of these parties have
issued a warranty upon which the consumer relies.

In general, this bill does not alter the present relationship
between manufacturer and installer. The manufacturer would become
legally responsible for failures due to faulty installation only
if he were foolhardy enough to warrant the installation work.

Sincerely,

RICHARD THOMSON
Administrative Assistant

RT/ny
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2101 Lindauer Drive
La Habra, California 90632
December 3, 1970

The Honorable Alfred H. Song
2337 So. Garfield Avenue
Monterey Park, California 91754

Dear Senator Song:

Regarding your Senate Bill No. 272, the Song -Beverly Consumer
Warranty Act, we are glad to see that you took the initiative
in bringing into public view the obligations that manufacturers
have when marketing their product in the State of California.

;
State and federal laws for consumer protection may be quite ne-
cessary; however, it appears that during the last few years our
Mr. and Mrs. Consumer also admit more readily that they usually
get what they pay for . . . . AND ARE THEREFORE WILLING TO SPED cc)
MORE FOR A QUALITY PRODUCT. And it is obvious that a manufacturer
should then back up his product to the fullest extent of his ad-
vertising and warranty claims. 0

After reading and studying your senate bill for some time, I
ask that you, or one of your aides, take the time to answer a
few questions. As an employee of a manufacturer of heating and
cooling equipment, and being somewhat involved in our company's 12

general warranties, I would like to know the intent of your senates
bill in regards to unitary air conditioning equipment (i.e. forced
air furnaces, remote as well as packaged air conditioning units), <
realizing that the courts will eventually test, interpret, and most
likely change (misinterpret?) some of intends of your bill. 0

Whatever that may turn out to be, we have already experienced a
number of consumer references to your SB 272, stating that "faul4Ns
merchandise" had caused their heating or cooling unit to malfunctine;
or fail . . . . requesting their equipment to be replaced or re-
paired at no charge, etc., etc., even if a particular unit had
performed satisfactorily for several months or years.

P1-1-10
These people are, of course, ignoring or not aware of the fact
that between the manufacturer and the eventual user are a number
of people who share some responsibility towards that particular
product. An architect or mechanical engineer will design and
apply the system (external to the unit we manufacture). A general
contractor will then, through a heating/air conditioning contractor,
have the unit installed. This sub -contractor has to depend on
his people's know-how and skill to install the system correctly.
And then the matter is finally in the hands of the consumer who,
we hope, will follow the installer's and manufacturer's instructions
to service the equipment periodically
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The Honorable Alfred H. Song December 3, 1970
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In other words, there are many phases of equipment application,
proper sizing and selection, installation and maintenance, plus
knowledgeable service that are not in our, the manufacturers,
control beyond the insistence that the installation instructions,
as well as local and other codes,are followed to assure adequate
equipment and system performance.

SB 272 has also been referred to by many dealers (state licensed
heating and air conditioning contractors) who now feel they can
no longer be held responsible for manufacturing defects, which in
many cases, are problems caused by lack of proper installation
techniques and inadequate equipment start-up procedures.

Your bill seems to support this kind of reasoning by specifically
holding only the manufacturer responsible for parts and labor dur-r-
ing the stated (or implied) warranty period. 'c7)

I could find no provisions in SB 272 which would exclude unitary co
air conditioning ecuipment and forced air heating units, but I
assume that Article 3, Paragraph 1794.3 could be interpreted as co

a clause to protect manufacturers from having to assume responsi-
bility for poor installations, inadequate maintenance/service, as w
well as equipment usage contrary to a manufacturer's instructions.2

Your intent in SB 272 to protect consumers from shoddy merchandis4g
is commendable. However, it does not seem to define areas of re- 1-
sponsibility for the wholesaler, retailer, installer and user.

z
I am looking forward to your reply.

(79

Sincerely,

Gerhard Sagasser

/spw
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LION MITCHELL
SEYMOUR GOLD

MITCHELL S, GOLD
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

1009 EXECUTIVE LIFE BUILDING
9777 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 90212

February 1, 1971

Senator Alfred H. Song
Senate Post Office
Sacramento, California 59814

Re: Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act
Senate Bill No. 272
Civil Code 1790

Dear Senator Song:

I have some clients engaged in the manufacturing
business in the toy, hobby, craft and game items
field. Certain questions have been presented to
me and I am asking your assistance as to the
interpretation of the Song -Beverly Consumer
Warranty Act.

Our client is greatly concerned about the applicability
of this law to him (and to other toy manufacturers
similarly situated).

Have you had a Legislative Counsel opinion that may
be helpful to me in interpreting this law for the
benefit of my clients. There are five questions,
among others, that have been presented to me, and
I am enclosing an excerpt of the recent urgent letter
to that effect.

My associate counsel is going to be in Los Angeles
during the week of February 7, 1971, and I would,
therefor, appreciate any advice you could give me
prior to that date, so that I may in turn, hopefully,
quiet the concern of our clients.

Enclosed for your convenience is a self-addressed
stamped envelope. Thank you for your cooperation
in this matter.

Cokdially yours,

SG:c
Enclosure
cc: Walter Karabian

Robert Beverly

TELEPHONE
272-4423
273-1744
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This net.- law necessarily warrants s-bstantial concern on

our part. I woul -npreciate receiving a col_ of the law and any
legislative report:. As soon as possible.

Certain questions occur to me at this time.

1. Does this law apply to goods sold in interstate commerce.

2. Does Aurora become subject to this law only because it has

a plant in California and is qualified to do business there or does the

mere shipment of goods into California by any company subject it to

the law.

3. Must the facilities
c -,/q47- rqktbe located in California or is it
i s available at a designated address

will more

ti

4. If the service facility must be located in California, 7
co

than one be required. co
co

for servicing the consumer goods
sufficient that these services are
in the United States.

5. How broadly inclusive is the act as to Aurora's pro-

ducts that is, does it include all of Aurora's toy, hobby, craft and

game items or would it apply solely to products such as model motor-

ing, model airplane motors and similar products. In this connection
definitions of the act must be very carefully examined and determine

whether any of the Aurora products are involved.

In the meantime I will check with the Toy Manufacturers
Association general counsel in New York to ascertain whether they
are aware of the new statute and their views on its effect on the
toy industry.

I would like to discuss this with you when I am in Los
1 Angeles during the week of February 7th.

00
co

L61

dr

(7.9

ss
I ma ;

am -
a
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February 2, 1971

71r. Seymour Gold
Attorney at Law
1009 7xecutive Life Building
9777 'ilshire 31vd.
Beverly Hills, California 90212

Dear 'Ir. fl,old:

Thank ,'on for v-)nr letter regarding my SB 272. I do not have an
opinion fry -3Ancil that answers the specific ques-
tions you raised, but the answers are certainly clear to me and
I believe that they are clear foom the text of the bill.

(1) Does this law apply to goods sold in interstate co imerce?
The lnw applies to consumer goods sold in California. (Section
1793.2 (a)).

0

(2) eons Aurora become su-s§ect to this law only because it has a
plant in California and is qualified to do business there, or does
the mere shipment of goods into California by any company subject
it to the law? This law applies to consumer goods sold in Califor- w
nia regardless of the point of manufacture. Any product sold out-
side of California is outside the scope of the Act. The sale of
any consumer goods in California will vrobaBly be affected by this
law. Q

(3) lust the 2nci7ities for servicing the consumer goods be located
in California or is it sufficient that these services are available
at a designated address in the United States? If the manufacturer
chooses the option of maintaining service and repair facilities un- .ss

4.

der Section 1793.2 (a), these facilities must be withingthe state. sons
Service and repair facilities outside the borders of California do amana
not under any circumstances meet the requirement of this Act.

(4) If the service facilities must be located in California, will
more than one be required? The Act in Section 1793.2 (a) refers
to "sufficient" service and repair facilities. This question of
numbers was deliberately left vague because of the large number of
products and sales patterns to be covered by the Act. Sufficient
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Mr. Seymour Cold -2- February 3, 1971

facilities would be the nuber a reasonable man would consider neces-
sary to handle the warranty work on your products.

(5) How broadly inclusive is the Act to Aurora's products? The
Act applies to all consumer goods sold on a retail basis in Califor-
nia. I assume that this would cover all of Aurora's products that
are sold in the state. The degree of responsibility, if any,
im?osed or Aurora by the Act would depend on the nature of bhe
warranties given with your products.

In geicral, vour
n

consideration of the effect the Song -Beverly Con-
suer Ac': will have on your business will be most fruit -
2111 you c:art by looking at the warranties you give with your
oroda-". Du:poz,e of this Act is to require the warrantor to

1.17, to t'ne Dre'llisel that he himself makes, and the provisions
the Act should be read accordingly.

:..asony to Ln_Arer any further queztions.
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February 22, 1971

honorable Alfred H. Song
Senator, California Legislature
State Capitol Building
Sacramento, California 95814

Attention: Mr. Ernie Moreno, Administrative Assistant

Re: Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act

Dear Mr. Moreno:

1 would greatly appreciate if you would advise me if there
are any reports of either the Senate Business and Professions
Committee and/or the Assembly Committee on Commerce which set
forth the legislative history on the above Act.

I am interested in obtaining any material of the Legisla-
ture which would assist in the interpretation and construction
of the Act

If you are able, with propriety, to advise me of the posi-
tion of Senator Song's office on the following questions, I

would appreciate very much such advice:

1. Does the Act cover used consumer goods sold by a re-
tail seller to a retail buyer where the retail seller also en-
gages in the business'of selling new goods to retail buyers?

2. Under Section 1795 if an express warranty is made by
a retail seller, is the obligation imposed upon such retail
seller by Section 1795 limited to the performance and fulfill-
ment of such express warranty, as distinguished from also
charging such retail seller with the implied warranties (mer-
chantability and warranty of fitness for a particular purpose,
under Sections 1792 and 1792.1) which are imposed on the manu-
facturer under Chapter 1333?

I recognize that you may not be in position to answer my
inquiries. However, in the hope that perhaps you have had
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Honorable Alfred H. Song
Attention: Mr. Ernie Moreno
February 22, 1971
Page Two

numerous inquiries and that some published material nas been
issued by your office, I make the foregoing request.

I enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope for your con-
venience in responding. Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Nelson Rosen

NR/kmr

Enclosure
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, 1971

Rosen
.n1or at Law

'40 gateway West century City
1-.(11 '7110 of" the ..3tFirs

aliforata ?0067

La7 ' to reply to y:)Qr lett. ardir.9 272.
' ," .7%ct a an ,::Dlanatton that we have

Oe- 4', lo 3pec1fic the'r-
) '1:"Iods sold in California. 3ection 1791 (edoes -7. co ,r the retail seller hcadliny both new and used

the thrust of 'this section is thr-4- onlythe s rylv .371ols e.ovrE,1.

s in..
agree that section 1795 iz unfortnatrl =.bi-31ous. The intent of the section is to hoild th-- retailaelle- :l', to those provisions relating to express warran,ies.)4 course, the retailer does have a specific duty as to the warroity); 2or a particular purpose under section 1792.2, but irgener 1 the liability for breach of implied warranty remains wit.the m. .facturer as specified as by the commercial rode.

e ar presently drafting amendments to the bill to clarify thispoint. As amended SB 272- will clearly indicate that it does notalter the implied warranty obligations establisho,77 by the r',.)mmercialcodt.! save that no one will be permitted to disclaim the implied warLranty on consumer goods by means of an express warranty.

If we can be of any further help, please feel free to write.

Fcrri.A* fl omoN
idministrative Assistant

w
0
5
w

w
z

z
w

w

'Zs%s
Ial,
soes
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RODUCT SERVICE DIVISION 7250 SOUTH CICERO AVENUE

Hon. Alfred Song
State Senate
State Capitol Building
Sacramento, California

Dear Senator Song:

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60629 TELEPHONE: 312-458-5100

CORPORATION

February 22, 1971

In your recent address to the Los Angeles Chapter of the National
Association of Service Managers you very kindly offered to answer
questions as to your interpretation of SB272. If you will, please,
we have such a question.

A copy of our guarantee form 39958R1 is attached and you will note
that during the first year we guarantee free parts replacement and
complete heater replacement during the first five years. These re-
placements are available to plumber -dealers (who retail the product)
from our 46 franchised distributors throughout California.

Since our guarantee specifically excludes labor costs and assuming
our distributors and dealers are highly effective in servicing its
replacement provisions, does SB272 require us to go any further
than this?

Your comments will certainly be most appreciated. Many thanks.

Very truly yours

A. O. SMITH Corporation
PRODUCT SERVICE DIVISION

// /

P. H. Fahrer
Manager

PHF:mp

Attachment
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Five Year Guarantee
this certificate properly filled out shall constitute a guarantee and agreement between k 0.
SMITH Corporation and the owner as follows:

If within one year after original installation of water heater any part or port on sh21.12211a2r1
examiliafi"-b-rtlie-Corporation to be defeEtiVe-inmaterial or workmanship, the Corporation wilt,
roHi,i tir-eicKinke-sTiCh. pant or portion,' at 'our option If the glass -lined steel tank in the heater,

..... . . .,. - .

leaks due to rust, corrosion or other chemical action of water within the first five years after ori-
piii.ii-nistaTlatIOn:of.theheater,the Corporation will supply a complete ne-w-rieater, of equivalent
.il, and 41adeand then current model The replacement heater would be furnished with a guarantee
extension sufficient to cover the unexpired portion of the original installation.

reulacements shall be F 0 B cars at destination, and the purchaser shall be liable for local
0, -livery charges, removal and installation costs

This guarantee shall apply only while the heater remains installed in its original location in ac-
cordance with local plumbing and building codes, ordinances and regulations, where such instal-
lation includes a pressure relief valve and a temperature relief valve, or a combination pressure
and temperature relief valve, and when the heater has been used only (a) at temperatures not ex-
ceeding the maximum setting of its thermostat; )b) at ordinary tap water pressure not exceeding
pressure ratings shown on the beater and (c) for DOMESTIC purposes.

!III (MAHAN II I I; I IMI III) ID A 11 MUD DI UNL YI Ali I HUM DA IL 01 OIIIGINAL IN -

I ALLATION WHEN THE WATER HEATER HAS BEEN USED FOR COMMERCIAL, INSTITUTION-
AL, INDUSTRIAL OR ANY OTHER NON -DOMESTIC PURPOSE

Any accident to the water heater, any misuse, abuse or alteration of it, any operation of it in a
modified form, or any attempt to repair leaks will void this guarantee.

NO OTHER GUARANTEE OR WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, HAS BEEN OR WILL
BE MADE IN BEHALF OF THE CORPORATION WITH RESPECT TO THE HEATER OR THE
INSTALLATION, OPERATION, REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF THE HEATER. THE CORPORA -
110N SHALL NOT BE LIABLE BY VIRTUE OF THIS GUARANTEE OR OTHERWISE FOR DAM-
AGE TO ANY PERSONS OR PROPERTY

THIS GUARANTEE APPLIES ONLY TO MODELS KGA AND KGL

-koneerbulem I i:11

KANKAKEE, ILL.

Doll INSIAULD

0
MODEL NO. SERIAL NO.

DIALER'S NAME

ADDRESS

CITY AND STATE

t
 pl

n-r' Lo Permaglas 1

gas water heater
INSTRUCTIONS

FACT TAG
This water heater has been designed and manufactured by the A. 0 Smith Corporation, Consumer
Products Division, Kankakee, Illinois. We made every effort to build this water heater to high
quality standards. You should receive years of satisfactory and dependable service when it is

operated according to these instructions,

It is the responsibility of the individual from whom you purchased this heater to describe the fea-
tures of this new water heater to you. Also ask him to explain the guarantee which accompanies

this water heater, who will service it under the guarantee, and the cost, it any, of these services

to you.

This manual covers features, specifications, installation requirements, guarantee, safety pre-

cautions and other points which will help you to take full advantage of the many conveniences it
Ilas to all of flit_, any 1111111 1111Alii Will) WA'

it to do likewise.

If for any reason you have any unanswered questions relating to your new Permaglas water heater,
contact the individual from whom you purchased it. Should you fail to obtain the information re-

quested from him please write to:

Marketing Department

A. 0. Smith Corporation
Consumer Products Division
P. 0. Box 28
Kankakee, Illinois 60901

Should it be necessary to write, please include the model and serial number of your water heatei,
the name and address of the concern from whom you purchased it, and the approximate date of
purchase.

KEEP THIS GUARANTEE AND MANUAL HANDY
FOR FUTURE REFERENCE WHENEVER MAIN-
TENANCE, ADJUSTMENT OR SERVICE IS

REQUIRED. BE SURE YOUR DEALER HAS
FILLED IN THIS GUARANTEE.

MODELS KGA and KGL

(11111111""rgiMMnWlis:"::::11107n170401T(OrncEddOCOO)0 uuuuuu

(800) 666-1917
FORM NO. 39958 REV. 1 134



INSTALLATION
The heater must be installed in accordance with
local codes and utility requirements. In the ab-
sence of local codes, it is suggested that the
recommended practices set fortn in the ANSI
booklet Z21.30 "Installation of Gas Appliances
and Gas Piping" be followed.

The heater must be connected to a chimney. The
vent pipe from the heater to the chimney must be
the same diameter as the outlet of the draft di-
verter on the heater and should slope upward to
the chimney at least 1/4 inch per foot.

The heater must be installed with a minimum of
two (2) inches clearance from combustible sur-
faces to prevent a possible fire hazard condition.

Flammable items, pressurized containers or any
other potential fire hazardous articles must never
be placed on or adjacent to the water heater.
Open containers of flammable material should not
be stored or used in the same room with the water
heater.

An accumulation of lint or other foreign material
that restricts or blocks the air openings to the
heater or burner will, by reducing the amount of
air necessary for combustion, create a hazardous
condition.

GAS CONNECTIONS

Refer to recommended installation as shown. Be-
fore attaching the gas line to the water heater, be
sure that all gas pipe used is clean on the inside.
If dirt and scale from the gas pi:e gets into the
thermostat, the gas valve in the thermostat will
fail to close properly causing the water heater to
overheat. Care must be taken not to apply too
much pressure when attaching gas supply pipe to
thermostat gas inlet, in order to prevent damage
to the thermostat.

AIR ADJUSTMENT

All except 75 and 100 gallon models are designed
with a fixed primary air setting that requires no
adjustment. All 75 and 100 gallon models should
have the main burner air shutter adjusted to obtain
a blue flame. To adjust: Loosen air shutter lock -
nut, operate main burner, rotate air shutter to ob-
tain blue flame. Tighten lockn_t.

Heaters using L.P. gas will ha,,e a blue -orange
color flame. The tips of the flame will have a
slight yellow tint. This is a normal and approved
characteristic.

PILOT ADJUSTMENT (UNREGULATED MODELS ONLY)

The pilot adjustment valve is fa:tory preset for
satisfactory operation under most conditions. If
further adjustment is deemed necessary, proceed
as follows:

1. Remove pilot adjustment screw cap.

2

2. Turn pilot ad_ .,lent screw, see illustration,
clockwise (to r ght) until flame moves away
from thermocouple end.

3. Slowly turn screw counterclockwise (to left)
until a soft blLe flame surrounds the end of
the thermocoup!e.

4. Replace pilot adjustment screw cap.

RELIEF VALVE

An unplugged relief valve opening is provided on
top of the water heater for installing a temperature
and pressure relief valve. An approved (A.S.M.E.
or A.G.A.) 3'4" x 3'4" temperature and pressure
relief valve must be installed in the opening. The
drain line of this valve should terminate near a
suitable drain. Do not thread, plug, or cap the
end of this drain line. Pressure rating of relief
valve must not exceed the working pressure shown
on the rating plate of the heater.

CHINNEY

:WERT ER

 TEMPERATLJRE AN;
PRESSURENELEF
VALVE

HOT WATER
OUTLET PIPE

RELIEF VALVE
DRAIN LINE

UNTO

GAS
VAL,:
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PIPE

I
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VENT
PIPE

UNION

GROUND
;DINT UNION

INLET
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ENSUE?" ANT
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TNER,NDStAT
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.WR-Ew
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WATER
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-EUA L

 CAP , 2- GAS INLET

s -ALL IN ACCOHDAKZE WITH LDC,I. CODES AN UNPLUGGED
RE EF VALVE OPENING IS ON TOP OF WATER NEATER

FILLING
OPERATION

A-5%

1. Close .eater neater drain valve by turning
handle r: -fight ( clock wi se).

2. Fully c:2,- the cold water inlet pipe valve
allowlr; -e heater and piping to be filled.

3. Open a - hot water faucet to permit the
air in to o escape.
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4. 'Clc5e the hot water fat. , after water starts
to :w.

5. The -eater is ready to be lighted.

LIGHTING

Lighting and operating instructions are on a plate
attached :j the water heater. For convenience,
these ins:-uctions are repeated here.

1. Fill -eater with water, see FILLING instruc-
tions

2. Tun thermostat indicator knob to OFF posi-
tion. see illustration.
 Th.s shuts off gas supply to heater.
 Wa : five minutes for any gas that might be

in :re combustion chamber to clear the
hea:er.

 If c'osed, open gas valve in gas supply
pipe.

 Tu-r. indicator knob to PILOT position.
3. Dep-ess indicator knob and light pilot.

 Cc-tinue holding indicator knob for one
mir_te after pilot is lit. Pilot flame
shc..ld remain on when knob is released

 Ad,_st pilot as described under PILOT
AC..:',JSTMENT.

4. Turn ndicator knob to ON position.
 Ma 'r burner will ignite.
 Ad;_:st main burner air shutter to obtain a

blue flame, see AIR ADJUSTMENT.
5. Set water temperature dial to desired temp-

eratL-e, see TEMPERATURE REGULATION.
6. Repeat these instructions if it is necessary

to re 'ght heater.

MAIN BURNER ADJUSTMENT (75 AND 100 GAL.
MODELS Cs.LY
1. With :remain burner ignited, turn the indi-

cator <nob slowly toward the Pilot position
until :le proper input has been obtained.

2. Loose the stop locking screw.
3. Rotate the adjustment stop ring clockwise

until 't contacts the indicator knob stop.
4. Tightel the stop locking screw.

TEMPERATURE REGULATION

The water -eater is equipped with a thermostat
with an ay:matic temperature control, see illus-
tration.

The water temperature dial is factory set for
WARM wet -a -temperature but may be adjusted as
desi red.

The water :emperatures produced in the tank for
each setti-: are approximately:

1200 - WARM
1600 - HOT

For general usehold usage, the mir.:-:oint setting
will be satisfactory. However, the k- lb may be
set to any position which satisfies te- oerature
requi rem ents.

CONDENSATION

Whenever the water heater is ',lied wi 7 cold water
there will usually be a certair. amount :f condensation
formed on the cooler tank surfac-s. C -aps of water
may fall on the floor shield or the hot :urner surfaces
producing a sizzling sound. This is n:-mal and will
disappear as the water in the tank bec: mes heated.

Condensation appearing in the vent pi :e (water drip-
ping from draft diverter) during heater : aeration is
evidence of poor vent action. Possib a causes are
too long a vent pipe or improper chimr ,/ operation.

TO SHUTOFF GAS

The gas supply to the heater may be s- utoff by:

1. Turning the thermostat indicator ' -obon the',
thermostat to the OFF position, see illus- izr)

CO
CO

2. By closing the gas valve in the g a s supply rge,
see illustration.

tration.

DRAINING

-Or-

w

If the heater is to be shut off and expos id to freez
ing temperatures, it must be drained. ater, if
left in the tank and allowed to freeze, 'I ex-
pand and damage the heater.

1. Turn off the gas and cold water ini a: valve
to the water heater.

2. Open a nearby hot water faucet ar
er drain valve.
o Be careful to grasp the drain val ,e handle

so that the hand is not exposed t: lot
water.

 If desired, a hose may be connec e. -d to the;
drain valve to carry the water av

3. The drain valve must be left open c_ -ing the Is
shutdown period.
 To restart heater, refer to the fore Doing

FILLING instructions.

MAINTENANCE

w

I-
z
w
I-
z
w

the heat -I

(.0

A-5(9

To assure long life and efficiency, the ater
heater tank must have a small amount c water
drained perioc cally.

Once a month :re drain valve should be 7 7.7ened

and the water a!1-3,^,ed to run until it fI. : clean.

3
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This will help to prevent sedin=lt bu- 'up in the
tank bottom. Once a month the tempo. ,ure and
pressure relief valve should be clecked to in-
sure that it is in operating conc,tion. Lift the
lever at the top of the valve several times un-
til the valve seats properly and operates freely.

CAUTION: The water passing cut of the valve
during this checking operation rray be extremely
hot.

CHECKLIST

Before contacting your dealer, check the water
heater to see if the apparent malfunction is
caused by some external fault. Consulting this
checklist may eliminate the need for a repair
call and restore hot water service.

HIGH TEMPERATURE LIMIT SWITCH
(ENERGY CUTOFF)

All models have a factory installed non-adjust-
able limit switch that guards against excessive
water temperatures..

If the high limit switch should open, it would re -
close automatically when the tank water temper-
ature drops. However, the heater must be relit
as the main and pilot burners have been exting-
uished as a safety measure. Follow the LIGHT-
ING instructions in this manual or on the side
of the heater. Adjust the water temperature dial
to a lower setting.

Continued pilot outage, preceded by higher than
usual water temperatures, is evidence of high
limit switch operation. It is important that
your dealer be contacted to determine the reason
for operation.

NOT ENOUGH OR NO HOT WATER

1 Check to see if the pilot flame is lit.
 To relight the pilot, follow the instruc-

tions on the heater or in this manual.
 Check to see if the gas valve in the gas

supply pipe is partially closed or the
water temperature dial is set too low.

o Check to see if thermostat indicator knob
is in ON position, see illustration.

2. Look for leaking or open hot water faucets.
Check for excessive usage.

3. Your gas company can check the gas input
rate to the heater to see that it is correct.
An underfired heater will not produce hot
water at its normal recovery rate.

4. If the heaterwas installed when incoming
water temperatures were warm, colder in-
coming temperatures will create the effect
of less hot water.

5. The thermostat may be set too low. Refer
to TEMPERATURE REGULATION for

4 details of water temperature adjustment.

6. If you cannot de'-mine the cause of the
problem, contaL our dealer.

WATER TEMPERATURE IS TOO HOT

1. The water temperature dial may be set too
high. Refer to TEMPERATURE REGULA.
TION for adjustment details.

2. If lower control settings do not reauce the
water temperature, contact your dealer.

GAS SMELL AT THE HEATER

1. Close the gas valve in the gas supply pipe
near the heater, see illustration. The
thermostat includes a gas valve (indicator
knob) which can be closed.

2. Call your gas company.

WATER LEAKAGE IS SUSPECTED

1. Check to see if the heater drain valve is
tightly closed.

2. The apparent leakage might be condensation.
In warm or humid locations condensation can
accumulate and run from within the heater or
its piping.

NOTE: When a water heater is first installed and
filled, the bottom head of the tank might
condense water. The water accumulation,
if excessive, can drip into the floor shield.
During normal operation there may be
occasions when large quantities of water
are drawn, chilling the tank bottom. This
too can result in condensation.

3. If the leakage is from the temperature and
pressure relief valve or its drain line, it
may represent a normal condition. In some
installations a "closed system" may be
created by a check valve or a water meter
containing a check valve. In these instal-
lations the relief valve will periodically
operate. Continuous relief valve leakage
should be investigated by your dealer.

If you cannot identify or correct the source of water
leakage:

 Shutoff the gas valve in the gas supply
pipe at the heater.

 Close the cold water inlet valve to the
heater.

 Contact your dealer.

WATER HEATER MAKES SOUNDS A- az)

1. Occasional excessive condensation, as ex-
plained under LEAKAGE, can cause a
sizzling sound as the moisture is vaporized
by the gas flame. This is a normal sound
and may be disregarded.

2. A sediment accumulation may be causing a
rumbling noise. Contact your dealer for
details of flushing the heater.

3. If you cannot identify or remedy the condi-
tion, contact .rour dealer.

WARNING! DO NOT ATTE"PT TO OPERATE HEATER WITH COLD WATER INLET VALVE CLOSED.
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April 2, 1971

n
Ir. P. H. Fahrer
Manager
A. 0. Smith Corporation

\_) 7250 South Cicero Aue.
Chicago, Illinois 60629

DDear Mr. Fahrer:

My apologies for not replying sooner. The following is our inter-
pretation of haw SB 272 would effect your warranty.

First, of course, the disclaimer of the implied warranty would be
invalid under Section 1793 of our Act.

Second, the provision that "the purchaser shall be liable for local
delivery charges, removal and installation costs" is contrary to
the Act. During the extent of the implied warranty, defined by
the Uniform Commercial Code as a reasonable time, the warrantor is
liable for all costs arising out of his actions to put his 2roduct
back into merchantable condition. Thus, the warrantor would be
Vliable for transportation costs and labor. After the expiration
of the implied warranty, the warrantor can limit his liability
with respect to parts and labor, but he can still be required by
our Act to ppy transportation costs arising out of the servicing
of his warranty.

We realize that certain failures in drafting the original bill has
led to confusion in interpreting the Act. To cure this, we have
introduced clarifying amendments this year, a copy of which is en-
closed. We believe theme will be passed, and some of the language
is directly applicable to your situation.

Your letter does not specify whether you will have authorized ser-
vice facilities under the terms of the Act. If you do, nothing in
this Act restricts your ability to contract with them as to what

-5 H
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Mr. P. H. Fahrer -2- April 2, 1971

percentage if any labor costs they must absorb.

r you have any questions, please feel free to write. I will en-

deavor to make a prompt reply.

Sincerely,

RICHARD THOMSON
Administrative Assistant

RT/ny

Enclosure

1-)
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LAw OF ES

MCHARD-5. WATSON 8 HEMMERLINC

February 23, 1971

Honorable Robert G. Beverly
California. State Assembly
P. O. Box 46
Sacramento, California

Re: SorI-Beverly Consumer WarrantjAct

Dear Bob:

TWE.1.4- !.. 7 f.

One of,onr clients, Hehr Manufacturing Company, has asked
us to advise them whether the above Act applies to their business
and, if so, what their responsibilities are under this Act. This
client manufactures windows, vents and other fittings for mobile
homes, motor homes, campers, and vacation trailers. Most of their
sales are to manufacturers of mobile homes, motor homes, etc.,
but they make occasional sales at retail to the public.

The Act defines "consumer goods" as meaning "...any
motor vehicle, machine, appliance, or like product that is used or
bought for use primarily for personal, family or household pur-
poses" (Civil Code § 1791(a)). Would this include a window pur-
chased from our client for installation in a self-propelled motor
home ("camper") used for family purposes? Would it include a win-
dow purchased for installation in a family vacation trailer whir+ ;s
not self-propelled? Would it include a window purchased for :ins`..ii

in a sixteen -foot wide, three bedroom "mobile" home whi('-
is designed for permanent or semi -permanent use at one Fite?

We would appreciate any assistance you could offer us in
c.nc4raing the definition of "consumer goods" in the Act. Any
L -,Islative history, legislative counsel 's opinion or ether infor-1.a-
t'e,e ,-ou could furnish would be helpful in responding to our
ellen/ rs request for advice. Mr. Watson suggests that, if no Lopie-
lo.t.;.-0 counsel opinion is presently available that sheds any ligh'on sublect, that you consider asking legislative counsel fro-
an oe4lion as to whether windows, vents, etc., manufactured for
'is :e noration into mobile homes, trailers and campers, consilt,itc
.onfe-ler goods" within the meaning, of the Act.

Very tru
)

/ (-

/ TAMES J. COOK
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AUG 2
197;

RIC',ARD E GUGGENHIME
PAUL T. WOLF
ROBERT C. HARRIS
ALBERT M. MONACO
LAWRENCE C BAKER
LOWS H. HEIL9RON
ROBERT J. WHITE
EDWARD W. ROSSTON
FRANK H.SLOSS
JULIAN N. STERN
GEORGE A.BLACKSTONE
MICHAEL J. CULLEN
LLOYD W. DINKELSPIEL,JR.
RICHARD E.TAVLIAN
CHARLES H. CLIFFORD
WILLIAM R. MACKEY
WEYMAN I. LUNDQUIST
THOMAS B. M,GUIRE
JERRY H. ROBINSON
VICTOR A.HEBERT
M. LAURENCE ROPOFSKY
JOHN H.CUTLER
RICHARD L.GOFF
CURTIS M. CATON

HELLER, EHRMAN, WHITE & McAULIFFE
ATTORN EYS

THIRTIE-rH FLOOR  WELLS FARGO BUILDING

44 MONTGOMERY STREET - SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94104

July 30, 1971

E. S. HELLER 0E189-19261
F. M. McAULIFFE (19'.1-1957)

SIDNEY H. EHRMAN
JEROME B. WHITE

JOSEPH O. TOOH1G
F. WHITNEY TENNEY

DONALD W. FALCONER
OF COUNSEL

CABLE, HELPOW

TELEPHONE: AREA 415
981-5000

Senator Albert H. Song Assemblyman Robert G. Beverly
2337 S. Garfield Avenue 1611 Pacific Coast Highway
Monterey Park, California 90754 Redondo Beach, California 90277

Gentlemen:

I have been assigned the task of determining the
meaning and implications of the recently enacted Song -1
Beverly Act (Civil Code Title 1.7, Chapter 1). Just as
with any recently enacted legislation, it is quite diffi-
cult to determine the meaning and implications of such
acts without the comments, notes and other writings of
those who have authored and enacted them.

Therefore, I would greatly appreciate you sending
me any individual comments you might have as to the

and implications of the Act as well as any
legislative committee reports regarding the Act, legis-
lative conferee reports regarding the Act, recorded and
transcribed debates, whether in committee or on either
of the Houses' floors, and any other writings which may
explain any portion of the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty
Act.

After receiving and reviewing the items which
you can send me, I would like to personally speak with
you by telephone regarding any further questions I may
have concerning the meaning of the Song -Beverly Act.

Thank you very much for your courtesy and help
regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

4/1A/1/4i liam Weiner
for HELLER, EHRMAN, WHITE & McAULIFFE
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March 10, 1971

Lr. ro.Lis J. Romero

C?cocd,: :dal? Law School
'700 7E.-ele Street
:c,ns--:71-Lw 4.53, Ontario, C- ,ad

2.07.7ero:

'JU for your ragardin =r 77 272.

712. a=: id that T c -_..rot :end you muc!-.
D.:E.atioll on oi:

:131,2, an invsti,gato.:y nr- al t:h2
a: whic:1 vario:3 

n 3;3E2 .2! ay ,74.113 1 1 -
. _

"r 1.71,3  D.Ir ,D7 1

e have ha& no sug-2eotiDn:i th.,t L -r3 272

e:,:pect no chall-7n,1;2 along thaJe

of

7 - 2 "Y72

CO
CO

-

z
H

Lth

<,

;:e are presently arcDaring amenchlents to cl-ri:77
of the act. If you would like copies these amend.1r7:nta,
of the committee hearing, or an answer to any saecific
on the bill, please let me know.

so;
to

3incefely,

Richard Thomson
Administrative Assistant

RT/ny

1 ;

2.1-7

A -3c\
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?arch 1, 1971

-1,Y":013

223 73roadmay
99217

sear 7Io% Ganes b:

t-) co convs-rs=tion of February 26
t t 22 279 7 to th. sale .1.)2 iw consumer goods
)12, .75ii;; th t t5a language in the bill itself 13
')- 21 'le 1127? al oninion Erni

Cpolsel t:lEt th2 only covsred arc
joof3, Cag ye Rte 22eoe2tly piepie2aJl3g andments to c].ri

"1:1" C .1".= 713 10: SCIT
31-1ilistrative Assistant

ilTmny
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BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU BBB of Los Angeles,Lt
4,d.44)

491
417 SOUTH HILL STREET LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90013

ORANGE C01.1..TY OFFICE SAN FERNANDO VALLEY OFFICE
MB WEST CHAPMAN AVE.. ORANGE, CALIF. 92668 14345 VICTORY BLVD., VAN NUYS. CALIF. 91401

March 3, 1971

The Honorable Senator Alfred H. Song
2320 South Garfield Ave.
Monterey Park, California 91754

Re: Senate Bill 272

Dear Senator Song:

Subsequent to the enactment of the Consumer Warranty Act, which became ef-
fective March 1, 1971, the Bureau has received numerous requests for in-
formation on the new law from both retailers (particularly new car dealers)
and media. I have attempted to obtain information from Deputy Attorney
General Herschel Elkins, and he suggested that I contact your office.

One dealer who has, for some time, offered a ninety day 50/50 warranty on
his used cars, wants to know if he should discontinue this warranty.
Specifically, although he qualifies his "expressed" warranty, does an "im-
plied" warranty exist which holds the dealer fully responsible for all
defects, since the automobile is not sold "as is?"

With regard to advertising, must all terms and conditions of an advertised
guarantee be disclosed and, if so, does this disclosure eliminate the
"implied" warranty of merchantability? Also, how would the advertised state-
ment, "Lifetime Warranty", be considered under the provisions of the new
law? In addition, must advertised used cars be described by a phrase such
as, "Sold As Is" or "With All Faults", and, if this is the case, what would
be the duration and conditions of the "implied" warranty if such disclaimer
were not included in the advertisement?

Finally, I am enclosing a copy of our "Standards for Advertising and Selling
Automobiles" and request that you review Paragraph #231 which pertains to
the advertising of guarantees and warranties. Does this section conflict
with the Consumer Warranty Protection Act and, if this is the case, do you
have any suggestions as to how the section might be revised so that it does
not conflict with the intent of the new law?

The Bureau would greatly appreciate your comments and suggestions at your
earliest convenience.

Sincerely,

Paul Cliffo
yv)

Automotive Manager

PC:kr
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March 11, 1971

tr. Paul Clifford
Automotive Manager
Better Business Bureau
417 South Hill Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

Dear 'Ir. Clifford:

Thank you for your letter regarding SB 272.

While the language of our act is not particularly clear on the
question, we believe that it only applies to the sale of new goods
and that the sale of used goods fall outside its scope. We have
an opinion from our Legislative counsel backing up this interpre-
tntioa, and this year e will be introducing legislation to fur-
ther clarify this point.

The aet has no provisions regulating advertising. Thus, the Pre-
sent legal standards apply.

Under the Uniform Commercial Code and our Act, however, a statement
in an advertisement such as "one year's free service" would create
an express warranty enforceable under the terms of the Act even
though no written warranty was attached to the product itea1f. In
general no advertising statement would effect the iriplied warranties,
and our act requires that in "as is" sales the words "as is" or
"with all faults" be attached to the product itself. These provi-
sions, of course, apply to the sale of new goods only.

so.I am enclosing a copy of an explanation of the act prepared by our en
staff, and I would be happy to answer any other questions you mighthave.

Sincerely,

ALPRIM H. SONG

P.ES/ny

Enclosure

Ua
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N California Automotive Wholesalers' Ass'n.
'.CORPORATED

1971

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

AL EDDINGS Pss.dent
Eddings Brot-,s
Hawthorne

ALVIN J. TOSTA st Vice President
Santa Cruz A-7 Parts. Inc.
Santa Cruz

L. W TONDRO. 770 Vice President
Valley Auto S,..cply
El Centro

FRANK FINAN Treasurer
Finan's Auto Si.p.oly, Inc.
Sacramento

WILLIAM E. WILKINSON. Secretary
Pomona Molar 0,1113
Pomona

'ROBERT H. BAIRD
Past -President 1968

'W. R. BARNARD
Past -President :969

DIRECTORS

VERN BACCIARINI
Lud's Auto Parts
Merced

FLOYO BENSON
Benson & Rideshour
Patterson

PERK BURNETT
Re -Neva Auto & Paint Supply
Reno

ROBERT B. CHAPN1AN
Lacey Auto Parts
Salinas

PATRICK D. CODY
Cody's, Inc.
Santa Barbara

L. FRED DIEBEL. JR.
Chester Ave. Brake & Supply
Bakersfield

ARNE DIGERUD
Digerud Auto Parts
Fairfield

FRANK ENGLER
Engler Brothers Motor Parts
Santa Monica

JAMES V. FISHER
Tracy Auto Parts
Tracy

J. LEONARD GIBSON
Gibson Motor Pans
Inglewood

MIKE HAWKINS
Engine Parts & Machine
Woodland

WHITLEY HUFFAKER
Huffaker's Auto Parts
North Hollywood

W. BERRY HURLEY
Federal Parts Co.. Inc.
Burlingame

MERRILL E. MORGAN
The Safety House
San Francisco

WEN ORRELL
American Parts Systems. Inc.
North Hollywood

ROBERT B. SHAP.PE
Master's Automotive Supply
Oceanside

GARY SMITH
Car Parts-Concord
Concord

WILLIAM D. SPARKS
Sparks Auto Parts
Rosemead

EARL S. VINSON
Earl Vinson Auto Parts
Santa Ana

RICHARD WANGER
National Auto Pans
Vallejo

ERNEST A. WEBER
Weber Auto Parts Co.
Sanger

ROBERT D. WOOTTEN
Berkeley Automotive Center
Berkeley

HORACE R. VOUNT
Mers Auto SupP'Y
Rosemead

Past.Presidents Council

1958 A. E. ZIMMERMAN
1959 ROLLIN MoBURNEY
1960 JOE C. ERMAN
1961 P. TED JOHNSTON
1962 J. E. HOLLAND
1963 GEORGE GRAVELINE
1964 W E. GIVER
1965 JAMES 0 SHATTUCK
1966 ROY GUTHPIDOE
1967 10E W JOHNSON
1968 ROBERT H BA PEI
1969 W. R BARNARD

JAMES E HAMILTON
Executive V1Ce Pet cent

926 J STREET, SUITE 1308, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814  PHONE (916) 446-4091

.10111111MIKE.1.1111111110,

March 18, 197 1

Hon. Alfred H. Song
State Capitol Building
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Senator:

Your consumer warranty act of 1970 which became effective
March 1, 1971, is a matter of keen interest to the 500 wholesalers,
warehouse distributors, manufacturers and rebuilders of automotive
replacement parts, who constitute our membership.

The Act defines consumer goods as any "motor vehicle,
machine appliance, or like product" which is used or bought for
use primarily" for personal, family or household purposes."

We therefore wish to know whether the definition of con-
sumer goods includes the component parts aE motor vehicles, such
as engine parts, fuel pumps, starters, carburetors, brake shoes,
and the thousands of other replacement parts our members handle.

Most of the typical automotive wholesalers sales are made
to garages, service stations, motor car dealers and fleets, but as
much as .a5% of their total volume may be done direct to the con-
sumer.

Please give us either a statement of your intent concerning
the status of auto replacement parts under the Act, or a ruling by
the Attorney General as to whether or not they are included in your
definition of consumer goods.

Sincerely yours,

ja me s E . Ha milton/ik 4cutive Vice Preside nt
AOP

cc: Charles Kennedy
Vern Bacciarini
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i%,/rch 26, 1971

J,77= T. HF,nilton
22ecsttee lice Pres4dent
California .Auto:-.1otive Wholesalers' Assn.
925 "J" 'Thr-2-et Suite 1302
7a2e:;en4-o, Call ernie 27=14

Fe,yilton:

yoi for your latter :/carding the .3or.-1-2everly consuarpct.

-t Ye- c222-4n1y
to ircluCc cc .;on:nt ports of -o torun7c1r t1 -.a caver,-7: of t52 such 7arts are soldon a beris to cora: :"2. t-21'_ava that the retail saleof sun pats is presently covered by the .7,et, and we will shortlybe introducing clarifying amendments, one e provision of which wewill s-tcecifically list parts under the definition of consumergoods.

Sincerely,

H. SONG

1%:S/ny
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INSTITUTE OF HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING INDUSTRIES

5107 West First Street Los Angeles, California 90004 467-1158

Donald Blake, President
Chambless Heating & Air Cond.

Tom Jones, Vice -President
Stone Bros. Air Conditioning

J. P. Ellis, Secretary -Treasurer
Southern California Edison Co.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Gary Burke
Burke Engineering Co.

J. F. Dunnigan
Southern California Gas Co.

Earl Hefner
Fab Steel Supply

Richard Heintz
Southern California Gas Co.

Arnold Johnston
Installers Service

Julian Kahn
Kahn Air Conditioning

Dale Lanphere
Lanco Mfg. Co.

Richard Linder
California Heating & Air Cond. Co.

Ronald Nehrenz
Dept. of Water & Power

Roy Scagliotti
Day & Night Mfg. Co. Payne Co.

James Wukimer
fames Wukimer Heating & Air Cond.

Robert Campbell, Past President
Honev1vell Inc.

Gerson D. Ribnick
Executive Director

Mrs. Rickey Gamore
Executive Secretary

A. B. Wicks
Code Consultant

March 24,1971

Mr. Richard Thompson
Administrative Assistant
Senator Al Song
Sacramento, Ca 95814

Dear Richard:

Enclosed are two warranty policies effective
as March 1, 1971 by two major national
manufacturers. I would like yours and perhaps
Shawns comments as to these in relationship
to the Act.

Your efforts have been very helpful in clearing
up some of these issues.

Gerson D. Ribnick
Executive Director

rg
cc: H. Brown
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rran,\ t be, o;, L-te

Under 1.1.1',-)1.1,- ./(11.;.C4. -S W.1 41'

C2-=lifor: conic,
responsibilities.

11. o -s:* , the

(b)

the cr_..e ef

circuln.Aances, f;u0ject

of th:., net,

air condi..ic.-,ninr2 ;.va,.er _

products v.1-1.-.(1, ailed in a residence under :irewn-Aancez
v. -here the user ru::::-.11:_ses the residence and not products

00 sac 04 t!le 11 rz- prc
since the buyer -is the residence and n:t the
products installed in the residence; and

The act does not ap:Diy unless the goods which beclrne defective
within the warranty r:-.'3riod are returned to the pia=e of business
of the retailer. It is not anticipated by -x itha: this require-
ment will be met by buyers of heating, air conditioning, and
water heating products.

71.

1

Accordingly, lira- will, cominencing March 1, 1971, its products to you
on the understanding that the products will be resold by you under circu_n-,stances
where the -Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act will not apply.- If the goods
are to be resold by you under circumstances where the Song -Beverly Consumer
Act Would apply, and it fts- could incur the responsibilities of the manufacturer
under,tEa_t Act, :the produr.ts will be sold to you subject to a further charge., A
schedule of the additional charges under such circumstances will be furnished
on request.

..
..- A intends"to continue to sell its`products with manufE -_-1_urerf s warranties
and to perform such warranties as it has in the past.

. -

w0

w

z
w
z
w

w
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Ins:::tutP of
inl-I,Lstl-ies, Inc.

51G7 West i'irs
Los 2:117oles, Ca.

Dear Gerson:

As you have reauested, the following can be conveyed at
the '?arch 18 California warranty meeting regarding
warrantA, policy.

AOC. will continue to offer an expressed warranty covering
replacement parts, as follows. All component parts; -
whether for heating or air-conditioning equipment, are
warranted to the original purchaser for a period of one
year from date of purchase. Heating elements on furnaces
carry a ten (101 year warranty, pro -rated one and nine, at
a rate of 10% a year of current price. Compressors on all
air-conditioning equipment carry a five year warranty, again
from date of purchase. All labor for changeout is excluded
from the warranty. This clearly expressed warranty
all be made available to all purchasers at time of purchase.

Yours very 'fruly-

P-
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larch 26, 1971

Mr. Gerson D. Ribnick
Executive Director
Instit,tte of Heating & Air
Conditioning Industries

5107 West First Street
Los Angeles, California 90004

Dear Gerson:

The following is our opinion of the two cases you submitted.

ABC's warranty meets the requirements of the Song Act save that it
cannot require the customer to pay for labor during the period of
the implied warranty. We went cfer this point several tiros at
the meeting, so you know that the duration of an implied warranty
is for a "reasonable tine" with, after our amendments, a maximum
period of one year. During this time ABC would be responsible for
labor costs, though after the implied warranty expires, he can
write his express warranty any way he chooses.

The same objection may apply to the "pro -rate" clause relating to
the heating elements. Here again, ABC must replace them without
charge during the period of the implied warranty, though it can
pro -rate costs after the implied warranty has expired.

XYZ, on the other hand, appears to us to be heading for a willful
violation of the Act. The question of whether XYZ makes retail
sales to consumers is a question of fact that should be carefully
explored by the company. If XYZ has any direct dealings with the
home owner, such as giving him an XYZ warranty, a court may well
hold that XYZ has made a retail sale.

The question is, to whom does the home owner turn when the water
heater breaks down? If he turns to XYZ, it will be strong evidence
that a retail sale has occurred. If, on the other hand, he turns
to the contractor who built the house, there has probably not been
a retail sale.

0

U)

z

z

ss
 s:

a
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Mr. Ger.sn Ribnick -2- March 26, 1971

If an XYZ product has been sold at retail to a consumer, then the
terms of the Song Act apply to that product, and XYZ will be liable
under the terms of the Act. The fact that the product may not be
easily moved does not bar liability. As you know, this provision,
which we admit is poorly worded, determines who pays for which ser-
vice rather than which goods are covered by the Act.

The fact that XYZ makes a different arrangement with its distribu-
tors for those goods sold at retail as opposed to those that are
not is perfectly acceptable under the terms of the Act. As far
as we are concerned XYZ can make any arrangements with its distri-
butora that it chooses to make. However, the nature of the arrange-
me,nt with the distributor does not control the liability under the
Act. If an `firm product is sold at retail to a consumer, XYZ is
lible under the Act regardless of the nature of the arrangement
it mad= ..pith its distributor on that particular product.

In general, we b?lir.ve that unless XYZ revises its warrapyy arrange-
ments, it may well find itself liable to triple damages under the
terms of the Act.

Sincerely,

RIC:7A7:') THOMSON
A-:siatant

RT/ny
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teed equipment, it can open the way for aISSUE: Should trio State re ;1.)lature enart
- deep probe into the entire field oflegislation whicT: tcould :warm facti:r-

warranties.Fps to ,stand bchicd their products?

"Satisfaction zuqranteed or your money
back."

This straight -from -the -shoulder guaran-
tee should sound familiar. It is usually part
of the small -print warranty included with

-most products said in the economy.
Unfortunately, in many cases, the

consumer gets :7 -either satisfaction nor his
money back.

Just at -A the r:-,:lappy pin of an air
conditioner that makes more noise than
cool air, a repai. roof that still leaks or a
new automohil vith an expensive thirst
for oil.

But a growing number of consumers-
and some le_islEtors-believe strongly
that this is au un: ..7cssary state of affairs.

So does The And that is why we
view with favor t',12 intent cf legislation
proposed by Sta'.-t Sen. Alfred Song (D -
'Monterey Parks would require manu-
facturers to pi-;: t::) the costs involved in
making good en i.varrnties and guar-
antees.

Although th,:, S.:117 bill (ST 1.156) eras
submitted at t:-.2 of installiLion
coatractcr:. CAc1Ive,lSe. cart -

Song is obtaining an interim study cf SB
1166 before his Senate Business and
Professions Committee-the same group
that earlier rejected this proposed piece of
legislation.

"We need to take a long, hard leek at the
subject of warranties," Song contends.
"Some of them appear to be no more than
advertising gimmicks that aren't worth
the paper they are printed on. Everyone
who buys an auto or an appliance receives
a warranty as a guarantee that he is
getting what he pays for. I believe that my
committee should check on how good that
guarantee actually

We believe Song is talking to the point.
The solution, however, may require both
state and federal legislation. For the
Federal Trade Commission has be -en
ju-zglIng complaints and recommenda:.ions
concerning alleged auto sales and service
frauds for years wit hout taking at

action.

neverthele,,zs, !lave
3n '3I opportuhL; between srz5i9::=. to
prcriylrellation yllich will prote,71-, t172ir

'I'hcv not folz,t that
coil.,..:2rits are also vo:ing

r.ers.
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PRESS RELEASE
Senator Alfred H. Song
State Capitol, Room 2054
Sacramento, California 95814

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
October 24, 1969

An automobile owner complained to a representative of the manu-

facturer that his new car was defective. The representative agreed,

said that the warranty covered the situation, and told the owner to

take his car to any dealer for repairs. The owner went to six dealers,

all of whom refused to touch the car. Reason: the manufacturer does

not reimburse enough money for warranty repairs to make such work

profitable.

An appliance dealer purchased certain color television sets, fully

covered by warranties, from a manufacturer. When he tested the sets,

he found that a manufacturing defect seriously distorted the picture.

The dealer asked the manufacturer to replace the sets under the terms

of the warranty. The manufacturer refused, saying that the sets met

his manufacturing standards. The dealer's solution: sell the sets at

a discount and pass the problem on to the customer.

These are only two of the many cases in which warranties have

failed to protect the consumer, according to State Senator Alfred H.

Song (D - 28th Dist.). Song is Chairman of the Senate Committee on_

Business and Professions which has scheduled public hearings on the

subject of warranties for November 3rd and 4th in Los Angeles.

"Many warranties are simply advertising gimmicks to help sell the

product," Song said. "They are not intended to protect the purchaser.

In fact, some warranties are drawn up with the purpose of providing as

little protection as possible."

Song stated that four methods are commonly used by some manufac-

turers to reduce expenses resulting from warranties.

(1) Some warranties are drafted in technical and complex lan-

auas-e which is intended to confuse the public. The buyer is never
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told specifically what in the way of parts, labor or shipping is

covered by such a warranty. As a result, the manufacturer can inter-

pret the terms of the warranty as he chooses.

(2) Many warranties go into effect only if the buyer sends a

registration card to the manufacturer within a few days of the pur-

chase_ He often must include the serial number of the product.

Occasionally, however, the manufacturer places the serial number in a

position where the average person cannot find it.

(3) Frequently, warranties are good only as long as the buyer

abides by certain conditions. A typical condition is that the prod-

uct be serviced at specific intervals by a "factory -authorized

dealer". 3y piling condition upon condition, the manufacturer can

whittle a warranty down to almost nothing.

(4) Finally, a retail dealer can add his warranty to that of

the manufacturer for a maximum of confusion and a minimum of protec-

tion. An advertisement proclaiming: "For three days only - a two-

year parts and labor replacement warranty", often means that the buyer

is shuttled back and forth between the manufacturer and the dealer

without receiving satisfaction.

"This is not a blanket indictment," Song said. "The majority

of warranties represents an honest effort by manufacturers to insure

their customers against shoddy workmanship. A few, however, come

close to being fraud, and our committee is concerned with these and

with what orotection the consumer may have against them."

If you buy an appliance that does not work and neither the dealer

nor the manufacturer honors the warranty, what can you do? According

to Song, your chances are quite limited.

"There is no effective remedy aside from the courts," he said.

"Certain private and government agencies collect complaints of shady

business d=l4ngs, but they will not act to reimburse the customer. A ":--)3-
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"Some people threaten to stop their payments until the retailer

makes repairs. This usually does not work, because the retailer has

already discounted the debt to a bank, and has no more interest in

the matter.

"Filing suit in court is the best alternative for the consumer,"

Song stated, "if he is willing to accept the time, trouble and ex-

penses involved. The law in this field, however, is not clear, and

the litigant must take his chances."

Song said that the purpose of the hearing before the Business

and Professions Committee is to collect the information necessary for

a future clarification of California law. "The rights and responsi-

bilities of the manufacturer, the retailer and the consumer should be
U

well-defined and known to all parties," he said. "I plan to introduce 5

U)

z
The hearing will begin on November 3rd in Room 115 of the Old

State Building, 217 West First Street, Los Angeles. It is open to the >

public.

3
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legislation on this subject next year."
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PRESS RELEASE
2E=OR ALFRED H. SONG
State Capitol
Room 2054
Sacramento, California 95814

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

February 2, 1970

A major innovation in consumer protection was presented to the

California Legislature today by State Senator Alfred H. Song (D - 28th

District). Song's proposal for the first time would give legal assis-

-,:ance to the purchasor who attempts to enforce the terms of a warranty

or guarantee.

Under Song's plan, the consumer who purchased defective goods

covered by a warranty could have them repaired or replaced by return-

ing them to the retailer. The manufacturer of the goods would be liable

to the retailer for the cost of servicing the warranty.

"Many warranties," Song said, "are simply advertising gimmicks to

help sell the product. They are no: intended to protect the buyer. In

fact, some warranties are drawn up with the purpose of providing as

little protection as possible.

"My files are full of letters from people who bought defective

automobiles or appliances, who tried to have them fixed under a warranty

and who experienced everything from lengthly delays to flat refusals.

These people need legal protection."

The bill, known as the "Song Consumer Warranty Protection Act,"

defines the rights and responsibilities of the buyer, the retailer, and

the manufacturer of consumer goods. It is based on testimony given be-

fore the Senate Committee on Business and Professions during its hear-

ings on warranties this fall.

"No manufacturer has to offer any warranty or guarantee on his

goods," Song said. "Most manufacturers do because it is good advert-

ising. I believe that when a manufacturer chooses to advertise by

means of a warranty, he should be legally bound to live up to the terms

of his warranty."

The Song Act applies to the maers, sellers and buyers of any

motor vehicle, appliance or other product that is used primarily for

,,,,1-67". 
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personal or household purposes. The manufacturer of such goods has

three alternatives

- He can sell his products on an "As Is" or 'With All Faults"

basis if he clearly indicates that the buyer assumes the entire risk

as to the quality and performance of the goods. This relieves the

manufacturer of all responsibilities.

He can market his goods without any formal warranty or dis-

claimer. Under the Act, he is then responsible for the goods being

free from defects and fit for normal use for a reasonable time. This

is known in law as an implied warranty.

He can attach an express warranty to his products making spe-

cific promises as to parts and service. If he does, the Song Act would

bind him to the terms of his warranty.

Many manufacturers of consumer goods have established service

facilities in California to handle warranty work. :hose who have would

be required by the Act to repair, replace or reimburse the buyer for

the goods within 30 days, unless the buyer agrees in writing to the con-

trary. This limitation would apply only to repairs covered by express

or implied warranties.

If the manufacturer fails to provide such service facilities, and

yet offers warranties with his products, the customer would have the

following protection under the Song Act.

The buyer would be able to return the defective consumer goods to

the retailer from which he bought them. He could then ask for either

replacement or for the repair services promised by the warranty. If the

retailer was unable to comply, he would pay his customer the fair market

value of the purchase.

When this was not convenient, the buyer could co to any retailer

who handled the same kind of products. He could then have his defec-

. goods either repaired or replaced at the option of the retailer.

"This places a definate burden on the retailer," Song said. "An

owner of an appliance store might be required to pay out a substantial

amoant of money by sericing warranties. This Act protects the retailer

0)
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Page Three

by making the manufacturer liable to him for every penny expended in

warranty work.

"The'real question here," Song continued, "is whether the retailer

or the consumer can best deal with a manufacturer who fails to live up

to his warranties. Clearly, the answer is the retailer. He, unlike the

consumer, has the economic muscle to make the manufacturer listen."

Any buyer or retailer who suffered financial injury because of an

intentional violation of the provisions of this Act would be able to

sue for triple damages and costs.

"Our present statutes on warranties," Song said, "are vague and

in conflict with various court decisions. They fail to protect the

consumer and the retailer, and they set no standard to guide the manu-

facturer. My Act clarifies the rights and responsibilities of all

parties. I am hopeful that it will receive widespread support through-

out California."
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SENATOR ALFRED H. SONG
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Contact: Richard Thomson April 28, 1970
Phone: (916) 445-3386

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SENATOR SONG POLL FAVORS BETTER CONSUMER PROTECTION

Sacramento -- Stronger consumer protection laws are favored

overwhelmingly in a poll by Senator Alfred H. Song (D - Monterey Park)

of residents of his 28th Senatorial District.

Eighty-eight per cent of those responding in the poll, which

was sent by mail to all registered voters, indicated the State should

have an agency to receive and investigate complaints of fraud of un-

ethical business practices, and eighty-five per cent said the agency

should have the power to file suit in court to force the seller to

make good any injury to the buyer.

Seventy per cent stated retail stores should be legally

(
respon-

sible to carry out the terms of a manufacturer's warranty or guarantee.

Song is chairman of the Senate Business and Professions Committee

which held public hearings on warranties and consumer protection. He

has introduced sixteen consumer bills this year.

Ranking next to consumer protection, sixty-nine percent of those

polled indicated they favor legislation to ban the sale of motor

vehicles with internal combustion engines, and seventy-one per cent

said they would not object to paying $100. for a completely effective

smog control device.

"Our analysis of the returns," Song said, "indicates that the

majorities in these issues are equally large among both registered

Democrats and registered Republicans."

The poll showed that more than seventy-five per cent believe

that the State should take some action to hold down spiraling medical
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costs, though there was no consensus on the method. Those responding

were divided almost evenly between a system of voluntary price stan-

dards, compulsory price standards, and a state -operated health in-

surance plan.

In the field of taxes, those polled supported a reduction in

the local property tax by a two to one margin even at the cost of

higher income and sales taxes. Withholding won a 55% to 36% approval.

The voters were also asked about their choices for Governor

and U. S. Senator in this year's election. For Governor the results

were Reagan - 47%, Unruh - 21%, Yorty - 4%,

not voting 28%.

While fifty-three per cent of those responding were registered

Democrats, Song pointed out that the poll was taken in January before

the campaigns had begun.

For U. S. Senator the results were Murphy - 30%, Brown - 17%,

Tunney - 7%, and other, not sure, or not voting - 46%. Remarking on

the difference between the support for Brown and Tunney, Song said

that half of his district lay within that of Congressman George Brown,

Jr. and that the people there were "naturally enthusiastic about

George."

"What interests me," Song said, "is how much less support

Murphy has than Reagan. Remember that the poll was taken before

Murphy's connection with the Technicolor Corporation was disclosed."

Song said that more than ten thcusand people, or roughly six

per cent of the registered voters in the 28th Senatorial District,

had returned their questionnaire.

and other, not sure, or

frl&
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Aired: May 20, 1970

Warranty Guaranteed by Law

Gordon Davis, Vice President

State Senator Alfred Song investigated guarantees

and warranties here in Los Angeles last fall.

He found some manufacturers back their products

with a warranty as good as gold.

He also found a lot of others issue warranties and

guarantees that are no more than worthless paper.... simply

gimmicks to help sell their products. When buyers try to

claim repairs or replacements, they are met with the runaround:

double talk, extra charges and stalling for months.

As a result of those abuses, the senator has written

a new law, called the "Song Warranty Consumer Protection Act".

It's number is SB 272.

In essence, SB 272 says that any product sold in

California must be what it's purported to be and do what it's

sold to do. The law would make the manufacturer responsible.

If the product didn't work, the manufacturer would

have to fix it or return the buyer's money within 30 days.

The law would also protect the retailer from getting stuck

for making good on the manufacturer's warranty.

If the manufacturer refused to make good on the

product as represented, the law would allow the buyer or re-

tailer to sue the manufacturer for three times the price of

the product, plus all attorney fees, and costs.

Good companies would have no.;worry. They already

back their products with integrity. But Song's bill would
wreak havoc with the chiselers and sharpshooters who have

looted California's marketplace for years.

The bill comes up for hearing tomorrow before the

Senate Business and Professions Committee in Sacramento.

KFWB believes that Senator Son's bill, SB 272,
would guarantee that the public would get what it pays for.

That makes it a good bill. If you'd like to add your support,

contact the Senate Business and Professions Committee,

Sacramento.

D))

RADE()
GROUP

4ESTNGHC4SE BROADCAST
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SENATOR ALFRED H. SONG
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Contact: Richard Thomson May 22, 1970

Phone: (916) 445-3386

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SONG COMMITTEE PASSES TOUGH CONSUMER BILLS

Sacramento -- A package of bills which provide major new

protections for consumers purchasing products with a warranty or

guarantee has advanced an important step in the State Legislature.

The measures, including SB 272 b: Senator Alfred H. Song

(D - Monterey Park), were given a "do pass" recommendation by the

Senate Business and Professions Committee over vigorous opposition

by the California Manufacturing Association. They now go to the

full Senate for its approval.

The Song bill would, for the first time, give effective

assistance to the purchaser who attempts to enforce the terms of a

warranty or guarantee.

Under the Song legislation, the consumer who purchases de-

fective goods covered by a warranty has the legal right to have

the goods repaired or replaced if he returns them to the retailer.

The bill makes the manufacturer liable to the retailer for the full

cost of servicing the warranty.

Song, who is also chairman of the Business and Professions

Committee, said:

"This committee took a long, hard look at warranties last

fall.

"We found that some manufacturers back up their products with

a warranty that is as good as gold. We also found that others

issue warranties and guarantees that are no more than worthless

paper --- primarily gimmicks to help sell their products. When

buyers of products with bad warranties try to claim their repairs

or replacements, they are met with a =_-around treatment, double
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talk, extra charges, and stall tactics 1:p to six months."

Song said that as a result of these abuses he and his coll-

eagues introduced the bills that the committee just passed.

"Good companies will not have to worry," Song said, "for they

already back up their products with integrity. These bills are

aimed at the chislers and sharpshooters who have plagued Califor-

nia's marketplace for years."

SB 272 provides that any product sold in California must be

what it is purported to be and do what it is sold to do. The bill

makes the manufacturer responsible if the produce does not work; it

must be fixed or the buyer's money returned within 30 days. It also

protects the retailer from getting stuck for the cost of making good

on the manufacturer's warranty. If the manufacturer refuses to make

good on the product as represented, the bill would allow the buyer

or the retailer to sue the manufacturer for three times the cost of

the product, plus all attorney fees.

Song's committee also passed his SB 436 which prevents manu-

facturers from disclaiming warranties unless they sell the goods on

an "as is" basis.

The committee voted out SB 921 by Senator Milton Marks (R -

San Francisco) which provides that consumers do not lose the benefit

of their warranties just because they fail to send a registration

card back to the manufacturer.

Also approved was SB 1351 by Senator Anthony Beilenson (D -

Beverly Hills) which requires automobile manufacturers to reimburse

dealers for the full cost of making warranty repairs thus insuring

that the dealers will make warranty retairs.

"My committee did its duty today for all consumers," Song

said. "I am very hopeful that the full Senate will do likewise

when these bills come before it during the next few weeks."
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Senate Passes
Warranty ill

Sacramento
A comprehensive s c o re-

sumer warranty protection
act, first in California's
history, cleared the Senate
yesterday despite a claim
it would impose a 'fantas-
tic degree of burden" on
manufacturers.

By a 24-5 vote, the Senate
approved the "Song Consum-
er Warranty Protection Act,"
which would require that all
consumer goods sold in Cali-
fornia be protectedby an im-
plied warranty or else that
the sale be specified as "with
faults."

Senator Alfred Song Dem-
Monterey Park, the bill's au-
thor, termed it a "first step
in the right direction" to-
ward protecting consumers
against the practice of mak-
ing sale warranties "little
more than sales gimmicks."

The measure would require

consumer goods manufactur-
ers, including carmakers, to
have California repiar facili-
ties to maintain goods sold
here.

That provisOn came in for
heated opposition from Sena-
tor Clark L. Bradley (Rep -
San Jose), who said it would
put "a fantastic degree of
burden" on manufacturers,
especially those out-of-state.

Song responded that had
been considered by th Senate
Business and Professibns
Committee which he heads,
during its lengthy study of
warranties.

"It was the determination
of our committee that the
manufacturere would be in. a
better position to be incon-
venienced, if I may use that
term," Song said.

The measure was sent to
the Assembly.

Associated Press
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SENATOR ALFRED H. SONG
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Contact: Richard Thomson June 25, 1970

Phone: (916) 445-3386

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

STATE SENATE PASSES SONG WARRANTY BILL

Sacramento -- A bill requiring manufacturers to stand

behind their warranties passed the California State Senate

today by a vote of 24 to 5. The bill, SB 272, was introduced

by Senator Alfred H. Song (D - Monterey Park).

One opponent, Senator Clark L. Bradley (R - San Jose)

condemned the bill for "going too far" and "causing unnecessary

inconvenience and hardship to manufacturers".

Voting in favor of the bill were 15 Democrats and 9 Re-

publicans. Five Republicans opposed it.

In his argument to his fellow Senators Song said:

"Virtually every special interest is represented in Sacra-

mento for the purpose of protecting itself but not the buying

public.

"We, the elected representatives, are vested with the re-

sponsibility of protecting the public's interest.

"The choice is really a simple one. I would choose to in-

convenience the manufacturer rather than the consumer, if such a

choice is to be made.

"There are no laws in California specifically designed to

protect the consumer. This bill is a step in the right direction".
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The bill now goes to the Assembly where, according to Song,

it will probably be assigned to the Assembly Committee on Commerce

and Public Utilities. Song said that he foresaw difficulties in

winning the committee's approval.

"The bill is strongly opposed by the California Manufacturers

Association", Song said.

SB 272 provides that any product sold in California must be

what it is purported to be and do what it is sold to do. The bill

makes the manufacturer responsible if the product does not work;

it must be fixed or the buyer's money returned within 30 days. It

also protects the retailer from getting stuck for the cost of mak-

ing good on the manufacturer's warranty. If the manufacturer re-

fuses to make good on the product as represented, the bill would

allow the buyer or the retailer to sue the manufacturer for three

times the cost of the product, plus attorney fees.

The bill is based on public testimony given before the Senate

Business and Professions Committee, of which Song is chairman,

during the committee's hearings on warranties last fall.
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SENATOR ALFRED H. SONG
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Contact: Richard Thomson August 10, 1970
Phone: (916) 445-3386

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SONG WARRANTY BILL PASSES ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE

A comprehensive consumer warranty protection act, first

in California's history, cleared the Assembly Committee" on Comm-

erce and Public Utilities at a special meeting of the committee

today.

The bill's author, Senator Alfred H. Song (D -Monterey Park),

won approval after agreeing to accept several minor clarifying 0
5

amendments.

z
w
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ittee that the bill would place too heavy a burden on small, out -of -
ill:*ss

state manufacturers. r
tat -
e'

Song replied that if a manufacturer wants the advertising
an

benefit of having a warranty, he should pay the costs of servicing

his warranty instead of pushing them off on the Californians who

buy his products.

"There are always lobbyists here representing the manufac-

turers," Song said. "I am here to represent the people who pay

their hard-earned money for a product the.: doesn't work. They

The bill, SB 272, now goes before the full Assembly where

a hard-fought battle is expected.

Song's bill had been vigorously opposed by Al Davis, lobbyist

for the California Manufacturers Association. Davis told the comm-
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need the protection that my bill gives."

The Song bill would make manufacturers live up to the terms

of their warranties.

Under the bill retail stores would be responsible for getting

defective products promptly repaired if the manufacturer fails to

maintain his own repair facilities. The manufacturer in turn

would have to reimburse the retailer for his full expenses in mak-

ing warranty repairs.

When asked about the bill's chances before the full Assembly,

Song indicated that the vote will probably be close. "This will

be a real test of commitment to the cause of consumer protecticn,"

he said. "The outcome may well depend on the public support we

receive."

The bill is based on extensive public hearings on warranty

problems held last fall by the Senate Committee on Business and

Professions.

####::::n1111
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BY ALEXANDER AllEftnACII
Tints Stall Writer

A bill to give California consumers
the strongest warranty protection in
the nation has passed the Assembly
and the Senate and is awaiting ac-
tion by Gov. Reagan.

Under provisions of the bill, Sr.
272, every sale of a consumer item
would be covered by a warranty,
either expressed or implied. The hill
is sponsored by Sen. Alfred Song (D -

:Monterey Park.)
Manufacturers would have in set

up service facilities within tile state
In  cover repairs under warranty,
and would have to make repairs
within SO days.

The warranty or guarantee (the
terms are synonymous) must be

written in simple, easily understood

language.
If the item is not covered by a

written warranty, it is still subject
to an implied warranty-that is, the
item is understood to be fit for the
task it is intended for, and suitable
for sale. Now, for example, a camera
"warranty" can inrlude a disclaimer
saying that the maker doesn't gua-
rantee that the thing will take pic-
tures or is even good enough to sell.

The hill also allows both the con-
sumer and retailer to sue the man-
ufacturer for triple damages plus
costs for willful violation of its pro-
visions.

The bill would only cover goods
manufactured and sold after March
1, 1371, to give sellers time to bring

Sate B111
their practices in conformity with

the new rules.
According to one of Song's re-

searchers, no other state has a law
giving the consumer similar protec-
tion concerning warranties.

The manufacturer or seller could
still offer goods without warranty,
but must state conspicuously, in
writing. that they are for sale 'as 1,.."

or "with all faults," and that the.
buyer assume: the entire risk ar to

quality and performance and any
cost of repairs or service.

That would he enough to scare off

most customers, hut as Song notes,
manufacturers now give written
warranties "primarily to advertise.
their products and to give the pur-

rlease Turn to raze 11, Col. 1

WARRANTY BILL
Continued from Sth rage
chaser a sense of security
at the time of sale. Ex-
press warranties are basi-
cally sales aids."

They are badly abused
Song adds. Mrs. Vir-
ginia Knauer, the Pres-
ident's special assistant
for consumer affairs, says
that warranty problems
are the leading cause of
complaints that come to
her office.

During bearings on SB
272 Song found that fre-
quently the warranty fails
to tell the customer how to
obtain repairs for a defec-
tive product, and whether
. the maker or retailer is re-
sponsible for the warran-
tY.Often the warranty is
written in 'confusing or
misleading terms,' Song
adds, or is written to ac-
tually diminish the protec-
t i o n normally available
under the usual implied
warranty.

The warranty may be
good only if the consumer
ships the product at his
expense to a factory across
the country, and the work
may take mor.ths to com-
plete.

Or the retailer who is
supposed to do the repair
work under the manufac-
turer's warranty refuses
to do it, because the manu-
facturer won't pay him
enough to make a fair pro-

-fit on the
If the manufacturer

chooses to give a warranty
in writing, thcn he must
either set up repair

ties in the state or must
pay dealers to make the
repairs.

If the seller, not the
manufacturer, gives the
customer a warranty of
his own, then the warran-
ty must state that it is the
dealer who gives the gua-
rantee and that it's the
dealer who do the re-
pairs.

The bill does put addi-
tional burdens on both the
retailer and the manufac-
turer, Song says, since the
dealer might have to drop
a written guarantee the
manufacturer can't back
up. But it also gives the re-
tailer the right to recover
the cost of doing warranty
work. -

If the manufacturer
wants the benefit of adver-
tising a written warranty,
says Song, he must accept
'the responsibility.
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Consumer Bill Should Become Law
ISSUE: Should Cm Reagan sign a bill pro-
'iding California consumers with the strong-
est warranty protection in the nation?

Legislation spelling out a solid set of
ground rules for that most quarrelsome of
trios-manufacturer, retailer and consu-
mer-awaits Gov. Reagan's signature.

As protection for consumers, we believe
that Senate Bill 272 deserves a guberna-
torial signature. The bill will also clear up
much of the small -print confusion in many
of the guarantees attached to consumer
products sold in the state.

State Sen. Alfred Song (D -Monterey
Park), sponsor of the bill, contends it will
provide California's consumer with the
strongest warranty protection in the na-
tion.

The primary aim of the measure is to
make certain both the manufacturer and
the seller of a consumer item stand back of
products sold the public.

Under its provisions, every consumer
product, from autos to coffee pots, would
he covered by a warranty - either ex-
pressed or implied. Written guarantees
would have to be in easily understood lan-
guage.

A manufacturer. who would be required

to make repairs within 30 days, would
have several service options: setting up fa-
cilities within California; contracting with
independent serivce firms, or paying deal-
ers to make repairs. Under any of these,
the purchaser would be assured of a work-
able product-not false promises or a com-
plicated procedure under which repair or
replacement requires an unpleasant con-
frontation.

It would still be possible to sell without
warranty, provided the seller made clear
in writing that the product is for sale "as
is" or "with all faults."

In cases of wilful breach of warranty,
any consumer or retailer could sue for
triple damages, if the claim was not a class
action.

The legislation on the governor's desk is
a compromise measure developed during
an interim session committee hearing.
Business groups, which took part in the de-
bate, are not particularly enthusiastic. But
they are not opposed.

Since the Nixon Administration has
withdrawn support of proposed legislation
permitting class-action suits to recover
damages for product misrepresentation so
as not to overload federal courts, it is up to
the states to protect their own consumers.
SB 272 should become part of California
law.

COMPLIMENTS OF
ALFRED H. SONG

MEMBER CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATURE
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Mrs. Knauer: Brash Grandma

Who Speaks for Housewives
BY ALEXANDER AUERBACH

Times Staff Writer

Mrs. Virginia H. Knauer looks like
the classic American grandmother,
and comes on like a Republican
ward heeler. As the President's spe-
cial assistant for consumer affairs,
she's a little of both.

Mrs. Knauer, who swept through
Los Angeles Wednesday to tape a
guest spot on a TV show, moved into
public life 15 years ago, when her
husband was campaigning for dis-
trict attorney in Philadelphia. She.
would-- go to opposition rallies -and
"reply" from a jeep -mounted public
address system.

She is today equally unabashed at
stating her case, and equally aware
of the political realities of her job,
which exists at the pleasure of Pres-
ident Nixon.

Major Complaints
Most complaints that come into

hetrnice concertiTuTots7VICH's n -

(1-716tamanshi in tFET-First lace ox
shoddy repairs, or ousehold

apart .efnre the
tvariality expires, but the wasuaty
doesnt trffh--7,7at it says."

er sraTr----7-i-e're authorized to
have 10, but we have 35, with the ex-
tras borrowed from other depart-
ments"-receives about 4.000 letters
a month, and fires off volleys of its
own to manufacturers mentioned in
the complaints.

"It's amazing what a response a
letter gets when. it's on White House
stationery," she says, with her dis-
arming, dimpled smile.

While she may enjoy deflating in-
dustry's self-image, her loyalty to
President' Nixon is puncture -proof,

and references to his nave and of-
fice sprinkle her speech like some
political doxology.

"The President gave n -a.: personal
responsibility," she will sEy. Or she
will explain that "the President him-
self" wants something iane. She
starts work each day at 7:30 a.m.
with a meeting at the W!-.ine House,
"in the Roosevelt Room. right
across from the Oval roe m, and if
both doors are open we can see the
President at work, and often he
joins us."

Please Turn to Pa;e 17, Col.
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MRS. KNAUER
Continued from 11th Page

She is obviously quite
happy with the arrange-
ment. Asked about the
suggestion that art inde-
pendent consumer agency
be set up, Mrs. Knauer re-
plied:

"I think this office
should be in the White
House, so it can speak
with the authority of the
President and get things
done because he wants
them done.'

Not surprisingly, that is
President Nixon's view al-
so.

But if Mrs. Knauer is an
astute politician, she also
is a tremendously energe-
tic woman determined to
get on with doing her job
as she sees it.

Prior to entering her
White House job she ran
the Pennsylvania Bureau
of Consumer Protection,
one of the toughest state
consumer protection agen-
cies in the nation.

On moving to Washing-
ton. she says, she "discov-
ered that a great many
states have no consumer
protection departments at
all, have no money, have
no manpower and have no
laws to provide for one."

Codifying Laws
To correct that, 'her

agency is codifying all the
state consumer protection
laws in the nation, so that
if a state decides it needs a
law in a certain area of
fraud it can find out
quickly what other states
tiave tried.

Within the next few
days her office will be an-
nouncing a set of consu-
mer education guidelines
for use in schools, ranging
from kinderizarten to high
school, to "turn the com-
ing generation into more
s o p h isticated shoppers.

We teach them how to
earn money, but until now
we haven't taught them
how to manage that mo-
ney and spend it wisely.'

But kindergarten, kids?
Yup, and as a mother and
grandmother Mrs. Knauer
speaks from first-hand exc
perience. Her grand-
daughter is now an old
hand at nine, but a few
years ago the tot went
with Mrs. Knauer on a
shopping trip and taut
her a lesson.

"We went into the ftVd
store and she picked Sp
the same brands and sips
her mother bought.
we went to buy herga
dress, she looked to is".4e

that there was enough
material in the hem. Kkis
are great imitators. AllOe
have to do is show thtt
the right way to shop.' w

Later her office expctofs
to help release some of
best - researched pros ct
available to the consurip4r.

Before Uncle Sam biZs.
he tests, whether it u.e
hearing aids for the Vekr-
ans - Administration, tr-r-
pets for federal buildi
shoelaces for GI's or lii-
point pens for tax cogc-
tors. Until now, hove r,
these test results have not
been made public fo
general benefit of the,,,,to
payers who paid for ti ma:

"The President gay lisms
personal responsibilit, A.

develop a policy on the re-
lease of product informa-
tion," MN. Knauer says,
and her office will have a
plan for him in August. "I
expect this will result in
an executive order on the
release of information,'
she adds.

But if you can't wait un-
til then for advice, you can
always write a letter to
Mrs. Knauer's grand-
daughter.
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Bill on Product Warranties
Planned by Administration

By a WA LL STREET JOURNAL Staff Reporter
WASHINGTON-The Nixon Administra-

tion plans to propose legislation to improve
product warranties.

The bill basically would authorize the
Federal Trade Commission to require cer-
tain disclosures by manufacturers of what
their warranties cover or don't cover,
Richard McLaren, Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral, told the Senate Consumer subcommit-
tee. The bill also would require that any-
thing labeled a "warranty" or "guaran-
tee" must guarantee that the product is fit
for the use intended. Many warranties cur-
rently disclaim any guarantee of fitness.

The Administration bill would cover all
consumer products costing $25 or more,
Mr. McLaren said. The Consumer subcom-
mittee is considering a broader warranty
bill, which would set minimum require-
ments for guarantees on all consumer
products with mechanical or electrical
parts.

-ci
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Mirror o opinion
Teeth for,. the COMISTLI.7.,N7

As more and more consumers find them-
selves stuck with more and more products
or services that won't work or work poorly,
the need grows for laws to protect them. Con-
sumer -minded men like Ralph Nader, Sen.
Philip Hart, Benjamin Rosenthal and others
are swamped with letters from gypped, de-
ceived and frustrated consumers. It is rare
that anything can be offered them, except
sympathy. Even the government's office for
consumer affairs, run by Virginia Knauer,
has no enforcement power against dishonest
companies and merchants; only recently
has the White House given Mrs. Knauer a
measure of "power" - she can forward let-
ters of consumer complaint to the companies
cited.

Currently pending before Congress is a
bill which should add a few sharp teeth to
consumers' rights. The Magnuson -Moss
Consumer Products Guarantee Act will give
the buyer of, say a television, the guarantee
that the machine will work well and for a
reasonable length of time - for the duration
designated. Theoretically, this is the ethic
under which the public has been buying its
goods all along; but under the Uniform Com-
mercial Code, which holds in 49 of 50 states,
the merchant can place an express guaran-

tee on his product in place of an implied
warranty. In layn.en's terms, this means
that a can -opener that had an implied war-
ranty, which would last for a number of
years, can be strapped with an express
guarantee that will see the product through
for only, say, six months, which is hardly
long enough, as many luckless consumers
find out.

The Magnuson -Moss bill would cut out
this kind of nonsense. It would create mini-
mum federal standards if the manufacturer
decides to give a warranty or guarantee on
his product.

Thus, it would prohibit the manufacturer
from limiting his liability. If a merchant
says, "I guarantee my product," his words
mean exactly that: he guarantees his prod-
uct. The Magnuson -Moss bill would further
allow a consume:- to bring court action
against a manufacturer and have the latter
pay attorney fees if he loses the case.

It is incredible that laws like these are
needed, since the Federal Trade Com-
mission, Mrs. Knauer, even Mr. Nixon in
his recent consumer message, are pre-
sumably looking out for the American con-
sumer. But the presumption cannot be de-
pended on when the unaware consumer
walks into the marketplace.-Washingtwf
Post
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August 3, 1970

ALFRED H. SONG
S -ATE SENATOR

TWENTY -T. SENATORIAL DISTRICT

TO: Members, Assembly Ccmmittee on
Commerce and Public Utilities

Ccmmisz.,:n
ST,,TE ALLOCAT1:ti 3:4 '3

RE: SB 272

When my SB 272 was presented before the Assembly Comm-

ittee on Commerce and Public Utilities on Monday, August 3rd,

I received the impression that a section of the bill may have

been misinterpreted. In order to insure that the bill is

fully understood, permit me to emphasize the following.

SB 272 gives the manufacturer a series of choices. The

first choice is whether or not he wishes to issue an express

warranty. If, and only if, he issues an express warranty,

does he face the second choice.

This choice requires the manufacturer either to maintain

authorized service facilities or to fully reimburse his re -re-

;I:16

.tailers for servicing his (the manufacturer's) warranty. 4.-I it-
em

In actuality, the ottion of maintaining authorized ser- a

vice facilities is in the bill as a benefit to the manufacturer.

This provision does not require him to rent one foot of space

or to hire one employee. Rather, it permits him to select
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certain retailers or certain repair dealers out of the many

dealing with his products to handle warranty servicing. It

allows him to restrict the number of retailers to whom he

would be liable for warranty work.

Many manufacturers (Sony, RCA, Sunbeam, etc.) presently

use a system of authorized service facilities. Though Al Davis

seemed to have missed the point in committee, elimination of

this option would bring the California Manufacturers Associa-

tion down on him in force.

One brief

could happen to

The worst

additional point. What is the very worst that

a manufacturer or a retailer under this bill?

that could happen to a manufacturer is that he

would have to sell his products without an express warranty.

This might be the only choice for the small, out-of-state manu-

facturer, but it is a better choice than having California con-

sumers stuck with his worthless warranties.

The worst that would happen to a retailer is that he

might have to inform a manufacturer that he could no longer sell

the manufacturer's

express warranty.

lationship between

goods or could no longer sell them with an

This might cause a deterioration in the re -

manufacturer and retailer, but that is better

than having California citizens suckered by false promises.

My staff and I have worked hard on this bill. It is good,

eff7ive legislation. I ask for your "aye" vote.

7
ALFRED H. SONG
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Preliminary Sections:

1 (a) This chapter may be cited as the "Song- Consumer Warranty

Protection Act."

1 (b) Any waiver by the buyer of consumer goods of the provisions

of this chapter except as expressly provided herein shall

be deemed contrary to public policy and shall be unen-

forceable and void.

1 (c) If any provision of this chapter or the application thereof

to any person or circumstance is held unconstitutional, the

remainder of the chapter and the application of such

provisions to other persons or circumstances shall not be

affected thereby.

1 (d) The provisions of this act shall not affect the rights and

obligations of parties determined by reference to the

Commercial Code except that where the provisions of the

Commercial Code conflict with the ri3hts guaranteed to

buyers of consumer goods under the provisions of this

chapter the provisions of this chapter shall prevail.

2 (a) Definitions:

I. Consumer Good: "Consumer Good" or "Consumer Goods"

means any motor vehicle, machine, appliance, device, product
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or commodity that is used or bought for use primarily

for personal, family or household purposes.

2. Buyer: "Buyer" or "Retail Buyer" means any person

who buys consumer goods from a person engaged in the

business of manufacturing, distributing or selling such

goods at retail.

3. Manufacturer: "Manufacturer" means any individual,

partnership, corporation, association or other legal

relationship which manufactures, assembles, produces

or gathers consumer goods.

4. Distributor: "Distributor" means any individual,

partnership, corporation, association or other legal

relationship which stands between the manufacturer and

the retail seller in purchases, consignments or contracts form

for sale of consumer goods.

5. Retail Seller: "Retail Seller" or "Seller" or

"Retailer" means any individual, partnership, corporation,

association or other legal relationship which engages in

the business of selling new goods to retail buyers.

/6. Implied Warranty of Merchantability: "Implied

Warranty of merchantability" or "Implied Warranty that

goods are merchantable", means that the consumer goods

must be at least such as:

(a) Pass without objection in the trade under the

contract description; and
(b)
(b) Are fit &ft the ordinary purposes for which

such goods are used; and

(c) Are free fro7 defects of materials of?, workman-

ship; and 1\16
(d) Are adequetely contained, packaged and labeled;
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and

(e) Conform to the promises or affirmations of

fact made on the container or label.

Implied Warranty of Fitness: "Implied Warranty of

Fitness" means that when the retailer, distributor or

manufacturer has reason to know any particular purpose

for which the consumer goods are required and further,

that the buyer is relying on the skill and judger-cnt oE

the seller to select and furnish suitable goods, then

there is an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit

for such purpose.

3. Sale "AS IS' or "WITH ALL FAULTS": Sale "AS IS" or

"WITH ALL FAULTS" means that the manufacturer, distributor

and retailer disclaim all implied warranties that would

otherwise attach to the sale of consumer goods under the

provisions of this chapter. In the absence of any express

warranties accompanying the sale, the buyer assumes the

entire risk as to the quality and performance of the goods

purchased on an "AS IS" or "WITH ALL FAULTS" basis.

1. / Every sale of consumer goods by a manufacturer in this

state shall be accompanied by an implied warranty that

the goods are merchantable, except that no such implied

warranty accompanies the sale of consumer goods that are

sold on an "AS IS" or "WITH ALL FAULTS" basis, provided

the provisions of this chapter affecting "AS IS" or "WITH
//

ALL FAULTS" sales are strictly complied with.

2. Every sale of consumer goods in this state by a manufac-

turer who has reason to know at the time of the sale that

A-crithe goods are required for a particular purpose and that
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and that the buyer is relying on the manufacturer's

skill or judgement to select or furnish suitable goods

shall be accompanied by an implied warranty of fitness.

2/6) If the sale is made through a retailer or distributor,

and that retailer or distributor has reason to know at

the time of sale that the goods are required for a

particular purpose and that the buyer is relying on the

retailer's or distributor's skill or judgement to select

or furnish suitable goods, then, in lieu of the manufac-

turer, that retailer or distributor shall be deemedoto

have impliedly warrented that the goo's are fit for

that purpose.

3. The implied warranty of merchantability and, where

applicable, the implied warranty of fitness are ex-

pressly made non-waiveable, except in the case of a sale

of consumer goods on an "AS IS" or "WITH ALL FAULTS"

basis, provided the provisions of this chapter affect-

ing "AS IS" or "WITH ALL FAULTS" sales are strictly

complied with.

4. No sale or consumer goods on an "AS IS" or "WITH

ALL FAULTS" basis shall be effective to disclaim the

implied warranty of merchantability or where applicable the

implied warranty of fitness, unless

(a) a conspicuous writing is attached to the

goods which clearly informs the buyer in simple

and concise language that;

(i) the goods are being sold on an "ASISS"

or "WITH ALL FAULTS" basis; and

(ii) the entire risk as to the quality and

per :ornan _e of t goods is with the buyer; and
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(iii) s Ild the goods prove defect e following their

purchase, the buysr and not t'le manufacturer, distributor

or retailer assu:ces the entire cost of all necessary

ser7icing or repair.

5. Every sale of consumer uoods on an "AS IS" or "WITH ALL

FAULTS" basis, made in co712liance with the provisions of this

chapter shall constitute a waiver by the buyer, of the implied

warranty of mercllantability and where applicable the implied

warsant-v of fitnss.

:Tothing in thi_s chaptersebll affect the right of the

mani7acturer, distributor or retailer to make additional

warranties with raspect to consumer goods, but a manufacturer

distributor or retailer, may not, by such additional warranties

modify or limit the application of the warranties guaranteed by

this chapter to the sale o: consumer goods.

;very manufacturer, distributor or retailer making additionak

warranties with respct to consumer goods shall express such
w

additional warranties in clear and concise terms and clearly
z
w

identify the party making such additional warranties.

. EJery manuCacturer of consumer goods which are sold in this >

state and for which there exists a warranty, either expressed

or is -plied in law, shall maintain in this state sufficient ser-

vice and repair fa,silitis to carry out the terns of such

warranties.

9. Where such service and repair facilities are maintained in this

state and service or repair of the goods is necessary because they

do not comply with the implied warranty of fitness, such service

and repair must be commenced within a reasonable time following
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receipt of the gce(2s by the manufacturer or it's repre-

sentative in this state, and unless buyer agrees in

wl-iting to the coetrary, the goo,l's must be returned, at

the manufacturer's expense, in merchantable condition within

30 days. Should the manufacturer be unable to return

merchantable (J00e7, he shall;

(i) replace; or

(ii) reir..7)er:::,. the buyer in an amount equal to the

purchase price paid by the buyer less that amount

directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to

discovery of the defect, provided that in no event

shall such deduction from the purchase price be made

for defective goods forwarded to the manufacturere

or his representative in this state within 30 days

of their purchase.

10 (a) Failure to provide the required service and repair

facilities within this state shall create the following

option in the buyer:

1. Return the defective article to the retail seller from

whom the defective good was purchased for:

(1) replace eat; or

(ii) service or repair in accordance with the terms

and condition- o: the warranties;

at the option of the buyer. A- 0

(iii) If the retail seller is unable to replace the

defective article with merchantable goods or is unable

to service or repair the goods in accordance with the

terms and conditions of the warranty, the retail

seller shall reimburse the buyer in the amount equal

to the purcha7: price paid by the buyer less that
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aelount directly attributable to use by the buyer

prior ro discovery of the defect, provided that in

no event shall such deductions from the purchase

prize be made for defective goods returned to the

retail seller within 33 days of their purchase.

Return the defective article to the nearest retail

seller of like goods of the manufacturer for:

(i) replace cent; or

(ii) service or repair, in accordance with the

terlas and conditions of the warranties;

at the option of the retail seller.

10 (b) /Where the option is exercised in favor of service and

repair under 11 (a) 1 or 2 above, such service and

repair must be commenced within a reasonable time, and

unless buyer agrees in writing to the contrary the goods

must be returned in merchantable condition within 30 days.

/11. every manufacturer who fails to provide, when re-

quired by this chapter, service and repair facilities

within this state shall be liable to every retail seller

of that manufacturer's goode who incurs obligations in

giving effect to the warranties that acce-:apany that

manufacturer's consumer goods, in the following manner:

(a) in the event of replacement in an amount

equal to the actual cost to the retail seller of

the replaced goods, plus a reasonable handling

charge.

(b) in the event of service and repair, in the

arount equal to that which would be received by

the retail seller for like service rendered to

retail consumers who are not entitled to warranty

_(0\
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protection, including w:lori apalicable the cost

of parts, servicing, labor, storage overhead and

a reasolable profit.

(c) in the event of reimburscrient under option

10 (a) (1) (iii) above, in an amount ernial to that

reimbursed to the buyer, plus a reasonable

handling charge.

12. In the event of additional ,:arranties made by

pureons other thnh the manufacturer of tie goods the

obligation of the person making such additional warraaties

shall 1-,.e the same as that inposel on mnn.17actures uncler

I

sections 8, 9 and 10 of this chapter.C
13. Any buyer of consumer goods injured by a willful

violation of the provisions of this chapter may bring an actiA

for the recovery of damages. Judgement may be entered for

three times the amount at which the actual damages are

assesscd plus reasonable attorney fees.

14. Any retail seller of consumer goods injured by the

willf*1 or repeated violation of the provisions of this

chapter may bring an action for the recovery of damages.

Judgement may be entered for three times the amount at
Pews

which the actual damages are Assed plus reasonable attorney

fees.

A-ioa
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SENATOR ALFRED H. SONG

28th Senatorial District

Questionnaire Response

SENATOR
ALFRED H. SONG

1.

TOTALS WILL NOT ADD TO 100% BECAUSE NOT EVERYONE ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION.

ANSWERS
YES NO

How long have you lived in California'?
a. Less than 1 year

1
o. 1 - 5 years

2
c. 5 - 10 years

6
d. More than 10 years 90

2. For those who have moved here from other *states: Do you like living inCalifornia more than in your former home?
a. Prefer California

55
b. Prefer another state

5
c. Lived here all my life

19

AIR POLLUTION

Experts tell us that about 80% of the smog in the air is produced by the internal
combustior. engines in our automobiles. Last year, the Senate passed a bill to ban the sale
of these er.;ines after 1974, which would have forced the automobile manufacturers toswitch to a clean-air system such as steam, electricity or gas turbine. While the bill was
defeated in the Assembly, it will be introduced again in 1970.

3. If you were a Legislator, would you vote for this bill?
4. If someone invented a smog control device for our present automobiles that was

completely effective but which cost $100.00, would you favor a law requiring
ever; automobile owner to purchase and install one?

CONSUMER PROTECTION
This is a field in which I have been active as Chairman of the Business and ProfessionsCommittee. We held public hearings on warranties and consumer protection, and I will beintroducing legislation on the subject next year.
5. Sho._::d the State have an agency which receives and investigates complaints of

&auk', or unethical business practices committed by those who sell to the public? .

6. Should this agency have the power to file a suit in court in order to force the

N

seller to make good his injuries to the buyer?

Many products, such as automobiles and appliances, come with some form of
guarantee or warranty from the manufacturer as to free parts or repairs. Some
mandfacturers do not make good on these guarantees. Should the retail store that
sells the product be legally responsible to carry out the terms of the
man:ifacturer's guarantee?

69 25

71 24

88 10

85 10

70 26
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HEALTH CARE

I have been concerned about the high cost of medical care for some time, and last year I introduced a
bill to provide prepaid health care for every woring person. The bill would have enabled those who
work and pay taxes to receive at least as much medical care as those on welfare. It did not pass, but I
intend to introduce new iegislation in 1970.
8. The cost of a one-day stay in a hospital is expected to rise above $100.00

within five years. Other medical costs will doubtless rise as much. What should the
State do to cope with this?

a. Nothing. Just stay out
b. Appoint a commission of doctors and laymen to set voluntary price star-d-

ards
c. Regulate medical prices and fees by law
d. Establish a state-run health insurance plan
e. Not sure or other

9. Many countries have health insurance plans that are operated by the government
California has such a program for welfare recipients - Medi-Cal. Would you favor
a voluntary health insurance plan, administered by the State, that provided the
benefits of Medi-Cal to all Californians at a reasonable cost to the subscriber?

8

26
31
21
10

YES NO
% %

65 24

10. Would you want this plan to be compulsory for everyone if it would bring the
costs down? 40 48

TAXES

Many of us believe that local property taxes are too high. Most property tax money goes for schools,
and the most effective method of property tax relief would be to obtain the necessary school support
funds from state taxes instead of the property tax.
At present, local tax rates differ widely from one school district to the next. A district with little to
tax will have higher rates and raise less money per pupil than a district that can tax industry or
expensive homes.
One solution is to equalize both the property tax rates and the amount of support per student by
having tile State collect and distribute the money. This would help poor districts such as Baldwin Park
at the expense of wealthy districts such as Beverly Hills. Another solution would he to cut the local
property taxes and pay for our schools with higher sales and income taxes.
11. Do you favor a reduction in the local property tax if state taxes have to be

increased to make up the difference? 61 31

12. If your answer to No. 11 is "YES", would you prefer a state property .tax or
higher income and sales taxes?

a. State Property Tax 13
b. Higher Income and Sales Tax 52

13. Those opposing more state support for schools say that any increase in state aid
would weaken the power of our local school boards. If this were true (and you
can argue it both ways), would you change your answer to question No. 11? . . . 11 70

14. The United States Government deducts part of our Federal income tax from
every paycheck, and many believe that the State should withhold our State
income tax in the same way. Those in favor say this will insure that everyone
earning money in California pays his share of taxes. Those opposed argue that
taxes should hurt as much as possible and that withheld taxes don't hurt enough.
Do you agree that the State should withhold State income tax from our
paychecks? 55 36

'POLITICS
The answers to these questions may give us a vague preview of the outcome of
next year's elections.

15. Who is your choice for Governor in 1970? [CHOOSE ONE]
a. San Francisco Mayor Joseph Alioto 6
b. Governor Ronald Reagan 47
c. Assembly Democratic Leader Jess Unruh 21
d. Los Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty 4
e. Other or not sure 15

16. Who is your choice for United States Senator in 1970? [CHOOSE ONE]
a. Congressman George E. Brown, Jr. 17
b. State College President S. I. Hayakawa 20
c. Senator George Murphy 30
d. Congressman John V, Tunney 7
e. Other or not sure 19

t "(./ 7
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REPLY TO:

STATE CAPITOL
SACRAMENTO95814

(916) 445.3386

LEGISLATIVE OFFICE
STATE BUILDING

LOS ANGELES 90012
(213) 620-5540

DISTRICT OFFICE
2337 So. GARFIELD AVENUE

MONTEREY PARK 91754
(213) 724-3825

0

0

May 25, 1970

Dear Friend:

Cialifontia fate ,5ettate

ALFRED H. SONG
STATE SENATOR

TWENTY-EIGHTH SENATORIAL DISTRICT

COMMITTEES
BUSINESS AN, PROFESSIONS

CHAIRMAN '

HEALTH AND WELFARE
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
JUDICIARY

MEMBER
CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION

COMMISSION
STATE ALLOCATION BOARD

A few weeks ago you received my newsletter telling about
the bills I introduced on warranties. This is a progress
report on these bills.

As the enclosed clipping from the Sacramento Bee describes,
my bills were passed by the Senate Business and Professions
Committee over the vigorous opposition of General Motors
and the California Manufacturers Association. This Associ-
ation represents the giant corporations that rake such
products as refrigerators, radios, washing machines, and
automobiles, and it and General Motors are very tough peo-
ple to have against you.

My bills say that when you buy an appliance, an automobile,
or other product that is defective and is covered by a war-
ranty, you have the legal right to have it repaired_or re-
121.cfdi_fyou_return it to the retail seller. The bills
protect the retailer by making the manufacturer liable to
him for the full cost of servicing the warrant-7.

The California Manufacturers Association says that these
bills are unnecessary restrictions on big business. I say
that they protect us from the shady operator and the compa-
ny that wants to make promises it won't live up to.

Moving my bills from the Business and Professions Committee
to the full Senate is just the first step. I hope to be
able to secure enough votes from my fellow Senators to pass
them into the Assembly. After that, with such powerful
forces in opposition, the way will be far from smooth.

I promise, though, that I will do all that I can to pass
these bills and have them signed into law. They would ben-
efit every one of us consumers in California.

Si

ALFRED H. SONG

AHS/ls

Enclosure
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Seuator AlfPd H. Song
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Protection For Purchasers

Measure Requiring Manufacturers To Stand Behind Warranties Reaches State Senate Floor

By James Dufur

Bills requiring manufac-
turers to stand behind their
warranties reached the Sen-
ate today.

The bills were approved
yesterday afternoon by the
Senate Business and Profes-
sions Committee.

Opposition was voiced by
representatives of General
Motors. the California Mann-
factuers Association, the

California Automatic Fire-
arms Association and the
California Council of Air
Conditioning and Refrigera-
tion Contractors Association
at a committee bearing.

In many cases, Sen. Alfrcil
II. Song, D -Los s
County, committee chairman
and author of the major bill.
SB 272, offered to meet
objections through making
minor changes in the lulls.

But Stuart D. Willson of

Detroit, an attorney for GM,
told Swig that even after
making several amendments
to 513 272 - and some other
bilk - GM will still be op-
posed.

Scan McCarthy, who has
been working with Song's of-
fice in drafting some of the
legislation, said SB 272
would require manufactures
to stand hellimi their 11dr.
ratifies and, w some eases,
to retain facilities in Catifor-

The Sacramento ee
Locally owned and operated for 113 years

JAMES McCLATCHY, founder, editor, 1857-1883
C. K. McCLATCHY, editor, president, 1883-1936

VOL. 226-No. 37,015
Friday, May 22, 1970

nia to make repairs.
If there are no facilities in

the state, he said, repairs
would have to be assured
within 30 days or the buyer
must get his money back,
less a reduction for the time
he has used the product.

Escape Clause
AlcCarthy said that if a

manokiciurer does tint wool
to stand behind a warranty,
he must include a notice on

his product that the con-
sumer is buying it "as is" or
"with all faults."

A. E. Davis, a lice presi-
dent of the manufacturers
association, was concerned
that such a warning could
"scare away- some consum-
ers and also could pre\ ent
sonic retailers froni stocking
their shelves w ith such prod-
ucts.

He also was concerned

Whetmore said his daugh-
ter, a student in the Univer-
sity of Southern California,
tried to get a new automo-
bile she purchased in Or-
ange County repaired by a
dealer near USC and, at
first, was, unsuc essful.

lie, said he id to inter-
vene and added that one rea-
son he is strongly backing
the legislation is that a con-
sumer should not have to be
a prominent person or attor-

over some exemptions prov-
ided in SB 272.

Song noted the legislation
stems from recent hearings
by the committee conlin
ing a failure of minim
tuers and dealers to stand
behind their warranties. Ili.
said a major problem in
volved automobiles, and of
commit tee member, Si
James \\ !u mini
R -Orange County, pro\ ideil
personal example.

ney to get a dealer to make
repairs promised in a war-
ranty.

Other bills approved by
the committee include SB
921, Marks, which would not
require a consumer to mail
in a purchase notice to the
manufacturer to gain the
benefit of a warranty. as
long as the consumer can
provide the date of pur-
chase.

:01 LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE (800) 666-1917JR/ 110"1110- 190



SB 272

APPLIES ONLY TO WARRANTY OBLIGATIONS ON CONSUMER GOODS

1) Sections 1755, 1756, and 1757 (p.2, line 16 et seq.) provide

definitions which have either been taken from or are similar to

those in the Uniform Commercial Code.

2) Sections 1760 through 1765 (p.3, line 18 et seq.) prohibit

disclaimdrOf the implied warranty of merchantability or implied

warranties of fitness unless the goods are clearly labeled as

being sold on an "as is" or "with all faults" basis.

3) Section 1766 (p.4, line 14) provides that no express warranty

can be used to reduce the protection offered by i7iplied warranties.

Section 1767 (p.4, line 20) requires that express warranties be

stated in clear and concise language and clearly identify the

maker of the warranty.

4) Section 1768(a) (p.4, line 25) requires - as an option - every

manufacturer of consumer goods to provide sufficient repair faci-

lities to service his warranties.

Section 1768(b) (p.4, line 30) provides that the buyer of defec-

tive goods which are sent to such a service center must receive

the goods back in merchantable condition within 33 days - unless

he agrees otherwise or unless circumstances beyond the control of

the manufacturer cause delay.

Section 1768(c) (p.4, line 43) provides that if the manufacturer

cannot repair and return the goods that quickly, he shall either

replace the goods or reimburse the buyer for the :Purchase price

less use.

H- ;177
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5. Section 1769 (p.5, line 1) applies only to manufacturers who

do not provide the service centers required in Section 1768. The

buyer of defective goods from such a manufacturer may avail him-

self of the following:

Section 1769(a) (p.5, line 5) - the buyer may return the

defective goods to the retailer which sold them for replacement,

repair, or reimbursement at the retailer's option.

Section 1769(b) (p.5, line 18) - the buyer may return the

goods to any California retailer handling the same brand of goods

for replacement or repair at the retailer's option.- Liability
ti

under (a) and (b) is limited to the terms of the warranty. c7)

Section 1770 (p.5, line 24) provides that goods repaired

under Section 1769 must be returned within 30 days - same as Section-
co

1768 (b)

61 Section 1771 (p.5, line 34) requires the manufacturer to

reimburse the retailer for the full amount the retailer lost in

servicing the manufacturer's warranty.

71 Section 1772 (p.6, line 1) applies the provisions of this

Act to makers of warranties other than the manufacturer.

8) Sections 1773 and 1774 (p.6, line 6 et seq.) provide triple

damages for willful breach.

To avoid any possible conflict with pending federal legis-

lation, the effective date of this bill is February 1, 1971.
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SB 272 (Song) is supported by the following organizations:

1. Association of California Consumers

2. California State Electronics Association

3. Office of the Attorney General

4. Plumbing -Heating -Cooling Contractors of Califor-
nia

Editorial Support:

1. L. A. Times

2. Westinghouse Broadcasting

riz4vp,VIA/ V%
rif4. v. //t

A -icq
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Gentlemen:

I have again reviewed S.B. 272, as tentativaly
amended, and also reviewed 5.3074, as it passed the U.S.
Senate. I have the following major comments:

1. The definition of "express warranty" as
contained in Section 1757 does not fit the intent of the
bill. We are dealing with express warranties against defect
or malfunction, not Commercial Code concepts of express
warranty. That already is the law.

S. 3074 makes a similar mistake, 1. 3. t. 2,
and then spends considerable effort remedying it by modifying
the defintion where it matters, see " . . . warrantir.g .

against defect or malfunction . . .", 1. 20-22, p. 4 and
see; 1. 11-13, p. 7; 1. 11-12, p. 8; 1. 18-19, p. 9 etc.

Thus, in Section 1757(a) "express warranty" should
be defined as:

"(1) a -G5tritFr- statement arising
out of a sale to the consumer of 1r consumer

Te4product pursuant to which the warrantor undar-
takes to preserve or maintailq2 utility or
performance of Atiste consumer pf'auct or provf_de
compensation if there is a failure in utility
or performance." [From S.B. 920, Section
1737.1(b)]

Section 1757(b) and (c) remain unchanged.

2. I cannot, in good conscience, abide wit.
the result of the change to 1768, which allows manufacturers
to sluff off their duties under their own warranties mnto
retailers. The result of the 1769 duties on retailers is
not going to hurt Sears, Penney's or Wards, however it
may well destroy our competitiion.
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Section 1769 will require each retailer selling
manufacturer warranted goods to maintain a cash float to
cover repairs, replacements or reimburser:.ents under the
manufacturer's warranty. How can a small retailer handle
this load?

Further, how can a small retailer make, use of
Section 1771? By filing a lawsuit at great expense? By
threatening to discontinue carrying the manufacturer's line?
Can we seriously consider that the manufacturer will care?

Further, what of the small to medium manufacturer
against the medium to large retailer. Suppose he is sued
by the retailer who has replaced or reir-bursed when it would
have been cheaper to repair; or repaired at huge expense
instead of replaced. He has no defense, nor does he have
the muscle to resist the claim.

In short, as previously expressed this is not too
bad a bill for the "bigs", but a disaster for the "littles".

I have no solution because the choice is so
unsatisfactory. If manufacturers are required to maintain
service facilities, then the smaller manufacturer is excluded
from the state; however if retailers must bear the burden,
the small retailer is excluded.

Perhaps, an answer is that. under 1769 the retailer
need only forward the goods to the manufacturer or replace
at the retailer's option. This suggestion requires great
changes in Sections 1770 and 1771. Other than that, I have
no suggestions.

3. Section 1775 should be amended to read:

"No class action may be brought under
the provisions of Sections 1773 and 1774."

L---1---rimmary, although it sounds trite, this bill
is federal stuff. Only the federal government can effectively
handle the national and international problems created by
service and repair facility requirement bills. In all good
faith, this area ought to be studied-net to establish that
legislation is needed --but rather how to draft such legisla-
tion without drafting an anti -competitive bill.

w

w
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SB 272

53 272 is based on an extensive interim hearing by the
Senate Committee on Business and Professions into consumer warran-
ty problems. As well as surviving the normal legislative proce-
dare, the bill has been subjected to a word by word scrutiny by
L.atorneys and representatives of the California Manufacturers
i-sociation and the California Retailers Association in a series
a meetings with Senator Song and his staff. As a result of these
meetings, the bill has been significantly amended to make it a
workable and beneficial piece of legislation.

7.on Questions

(1) What is an imo 4 d warranty?

:.nswer: A warranty is a statement by the manufacturer or other
party regarding the nature of goods for sale. unless specifically
disclaimed, all goods for sale carry an implied warranty that tucy
are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are usco,

the seller is liable if they are not. This is already part
of the Commercial Code and is not affected by S3 272.

2) What is an express warranty?

.-.nswer: A written statement by the manufacturer or other party
guaranteeing the life of his product and/or offering service or
compensation if the product is defective.

(3; Why do manufacturers give express warranties?

.._nswer: Primarily to advertise their products and to give the
--irchaser a sense of security at the time of sale. Express warran-
ties are basically sales aids.

Are there warranty abuses?

_:_nswer: Indeed there are. Mrs Virginia Knauer, President Nixon's
Special Assistant for Consumer Affairs, reports that warranty ',2-.7-
-=6 are the leading cause of the complaints reaching her office.
wring its interim hearing last fall, the Senate Business and
i,rofessions Committee cataloged the following comsumer abuses:

(a) The warranty fails to state any method of obtaining re-
pairs for the defective product.

(b) Neither manufacturer nor retailer accepts responsibility
the warranty.
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c) The warranty is good only if the purchaser ships the
.-e_ecL-ve product at his own expense to Cincinnati, Ohio.

(d) The warranty is written in confusing or mis-leading
terms.

;e) The warranty is written in such a manner as to give
-ess protection than the normal implied warranty attached to
;oods in commerce.

(f) Warranty repair work takes months to complete.

(g) The local retailer/repairer refuses to do any warranty
work because he is not fully reimbursed by the manufacturer.

The common cause of these abuses is the desire of a few-
-,_nufacturers to receive the advertising benefit of an express
warranty without having to pay for it.

What safeguards does S3 272 provide against these problems
express warranties?

...nswer: First, the bill gives the manufacturer a choice of desig-
nating authorized service facilities in California to handle his
warranty work. These may consist of certain of the retailers pre-
sently carrying his goods, independent repair dealers with whom
he makes an agreement, or special facilities which he establishes.

manufacturers (Sony, RCA, Sunbeam, Panasonic, etc.) presently
use this system.

(3) What if the manufacturer fails to designate these service
ities?

Answer: Then the bill requires him to reimburse his retailers for
their full expenses in servicing his warranties.

:7) Pow does this benefit the consumer? ti:16

` stun
Under SB 272, the consumer has only to return his defectiv

i2 iui:ct to the nearest service facility or retailer in order -L:6 a

e::ive the service promised by the warranty. No more prepaid snip-
::.ents to Bann e, New Jersey or complementary disclaimers of respon-
sibility by manufacturer and retailer.

/ -
01 How else does the bill benefit the consumer?

Answer: It requires warranty repairs to be completed within 30
a6.ys, unless the consumer agrees to a longer period.

requires that warranties be written in 'readily understood

Ac -113
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anguage".

It also permits any consumer or retailer injured by a
111 breach of this chapter to sue for triple damages out

not in class actions.)

(9) Suppose a distributor or retailer makes his own express
via:ranty? Is the manufacture: responsible for servicing it?

_nswer: No. The bill provides that the maker of the warranty
is responsible for servicing it. The bill also requires the
mLker of the warranty to clearly identify himself on the warranty.

bill
Doesn't his /place an extra burden on the retailer?

:_...saver: Yes, but it also gives him the right of full recovery from
the manufacturer for warranty work which he does not presently
enjoy.

At worst, he might be forced to inform the manufacturer that
he could no longer sell the manufacturer's goods with an express
w=anty. This might possibly cause a few conflicts in the relation -
snip between manufacturer and retailer, but that is better than
having California citizens suckered by false promises and not know
where to turn in order to obtain redress.

11) Does the bill place an additional burden on the manufacture:?

Answer: It does, but only if he chooses to issue an express warranty
and receive the benefit therefrom. If he wants the benefit, the
bill requires him to accept the related responsibility.

ne.ve

be the only choice
is a better choice

The worst that could happen to a manufacturer
to sell his products without an express warranty.

for the small, out-of-state manufacturer,
than ..-laving

worthless warranties.

is that he would
This might

but ;

California consumers stuck with his

717171171-71Tr77.1 II II
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August 24, 1970

Honorable Ronald Reagan
Governor
State of California
Sacramento, California 95814

Re: SB 272

Dear Governor Reagan:

This bill was passed by the Senate on a vote of 24-5,
the Assembly by 65-1, and has been sent to you for
your approval.

I am enclosing two explanatory pieces which describe the
main provisions of SB 272. There are three points, how-
ever, that I wish to emphasize.

First, the bill deals only with the retail sale of "con-
sumer goods", a term which is rather narrowly defined.
Non -retail sales of consumer goods, retail sales of non -
consumer goods, and all non -retail commercial transactions
will continue to be regulated by the Commercial Code and
would not be affected by SB 272.

Second, the bill only affects those manufacturers who
choose to give written warranties with their consumer goods.
Further, it requires them to provide only those services
that they themselves have promised in their warranties.
The purpose of the bill is to permit the buyer of a defec-
tive product to obtain this promised service with relative
convenience and thus eliminate the situation in which en-
forcement of the warranty becomes (as the warrantor knows
and intends) more difficult and expensive than the purchase
of a new product.
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Honorable Ronald Reagan -2- August 24, 1970

Third, the bill has been scrutinized by representatives
of the California Retailers Association, the California
Manufacturers Association, General Motors, J. C. Penney,
Montgcmery Ward, etc. We had four formal sessions, each
lasting several hours, and numerous informal meetings at
which the bill was examined section by section, word by
word. As a result of these meetings, we accepted a
series of amendments, both of language and substance. The
amendments eliminated the opposition in the Assembly and
have made the bill acceptable at least to both Retailers
and Manufacturers.

I believe that this is an important piece of legislation
that will benefit many Californians. I respectfully re-
quest that you sign this bill into law.

Sincerely,

ALFRED H. SONG

AHS/la j

Enclosure

A-ItLa
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August 12, 1970

EXPLANATION OF SB 272

SB 272 applies to manufacturers who choose to give express

warranties with the sale of their consumer products. These manufac-

turers gain considerable advertising benefit from these warranties.

SB 272 would impose the responsibility upon the manufacturers to

live up to the teims of their warranties.

The bill gives the manufacturer a series of choices. He must

first choose whether or not he wishes to issue an express warranty.

If, and only if, he issues an express warranty, does he face the

second choice.

This choice requires the manufacturer either to maintain

authorized service facilities or to fully reimburse the actual,
0

reasonable cost of all his retailers for servicing his (the manufac-
w

turer's) warranty.
z
wThe option of maintaining authorized service facilities is in

the bill as a benefit to the manufacturer while still requiring him >

to provide convenient service for the consumer. It permits him to
(9

select certain retailers or certain repair dealers out of the many

dealing with his products to handle warranty servicing. It allows 4., lit

Itshim to restrict the number of retailers to whom he would be liable an

for warranty work. Many manufacturers (Sony, RCA, Sunbeam, etc.)

presently use a system of authorized service facilities.

If the manufacturer declines this option, the bill then makes

him liable to all his retailers for their full expenses in servicing

his warranties.

Pc -111
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Page Two

In this alternative the following rights are created:

a. The consumer has the right to return the defective goods

to the retailer for repair or replacement (as the retailer chooses)

in accordance with the terms of the warranty.

b. The retailer, in turn, has the right to collect from the

manufacturer his full, actual and reasonable costs in servicing

the manufacturer's warranty.

This is the major provision of SB 272.

The bill also does the following:

(1) Prohibits disclaimers of implied warranties.

(2) Requires that warranty repairs must be completed within

30 days, unless the consumer agrees in writing to a longer period.

(3) Requires that express warranties shall be written in

clear and concise terms and clearly identify the party making the

warranty.

(4) Permits any consumer or retailer injured by a wilful

breach of this chapter to sue for triple damages, but prohibits

triple damage claims in class actions.

SB 272 substantially aids the consumer with warranty problems,

which are by far the most common cause of consumer complaints.

The bill does place extra burden on the retailer of handling

warranty problems, but it also gives him the right of full recovery

which he does not presently enjoy. Also, as between the retailer

and the consumer, the retailer is in a far better position to deal

with the manufacturer.

The bill does place the responsibility on manufacturers to

S
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Page Three

live up to the terms of their warranties. And so they should. No

manufacturer has to issue an express warranty. He does so because

it is good advertising. It is his choice. SB 272 says that if he

chooses this benefit he must also accept the related responsibility.

One brief additional point. What is the very worst that could

happen to a manufacturer or retailer under this bill?

The worst that could happen to a manufacturer is that he would

have to sell his products without an express warranty. This might

be the only choice for the small, out-of-state manufacturer, but it

is a better choice than having California consumers stuck with his

worthless warranties.

The worst that could happen to a retailer is that he might

have to inform a manufacturer that he could no longer sell the manu-

facturer's goods or could no longer sell them with an express warran-

ty. This might possibly cause a few conflicts in the relationship

between manufacturer and retailer, but that is better than having

California citizens suckered by false promises, not knowing where

to turn in order to obtain redress.

The fears that have been expressed by certain manufacturers

have little basis in fact. Businesses such as Sears have long en-

joyed the reputation of standing behind their warranties, obviously

with no adverse effect on their very successful business. General

Electric subscribes to this principle. In other words, the reputable

manufacturer has nothing to fear. Lets give the consumer a break.

 O -
enaa
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SENATE ;/- 7/71
Dist. I Aye; No
13 I Alquist
26 j Beilenson
14 j Bradley v
38 j Burgener >71
16 I Burns

1

22 I Carrell
1 I Collier

36 j Cologne
i i

20 j Coombs
23 Cusanovich
27 j Danielson ief
37 Deukmejian /-
32 j Dills /
12 j Dolwig
29 Dymally /
17 j Grunsky
21 j Harmer /
33 j Kennick /
24 j Lagomarsino /9 1 Marks

2 1 Marler /
4 1 McCarthy /

40 j Mills I
10 Moscone /

7 Nejedly /V
11 i Petris /
19 j Richardson /

5 j Rodda /
34 j Schmitz
39 I Schrade 1/

8 j Sherman
6

1 Short
28 Song
25 Stevens
18 Stiern

3 j Teale
30 I Walsh
15 1 Way
31 1 Wed worth
35 Whetmore

1314-C-830 3-62 3,4 (D

Ayes
Noes -1.>
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BERNARD CZESLA
CHIEF DEPUTY

J. GOULD
OWEN K. KUNS
RAY H. WHITAKER

KENT L. DECHAMBEAU
ERNEST H. KUNZI
STANLEY M. LOURIMORE
SHERWIN C. MACKENZIE. JR.
EDWARD F. NOWAK
EDW ARD. K. PURCELL

PRINCIPAL DEPUTIES

ANN M. MACKEY
DEPUTY IN CHARGE
LOS ANGELES OFFICE

3021 STATE CAPITOL
SACRAMENTO 95814

110 STATE BUILDING
LOS ANGELES 90012

T-mittit

of (California

GEORGE H. MURPHY

may 7, 1970

Honorable Alfred H. Sony
Senate Chamber

272

Dear Senator Sons:

The above measure, introduced by you, which is now
set for hearing in the Senate Business cnd Frofessionc
CoTmittee
appears to be in conflict with the following other measure(s):

GERALD ROSS ADAMS
R. THOMAS ALLEN
DAVID D. ALVES
MARTIN L. ANDERSON
CARL M. ARNOLD
JAMES L. ASHFORD
JERRY L. B ASSETT
EDWARD BERSHATSKY
JOHN CORZINE
CLINTON J. DEWITT
ROBERT CULLEN DUFFY
ALBERTO V. ESTEVA
LAWRENCE H. FEIN
JOHN FOSSETTE
HARVEY J. FOSTER
BRUCE C. GREGOR
BION M. GREGORY
ROBERT D. GRONKE
L. DOUGLAS KINNEY
VICTOR KOZIELSKI
ALLEN R. LINK
EUGENE W. MCCABE
ROSE OLIVER
TRACY 0. POWELL, II
JAMES REICHLIE
MARGUERITE ROTH
MARY SHAW
ROY K. SIMMONS
RUSSELL L. SPARLING
F. DAVID STEVENSON
JOHN T. STUDEBAKER
BRIAN L. WALKUP
THOMAS D. WHELAN
DAVID E. WHITTINGTON
JIMMIE WING

DEPUTIES

- Conflict

A.B. 292 -Haes

Enactment of these measures in their present form
may give rise to a serious legal problem which probably can
be avoided by appropriate amendments.

We urge you to consult our office in this regard
at your earliest convenience.

cc: Committee
named above

Each lead author
concerned

Very truly yours,

George H. Murphy
Legislative Counsel

)4:!934,9 it s
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is, .7- 7 :2- ( 3 ) `: 1 .2 

1. Under the definition of "Distributor" [Section 1791(d)],

reference is made to parties which stand between the manufacturer

and the retail seller. Do we, as a public utility, fall within

this definition by reason of our programs of advertising,

bill inserts, and other activities which help to sell gas air

conditioning and any other gas appliance? What responsibility

do we have if we recommend a particular type of appliance

which -is -subsequently purchased? What does "other legal

relationship" mean in the definition?

2. Under the definition of "Buyer". [Section 1791(b)], do general

contractors, subdivision developers, commercial developers

and industrial customers differ from the ordinary "retail

buyer"? Does the law apply to general contractors, etc.? 0
5

3. If a public utility effectuates a manufacturer warranty, does

the utility become liable for obligations under the "Express H

Warranty" provision (Section 1791.2) or under the implied

warranty of fitness provision (Section 1792.1)?

(9If a public utility contracts for the work for effectuating

the manufacturer's express warranty, what is the obligation, "I%
Ziesss

i any, under the bill? Imam

4. If a public utility merchandises an appliance, e.g. gas lights,

and contracts with an independent contractor for installation,

does the public utility have any liability under the provision

the bill for 1) the appliance, or 2) the installation work?

M2.3
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5. Does the bill apply to personal property only as compared

to installation of equipment which becomes a part of a

residence and thus a fixture, e.g. air conditioning equipment,

dishwashers, built-in ranges, water heaters, etc.?

Under 1793.3 it is contemplated that the buyer must return

the defective goods to the retail seller. It is not feasible

to move installed fixtures and it could well be inferred

that such items. should thus not be considered to be "consumer

goods".

6. What is the extent of the application of the triple provision

in Section 1794? Does it apply to manufacturers, distributors,

retail sellers and "other legal relationships" and, if so, are

they joint and severably liable? Does it apply to the cost of

the merchandise, the installation costs, the cost repair, or

all of these?
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4-re-Iiminary Sections.:-

This chapter may be-17cited- as the "Song, COneumer Warranty...

Protection Act.*
1 (b) Any waiver by the buyer of consumer goods of the provisions

of this chapter except as! eXPresteliy -provided- herein'

deemed -:contrary to 'public .poliay and shall be

.forceable and:,:,,void...'a.t:

(7)

CO
(s5

CO

1 (c) If .any provision of this chapter or .the. application thereof:,.- - 4
co

to any person or circumstance held- uncons ti tut iona..1.A
remainder of .the chapter. and the application- of such

provisions to other persons or circumstances- shalt- not ,b

1 (d) The provisions of this act shall not affect the rights w

- obligations -of -parties -determined if-freferente' tO the
Commercial Code except that where the provisions of the 0
Commercial Code conflict with the rights guaranteed to

buyers of consumer -goods-under' the provisibni-Of this'

chapter the provisions o f this chapter shall _ preva i .

2 ) De C in it ions

1. Consumer Good: ,---rConsumer Good" o'--'Consumer-Goods* 

means any motor vehicle, machine, appliance, device, product

and

f -A- taco
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corporation

the retail seller in
for sale of, consumer

5. Retail .Seller:,

or commodity that. -is used or--bought-for u e primartly-

for-personal,- family.or,;household---purposes

Auvers Buye-r, °kat:Ai L: Buyer"; mean4 any person.
who buys consumer goods from a person engaged in the

sttgi --;;--

goods t retail.,
menu Eac turer "Menu f a ct ureei4i-mean

partnership. or other legal
relationship which manufactures, assembles, produces
or gathers consumer goods.

. Distributor:

association

Distributor mstangrAreynindtvldUal

partnership,- :corporation4tEtSOCLation or other...-:-° e4*L..

relationship which stands-. between, the' manufacturer, anti:~..

.or. contraets for&purchases, consignments

goods r,'

Retail., Seller" or "Sellenspr-
"Retailer" means any individual. partnership;., corporation,,,

0
co

:associatiori,ozrothert,'Iegal: re.lat ionship .ity)11 ntra.geie;;;f&nz:lx-r,sv. z
F -the business of selling new_ goods to retail buyers.-

-- 6.- -Impl ed..Warraatt-o "Impl tea:4

Warranty of merchantability" or Implied.. Warranty that
goods are merchantable" means that the consumer goods
must ,be at least,suclv ass,:

(a) Pass without objection in. the- trade under- t

contract description; and
(b)
(b) Are fit didir _the ordinary purposes for which:-
such goods are used; and
(c) Are free from defects of materials of, worrunan-

ship; and
(d) Are adequetely contained, packaged and laae

w
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and

(e) Conform--to-the-promises,_oraffirmations, of--
fact:made- on the -container- or -label.-

7 . Itnylied Warranty of Fitness: "implied warranty of"

-13-.74t-ttless-i=itteans-;:,--tholt,.iwhenT-tilenvetatlet*TotiirtrIbiftor
manufacturer has reason to -know any-particular_purposed:
for which'. the cingoodare ..requfred, and.
that the buyer is relying on the skill and judgement of
the seller to select and furnish suitable goods, then
there is an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit

7:, .2 :;'' ,for such purpose.

1.

Sale "AS ISE or "W/TH ALL FAULTS 1:rSale "AS TS"' or
"WITH ALL FAUIMS,' means that -the: manufacturer, distrib.lter
and retailer, disclaim all implied warranties that would

7- 7.

otherwise attach to- the sale of consumer goodw
provisions of this chapter. In the absence -of anyrexpress-,-,
warranties accompanying, the sale, the- buyer_assumes. the

co"entireH- ,r - to the.. qua li ty,and- performance:is:rt. the:Nroods4z.;Z.
purchased on an AS IS" or "WITH ALL FAULTS" basis.

Every -sale-of -consumer -goodt-by-, manu-facturer in- this -I;
state shall be accompanied by an implied warranty that
the goods are merchantable, except that no such implied
warranty accompanies: the sale of- consumer goode
sold on an "AS IS" or "WITH ALL FAULTS" basis, p
the provi_s -ions of this chapter a-ffectioq "AS IS"
ALL FAULTS" sales are strictly complied with.
Every sale of consumer goods in this state by a
turer who has reason to know at the time of the
the goods are required for a particular purpose

-that are'--
ro ed

or "WITH

manufac-

sale that
and that

H
z
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ia4e

and that the buyer is relying on the manu facturer s

ludgessen.to.:_ s.elect,Lor...-fxtznish . suitable

2. (a) If the sale is made through a retai-ler or'.diatributor,-
and that retailer or distributor has reason to know at
the time of sale that the goods are required- for. ---?-a

part icular purpose and that?The'lbuyerisl,

retailer's or distributor's_ skill or juagement to select
or furnish suitable goods, then, in lieu of the manufac-

--turer,T.thatt.retail- r-Tdistrtbutorshwifklb-Wdeemetiot===rirr.'
have impliedly warrented that the_ goods are fit for
that purpose.

3. ,-The implied warranty of merchantability and, where-/
applicable, the implied warranty of fitness -are ex-.-
pressly made non-waiveable, except in the' case ofl-a
of consumer.,goodsT,on

bas provided the .provisions Of affect-
ing "AS IS."' or *WITH AIL" PAULI'S"...-sales are- a tricti
complied with-
4. No sale or consumer goods on an. "AS IS" or "WITH

ALL FAULTS" basis shall be effective to disclaim the

w

w
co

z
w
z
w

co
CD
w

implied warranty.,of. merchantability or. ,whereapplicable :the -Zt%
Ial;

am -
a

implied warranty of fitness, unless
(a) a conspicuous writing is attached to the
goods which clearly informs the buyer in simple
and concise language that;

(i) the goods are being sold on an "MISS"
or "WITH ALL FAULTS* basis; and

(ii) the entire risk as to the cpaaLity and
,./

-A:-;1.0`\

performance of the goods is with the buyer.; shd [-1
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(iii) s1d the goods prove defect e followinq their
purchase,- the buyer_ and not..: -the manufac..turer,--distributor

or retailer- assumes the ent ire ,costt or;Cali. mecossary
,..serv,icing,..or:- repair.-..- 4

5 Every sale of consumer -goods on an GAS. IS' or "WITI1 ALL

. .7A.T1_LTS. .6....,.__aa.40LitLramplian 441Pitza.cgv:itki-Prva zkria

chapter shall cons t tuts _ a, _waiver.. bthe buyer,. of, bap lied
wa rr anty--,:o4 rch ant a b-il ty- and ,,wherelf. applricable,the7,-.4

warranty of fitness.

blothing in this chaptersaball affect the ri4nt of the
manufacturer, distributor or retailer to make additional
warranties * respectto consumer: goods, but a rnanuttre.rT
distributor: d'cli t lona t4'4fila rrarrti ea'

modi fy. or limit- the, appl.i.cation of satiteed by
co
cothis chapter to the sale of consumer goods,
co 43 every _ Manufacturers.:ndistributon,'Orvret a,ilee, ma Vzi.4.' Aader-itzio ha

warranties with respect to consumer goods' stall LL)1

additional warranties in clear and concise terms and -clearly w

identifw the ',partwataking- such-r-,additiorialiMar rant -165k 4
8 . Every manufacturer -o-f consumer -goods which, are o1diw this _

w
_ eta tl Joh t7,17 -1X Zt here, exists warrar;ty-.--:.)sither ,expressed---..

or implied in law, shall maintain ,in this state suf-fi.c..ie..at ser-
vice and repair facilities to carry out the terms of su:h
war rant ies-v-

w

Nes
I.'*I.

_ 9. Where such service and repair facilities are raintained 'in t
state and service or repair of the goods is necessary becaise they
do not comply with the implied warranty o fitness, such .service
and repair must be commenced within a reasonable tirtie following
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receipt of the goods by the manufacturer or: it's repre-

-sentatiVaAnthistate,,.;antLunless.:buyer.:.=agrees

writinto the: contriry, the goodiFFninst be -rettarnedi,c-at,--;.:
- -

- the manufacturer's expense, in merchantable condition,within

:merchantable goods,.. -he . 7

' -ttrtep 1 licit Cor.7:

(ii) reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the
purchase price paid by the buyer less that amotiAt,

directly attributable to use by the bayer prior to
discovery of the defect; provid-e& that in not event

ha1ucheductjonon ...roni,.the.-purchatS& pricerset
C)

for d<i-fective goods ..forwarded.. to. -the menu facturee,SP4,c

or his representative in this state within 3') days.'

of.. their purchase.
(a.) Failure to provide. the reguire&service

facilities within this, State.. shall w
.co

option.... in.

w

!whom- the--..thtfectIve-good- -Was--purchetsed, -for .'  ? " '`  P-

1; Return- -the defec...-tive.-artiCie- to- the- retail 'seller--

<

0 0 
CO

(i) replacement:, or

(ii) service or repair in accordance with the tern's

and donditlenaaf' the-AirarrantiesI_'
I.'.

at the -option- the .buyer.. es

If the retail .seller -is
defective_article_wIth_merchantable-goods-or-le,-unable

to service or repair the goods in accordance with the

terms and conditions, of the warranty, the retail

seller shall reimbursethe buyer in the amount equal

to the purchase. price paieT.,

oi
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Paqa 7.

amount..directly-attributable-tO.-use by. the huye.r-

ho even dedudtitne from the prcrase
price be made for defective goods 'returned to the

Return the ..defeCtive:article,:td,the- neares_ts.retaft. .

selleraf, like ,goods,ofthe-PaikanufaattirerP.?

(i) replacement; or

(ii). service or repair, in accordance witn the-,
terms and conditions of the warranties;
at the option of the retail seller..

to (b} where the option is. exercised in: favor :ott serviceand r-.

repair under- 10 (a) I or '2 above,- such service ..ancirt

repair- must be, commenced,..within,aeasonazle, time, .and,
cc)

unlesec buyer agrees writinT'to- the -contrary/;,the.-.;-odzi.

mit4et be returned: in suerchantablerz:vondition daytes

11. SVery, manufacturer who-. failaVtog- Orovidee;:iwhen:-re-/
quired by this - atittptitt service,- and repai.rvffecilitteitti
within this state shall be liable to every retail seller

Menu faatilier'il. whdo- incurs obligations in
co

efrect to the warranties that accompany that

manufacturer's consumer goods, in the following manner:

(a). in the- event of replacement an -amount s ass
anaequal to the actual coat to the retail- seller oF

the replaced goods, plus a reasonable handling

charge.

(1)) in the event of service and repair, in the
asaount equal to that which would be received by
the retail, seller for like service rendered:to--
retail. consumers who are not entitled to warranty

-..)-
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?aje S.

protection, including -where applicabl-e- the cost,.
of parts,- servicingFr.tabor,,c;ittiiragit-'ove rheadf--arid

a-reasonable prolit -

(c) in the event of reirnbureement under optibn`

git4,-.4410geo Tal!.rtrf.:1fhatr-r-

reimbursed to the biyer,-plasa reasonable
handling- charge.,

12. In the event of additional warranties rsade .:-

pqrretons. other *that the manufacturer of the <7°0(31 the
obligation of the person making such additional warranties
shall be the, Same-=as.khat imposed ,on manu facturesf tinder
sect ions -Fr;"9.- and .10' :of 0*i:if:chapter

Any -buyer:af-' consumer.,' goods,
- ur ed,,-"by I';11 -

CS'of ,the:-.provisioas-,ofthis....chapte.r.,-.may--,,brin:4-earviiact48n
for the recovery damageei-,-JUdgement may, be,entered4fekr-.

three times the amount at 'whichthe,actua damages,ar-Le4- 7*.

-

reasonable -attorney fees4, w

14. Any ,retail
. seller o consumer ii goods 4inj used

zwillf*1 or repeated violation of the provisions of this

chapter: may:, bring an act ion'2:for: therecovery or damages:. <

Judgement may be entered for three times the amount. at
which thethe actual damages ate-4Ssed-ptus reasonable attorney

 it-
emana
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GOVERNOR'S OFFICE

Sacramento

41r:137Subject:

Please reply forthwith

The attached bill has been received at this office for Governor Reagan's consideration.

The Governor will appreciate an analysis of this bill, together with your recommendations.

LEGISLATIVE SECTION

11970-401 1-68 2M OSP

PG -2
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iNROLLED BILL REPORT Agriculture & Services Agency

Department, Board or Commission

Professional and Vocational Standards

AUTHOR

Song and Karabian

BILL NUMBER

SB -272

SUBJECT:

This bill enacts the Consumer Warranty Protection Act.

HISTORY, SPONSORSHIP AND RELATED LEGISLATION:

The sponsor is unknown. A related bill AB -292, currently in enrollment,
concerns the same general subject.

ANALYSIS:

A. Specific Findings

Defines consumer goods as any motor vehicle, machine, appliance, product,
or commodity used or bought primarily for personal, family, or househo'd
purposes. Provides that every sale or consignment of consumer goods by a.

manufacturer in this state shall, unless the sale is on an "as is" or c7,

"with all faults" basis, be accompanied by an implied warranty that thg
goods meet all of the following requirements: Will pass without ob-
jection in the trade under the contract description, are fit for the 8
ordinary purposes for which such goods are used, are free from defects
of materials or workmanship, are adequately contained, packaged, and ,
labeled, and conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made on tEe
container or label. Provides that every sale or consignment of consumer
goods in this state by a manufacturer or through a retailer or distri-t
butor shall, if the manufacturer, retailer, or distributor has reason ,to

know that the goods are required for a particular purpose and that theE
buyer is relying on the skill or judgment of the manufacturer, retailed,
or distributor to furnish suitable goods, be accompanied by an implied,
warranty that the goods are fit for that purpose. With respect to salAs
on an "as is" or "with all faults" basis, excludes above described
warranties of merchantability and fitness only if a conspicuous writing
is attached to the goods which clearly informs the buyer that the good
are sold on such a basis, that the entire risk as to quality and per-
formance is on the buyer, and that the buyer assumes all costs of serg:-e

or repair. Requires manufacturers of consumer goods sold in this staff;

for which an express or implied warranty exists to maintain sufficienso;
service and repair facilities in this state to carry out such warrant %:
Requires manufacturers to perform such service and repair within a
reasonable time after the goods have been returned to him or his repre-
sentative and, unless the buyer has agreed otherwise in writing, to
return the goods to the buyer in merchantable condition within 30 days.
Requires the manufacturer, if he is -unable to so return the goods (Cont.0

The last approved position of this department was Not Favor. The vote in the
Senate was 24-5 and in the Assembly 64 -

RECOMMENDATION

Sign.

nt Dirtior
I P

DATE my

ICDATE'ee 4 4 rind%
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__\01.p_p_LLED BILL REPORT
--Dbepartment, Board or Commission

Professional and Vocational Standards

Agriculture & Services Agency '

AUTHOR BILL NUMBER

Song and Karabian SB-272

ANALYSIS:

A. _Specific Findings (Cont'd.)

to either replace them or reimburse the buyer for their purchase price
less any amount attributable to use by the buyer prior to discovery. of
thedefect. Gives the buyer the following options if the manufacturer
fails to provide service and repair service facilities in this state:
(a) To return the goods to the retail seller for replacement, service or
repair under the warranty, in which case the seller has the same obliga-
tions as the manufacturer; (b) to return the goods to the nearest retail
seller of likt goods of the manufacturer for replacement, service, or,
repair. Makes the manufacturer who fails to provide the required repair
and service facilities liable to the retail seller for the latterts costs
of performing under the warranty. Gives buyers and retailers injured by
willful violations a cause of action for treble damages, plus attorneys
fees.

B. Financial Effect

-

Effect on this department is indeterminate. Could result in added cong
plaint workload to the Consumers. Affairs Division. 00

I
aana

RECOMMENDATION

Department Director DATE I Agency Secretary DATE
SEP 2 197,r
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COMMITTEESSTATE CAPITOL
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95814

TEL.. 1916) 445-1720

DISTRICT OFFICE
1611 SO. PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY
REDONDO BEACH, CALIF. 90277

TEL.: 398.8522

As5entbir
Califrintia q-.at.attm

ROBERT G. BEVERLY
ASSEMBLYMAN. FORTYSIXTH DISTRICT

August 31, 1970

Honorable Ronald Reagan
Governor of California
State Capitol
Sacramento, California

Re: Senate Bill 272
Dear Governor Reagan:

Senate Bill 272 is now before you for your con -
side ration.

CHAIRMAN. P!
INSuPANCE

LOCAL ciOVERNMENT

74

Although Senator Song is the principal author of this
measure, I am co-author and carried the bill on the Assembly
floor. This is major consumer legislation and in fact, if signed
into law, will make California a pioneer in enacting strong statutory
support to require manufacturers to live up to their express
warranties.

Although the measure was initially opposed by
representatives of manufacturers and retailers, it is my
understanding that in its present form it is no longer opposed.

Your early approval of this legislation will be
appreciated.

Respectfully,

ROBERT G. BEVERLY

RGB :kmp
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REPLY TO:

STATE CAPITOL
SACRAMENTO 95814

(9161 445-3386

LEGISLATIVE OFFICE
STATE BUILDING

LOS ANGELES 90012
(213) 620-5540

DISTRICT OFFICE
2337 50. GARFIELD AVENUE

MONTEREY PARK 91754
(212) 724.3825
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Criatifantia

August 24, 1970

tale

ALFRED H. SONG
STATE SENATOR

TWENTY-E:GHTH SENATORIAL DISTRICT

Honorable Ronald Reagan
Governor
State of California
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Governor Reagan:

mate

Re: SB 272

COMMITTEES
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS

CHAIRMAN
HEALTH AND WELFARE
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
JUDICIARY

I4EMSER
CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION

COMMISSION
STATE ALLOCATION BOARD

This bill was passed by the Senate on a vote of 24-5,
the Assembly by 65-1, and has been sent to you for
your approval.

I am enclosing two explanatory pieces
main provisions of SB 272. There are
ever, that I wish to emphasize.

which describe the
three points, how -

First, the bill deals only with the retail sale of "con-
sumer goods", a term which is rather narrowly defined.
Non -retail sales of consumer goods, retail sales of non -
consumer goods, and all non -retail commercial transactions
will continue to be regulated by the Commercial Code and
would not be affected by SB 272.

Second, the bill only affects those manufacturers who
choose to give written warranties with their consumer goods.
Further, it requires them to provide only those services
that they themselves have promised in their warranties.
The purpose of the bill is to permit the buyer of a defec-
tive product to obtain this promised service with relative
convenience and thus eliminate the situation in which en-
forcement of the warranty becomes (as the warrantor knows
and intends) more difficult and expensive than the purchase
of a new product.

PE -
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Honorable Ronald Reagan -2- August 24, 1970

Third, the bill has been scrutinized by representatives
of the California Retailers Association, the California
Manufacturers Association, General Motors, J. C. Penney,
Montgomery Ward, etc. We had four formal sessions, each
lasting several hours, and numerous informal meetings at
which the bill was examined section by section, word by
word. As a result of these meetings, we accepted a
series of amendments, both of language and substance. The
amendments eliminated the opposition in the Assembly and
have made the bill acceptable at least to both Retailers
and Manufacturers.

I believe that this is an important piece of legislation
that will benefit many Californians. I respectfully re-
quest that you sign this bill into law.

Sincerely,

ALFRED H. SONG

AHS/laj

Enclosure
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S3 272

SB 272 is based on an extensive interim hearing by the
Senate Committee on Business and Professions into consumer warran-
ty problems. As well as surviving the normal legislative proce-
re, the bill has been subjected to a word by word scrutiny by

.,:.tornays and representatives of the California Manufacturers
L-sociation and the California Retailers Association in a series

meetings with Senator Song and his staff. As a result of these
meetings, the bill has been significantly amended to make it a
w3rkable and beneficial piece of legislation.

=on Questions

(1) What is an implied warranty?

.,,,_nswer: A warranty is a statement by the manufacturer or other
?arty regarding the nature of goods for sale. Unless specifically
_isclaimed, all goods for sale carry an implied warranty that they
:_re fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are used,
end the seller is liable if they are not. This is already part
o the Commercial Code and is not affected by SB 272.

(2) What is an express warranty?

_nswer: A written statement by the manufacturer or other party
guaranteeing the life of his product and/or offering service or
compensation. if the product is defective.

(3) Why do manufacturers give express warranties?

2-n'awer: Primarily to advertise their products and to give the
purchaser a sense of security at the time of sale. Express warran-
ties are basically sales aids.

(4) Are there warranty abuses?

L.nswer: Indeed there are. Mrs Virginia Knauer, President Nixon's
Special Assistant for Consumer Affairs, reports that warranty prob-
lems are the leading cause of the complaints reaching her office.
Daring its interim hearing last fall, the Senate Business and
Professions Committee cataloged the following comsumer abuses:

(a) The warranty fails to state any method of obtaining re-
pairs for the defective product.

(b) Neither manufacturer nor retailer accepts responsibility
for the warranty.
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Page Two

(c) The warranty is good only if the purchaser ships the

defective product at his own expense to Cincinnati, Ohio.

(d) The warranty is written in confusing or mis-leading

(a) The warranty is written in such a manner as to give

_ess protection than the normal implied warranty attached to

:,cods in commerce.

(f) Warranty repair work takes months to complete.

(g) The local retailer/repairer refuses to do any warranty

work because he is not fully reimbursed by the manufacturer.

The common cause of these abuses is the desire of a few

manufacturers to receive the advertising benefit of an express
warranty without having to pay for it.

(;) What safeguards does SB 272 provide against these problems

'\fith express warranties?

Answer: First, the bill gives the manufacturer a choice of desig-

nating authorized service facilities in California to handle his

warranty work. These may consist of certain of the retailers pre-

sently carrying his goods, independent repair dealers with whom

he makes an agreement, or special facilities which he establishes.

Yany manufacturers (Sony, RCA, Sunbeam, Panasonic, etc.) presently

use this system.

(6) What if the manufacturer fails to designate these service

Answer: Then the bill requires him to reimburse his retailers fog

their full expenses in servicing his warranties.

(7) How does this benefit the consumer? =Z.
4.-ss

.

Answer: Under SB 272, the consumer has only to return his defective sep

2-20ducc to the nearest service facility or retailer in order to
en

cev,-.1 the service promised by the warranty. No more prepaid shil-J-

nts to Bayonne, New Jersey or complementary disclaimers of respon-

sibility by manufacturer and retailer.

) How else does the bill benefit the consumer?

nswer: It requires warranty repairs to be completed within 30
a.lys, unless the consumer agrees to a longer period.

It requires that warranties be written in 'readily understood
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Page Three

language".

It also permits any consumer or retailer injured by a
wilfull breach of this chapter to sue for triple damages (but

not in class actions.)

(9) Suppose a distributor or retailer makes his own express

iarranty? Is the manufacturer responsible for servicing it?

_nswer: No. The bill provides that the maker of the warranty
is responsible for servicing it. The bill also requires the
.:,;:aer of the warranty to clearly identify himself on the warranty.

bill
;13) Doesn't this/place an extra burden on the retailer?

Yes, but it also gives him the right of full "recovery from

the manufacturer for warranty work which he does not presently
enjoy.

At worst, he might be forced to inform the manufacturer that
he could no longer sell the manufacturer's goods with an express

warranty. This might possibly cause a few conflicts in the relation -

between manufacturer and retailer, but that is better than
having California citizens suckered by false promises and
where to turn in order to obtain redress.

(11) Does the bill place an additional burden on the manufaczurcr?

L,.nswer: It does, but only if he chooses to issue an express warranty
and receive the benefit therefrom. If he wants the benefit, the
bill requires him to accept the related responsibility.

The worst that could happen to a manufacturer is that he would

nave to sell his products without an express warranty. This might
be the only choice for the small, out-of-state manufacturer, but it

is a better choice than raving California consumers stuck with his

worthless warranties.

I D
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August 12, 1970

EXPLANATION OF SB 272

SB 272 applies to manufacturers who choose to give express
" NIS 4.1 NW. rx.

warranties with the sale of their products. These manufacturers

gain considerable advertising benefit from these warranties.

SB 272 would impose the responsibility upon the manufacturers to

live up to the terms of their warranties.

The bill gives the manufacturer a series of choices. He must

first choose whether or not he wishes to issue an express warranty.

If, and only if, he issues an express warranty, does he face the

second choice.

This choice requires the manufacturer either to maintain

authorized service facilities or to fully reimburse the actual,

reasonable cost of all his retailers for servicing his (the manu-

facturer's) warranty.

In actuality, the option of maintaining authorized service

facilities is in the bill as a benefit to the manufacturer. This

provision does not require him to rent one foot of space or to hire

one employee. Rather, it permits him to select certain retailers

or certain reteil dealers out of the many dealing with his products

to handle warranty servicing. It allows him to restrict the number

of retailers to whom he would be liable for warranty work. Many

manufacturers (Sony, RCA, Sunbeam, etc.) presently use a system of

authorized service facilities.

If the manufacturer declines this option, the bill then makes

him liable to all his retailers for their full expenses in servicing

his warranties.
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In this alternative the following rights are created:

a. The consumer has the right to return the defective goods

to the retailer for repair or replacement (as the retailer chooses)

in accordance with the terms of the warranty.

b. The retailer, in turn, has the right to collect from the

manufacturer his full, actual and reasonable costs in servicing

the manufacturer's warranty.

This is the major provision of SB 272.

The bill also does the following:

(1) Prohibits disclaimers of implied warranties.

(2) Requires that warranty repairs must be completed within

30 days, unless the consumer agrees in writing to a longer period.

(3) Requires that express warranties shall be written in

clear and concise terms and clearly identify the party making the

warranty.

(4) Permits any consumer or retailer injured by a wilful

breach of this chapter to sue for triple damages, but prohibits

triple damage claims in class actions.

SB 272 substantially aids the consumer with warranty problems,

which are by far the most common cause of consumer complaints.

The bill does place extra burden on the retailer of handling

warranty problems, but it also gives him the right of full recovery

which he does not presently enjoy. Also, as between the retailer

and the consumer, the retailer is in a far better position to deal

with the manufacturer.

The bill does place the responsibility on manufacturers to
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Page Three

live up to the terms of their warranties. And so they should. No

manufacturer has to issue an express warranty. He does so because

it is good advertising. It is his choice. SB 272 says that if he

chooses this benefit he must also accept the related responsibility.

One brief additional point. What is the very worst that could

happen to a manufacturer or retailer under this bill?

The worst that could happen to a manufacturer is that he would

have to sell his products without an express warranty. This might

be the only choice for the small, out-of-state manufacturer, but it

is a better choice than having California consumers stuck with his

worthless warranties.

The worst that could happen to a retailer is that he might

have to inform a manufacturer that he could no longer sell the manu-

facturer's goods or could no longer sell them with an express warran-

ty. This might possibly cause a few conflicts in the relationship

between manufacturer and retailer, but that is better than having

California citizens_ suckered by false promises and not know where

to turn in order to obtain redress.

Much of the expressed fears is, in actuality, relatively

groundless. Congress is, as you know, working in this area of

consumer protection. Businesses such as Sears have long enjoyed

the reputation of standing behind their warranties, obviously with

no adverse effect on their very successful business. General

Electric subscribes to this principle. In other words, the reputable

manufacturer has nothing to fear. Lets give the consumer a break.

44=1:01#144444144*
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ENROLLED BILL MEMORANDUM TO GOVERNOR DATE September 11, 1970

BILL NO. SB 272 AUTHOR
Song tx
Karabian

Vote-Senate
2 4Ayes - 5 - Bradley, Cologne, Harmer, Marler, Richardson

Noes-

Vote-Assembly
Ayes- 64
Noes- 1 - Ketchum

r-
rn

SB 272 establishes the obligations of manufacturers, distributors, 2
and sellers of consumer goods, and rights of the buyers thereof, ioi;

with respect to warranties. co

The California Manufacturers Association has no substantial
objections to approval. The Association feels that the
bill is poorly drafted (per Al Davis).

Herb Ellingwood recommends approval.

The Department of Professional and Vocational Standards
recommends approval.

Assemblyman Beverly requests approval.

Recommendation

APPROVE

Legislative Pe
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To: Honorable Ronald Reagan Bill Report

Governor of California

From: Office of the Attorney General
S.B. No. 272

By Peter G. DeMauro

Deputy Attorney General
September 1 , 1970 .

We have examined the above bill and find no substantial

legal objection thereto.

39117-592 $M SILTS 051.

0

U)

U)

0
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(800) 666-1917

CHARLES J. CONRAD
Speaker pro Tempore of the Assembly

JOHN J. MILLER
Minority Floor Leader
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Consumer Protection
Governor's Office, Sacramento

March 5, 1970

To the Honorable Members of the California Legislature:

The fundamental tenets of our free American way of life are rooted

in the competitive free enterprise system. It has brought this nation the

highest standard of living ever known to man.
Free enterprise has prospered in our society because, on the whole, it

has served our people honestly and fairly.
Over the years, it has stimulated and encouraged the inventor, the

manufacturer, the merchandiser and financier to seek out and provide

for the demands of the buying public with constantly improving goods

and services.
The fact that this nation's free enterprise system has survived the

continued attempts at harrassment and interference by bureaucratic

government down through the decades-and continues, today, to meet

the growing and evermore complex needs of our technological society-

is a tribute to its virility and inherent rightness.
There will be some persons, of course, who will always try to misuse

and exploit the system through dishonest and unethical operating
methods. And while these unrepresentative few must be brought into

line, or put out of business, we must, at the same time, be scrupulously

careful not to penalize the vast multitude of hard working, honest and

legitimate businessmen for the sins of the few.
The policy of this Administration, therefore, is that government does

have a proper, indeed, vital, role to play in looking out for the con-

sumer interests of private citizens, so long as this does not interfere
with, or impair, the legitimate, balanced workings of our competitive

free enterprise system.
Keeping this policy in mind, I am today asking your approval of

a far-reaching series of legislative and administrative proposals which

will further strengthen the state's overall program to protect consumers

and legitimate businessmen from the unscrupulous entrepreneur.
I want to emphasize at the outset that even as we accelerate our

programs in this area, the best protection for the consumer is that he
be fully armed with the facts about fair value, full measure and safety.

For, in the final analysis, the consumer will be better able to protect
his interests as he becomes better able to understand the workings

of the marketplace. I am pleased that business also recognizes this

need, and is stepping up its own efforts to inform the public. This
Administration will continue to encourage the intensification of such
programs by better business bureaus, chambers of commerce, trade
organizations and businesses themselves.

In my State -of -the-State message, I said that an important part of

our consumer protection program would focus on the need to develop

consumer education courses in our schools. We are now working with

the Commission on Educational - 040,j)n. this matter to determine

how consumer education can beiNals ,gril-561filt&T(IVE tNtTEIVITtEVERVIC

education process, at all levels.

Mar. 9, 1970 ASSEMBLY JOURNAL 975

In my view, there are five basic areas in which government must
take the responsibility to protect both the consumer and the legitimate
businessman:

1) Consumer protection against fraud. With the growth of corpo-
rate enterprise and the complexities of our economic system, in-
dividuals often have too little opportunity to investigate the in-
tegrity of a business before making a purchase.
2) The consumer's right to know that the goods he purchases are
safe for himself and his family.
3) The consumer's assurance that he has the most advantageous
selection and free choice in the marketplace-the result of true
competition, without conspiracy or artificial restraints.
4) Adequate and responsive channels through which he can pre-
sent legitimate grievances. Such channels are available through
our court system as well as the more direct mechanism of boards,
bureaus and commissions empowered to act on consumer complaints
in specific areas.
5) Consumer education to help buyers become more competent in
exercising free choice among the goods and services available to
them.

With respect to consumer fraud, California has a myriad of laws on
the books to deal with the fraudulent businessman. However, even
though California has been a leader in aggressively prosecuting such
cases-from get -rich -quick schemes and blue-sky land promotions to
deceptive advertising and dishonest home improvement rackets-they
are becoming increasingly more difficult to control because of their
diversity.

Law enforcement in the area of consumer fraud is spread over an
immense field-the State Attorney General's Office, 58 county district,
attorneys (3 with consumer fraud units), and some 1500 local city
attorneys and police jurisdictions. How much intelligence is exchanged
between these agencies? What gaps exist between jurisdictions? What
better techniques are there in detection and prosecution of fraud?

Because we need answers to these questions, I will soon appoint a
special fact finding task force of experts to investigate the problems
associated with consumer fraud-to sift through the facts and fictions-
and to make recommendations for significantly improving our statewide
enforcement capabilities. The findings will surely contribute greatly
to enabling California lawmakers and law enforcement officials to deal
more effectively with fraud.

Before moving on to the list of specific legislative proposals in our
program for this year. I would first like to briefly review the progress
we made during the 1969 session.

Last year, I signed into law a number of major administration -
backed consumer protection measures. As a result, California con-
sumers are now receiving more protection against :

-Unsolicited merchandise in the mail.
-Unscrupulous merchants who try to force citizens to pay for

things they haven't ordered and don't want.
-being charged for unrequested goods and services on lost or

(800) eVialloQrite7ted credit cards. 234
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-Unethical land promoters.
-Fly-by-night swimming pool contractors.

This year, I am urging your approval of another important legisla-

tive package to further strengthen the Administration's consumer pro-

tection program.

Tax Consultants,
As federal and state income tax returns have become more compli-

cated for the average citizen to fill out, tax consulting offices have

multiplied to meet the growing taxpayer demand for such services.
There are indications that some tax consulting firms are selling com-

puterized information, including mailing addresses, gained from clients

-but without the expressed knowledge or approval of these clients-to
organizations which, in turn, use the information for their own pur-

poses.
Because I believe this to be an intolerable invasion of privacy-espe-

cially where the private and confidential client -professional relationship

exists-I intend to propose legislation which will make such a practice

unlawful.
I have asked Senator Lou Cusanovich to introduce the measure on

behalf of the Administration.

Tire Standards
Because worn tires are much more likely to fail and skid particularly

on wet surfaces, they constitute a particular hazard to safety on the

highway.
California does not now prescribe standards for vehicle tires after

they have been sold or installed for the first time.
To better protect tire users, Assemblyman Jerry Lewis has submitted

an Administration bill, AB 733, which will permit setting high safety
standards for all tires, resold or new, in use on motor vehicles in the

state.
The law will define the minimum amount of tire tread and durability

necessary for a vehicle to operate safely on our highways. It will also
prohibit the sale of used and recap tires which fail to meet safety

standards established by the California Highway Patrol.

Excessive Medical Services
Assemblyman James Hayes will author a particularly important bill

which will enable the Boards of Medical and Dental Examiners to take

disciplinary action against those who impose unnecessary or excessive

services on their patients.
The legislation will apply to such persons as doctors, dentists, physi-

cal therapists, psychologists, and others in the healing arts field.

With this authority, the state will be better able to prevent excessive

expenditures of Medi-Cal funds, and to help curb similar practices

against the private patient.

Mar. 9, 1970

Sanitation and Health
Assemblyman Tom Horn is carrying legislation, AB 910, to make

sanitation and health requirements uniform for all grocery stores and
retail food markets, throughout the state.

The bill will protect virtually every citizen-young or old-who has
occasion to make food purchases by upgrading the minimum sanitation
requirements in these establishments, particularly relating to perish-
able foods. It deserves support.

Franchise Industry
The growing popularity of the franchise industry has prompted some

shady operators and confidence men to enter the field. Complaints re-
ceived by my office, the Department of Corporations, and the Attorney
General have all pointed to the need for legislation in this field.

Senator Clark Bradley will submit an Administration bill which
will require that sellers of franchises fully disclose the financial capa-
bilities of the firms they represent, and clearly spell out the obligations
of the franchise buyer.

The legislation will combat the problem of misleading and deceptive
practices engaged in by those franchisors whose activities reflect un-
fairly on the rest of the industry.

Protection for the Insured
At the present time, property insurers may cancel residential fire

and homeowner protection policies at their pleasure, without giving a
reason for such cancellation. Recently we have witnessed instances
where policies were summarily cancelled on a broad scale in areas hit
by fires as well as by urban riots.

When an insurer contracts to provide one, two or three years of
insurance protection he should be bound by that contract unless the
insured violates the contract.

Therefore, I am calling for passage of administration -sponsored leg-
islation which would restrict the cancellation of such property insur-
ance, while protecting the right of cancellation for such specified
reasons as non-payment of premiums, conviction of an arrest arising
out of acts increasing the hazard insured against, discovery of fraud
or misrepresentation in obtaining the insurance, and physical changes
in the property which make it uninsurable.

This legislation, AB 165, to protect the insurance -buying public, is
being carried by Assemblyman Robert Beverly.

Industrial Loans
Because the deposits of thrift holders in industrial loan companies

are not insured (unlike those in banks and savings and loan institu-
tions), I am asking your approval of a bill which will guarantee that
the accounts of small investors in financially troubled firms of this type
be protected from loss up to $10,000.
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The consumer confusion and hardship which results when a company
fails, emphasizes the need for legislation which will guarantee greater
consumer protection against such losses.

The bill will be introduced by Senator Lewis Sherman.

Automotive Repairs
I also believe much more must be done in the field of automotive

repair service. There have been too many consumer complaints alleging
fraudulent practices in this field.

I know that a number of the problems which appear to exist in this
area are of as much concern to the responsible members of the industry
as they are to the consumer.

I, therefore, call upon the responsible members of the automotive
repair service industry to join us in finding a way to give the con-
sumer protection in this field. The fraudulent practices arc not only
adversely affecting the public, but are-at the same time-giving the
majority of the industry a name and a reputation which they do not
deserve.

Failure to act quickly on this recommendation can only lead to
the imposition of what might be considered overly restrictive and

unnecessarily costly laws.

Department of Consumer Affairs
I have already submitted to you a detailed reorganization plan which

will create the first Department of Consumer Affairs of any state in the

nation.
Actually, the origins of the plan go back to 1967, shortly after I as-

sumed office, when we began implementing a number of key recommen-
dations by the Little Hoover Commission to revitalize the Department
of Professional and Vocational Standards.

Originally established in 1929 as a licensing agency for professional
practitioners, the department was seen by Governor Young as a legiti-
mate means through which government could exercise various degrees
of control and regulation over certain professions which, in turn, could,
and did, influence the public 's health, safety and well-being.

It was a good step.
Unfortunately, over the years and down through the course of

various administrations, things changed until the department was ul-
timately criticized by the Little Hoover Commission as a gathering of
bodies representing self-serving interest groups.

As a part of our continuing program to revitalize the department,
we created a new Division of Consumer Affairs last year. It included

the Office of Consumer Counsel.
In renaming the department, to be more appropriately known and

operated as the Department of Consumer Affairs, Californians will be
able to direct consumer complaints to a more easily identifiable central
contact point in state government.

The change in orientation also will enable citizens to call the new
department and know that their complaints will be processed there, or
referred to the proper agency. 40;01., LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERla   
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Besides enhancing the coordination of the state's many consumer pro-
tection activities, the reorganization will increase the number of public
members on many regulatory boards and commissions in the new de-
partment-a step which is absolutely necessary if we are to give the
people a greater direct voice in the regulatory process.

Overall State Program
Finally, I want to make it clear that while the proposals I have

outlined are necessary if the state is to exercise greater muscle in the
consumer protection field, the fact remains that the day-to-day ac-
tivities of literally thousands of dedicated state employees, from one
end of California to the other, are already-today-responsible for pro-
tecting a vast galaxy of interests of the buying public.

The scope of any legislative package in this field must be seen, there-
fore, against the immense backdrop of the state's current overall con-
sumer protection functions-ranging from the Department of Motor
Vehicles' protection of citizens from false advertising in the sale of
automobiles, to the Department of Insurance protecting citizens from
arbitrary cancellation of their ear insurance, to the Real Estate De-
partment protecting funds in escrow, and to the Department of Public
Health protecting citizens against a myriad of substances dangerous
to health.

And, these only a few examples, out of the dozens upon dozens
which could be cited.

We are protecting the interests of the consumer and the legitimate
businessman. To allege otherwise is to simply ignore the facts.

The program I have presented to you will further strengthen our
demonstrated commitment to equitable and responsible consumer pro-
tection.

Respectfully,
RONALD REAGAN, Governor

RECEIPT
I acknowledge receipt this 5th day of March, 1970. at 4 :25 p.m.

o 'clock of Governor Reagan 's message on Consumer Protection, de-
livered to me personally by Isabel Gassett of the Governor's Legislative
Office.

JAMES D. DRISCOLL
Chief Clerk of the Assembly

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS EXTENDED TO
ASSEMBLYMAN BRIGGS

Mr. Barnes announced that yesterday was the birthday of Assembly-
man John V. Briggs, of the 35th District, whereupon the Members of
the Assembly joined in extending best wishes and birthday greetings
to Mr. Briggs.

APPOINTMENTS TO SUBCOMMITTEES OF LOCAL
GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE

Speaker pro Tempore Conrad announced that Speaker Monwrao had
ICEippo(80A 61x(6-fbit1Yring subcommittees of the Assembly Local Govern-

ment Committee : 236
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Introduction

This review of significant 1970 California Legislation is intended to
be a brief analysis of the important enactments of the 1970 Regular
Session. Despite the fact that 1970 was an election year, which might
have reduced the output of the legislature, the 1970 session set a
record as the longest in California's history. It was an important
and productive session from the standpoint of major legislation in the
fields of Consumer Protection, Business Regulations, and Environmental
Protection.

In the field of Consumer Protection, the California attorney should
become familiar with the new Consumers Legal Remedies Act, (see
page 344); and the Consumer Warranty Act, (see page 347). In
the field of Business Regulations, important legislation which should
be reviewed include the Franchise Investment Act, (see page 296);
and the Fictitious Business Name revisions, (see page 340).

Important revisions of California Civil Procedure include changes
to property exemptions which afford protection to debtors' property
from attachment and execution, (see pages 319-328); significant
changes to CCP §581a regarding dismissal of civil actions, (see page
313); and new provisions to allow depositions for discovery in arbitra-
tion proceedings, (see page 333).

In Domestic Relations law, a new concept of quasi -community prop-
erty has been enacted and courts are now permitted more flexibility
when dividing community property, (see page 396). In the field of
Property law, the legislature enacted a major reform in California land-
lord -tenant law, (see page 428); and a new procedure for arbitration
in eminent domain cases, (see page 437). Finally, in the field of
Taxation, new legislation includes increased interest rates for non-
payment of state income tax, (see page 453); and a federal conformity
measure reforming the "hobby loss" exemptions, (see page 461).

The major legislation included in this review is organized topically
under fifteen titles listed in the Table of Contents rather than by Cali-
fornia Code titles as in previous C.E.B. publications. However, a Table
of Code Sections is included at page 488 to enable the reader to find
a particular change immediately. Each summary is written in an

Selected 1970 California Legislation
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effort to provide the reader with the significant additions or modifications
enacted, a review of the law immediately prior to the 1970 change, and,
when possible, some indication of legislative purpose. Also included
in most of the summaries are references to collateral sources of infor-
mation concerning the specific law, particularly WITKIN, which is gen-
erally within immediate access of most California attorneys.

The Editors of the Pacific Law Journal have done their utmost to
assure the accuracy of this review, and hopefully, it will provide worth-
while information to all of its readers. Special appreciation is extended
to the members of the administration and faculty of McGeorge School
of Law who have assisted us in this effort, and especially Professor
Horace Cecchettini for his helpful advice; to the California Continuing
Education of the Bar for their assistance; to many of the members of
the California Legislature and their staffs who patiently took the time
to give assistance;- and deserving special recognition, Tom Couris, David
Robison, David Johnson and Brian Taugher of the Law Journal staff
for their individual efforts in helping to publish this review.

Thomas Eres

Legislation Editor

Pacific Law Journal Vol. 2
280
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Consumer Protection

(4) The seller has ceased from engaging in such offensive meth-
ods, acts or practices, or will do so within a reasonable time if
immediate cessation is impossible.

The consumer may request injunctive relief without compliance with
the 30 day notice procedure. If the plea is later amended to include
damages the 30 day written notice requirement as above must be met.

Attempts to comply with the provisions of this Section by a person
receiving a demand shall be construed to be an offer to compromise and
shall be inadmissible as evidence; furthermore, such attempts to comply
with a demand shall not be considered an admission of engaging in
an act or practice declared unlawful by Section 1770. Evidence of
compliance or attempts to comply with the provisions of this Section
may be introduced by a defendant for the purpose of showing good faith.

There is a 3 year statute of limitations from the date of the commission
of such method, act, or practice (Section 1783).

No award of damages may be given where the seller rectified the
problem and the violation was a bona fide error (Section 1784). (The
Legislature also enacted Chapter 1348 which added Sections 1750-1757
to the Civil Code. However, these Sections are not in conflict with the
Sections in Chapter 1550 and therefore Government Code §9605 will
not apply. Both Chapters will become effective November 23, 1970.)

Consumer Protection; sales warranties
Civil Code §§1790-1795 (new).
SB 272; STATS 1970, Ch 1333

(Effective March 1, 1971)

Chapter 1333 adds Title 1.7 (Sections 1790-1795) to the Civil
Code. Article 1 (Sections 1790-1790.3) identifies the title as the
Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act. Any waiver of the provisions of
this Act by a buyer of consumer goods, except as expressly provided, shall
be unenforceable and void as it will be deemed contrary to public policy
(Section 1790.1).

Article 2 (Sections 1791-1791.3) defines terms used in this Title.
Consumer goods means any motor vehicle, machine, appliance, or like
product that is used or bought for use primarily for personal, family, or
household purposes. Distributor means -any individual, partnership,
corporation, association, or other legal relationship which stands be-
tween the manufacturer and the retail seller in purchases, consignments,

Selected 1970 California Legislation
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Consumer Protection

or contracts for sale of consumer goods. A retail seller is any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or other legal relationship which
engages in the business of selling new goods to retail buyers.

Article 3 applies to sales warranties. Section 1792 provides that un-
less disclaimed in the manner provided by this Act, every sale or con-
signment of consumer goods in this state shall be accompanied by an
implied warranty that the goods are merchantable [Section 1791.1,
subsection (a)]. Section 1792.1 provides that where the manufac-
turer knows the buyer is purchasing consumer goods for a specific pur-
pose and that the buyer is relying on the manufacturer's skill or judg-
ment to select suitable goods an implied warranty of fitness shall ac-
company the goods [Section 1791.1, subsection (b)].

Pursuant to Sections 1792.3 to 1792.5 only in instances where goods
are sold "as is" or "with all faults" are waivers of implied warranties
permissible. To sell goods "as is" or "with all faults" the seller must
clearly inform the buyer in writing. Such writing must include: (1)
that the goods are being sold "as is" or "with all faults," and (2) that
the entire risk as to the quality and performance of the goods is with
the buyer, and (3) that should the goods prove defective, the buyer and
not the manufacturer, distributor, or retailer assumes the entire cost of
all necessary servicing or repair.

Sections 1793 to 1973.5 provide that a manufacturer, distributor,
or retailer may make express warranties in respect to consumer goods;
however, any express warranty may not limit the implied warranties
guaranteed by this Chapter. Every manufacturer who sells goods within
this state and makes express warranties shall maintain or cause to be
maintained within this state sufficient repair facilities to carry out the
terms of such warranties. If the manufacturer does not conform to this
repair provision he shall be liable to every retail seller who incurs an ob-
ligation in giving effect to such express warranties.  When the consumer
elects to exercise a warranty for service and repairs, such service and
repair must commence within a reasonable time and returned in mer-
chantable condition within 30 days, or when circumstances beyond
the manufacturer's control prevent such reasonable return the period
may be extended an additional 30 days.

Pursuant to Section 1794 any buyer injured by a willful violation of
this Title shall be entitled to treble damages plus reasonable attorney's
fees. Section 1794.1 provides that any retail seller injured by the willful
or repeated violation of the provisions of this title is entitled to treble
damages, plus reasonable attorney's fees. However, these Sections are

Pacific Law Journal Vol. 2348
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Consumer Protection

not applicable to actions brought under Section 382 of the Code of
Civil Procedure (Representative actions).

The provisions of this title do not apply to any defect in consumer
goods caused by the unauthorized or unreasonable use of the goods fol-
lowing sale (Section 1794.3).

Any express warranties made by persons other than the manufacturer
of the goods obligate the person making such warranties to the same
standards and penalties of the manufacturer.

Warranties; sales of consumer goods
Commercial Code §§2800, 2801 (new).
SB 921; STATS 1970, Ch 972

Sections 2800 and 2801 are added to division 2 of the California
Commercial Code, relating to commercial sales.

They provide that in any retail sale of consumer goods, a written war-
ranty or guarantee as to the condition or quality of the goods shall not
be unenforceable solely because the buyer failed to complete and return
a form to the seller or manufacturer as proof of purchase of the goods.
The buyer may waive the provisions of the Section, but any unwritten
waiver is unenforceable and void.

Previously, a seller could expressly demand as a condition precedent
to existence of a warranty that the buyer complete and return the proof
of purchase form, though this condition had to be explicit in the con-
tract of sale. Failure to do so would prevent the warranty from arising.

References:
1) CAL. Comm. CODF. §2314, 2317.
2) 1 WrrioN, SUMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW, Sales §23 (7th ed. 1960).

Retail Installment Credit; creditor's statement
Civil Code §1810.1 ( amended) .

SB 26; STATS 1970, Ch 304

(Effective January 1, 1971)

Section 1810.1 requires a creditor to deliver a written disclosure
statement to a customer before the first transaction is made on any open
end credit account (See Unruh Act, Sections 1801-1812.10). This
statement must include an explanation of conditions under which a fi-
nance charge may be imposed, methods of determining the balance sub -

Selected 1970 California Legislation
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1969, 10:00 O'CLOCK A.M.

CHAIRMAN SONG: The hearing will come to order, please. This

is an interim hearing of the Senate Committee on Business and

Professions.

At the present time the only other member present due to a

variety of other demands is the Vice Chairman of this committee,

to my right, Senator Milton Marks of San Francisco County. To his

right is the Committee Consultant, Jim Cathcart; and to my left is

the Committee Secretary, Vicki Biastre.

The subject today of course is the subject of warranties and

I think that most of us are impelled to ask ourselves just what is

a warranty. According to the dictionary as I read it, a warranty

is defined as a guarantee, a security, authorization and assurance

that the real estate or other property is as represented; a

guarantee that the facts are as stated in regard to an insurance H

risk. We can paraphrase this of course in many many ways. H

In other words, when a person buys a washing machine, a dish

washer, a television, a radio set or an automobile or countless
cJn

other things, would it be reasonable for this buyer to expect that

the item purchased will in fact work? I think so, I think just ti:%ts

IONabout all of us would agree with that basic proposition. an

what if the appliance or other item fails to work? This is

the question we are concerned with. Or what if it works for a few

days or a few weeks and then fails to function, thereafter for

reasons which aren't apparent? Who should be responsible at that

point? Should it be the retailer, the wholesaler, the contractor,

or should it be the manufacturer who brought this thing into being
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in the original instance?

After assuming the manufacturer is to be held responsible,

over what period of time and subject to what conditions? Should

some kind of reasonable bond be required of any kind of manu-

facturers? This thought occurs to me because of the recent receipt

of a letter from a water heater contractor who apparently installed

a number of water heaters manufactured by the Hoyt Water Heater

Company that's gone bankrupt.

So here are a number of Hoyt water heaters that have be, n

installed with no manufacturer of course to stand behind the

warranty that accompanied the sale of each and every water heater.

So should a bond be required? If so, what would be a reasonable

bond and under what conditions?

As far as I know and our representative from the Attorney

General's Office can certainly clarify this for us, there is in 0

California no particular statutory Law governing express warranties
'

ww
H

Case law of course is somewhat vague and in doubt and of course we
H

are dealing here with the subject of express warranties and not the

subject of implied warranties. This committee is seeking facts.

This committee is in fact a fact-finding body in order to determine (7,

if new laws are needed with all the ramifications necessary to make
:74!

such laws fair and just. I believe without any question that the 4. s
so.

enconsumer should get what he pays for. The sellers and manu-

facturers on the other hand should be entitled to make a fair

profit. These are from my point of view the necessary ground rules

that we're going to follow during the course of the hearings today

and tomorrow.

Based upon the information, the evidence, the testimony we
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hear over the next two days, it may be entirely possible that

certain measures will be introduced during the course of the next

session in Sacramento. And keeping all these things in mind I

would also like to advise the audience that the hearings are going

to be transcribed in their entirety. If any of you are interested

in obtaining a copy of the transcript, please communicate your

wishes to Jim Cathcart, the Committee Consultant, State Capitol,

Sacramento. If there is any cost for it, it will be at the most

on a cost basis for you.

We also have written agendas of the hearings with witnesses

all named and the order will be generally followed because

according to the thinking of our consultant this will make a more

orderly presentation. So if you're scheduled to be the last

witness, there's no other motive but to present an orderly hearings

at the present time. We're going to make one other alteration and L.cj

that is that I'm going to call one witness out of order because

thinking about this again we think it might make the most sense.

I might also announce before we begin with our named witnesses

here that if there are any others among you w6o would like to be

heard, and of course necessarily presupposing there's enough time,

Hin z
w
z
w

H

C)

w

you certainly will be given the opportunity.
qi,
;1;lbssN

Madam Reporter, I have before me, and I think all members of is

the Committee also have, a statement on warranties prepared by the

Consultant. I would like this marked Exhibit A and included at

this point in the record.

(Exhibit A reads as follows:)

6 e ,
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CHAIRMAN SONG: Our first witness at this point, ladies and

gentlemen, will be a Deputy Attorney General of the State of

California, Consumer Fraud Division, Mr. Herschel T. Elkins.

Mr. Elkins.

MR. ELKINS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Most of the warranty

complaints that are filed with the Attorney General's Office

concern automobiles, the sale of new automobiles, the sale of used

automobiles, and automotive repairs. We keep our records according

to the company against whom the complaint is filed so we don't have

any statistics, but in each of our three offices these involve

always one of the three top number of complaints.

The new car warranty problems involve a number of areas. One

is the phantom warranty. That is, whatever the problem that the

customer relates, he's informed that it's not covered by the

warranty. The second one is the That's where

the customer finds that the warranty work is free but that non -

warranty work is conveniently found and the customer suspects he

would have received the same bill even in the absence of the

warranty. And the third problem is the stall where the customer

finds that on warranty work his car is pushed to the end of the

line and that it may be weeks before the car is returned to him,

and then exhibiting the same problems it had when the customer

brought the car in. Sometimes the problem has been fixed only

temporarily and customers have taken their cars to be fixed ten

or fifteen times with the same complaint.

Less than an hour ago I received a call from a doctor who had

taken a car in for a period of ten months with a serious leak in

the station wagon. The car kept getting flooded. In this case
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the automobile dealer was most cooperative until he went out of

business, and then he found some difficulty trying to get some

help from the other dealers.

We have had problems in which the following occurs: An

individual sells an automobile. The customer and the automobile

dealer have some difficulty. He turns to the manufacturer and

says, "Look at the car." The manufacturer's representative says,

"Yes, you do have a problem. We understand it, and obviously

the relations between you and the dealer are not so good. You

take the car to another dealer and we'll pay for it." And he

went around from dealer to dealer and could find no dealer who

was willing to fix that automobile. What is the reason? The

reason, and this was also the testimony before the United States

Senate, is that the dealers state they do not get enough money

from the manufacturer to take care of the warranties, that their

profit margin on non -warranty work is much higher than warranty

work, that they can't afford to take the warranty work. If they

have sold the car they have made some profit out of it and hence

they feel a little more obligation. But otherwise they feel that

the manufacturer is not fair in setting the rate.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Mr. Elkins, let me interrupt at this juncture.::.
4.so

Have you thought about the possibility of imposing a statutory go-
o'en

burden on the selling dealer with reference to warranties, of

course?

MR. ELKINS: The warranties, and you are correct in your

initial statement, Senator, there is no statute in regard to

express warranties. The warranty in this case is by the manu-

facturer and not by the dealer. If you had the warranty by the
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dealer this might well in fact solve the problem, but here again
you come to a tremendous price bind. Can the dealer really,

or can many dealers afford to give an express warranty on

automobiles in which we find quite often a vast number of

automobiles have to be called back because of repair. Now of
course the dealer can always turn to the manufacturer again.

CHAIRMAN SONG: The ultimate effect of course would be the
dealer in effect giving an express warranty but my thought was
this, that if a dealer sells an automobile subject to a warranty
issued by the manufacturer, how about imposing upon the dealer

tistatutorily a requirement to make good on the manufacturer's
'c;)

warranty? This would necessarily be following in my thinking
a sort of a negotiation between the dealer and the manufacturer.

co

Why should the member of the public have to bear the burden of
0this?
5

MR. ELKINS: That would certainly solve a part of the
H

problem and I agree with you. One of the other problems, of H
course, involves the tremendous mobility we have in California.

So we find individuals buying a car from a particular dealer

and then maybe going to other dealers in the State for the
warranty. Of course they would not have any express warranty,

but I think that would solve, might solve part of the problem, yam
ayes.

SENATOR MARKS: May I ask a question?

CHAIRMAN SONG: Senator Marks.

SENATOR MARKS: What is the effect then of the warranty that
manufacturer puts out? You see ads all the time of "This car is
warrantied for 36,000 miles," or something of that kind, for
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various things, and of course the type gets very small as to what

the warranty consists of. What is the effect of this warranty?

Is the buyer protected at all?

MR. ELKINS: Well, you know I just read a few months ago an

article in one of the local magazines, industry magazines,

automobile dealers, and the dealers were bitterly complaining

against the Chrysler Company for the five-year warranty and in

this industry magazine they said, "Everyone knows an automobile

can't last that long without substantial problems and they're

putting the burden on us because our reputation is at stake.

People come back to us."

SENATOR MARKS: Isn't the automobile dealer the agent of the

manufacturer?

MR. ELKINS: Well, probably. The manufacturer claims that

the dealer is independent. However, in regard to the warranty
he has, I think, been named as the agent since the manufacturer cwn

H
will send the individual back to the dealer for work and the

manufacturer supposedly guarantees to the dealer that he will pay w
him for the work that he does The problem really doesn't involve

as much the legal aspect of who has the responsibility on the

warranty, because the manufacturer is not about to go out of
-.1%
Z:sbusiness, but the problem is a practical one of the dealer who so%
onssays he is the middleman and as you know finds this tremendous

difficulty. One of the reasons that we have not brought actions

against some of the dealers in whom we have found some of these

problems is that we are not sure where the responsibility really

lies because sometimes we find the dealers are in the middle.

Now in this particular case I mentioned where the doctor called
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about an hour ago, that car apparently cannot be fixed. In ten

months he has been in eighteen times to have the dealer fix it.

I mean they have apparently attempted to fix the car and just

can't be fixed, and what's going to happen for the next two or

three years -- he has an attorney and the attorney took forty-

five days to E,et an appointment with the manufacturer. No one

can fix that automobile but the manufacturer is not going to

give him another automobile or allow him a certain amount on a

trade. They have taken that as a position. Now I don't know

what th( answer is. I'm not sure that the express warranty on

the part of the dealer will solve it completely. It may in part.

You know, of course, most dealers, and this is something that

happens in no other industry, charge the customer for putting the

automobile in a condition so he can take it. You know the

dealer's preparation charges may be $30.00, $50.00, $100.00.

have never heard of an industry where someone comes in to buy an

automobile and he is charged to have the dealer supply him the

product so he can use it. But this is the only way the dealer

apparently can get over that difficulty that he has, the expense

he has.

SENATOR MARKS: It would appear to me this is about the best

example of an agency representation because the automobile dealer

operates what's called an agency of the manufacturer, and the

manufacturer has the right to take it away from him at any time

he so desires or within certain conditions, so I would assume if

you get a warranty from the General Motors or Ford or Chrysler

or anybody else, American Motors or anybody else, that that

warranty can be exercised by the customer.

w

w

z
w

w

w
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MR. ELKINS: I would assume, and there have been some actions
against automobile dealers and also against manufacturers on

warranties, but those are implied, now that I think of it.

CHAIRMAN SONG: In this particular case you examined the

warranty, didn't you, the warranty agreement?

MR. ELKINS: Yes.

CHAIRMAN SONG: And in your judgment --

MR. ELKINS: Not in the one I heard this morning, but I have

examined warranties of the same kind.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Let's say a Chrysler warranty.

C)MR. ELKINS: Yes.

CHAIRMAN SONG: You have looked at it very carefully?

coMR. ELKINS: Yes, I have.

CHAIRMAN SONG: And in the particular case you talked about
involving a great deal of frustration obviously, did you conclude w
that there was a breach of the warranty there? H

HMR. ELKINS: I have no doubt there was a breach of the

warranty and as a matter of fact neither the original dealer nor
the manufacturer have denied it. They just don't fix it.

CHAIRMAN SONG: What, if anything, have you attempted to do
with reference to the manufacturer in that case?

sal.MR. ELKINS: Well, in the particular case I mentioned, this
only happened within the hour, so you know I don't have that
material, but we have had a similar problem before and so far
all that we have had is that in effect the manufacturer has
blamed the dealer for the problem and the dealer has blamed the
manufacturer for the problem.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Have you ever filed a lawsuit joining both
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parties? After all, if we say the dealer is the agent, the

manufacturer is certainly the principal.

MR. ELKINS: We did this, we have filed an action against

both Chrysler and General Motors in regard to advertising

processes. We find an interesting thing now, we find that

manufacturer often put in advertisements in newspapers, sometimes

without even telling the dealers as a matter of fact, and these

actions are now pending. We named the manufacturer. We have not

named the manufacturer or the dealer in these other problems with

regard to warranty and it's still in our file. It's still

pending because we are not sure. We don't like to file an action

until we are sure who we should file it against and that it is

proper to file it, and this is a difficult area. It is a

difficult area for several reasons.

It is the same problem we have with automobile repairs.

Sometimes it takes a matter of expertise. We get the complaint

after the man has gone in eighteen times and you don't often know

what the fact situations are.

But we're working now on a particular case with a particular

manufacturer in which we now find, and we think this is a case of

manufacturer responsibility where no one else apparently is going

to fix this automobile, and it's a matter that we are quite

concerned with. We don't have a case filed.

CHAIR ',,N SONG: What you say is somewhat discouraging. If

you after many many months devoting your entire working hours to

this particular problem, and I assume you have been, find it

difficult to determine where liability lies in certain instances,

I don't know what this committee can do.
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MR. ELKINS: Let me say this, Senator: Number one, of course

we have a very small staff which operates over a large number of

areas. We could technically I'm sure at this time bring an action

against the dealer and name the manufacturer, but we don't do that

until we are sure we have a pattern, that it is apparent that it

isn't just a case that happened in one or two instances. We are

very careful before we bring lawsuits, and we are just not ready

to bring a lawsuit here.

CHAIRMAN SONG: What kind of lawsuit generally, for breach

of implied warranty or breach of contract?

MR. ELKINS: In our case it would be, and here again is one

of the reasons we haven't brought it, is this, we have to also

determine what we are going to ask for, and one of the things we

would ask for there -- it is difficult to ascertain. We seek to

get an injunction to prohibit, the manufacturer I assume, from

continuing to warrant an automobile if he does not take the

responsibility or assert some responsibility in making sure

that the dealers who are not the sellers of the automobile will

take care of the automobile, but that's one of our difficulties.

One of the reasons that we haven't brought the lawsuit is that

we don't know who to bring it against, and what do we ask for

in the injunction?

CHAIRMAN SONG: And the absence of any statute?

MR. ELKINS: And the absence of any statute. Another problem

here, too, of course, is that we have a difficulty, certainly the

customer has. It's very expensive to bring an action in the

courts on a warranty particularly on an automobile warranty

unless there has been an accident, and then he is suing for a
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great deal of money and it is worth the cost and the trouble to

bring it, but here it is extremely difficult. He buys an auto-

mobile. How do you bring an action against the deI1er or

manufacturer? The customer finds it difficult.

CHAIRMAN SONG: If the absence af any statutory provision

compounds your difficulties, certainly you must have been

thinking about legislation you would like.to suggest to us,

haven't you?

MR. ELKINS: We have been thinking. We do not have any

specific legislation at the moment, but we will have it, that

is -- well, let me say this in regard to the problem: This is

the way we approach all the problems. We take a look at the

problem that has been brought before us. We have many problems.

We had 6,000 written complaints and 23,000 telephone complaints

covering all sorts of areas. We have suggested certain

legislation in those areas that create for us the greatest

problem and automobile repairs is by far the greatest problem

that we have. Sc) we sought Legislation in that area. In some

of the other areas we also sought legis lation. In different

areas we have taken the approach of bringing lawsuits against

various companies to see if that would solve the problem, and

in many cases it has. But before we bring it we have to make

that determination. Certainly we have been considering the

possibility of legislation. We have been considering the

possibility of bringing an action, but in each of these cases

we have to make sure that this is the proper approach, and at

the moment we haven't as yet finally decided. We will, however,

certainly be happy to give the results of anything we come up
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with as this project continues.

CHAIRMAN SONG: That would be appreciated.

SENATOR MARKS: The thing that disturbs me, I think these

warranties are express warranties. They aren't implied. An

express warranty -- I don't have copies of them in front of me,

but I have read them and they say thet if you do certain things

within a certain number of miles that certain repairs and certain

things will be done, and they make certain exceptions as to what is

not included, but these are express warranties.

MR. ELKINS: What I meant is the actions that have been

brought usually have been brought as the result of accidents that

have occurred and there various theories have been used, strict

liability, implied warranties which are not covered under the

express warranties and so forth. Most of the law seems to be on

the implied aspect. The express warranty is an interesting thing.

Most people think when they get a warranty from an automobile

dealer that they have something more than they would have in the

absence of a warranty. This is not true. The express warranty

takes away from the warranties that an individual would normally

have because it limits it. It says, "We expressly warrant the

following things and the customer specifically waives the things

which are not covered in the express warranty." So there is

somewhat of a limiting factor there.

SENATOR MARKS: In other words, is it your position with

respect to the express warranties that the Attorney General has

no authority to come in and represent the people of the State

of California in the instances where an express warranty has not

been lived -up to?
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MR. ELKINS: That's not our position. The posItion is trying

to establish -- let's take a factual situation. A man goes in to

buy an automobile. There is an express warranty. The company

and he are in disagreement. The matter apparently isn't being

fixed. He now goes around to other dealers to try to get the

warranty fixed. Nobody at any time says, "All right, we're not

going to fix it. Here's the express warranty, but our position

is we are not going to honor the warranty." The position is,

either it is not part of the warranty or "We have done as much as

we could and this person is unreasonable."

In this particular case that I mentioned, the manufacturer

took a look at the automobile, decided that there was a problem,

recognized that it wouldn't be fixed and said, "All right, you

go to another dealer who didn't sell you the automobile." Now

that dealer, you know, has never seen the man before and he says,

"I'm not going to fix your automobile because I know that I'm not

going to get paid for it by the company. At least it's going to

cost me more than it's worth. Why don't you go back to the

dealer? I'm not going to do it." Now, it's difficult for us to

bring an action against the second dealer since he was not the

seller. The manufacturer I think should be responsible because

it's the manufacturer's warranty and he has warranted that this

automobile will be fixed at any of these places, but before we

bring an action against the manufacturer in such a case, we want

to make sure this is a pattern, that this wasn't simply an

exception, and it is very difficult to get evidence in these

matters in regard to every dealer to find out if this is a

pattern, but I will assure you, Senator Marks, that if this is
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a pattern, that we get substantial evidence that as a pattern this

is the behavior, we'll bring the necessary action. Getting

evidence is a very difficult thing.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Well, what about that one person who took his

car around to six dealers? What kind of a pattern are you looking

for? You mean many many other similar complaints?

MR. ELKINS: Well, no, complaints in regard to a different

person than this particular individual, because you know in each

case there are peculiarities, and again we have a difficulty. We

have, as I say, a small staff and a large number of problems. If ti

only one individual is involved, usually the pattern is shut he

brings the action and he can bring an action in this case. He can
cp
cc)

bring an action against the dealer or the manufacturer. We don't

have the staff or facilities to bring an action in regard to 0

every claim, even ones we think are justified, where we can't

Hfind the pattern, because otherwise we would have 6,000 actions

to bring and we just can't do it. We are above our head now
w

because of lack of staff on major problems. So we do not bring an 1=

action until we find that there is this pattern. This man may be

very peculiar. As I. say, we are sure of our evidence there thrt

;I's%

so
they would not fix it, but trying to show this has happened to 4. s

other people is something that we have analyze before we bring

it. That's about it.

Now, turning from new cars for a moment, we have the problem

with used car sales, and on used car sales we have a pattern of a

type of warranty which isn't found in the new car business, and

that is a ten percent off parts and labor or fifty percent off

parts and labor, but the work has to be done at the dealer's
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place of business, and in our investigation that we have now, one

pending In an action we may bring against or, particular deg ter,

.Lt turns Jut thw: tiv:-t company actual !y make a. substantial profit

on the wt'rk t -hat's done. In other words, it again a warranty

without any meaning since the company has within its power to

determine what the amounts are going to be that are charged and

where does someone prove he is getting ten, twenty or thirty

percent off the parts since he has to go back to the original

dealer. This has been a problem.

The automobile repair warranty, again this problem is so

broad that in regard to the auto repair itself, I think it might

be an exercise in futility to go into the warranty aspect of it.

The complaints other than automobiles are much less in

numbers. It may be in part because we haven't brought any cases

against appliance dealers or manufacturers and people don't thi;,4.

of our office. I don't know the reason, but we have not had

certainly the number of complaints in regard to appliances.

The problems we have had, however, are the following: We

have had a great deal of problem with door-to-door sales

warranties. In other words, lifetime guarantees on carpets am

lifetime guarantees on all sorts of things. On the carpet we

find that two types of guarantees, a ten-year guarantee by a

manufacturer if the customer can prove that the reason that the

carpet is falling apart is owing to the negligence of the menu-

facturer -- almost an impossible task. The second is ware: 1Cy

by the dealer which adds to a warranty for ten years ag.inst

everything that happens to the carpet and there frequently the

company goes out of business, very frequently.
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SENATOR MARKS: Let me ask one more question.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Senator Marks, before you begin, I would like
to introduce another member who just arrived, Senator Lawrence

Walsh of Los Angeles County. Senator Marks.

SENATOR MARKS: If a person goes into an automobile dealer

to have a car fixed within the period of the warranty, so-called

warranty, in force and the dealer says, "No, I won't fix it," or

doesn't fix it, what would you advise that person to do? What

would you advise the automobile owner to do? He can't wait for

a chain of circumstances. He probably has one car.

MR. ELKINS: He has several avenues. One of them is to bring

a legal action.

SENATOR MARKS: Against whom?

MR. ELKINS: Against the dealer and the manufacturer I would
0

assume since it is the manufacturer's warranty and he can't get

it fixel. But the difficulty is, this is very expensive and most H

people can't do it. H

wSENATOR MARKS: You wouldn't advise him to go to the Attorney

General?

MR. ELKINS: Certainly, we would be most happy if he would

so we can get additional evidence. Obviously he should certainly
Z.V1

complain to us but the difficulty you have here, is what is he

going to do? He's faced with the problem. He wants to make sure

that he gets his money back. We can't guarantee that he gets his

money back. We can't operate as an adjustment agency and say,

"All right, manufacturer, we have a case. We have made the

determination. You haven't been before a court at all, we don't

have any pattern, but, you know, give him the money." If he would
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come to our office though or if he would send it in, we would do

one of several things. If we have a pattern we would bring an

action, or we could contact the manufacturer and the dealers and

find out what the situation is, and we have subpoena power and we

could subpoena their records and see what can occur.

As I say, we are engaged with two manufacturers now in court,

and there may be another action, Senator Marks. I'm not saying

there won't be, but we need a bit more evidence and some more time

and some more people.

Back to the appliances, the other problems in regard to the

appliances are the weasel-worded warranty which seems to take

something away after it gives it, the parts warranty which says

that parts can be fixed, but you will have to pay for the labor,

and this is a problem particularly with refrigerators in which

the part may he very small, but the labor is quite costly. The

difficulty with many of these warranty problems is that the

customer doesn't realize the extent of the warranty. He assumes

that if something is warrantied it will be fixed and he doesn't

realize that it may cost him $50.00 or $100.00 to fix the

appliance. This is an additional problem.

We also have a problem of distance. We find individuals go

to the store and he buys an appliance from Pennsylvania and

finally he sees in the warranty that in order to get the part

fixed he has to send it to Pennsylvania and with it usually

some small amount of money to cover postage or something. It

often takes months before he gets it back if he gets it back,

if it is fixed. He has no one he can turn to in town.

I have just seen some recent advertisements by companies I
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have never heard of in fact, who have now established in the State

of Galifornir,. and elsewhere agents for service, as Senator Mark

was commenting, where they have Listed on the back of their

warranty fifty or sixty places throughout the country where these

can be fixed. That's a vast improvement and perhaps that might be

required of out-of-state warranties.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Mr. Elkins, what do you think of requiring

a bond on the part of each and every manufacturer who does busss
in the State of California? Do you think this might facilitate

the honoring of the warranty agreements?

MR. ELKINS: It might in regard particularly to companies

that go out of business.

CHAIRMAN SONG: What about the manufacturer of a certain

automobile who refuses to perform by this indirect method of h

dealers all declining to perform?

MR. ELKINS: I don't think a bond in regard to automobile

manufacturers would be too much of a help, for this reason, it

isn't the lack of financial responsibility by the manufacturers

that we are dealing with. It's very difficult in your law

practice and I'm sure you've gone against bonding companies, it's

more trouble than suing the company itself. The only reason you

go against the bonding company is if the company goes out of

business. That is a danger in regard to many smaller companies

It is a danger in regard to some of the appliance companies.

don't think it is a danger in regard to automobile manufacturers

CHAIRMAN SONG: What about criminal statutes, have you

thought about that?

MR. ELKINS! No, I haven't. We hadn't really considered
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that. No, I haven't really considered the criminal statute?. Tt

might be a possibility, I don't know.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Very well, you will make available to this

committee the products of your research and your thinking ivy this

particular line, will you not?

MR. ELKINS: Certainly.

CHAIRMAN SONG: If possible before the next session?

MR. ELKINS: Certainly.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Any other questions of Mr. Elkins? Think

you very much.

The next witness is Mrs. Sidter who something to t,A1 'is

on the subject of television warranties. Is she present?

response) Is Royce 0. Norgaard present?

MR. NORGAARD: Yes.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Will you come forward, please?

MR. NORGAARD: Well, I don't know much about protocol.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Tell us who you are, first.

MR. NORGAARD: I am Royce Norgaard. I'm here as a privz..t.-2

citizen to discuss something about new car warranties. Mor.c

particularly my complaint is the feeling that the industry iip;

doesn't take seriously its own warranties, and I think 1 cars

illustrate one practice that can be used to avoid fulfillmeit

of these warranties.

I have had a couple of experiences concerning one car that

show the whole industry can simply ignore the warranty or ;rrything

it says. At least this is my allegation. If you have a

particular problem that you as a consumer feel is clearly

covered by warranty they can say, "Well, you are in error."
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"Well, these parts have rubber in them and therefore we have

always interpreted it that way." Later he said he never heard
of this happening. You run into inconsistencies in the

machinations to avoid honoring the warranty. I thought that

maybe he misunderstood the problem. The part in question is a

vital part of the front suspension which on most cars has an

they can supposedly admit the warranty is misleading, or they can

say that the language means quite the opposite of what it says,

or they can just arrogantly refuse to act and say, "I don't care

what the warranty says, I'm not going to fix it."

CHAIRMAN SONG: This has apparently occurred. Tell us about

your specific experience.

MR. NORGAARD: I realize I have been generalizing. I don't

know if I can use the board here or not. I think I could

perhaps make the example more convincing.

CHAIRMAN SONG: If you feel it would help.

MR. NORGAARD: First I'll try to tell bout it. During the

last 30,000 miles of the 50,000 mile warranty three dealers

looked at the car and volunteered that the front suspension

bushings were shot and had to be replaced. They all insiJted

this was not covered by the warranty. Well, T read the warranty

and it enumerates a lot of things including front and rear
cwn

Hsuspension components. This is clear language.

Finally I was able to get ahold of the factory's service

representative and sought an explanation of how these could not

be covered. Well, since I was referring to the warranty he did,

too, and he said, "You see where self trim and appearance items
titib4.04are excluded from any warranty at all?" I said I did. He said, tatos

a
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upper and a lower arm assembly 7.hat allows the wheel to move up

and down with the rar. Now if the arm is going to move it has to

have a pivot, hinge or bushing or something, and I think any

engineer would contend or agree this is all part of the suspension.

If any of those parts were left out your car wouldn't run. The

wheel would come off. You would have a disaster, and yet this

man who should know simply dismissed it as a piece of trim under

the car.

Well, I don't want to carry this out too long, but I was

upset. I paid the $50.00 for the repair bill, but I outlined

the situation to the factory, sent them a letter and surprisingly

I got three letters back, all form letters. The final one

referred me back to the dealer so there I was. I was still

unhappy.

I had to get it off my chest so I came to the State

Attorney General's Office and this is the latest development

of that.

There was one other case. I have front wheel bearing

troubles. Again they are covered clearly in the warranty, but

everybody in the dealership pretended a lack of reading skill

at the time and said they were really excluded, but the factory

admitted these were covered. So this time I had that taken care

of. But these are really small things. My budget was faced

with some small surprises, but I think it's the overall situation,

the ethical effect on everyone. When a man feels that a large

corporation has exploited him he's apt to reflect that attitude

in his business, may be toward an insurance claim or something.

I see something a little deeper than just a $50.00 bill that you
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haven't expected, and I think this is the reason that I've kept

thinking about this so I came here to appear and that's about it.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Thank you, Mr. Norgaard. Any questions?

Thank you. Is Gerald Silver here? (No response.) Is Virgil

Gaither present?

MR. GAITHER: Senator, this is Mr. Ralph Johonnot, and in

the absence of Mrs. Sidter he is prepared to
speak for her if this

is permissible, on television.

CHAIRMAN SONG: For Miss whom?

MR. GAITHER: Mrs. Sidter on television warranties.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Go ahead. Will you identify yourself?

MR. JOHONNOT: Yes, I am Ralph Johonnot. I am executive

vice-president of the California State Electronics Association.

We had asked Mrs. Sidter to come and testify today because it's

one of the odd type of warranty problems that we h.ve run into

in the television warranty. It seems in California on color

television sets, they started out with a one-year guarantee on

all parts, and then it went to a two-year on the picture tube

and one year on parts, and then it went to three years on the

picture tube and one year on the small parts. No labor was

covered under any television guarantee. When competition

forced manufacturers to go from the one-year to the two-year and

three-year there was products in the distributors' warehouses

that were sold to dealers such as independents and your mass

merchandisers' that only had a one-year guarantee from the

manufacturer. Second and third year guarantees were added by

the selling dealer. When a person purchased one of these

products they were led to believe that there was a three-year
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unconditional guarantee on the picture tube in this case.

CHAIRMAN SONG: How were they led to believe this? Was it in

writing?

MR. JOHONNOT: Normally through a sale contract. Now,

nowhere in the sales contract was it disclosed that this warranty

was one-year with the manufacturer and two years with some second

party or possibly third party. In Mrs. Sidter's case, for

example, I believe the set was purchased from White Front. The

invoice did not state -- stated it had a three-year guarantee.

It did not state who the guarantee was with. The independent

dealer took the picture tube out, took it to the manufacturer

and he said, "We only warrantied the picture tube for one year.

You must go back to the person who sold it." So he took the

picture tube to the sales company and the company that had sold

it, and he said, "We don't guarantee the picture tube. You must

go to the one who does our authorized service." And there he

took the picture tube and they said, "We can't replace this

picture tube without authority to replace it from White Front,"

and White Front said, "We have to turn you back over to

Universal. You will have to put the picture tube back in the

set and take the whole set to our representative to repair it,"

so there was two labor charges built up against it.

No place was it disclosed that when they bought this set

that the warranty had to he performed by a certain person or

certain service company.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Do you have a copy of that sales contract

with you?

MR. JOHONNOT: No, I don't, because she had agreed to be
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here this morning and I think she was bringing it. I could get it

and mail it to you, I'm sure.

CHAIRMAN SONG: We would certainly like to see it.

MR. JOHONNOT: All right. Senator Song, there's one other

thing regarding picture tubes. Could I quickly mention it?

CHAIRMAN SONG: Surely.

MR. JOHONNOT: In California we have through laws passed

regarding grading of picture tubes, both black and white and

color. We had very Little trouble with the law after it was

passed in California in getting warranties of replacements for

proper grades until the later years of color. The problem lies,

and I'll have to describe what grading is. An "AA" would be ell

new. "A" would be all rebuilt except the glass and "B" would be

just a part put in this glass envelope. A product can be sold

to a dealer from a distributor. The picture tube can fail

before it is ever sold. The manufacturer can, and it's stated

in his warranty, replace this tube with a rebuilt tube.

Therefore the consumer is starting out with a brand new set

with a rebuilt tube in it.

If at some time within this warranty period the tube fails,

and there have been many questions brought up because in our laws

4"7,11%

also of California we must disclose on the invoice what grade of %ss
4.

to;

tube it is when it is replaced. This is under California law. en

And when the consumer sees that the picture tube has been

replaced with an inferior quality, it is a great problem, but it

is stated in the manufacturer's warranty it dan be replaced with

a rebuilt part. But when the product is brand new and they start

off with a brand new set with a rebuilt part in it, it's a problem.
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That's my testimony, sir.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Any questions? Well, you are certainly

pointing to a serious problem here and this opens up of course a

number of other considerations. How far should the government

attempt to go in attempting to dictate in effect to the parties

just what their contracts should provide? Basically I think we

want to conform to this principle of free enterprise, and to

adults contracting presumably should know what they are doing,

but obviously this isn't the case. I think there's an undeniable

disparity in terms of bargaining powers and the powers of

comprehension obviously between the manufacturer and the ordinary

buyer of an appliance. So this does pose a rather knotty

problem, and I'm sure that we all recognize this, and just what

the legislature can attempt to do that would be reasonable of

course remains to be seen. Thank you very much for coming down.

Is there anything you would like to say, sir?

MR. GAITHER: Nell, I was asked by Ralph who is our eYecutie

director -- I happen to be the president of thn California :)tate

Electronic Association which is the television association of

service dealers primarily, and I do have a fairly large sales

organization selling appliances also, and he asked me if I would

present some of the problems which we've had. Well, I would

like to preface this with this statement, that we have many of

them and directly related to the subjects you are talking anou

here on appliances, but the one big thing for a non -servicing

appliance dealer, that is, who is a television service dealer

who knows what service is and how service should be performed,

to see the way that customers are handled by some of the major
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service organizations for major appliance distributors, it makes

you a little heartsick.

You sell a washer on a Wednesday, for instance, to a lady

with five children and on Friday afternoon she calls up and it

isn't running, it's full of clothes, full of water, and you call

the appliance manufacturer, and again I'm stating that we do not

do appliance service, but we do do television service, so we are

familiar with caring for our customers' wants and desires. So

you call them on Friday afternoon and you get the usual answer

that they probably could get there on Tuesday or Wednesday of

the next week, and this is not an isolated case, this is a

continuing thing.

It is the same thing with refrigeration. The average

customer is in a panic situation when the refrigerator goes out,

particularly in the summertime.

CHAIRMAN SONG: That's understandable. May I ask you this,

Mr. Gaither, as part of the television service industry so to

speak and the regulatory body, how are you brought face to face

with these other problems?

MR. GAITHER: I'm sorry, I didn't understand you, Senator.

CHAIRMAN SONG: You are talking about refrigerators end

washing machines and you are actually with television, are you

not?

MR. GAITHER: No, I'm sorry, you didn't understand what I

said. I am with a television service association but I also

have a sales organization and do sell appliances and in our

organization we service the televisions but we do not service

appliances. When we sell them we farm it out or let the
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manufacturer take care of the service.

The point that I was trying to bring out is that the service

leaves a lot to be desired, particularly

CHAIRMAN SONG: The kind of service provided by the manu-

facturer?

MR. GAITHER: That's right, on the appliances.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Can you name one of them just for purposes

of illustration?

MR. GAITHER: I researched on particular refrigerator that

we sold.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Who was it manufactured by?

MR. GAITHER: It was manufactured by Norge and distributed

by J. N. Cezan who is the local distributor.

CHAIRMAN SONG: And you were the retailer?

MR. GAITHER: We were the retailer.

CHAIRMAN SONG: And the service was to be done by some other

agency representing the manufacturer?

MR. GAITHER: That is right, for which we paid them -- I

believe the year's service cost us $14.95 -- for the year's

service.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Do you add this onto the sales price?

MR. GAITHER: Yes, that's included in the sales price.

SENATOR WALSH: Mr. Chairman, might I ask a question?

CHAIRMAN SONG: Senator Walsh.

SENATOR WALSH: Are the purchasers aware of the fact that

you farm the service representation out either to the manu-

facturer or to a subsidiary organization to take care of it?

Are they notified of this?
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MR. GAITHER: They are because we use that as sort of -- it

sounds real good. The customer likes to have one year's

manufacturer's service on this or one year manufacturer's service

on parts. They are informed, yes, sir.

SENATOR WALSH; Let's get down to the meat of it. You have

one year's manufacturer's service. Do you name the manufacturer

and amplify that the manufacturer is the one that's going to

service this, or some other organization is going to service it

other than yourself as an appliance dealer? Most people will

take it for granted, and I think that's the meat of this whole

hearing here as to misrepresentation on service and warranties,

the person that goes in to a store or an appliance store,

whether it is refrigerators or what, figure they are dealing

with that representative that's selling that item and they look

to him to back up the warranty, whether it's a manufacturer's

warranty or what. The average person will automatically assume,

unless it's spelled out, and I think that's where we are getting

to the contract itself, whether it is spelled out, who is going

to back that item up? If we are going to pay for a warranty,

how do we get service? How do we have our equipment or our

appliance taken care of, and I think that's the crux of the

whole thing, is to notify the people who is going to do this.

If we just merchandise the item and then say, "We told you that

the manufacturer was going to back you up," they look to the

person that sold it to them or the person they are purchasing

from to back them up.

MR. GAITHER: You are one hundred percent right, and this

is the crux of the problem. We are the middleman. We inform
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the customer at the time of sale who is going to do the warranty,

whether it is a manufacturer's warranty -- if it is television

we do this, we tell them it is our own service, which they know

as a rule, but on appliances we inform them, but when the

problem arises, it's us, it is the selling dealer that's sitting

in the middle, and now my complaint, and what I was trying to

register here, is that we do not get backed up by the manu-

facturer.

I h...ve here a refrigerator that I sold five times. I have

three different customers. I didn't get a chance, I was behind

in my work, I didn't get a chance to research the first two, but

I have the Last three that it was sold to. Finally we returned

it, this Norge refrigerator --

CHAIRMAN SONG: Are you talking about the same refrigerator?

MR. GAITHER: The same refrigerator.

CHAIRMAN SONG: You sold it five times you say?

MR. GA1THE: Five times. It spent most of its time in the

J. N. Cezan Company in the service departmeat.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Each time at a reduced price I assume?

MR. GAITHER: We were trying to get our money out of it,

believe me.

SENATOR. WALSH: Did you sell this as new or used?

MR. GAITHER: This refrigerator was out -- the second day

out it would not work. Cezan who has the warranty on it would

pick it up and take it in. They would keep it, take it back to

the customer and it wouldn't work. We would replace it with a

new refrigerator. Cezan would take it back down, check it out,

perfect.
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CHAIRMAN SONG: I think Senator Walsh's question was, did you

sell this particular refrigerator, the one in question, again the

second time as a used one?

MR. GAITHER: No, sir, we did not. We were given a new

warranty on the set from J. N. Cezan.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Well, it was used, wasn't it?

MR. GAITHER: This is a debatable question. This is done

with returned clothing.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Well, it might be debatable after one or

two days' use, but you say you sold it five times.

MR. GAITHER: It never was sold. Every --

CHAIRMAN SONG: You made deliveries to the buyer.

MR. GAITHER: We made deliveries, but then we always

replaced it with another refrigerator and we finally returned

it to Cezan and finally got credit on it.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Well, obviously you had quite a problem

there and so did five different buyers.

MR. GAITHER: They certainly did.

SENATOR MARKS: May I ask a question?

CHAIRMAN SONG: Senator Marks.

SENATOR MARKS: What is it when you go into an appliance

store and you see a sign that says "Two-year factory warranty"?

What does that mean?

MR. GAITHER: Three-year factory --

SENATOR MARKS: Or whatever it is, two, three -- I went into

a store recently and saw a sign over a refrigerator, "Two-year

factory warranty." Maybe it was three years, but it said "Factory

warranty." Do you use that term, "Factory warranty"?
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MR. GAITHER: We don't use that term on a display ad, no,

sir.

SENATOR MARKS: It wasn't a display ad. It was in the store

It was on the wall right near the refrigerator.

MR. GAITHER: No, sir.

SENATOR MARKS: When you talk about a warranty, what do you

say?

MR. GAITHER: When we talk about a warranty, we state

explicitly what the warranties are, what the manufacturer gives.

Now, let's take the refrigerator in point here. This carries

a year's factory parts and service and five years on the sealed

unit. Now, the sealed unit is replaced, but the labor for

replacing it would be chargeable. Now, that we state and that

is spelled out in the manual that the customer gets.

SENATOR MARKS: Did you have any signs up saying this

particular piece of property is warrantied for a period of time,

or do you ever put in your ads "Two-year warranty," or "Three-

year warranty", "Five-year warranty, six-month warranty"?

MR. GAITHER: Yes, at different times in different ads we

state the warranty.

SENATOR MARKS: When you say "Warranty", do you just say

"Warranty"?

MR. GAITHER: No, we spell out the warranty.

SENATOR MARKS: Do you say, "This is a warranty of the

manufacturer," "Warranty of ourselves," "Warranty of the

distributor," or that it is a warranty of somebody else? How

does the customer know who the warranty is coming from?

MR. GAITHER: At the point of sale the customer is very
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definitely told who will do the warranty work, but now in a

display ad I don't believe you would spell it out. Let's say

you are advertising a washer that had a year's parts and service

and five years on the transmission. You would say that washer

had a year's part and service and five years on the transmission.

SENATOR MARKS: And the customers -- who would the customers

go to?

MR. GAITHER: The would be informed of who was carrying it,

but nine times out of ten they come to us of course.

SENATOR MARKS: The thing I find confusing is, I go and buy

a refrigerator and say there is a warranty, a two or three-year

warranty. Do I look to you, do I look to the manufacturer, who

do I look to?

MR. GAITHER: Well, again I repeat that they are told who

is to do the warranty work, but again the average customer wilt

come to the dealer. Does this answer your question? Nine out
H

of ten of them will come to the dealer. H

SENATOR MARKS: Is it your position the dealer is or is

not responsible?

MR. GAITHER: I'm not saying that, sir. I'm saying we bend

over backwards. I'm complaining that the manufacturer doesn't.
ti:"%4.04

back us up.
s

en

SENATOR MARKS: If you sell a refrigerator are you respon-

sible, and then it is up to you to look to the manufacturer?

MR. GAITHER: No, we are not responsible.

SENATOR MARKS: Who is responsible?

MR. GAITHER: The manufacturer who hos the warranty.

SENATOR MARKS: Do you tell that to the customer?
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MR. GAITHER: Not in those words, no, sir. You wouldn't

make the sale if you did.

SENATOR MARKS: I assume you wouldn't, but if the customer

wants to come in and buy a refrigerator, you don't tell him if

he wants to buy a

to go back to New

MR. GAITPER:

refrigerator manufactured in New York he has

York to have it fixed, do you?

No, sir.

SENATOR MARKS: What do you tell him?

MR. GAITHER: All distributors have local services.

SENATOR MARKS: I see. Well, I don't get answers to the

problems for the customer.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Well, it would appear to me obviously that

there are instances, and I think I can speak with all possible

candor here, where retailers for the purposes of making a sale

are actually contributing to the problem. When you say that

you sold the same troublesome refrigerator five times and you

feel that the manufacturer was remiss in the sense that he did

not stand behind the warranty, it would seem to me that you

did play at least a small contributing role in instance there.

MR. GAITHER: Senator Song, from the first time I tried to

get credit on the refrigerator

$391.00 --

CHAIRMAN SONG:

-- the refrigerator cost me

Conceded now, but every time you were

selling it to an unwitting member of the public you were re-

creating the same troublesome scene because of the profit

consideration. I don't blame you for that.

MR. GAITHER: Right, and I'm not a refrigeration service

man, and when I take it to the factory service and the factory
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service says, "This is repaired. It's like new, we will issue a

full warranty on it," I can only assume that they are correct.

CHAIRMAN SONG: But it wasn't new.

MR. GAITHER: No.

CHAIRMAN SONG: What would you recommend in terms of new law

that would protect the public as well as the retailers?

MR. GAITHER: I would recommend one very basic thing, that

the warranties are more clearly stated in the manuals that are

given to the custom rs, and specifically state in there where it

can be filled in for the customers, who to call, who is to do

the service, so that the problems that we're talking about here

would be alleviated to a large extent, if the customer knew

exactly -- at the point of sale when you are talking to a

customer you can say, "Now, this is a Whirlpool washer I am

selling yci. You have factory service on it. Whirlpool will

take care of it." If you ask the customer two days from then

who was to take care of it he probably couldn't answer you

because he's all taken up with buying this new appliance. I say

it should be stated in the warranty manual. There should be a

space for it left in there and the wording of the warranty and

the guarantee should be simplified. The average customers

cannot understand a warranty.

CHAIRMAN SONG: How about the sales contract as pointed out

by the other witness here? Should the sales contract also

provide as a matter of law that "The undersigned dealer is in

no way responsible for the warranty," spell it out very clearly?

Apparently his sister had a problem there. The sale contract

mentioned the word "Warranty" but she had to go through three or
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four different places and never received satisfaction. Now would

you like that in view of the fact that it might prevent a sale on

your part?

MR. GAITHER: I don't think -- I wouldn't demand

wouldn't like that in the contract, no.

SENATOR WALSH: Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Senator Walsh.

SENATOR WALSH: I would like to just exemplify a typical

situation that happens between the -- I think the appliance

dealer is not quite showing his responsibility, as well as the

manufacturer here. I have noticed in several instances since

television first hit the market where appliance dealers with

bank backing flooring contracts will negotiate and enter into

an agreement with the manufacturer. They will walk in and take

over a big building. They'll have nothing in it except the

overhead and the lease agreement and they'll get a year's free

flooring or six months' free flooring from the manufacturer.

They'll move in carloads of televisions or appliances. They will

have their office space set up and their help which is salesmen

usually on commissions, some guaranteed salary and commission,

and they'll have a beautiful appliance display with whatever the

counnodity may be. The factory says, "We'll floor you," so they assa
set;

are in there with the sets and the beauty of the thing, and the
an

attraction and the advertising in the newspapers, and the grand

opening and the whole bit, and they'll turn around, unload the

equipment and they'll be gone in six months. Some of them last

longer. Some of them last several years, but they have no

facilities whatsoever. They either farm it out to some other
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oranization which will immediately on a damage or repair call on

the particular appliance charge them for a service call to and

from, and they'll immediately charge them for the labor. The

tubes or whatever it is that needs to be replaced in the thing

will be factory warranted which they will send in to the factory

and try to get credit for or will get credit for on a small $2.00

or $3.00 tube on a television set or whatever the case may be.

You'll get a ten or fifteen dollar service call, you'll get your

labor which will run approximately the same, and here you are

supposed to have a piece of merchandise that's supposed to be

warranted and taken care of, and every time you turn around i

a $20.00, $30.00 or $40.00 bill, but you got your tube for

nothing. You got whatever the cost of the manufacturer of the

tube, or whatever the amounts of tubes or resistors or whatever

they are

go wrong

in there, and I'm talking about small tubes that will

in a TV set or some small part of a washing machine or

an appliance of some type, and you still get knocked for some-

thing that's supposed to be in good working order for a certain

warranty of time. You still have to pay the freight. And then

again you have the other case where you'll buy something in one

area of town that may be within your residential jurisdiction

of house calls or repairs and then a person may move over to the

other side of town so his warranty is still in effect, but he has

to get some other dealer that handles the same brand in some

other area, and they say, "You have to go back to the person you

bought it from." If you do, the service call is much greater

because they have to come a further distance. It seems to me

that this is more or less a non -responsibility on the appliance
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dealers' part in conjunction with the manufacturer with their

flooring plans and everything else, loadinE. up the general public

with a commodity and then standing back ane one is looking at the

other and saying, "Well, we don't want any restrictions on our

part that may implicate us in not being responsible because we

want to protect the sale and get this merchandise out." Now

that's what you're telling us. You don't want anything in there

stating you are responsible for it. You want a space left that

the manufacturer is responsible for it, but you don't want to

amplify it because it may kill the sale and the general public

is a victim of the entire situation. He's confused. He doesn't

read the fine print. He gets a piece of merchandise and he

doesn't know who to look to.

And you take in large selling organizations, car dealers,

sure there's problems with that because the dealer himself will

park the car in the back and say, "Come back, we'll call you

when the car is ready." They'll move it out and mess around

with it and do as little as they can because they are working

on volume and they don't want to back their automobiles up, to

a certain extent. Other dealers will check the car out and do

tilbas much as they can. You take a fast-moving dealer, he just
so;

gets thethe cars out and I feel it's the same way, but they have en

a certain responsibility as a dealer. They have a Large

investment which is in fact their own service department, their

own mechanics, and you can go into any other phase -- I've had

franchises myself, which were construction equipment franchises.

We had to provide our own parts, we were backed up by warranty

from the factory, we had to carry a certain amount of moving
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parts, and service, as part of the condition of the sale, service

the equipment that was out on the job in the field regardless of

where it was, or make arrangements for some other dealer in

area to take care of it and bill us back, and I don't think

is the case in the appliance business. And that's probably

the complaints have come in so great that it has created a

hearing on this. The appliance dealers in conjunction with the

manufacturers can confuse the situation so bad that nobody knows

where to turn and everybody is just off and on their way running

with the profit structure and you've got the merchandise and

will try to work it out later, and that's all there is to it.

In the meantime a person has invested $300.00, $400.00, $500.00,

$600.00 in a type of commodity that he's buying for his home.

He has taken it home, and he's stuck with it for whatever time

until he gets the thing fixed, which he's going to pay the

service call plus labor and he'll get his ten cent part

w
0

w

H

Now, if the part is not the right part or it may be another H

whatever it happens to be, then you have to call them back and

then you have to argue with them about another service call, and w

I know of one complaint that I've got that stands out very 3
%
o;

readily in my mind where the warranty is almost gone, and the
sen

weak part contributing

that

this

why

to the main problem of the set or

into it.

situation has never changed. It still continues on and on and

they've replaced nearly everything -- it has been in to the shop

or to a shop, not the party that sold it because they don't have

the facilities, they don't have the floor space for it, they've

got floor space for new merchandise, uncrate it in the back,

ship it out, sell it, ship it out and bring in new merchandise
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and continue this thing on and work out these problems later on.

So I don't think that the responsibility is there with the actual

dealer because the largest percentage of dealers do not have

their own repair shops just like you stated, and they either

service it out or argue wi A the customer that "You've got to

go to the factory and we're having problems getting through to

the factory," so I think it's a conjunction between the two.

CHAIRMAN SONG: That was not a question directed to this

witness?

SENATOR WALSH: I didn't ask a question, I simply made a

statement, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN SONG: That was a statement. Mr. Gaither, I have

a couple of questions here. You say you would like to

recommend in the way of a new law, some law requiring the

manufacturer to state his warranty in clear simple and under-

standable English. That's the essence of your recommendation,

isn't that correct?

MR. GAITHER: Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN SONG: You are a retailer and as such generally

speaking find yourself so to speak in the middle. Now, I'm

certainly in agreement with you about easily understood written

warranties, but as a retailer though, and I'm somewhat

discouraged by your attitude here, you say you do not want a

law requiring that the sales contract set forth very clearly

in simple and understandable English who is going to be

responsible for the warranty. In other words, you don't want

to say much about it.

MR. GAITHER: I'm sorry, I misunderstood you then.
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thought you said, "Would you want it put on the contract that the

manufacturer was the only one responsible".

CHAIRMAN SONG: Who ic going to be responsible, and if in

any particular case it's going to be the manufacturer, shouldn't

the sales contract so recite?

MR. GAITHER: Yes, I agree with that. Oh, certainly, I

misunderstood your question. I'm not against it stating who is

responsible for the service. I thought you

CHAIRMAN SONG: And in very simple and understandable

English?

MR. GAITHER: Oh, certainly.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Senator Marks.

SENATOR MARKS: This would be on the contract; in other

words, you would not be against having on the contract a state-

ment in large enough type that people could read it who is

responsible for various things?

MR. GAITHER: It should be on there. There's no argument

about that. I misunderstood the question.

SENATOR MARKS: You would have no objection to requiring

as a condition of sale and before the customer signs that he

will be notified by the dealer what the conditions of the

warranty are?

MR. GAITHER: Full disclosure on warranty.

SENATOR MARKS: Full disclosure.

MR. GAITHER: I see no objection to that. That would be

very good.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Very well. Thank you very much.

MR. GAITHER: May I reply to one thing that the Senator said?
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CHAIRMAN SONG: You want to reply to what?

MR. GAITHER: Not reply, but give you a point of information

on television service.

CHAIRMAN SONG: A point of information on the speech.

MR. GAITHER: This has been an extreme problem on television

service. The set is sold to -- now the average set is sold

through the dealer and the only warranties that are on that set

are for parts for one year. This has been historical. If you

get a shipment of fifteen colored sets into your store, you open

them up, and if half of them don't work, you fix them as a

dealer. The manufacturer assumes no responsibility. This has

been historical. This is in a state of change at the present

time. RCA is experimenting in the Indianapolis area and in the

Western States with paying the dealer to service the sets. This

is in an experimental state at this time, and Admiral has just 5

instituted this. Now there's experimentation in this, the
H

manufacturer paying the dealer to take care of the inoperative
z

sets in his store and in the customer's home. I thought I might

add that.

CHAIRMAN SONG: All right. Thank you very much. Is Shirley a

Goldinger here?
tilb4.04
4. sMRS. GOLDINGER: Yes. ION
am
sal

CHAIRMAN SONG: Will you speak right into the microphone

and identify yourself, please?

MRS. GOLDINGER: My name is Shirley Goldinger and I'm here

testifying as a housewife and a homemaker. I'm a former home

service director for a major appliance company. I taught home-

making in the Los Angeles City Schools for two years, and I'm
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now a housewife with two children and am active in consumer

groups. I am president of the Association of California

Consumers in Southern California, but there will be others

testifying for the Association's viewpoint. I'm going to

testify on things that have happened just to me as a homemaker.

With few exceptions in my experience most warranties are

not worth the paper that they are printed on. To understand

many of these you need both a law and engineering degree to

have someone explain them to you, so I would echo what has been

said before and said by committee members, that warranties really

need to be simplified and stated in very simple language. Why

should a homemaker have to fill out a card that says you must

get this back within five days or your warranty isn't valid, and

I have here with me, and I'm probably one of the few people who

never mails a warranty card back. I save them and I have all of

my own and I'll leave them with you so that you can see if these

things are not filled out and mailed within five, ten, and some

of them are fifteen days, that your warranty is not valid.

The person that you buy the appliance from or the manu-

facturer doesn't give you the opportunity to say at the end of

five, ten or fifteen days, "I don't like the way this thing is

operating, come take it back," and it seems to me that if they

are going to tell you that the warranty is not valid unless it

is mailed in within a very short period of days, the card

attached to it, that you should have the same kind of rights.

So many of the cards --

CHAIRMAN SONG: Ma'am, why did you adopt the practice of

not mailing in these cards?
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MRS. GOLDINGER: Because I hoped that someday somebody would

do something about all of this, so you can't imagine how excited

and impressed I am with the fact that you are holding this

hearing.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Have you had any problems?

MRS. GOLDINGER: I have had lots of them, lots of them, but

I've tried --

CHAIRMAN SONG: You are going to tell us about some of them.

SENATOR MARKS: I don't --

CHAIRMAN SONG: Senator Marks.

SENATOR MARKS: I have gotten these cards and I have sent

them in because I feel this puts the manufacturer or the dealer

or somebody on notice that they better live up to their warrncy.

I don't see how that hurts me. I don't warrant that I'm happy

with the product. I'm just stating that I'm complying with

their requirements and that I Let them know, let the manufacturer

or dealer know that I have this piece of property. I don't see

anything wrong with the piece of paper.

MRS. GOLDINGER: Senator Marks, I agree with you, but t:ha

only thing that I disagree with is that somebody says to you

that unless this is mailed promptly -- sometimes I bought a

house that was sitting vacant for a year. It was a new house,

newly built, and I came in and the warranty card says that this

is only effective if you mail it in right after this particular

item has been purchased. Well, does that mean that that new

stove, let's say, is no longer in warranty? What can I do

about it? I just felt that it was unfair, that something

should be done that gives you warranty coverage for a new
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appliance even if it is outside the period of time, if it's never

been used.

SENATOR MARKS: It may be an implied warranty in any case.

SENATOR WALSH: Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Senator Walsh.

SENATOR WALSH: Wouldn't you go so far as to say they are

working on a percentage basis? I imagine that a certain

percentage of people will react just like you do or have

extenuating circumstances that it was delivered on a certain

day. You signed a receipt for it and it was never used, but it

may be due to shipment. I know I've received things much later

and all you have to say is that you didn't receive it due to

a freight company or something, but whatever the extenuating

circumstance is, that if say twenty-two percent of these

warranties are not mailed, which I think is a very conservative

amount, that is twenty-two percent of their product they don't

have to fool with. The consumer has it, he owns it and he can

do what he wants with it.

MRS. GOLDINGER: I think this is so, but the thing, too,

that I'm asking is that people don't put on these warranty

cards that if you don't mail it back within five days I think

it should be something much more reasonable.

CHAIRMAN SONG: How about thirty days?

MRS. GOLDINGER: Thirty days would seem to me to be more

reasonable.

CHAIRMAN SONG: So in other words, it is a time factor.

You don't believe the condition per se is unreasonable?

MRS. GOLDINGER: No, I don't. I just think it should be
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something that is not difficult to comply with. The other thing

that is interesting on the cards that you do mail back for many

of these appliances they are not interested in knowing how you

feel about the way the appliance operates. What they are asking

you is where did you buy it and from whom did you buy it, your

age, the number of people in your house, the approximate value

of your house --

SENATOR WALSH: Confusion.

MRS. GOLDINGER: Why do they want to know how much your

house cost? I don't understand what that has to do with the

operation of your appliance, or how many people, or your age.

I resent being asked my age on a card I'm going to mail back.

What does that have to do with my dishwasher?

CHAIRMAN SONG: A woman resents that under any circumstances w
0

MRS. GOLDINGER: Some of these things are foolishness. If

they want to ask me, "How do you feel your appliance is H

operating?" Or "Are you getting complete satisfaction in the H

operation of the appliance?" That one makes more sense. This

is kind of nonsensical, don't you think?
cJn

CHAIRMAN SONG: Very well. Having failed to send those

cards in, tell us about the problems you have had after that?

sus.MRS. GOLDINGER: All right. I'm more interested in telling

you about some of these others that have come with them or

attached to the cards. I purchased a Master Antenna set for my

home with a year's warranty, and the place was out of business

before the year was up and there was no one to service it. Not

only would no one come to service it, but I had to then put

another one in because no one would service it. No one would
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come and service someone eise's work, and so then I was told if

I bought another directional antenna of some kind, then I would

get service with it. So I was very much interested in what you

had to say about a bond. Perhaps this would help the homemaker

who puts some kind of an appliance or in this case it was a TV

antenna system in, and then the company goes out of business.

Perhaps then she would have something to come back to. Right

now there's nothing you can do about it.

In another case there was an intercom system that was in

this existing house. There was no one to service this because

it was not a well-known brand, and I finally called someone who

represented another office of this particular company, and they

called someone in the Valley for me who came three months later.

Well, my front doorbell was connected to the intercom system.

Can you imagine doing without a front doorbell for three months

because no one would come out and service it?

CHAIRMAN SONG: Of course you are distinguishing reluctance

to provide service from performance under a warranty agreement

though, are you not?

MRS. GOLDINGER: Well, but the intercom then would have a

year's warranty, but I couldn't find anybody to stand behind it_
ass

CHAIRMAN SONG: Was it a written warranty? st;
.

MRS. GOLDINGER: It is a printed warranty.

CHAIRMAN SONG: Do you have that with you?

MRS. GOLDINGER: Yes, I have that with me.

CHAIRMAN SONG: And they refused to honbr --

MRS. GOLDINGER: It isn't they refused, they said there

was no one in my immediate area to service it.
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